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ABSTRACT 

Corporate volunteering is a particularly ethically sensitive form of corporate 
social responsibility: it involves personal engagement of employees and 
recipients alike – the latter often being in a disadvantaged position. Yet, 
previous research has not analysed corporate volunteering from an explicitly 
ethical vantage point – the virtues of corporate volunteering are only assumed.  

The task of the study was to analyse the ethical questions associated with 
corporate volunteering by paying attention to the distinctively relational 
nature of the practice. The study answers four research questions: 1) Should 
corporate volunteering be contextualised as a special case of non-profit 
volunteering or as a corporate social responsibility practice, and what are the 
ethically relevant consequences of the contextualisation? 2) What conceptual 
apparatus is needed for an ethical analysis that grasps the distinctively 
relational nature of corporate volunteering? 3) Which ethically relevant 
elements, events and experiences surface when corporate volunteering is 
scrutinised from relational perspective? and 4) Which ethical principles apply 
when the relational nature of corporate volunteering is considered, and how 
do these principles translate into analysis tools for ethical evaluation of 
corporate volunteering?  

The methodological approach I used is ethical-empirical analysis. I 
constructed normative ethical analysis tools by utilising Paul Ricœur’s version 
of contemporary philosophical recognition theory. I brought the moral-
philosophical apparatus to dialogue with an empirical case study of a Finnish 
corporate volunteering project related to promoting financial skills in 
underprivileged young adults. The data consists of group interviews with 
recipients, interviews with corporate volunteers, an interview of the project 
manager, observational notes, and text documents regarding the project.  

I argue that contextualising corporate volunteering exclusively as a special 
case of non-profit volunteering may lead to deficient ethical analysis as the 
ethically relevant implications of the commercial context may remain ignored. 
The alternative is to conceptualise corporate volunteering as corporate social 
responsibility. Yet, the current theories of corporate social responsibility do 
not provide sufficient means for the relationally sensitive ethical analysis of 
corporate volunteering. In Chapter 3 I elaborate on the appropriate conceptual 
apparatus for grasping the relationality of corporate volunteering in an ethical 
analysis, and suggest that and intersubjective view of humanity is required.  

In Chapters 4-6 I elaborate on the ethical principles that apply when the 
relational nature of corporate volunteering is considered. I argue that 
corporate volunteering can be interpreted as an arena of recognition-
relationships, and that recognition theory does provide appropriate tools for 
ethical analysis. Recognising oneself as a capable human being is also an 
adequate normative aim for the practice of corporate volunteering. Three 
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spheres of mutual recognition, originally deriving from Axel Honneth – 
affective, juridical, social-esteem-related – are all relevant heuristic concepts 
to interpret corporate volunteering as a relational praxis. I contend that the 
concept of gift as a form of mutual recognition grasps the distinct ethical 
fragilities of corporate volunteering. The design and implementation of 
corporate volunteering should consider that corporate volunteering also 
creates a potential context for experiences of misrecognition and other 
recognition failures. Among the focal results of this study are the three sets of 
analytical tools for the ethical evaluation of corporate volunteering (in Chapter 
6), such as the ethical analysis tool to help in mapping and mitigating the 
fragility of the gift relations in corporate volunteering.  

Finally, I provided some practical suggestions for promoting a more 
ethical praxis of corporate volunteering and discuss the wider applicability of 
recognition theory as a normative approach to corporate social responsibility 
practices.   
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PREFACE 

Dear reader, as you browse through this doctoral thesis you will soon learn 
that it is a rather multi-layered combination of ideas originating from several 
theoretical backgrounds, methodologies, and bodies of literature from both 
empirical and philosophical fields of study. Nevertheless, the 
multidimensionality that is visible to a reader represents only a minor part of 
all the layers. One layer that is hidden under the academic conventions of 
writing is that this thesis is my humble declaration of love and gratitude to the 
philosophy of Paul Ricœur.  

As a student of theology, I came across the thoughts of a French 
philosopher whose name and work had up until then been strange to me. I felt 
utterly enchanted: how could anyone grasp the world in such a rich and 
insightful manner! This enchantment that was evoked by Ricœur’s philosophy 
has carried me on my academic path, through all the adversities, moments of 
disbelief, and constant lack of intellectual self-confidence. I become a 
theologian because I wanted to understand what it means to be a human. 
Ricœur’s work has been a rich, though often painstakingly complex, 
companion in that aspiration.  

Reading Ricœur has been my gateway to philosophical thinking, but it has 
also been much more than that. Pursuing a doctor’s degree has prompted me 
not only to think about what it means to be a human but also what it means 
to be me. A focal building stone of my doctoral thesis, Ricœur’s last 
monograph The Course of Recognition (Parcours de la reconnaissance), has 
been eye-opening in this sense. The book was published in 2004 after Ricœur’s 
very long philosophical career, which had begun already before the World War 
II. At the time of the publication of The Course Ricœur was 91 of age. In the 
book, Ricœur discusses recognition as social esteem which seems to be granted 
in different social contexts according to very different criteria: the success of a 
business person is judged on very different grounds than the success of a 
philosopher. Is it possible to find understanding between different worlds? Is 
it possible to grant esteem between different worlds?  

A reputed Ricœur scholar Jean Greisch1 has provided a touching 
interpretation of The Course of Recognition. Everyone who has ever read 
Ricœur knows his fascination for detours. He often builds his argument by 
first taking abundant detours through philosophical, sociological, theological, 
historical, linguistic, and literary vantage points. This makes reading Ricœur 
often a laborious task. However, the detours are much more than a matter of 
philosophical style. What is important to Ricœur is, as he writes in The Course 
of Recognition, “the ability to critically awaken each actor in one world to the 
values of another world, even if it means changing worlds. This reveals a new 

 
1 Greisch 2006.  
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dimension of a person, the dimension of understanding another world than 
one’s own…”2. Greisch3 reads this as a description of how Ricœur grasped his 
own philosopher’s identity in the autumn of his life. Ricœur’s multiple detours, 
Greisch interprets, are what allowed Ricœur to recognise himself as the 
philosopher he was. A year after the publication of The Course all the detours 
were taken as Ricœur passed away. A hidden subtitle of The Course of 
Recognition and a summary of Ricœur’s long career could be “Je me suis 
reconnu un philosophe”. I have recognized myself as a philosopher.  

When I began my doctoral studies I switched from the philosophy of 
religion to social ethics, which at that time seemed like a big change of 
approach. For I while I was slightly sad for having to give up the possibility of 
becoming a philosopher of religion which I thought was the coolest option for 
a theologian. I did not quite know what it would mean to me to be someone 
who studies social ethics. Moreover, working in a multi-disciplinary 
environment opened up several new potential paths for making research. 
Being the person I am, and being in a transitional stage with academic identity, 
I eagerly explored a multitude of paths – to the extent that I quite often felt 
lost. There were many moments of despair and guilt for wasting society’s 
precious resources by being so inefficient.  

Little by little, I started to understand that the paths that I had explored 
might not after all be dead ends but detours. These detours enriched my 
thinking so that I was able to come back home to my initial source of 
enchantment: I understood what a repertoire I have in Ricœur’s philosophy – 
a repertoire whose potential in the analysis of business and organizational 
ethics has not yet been discovered! Thus, without the detours I would not have 
been able to aggregate this strange combination of ideas that is called a 
doctoral thesis. I have realised that I can keep the philosophers outlook that I 
have acquired – and put it to a good use in applied contexts! 

Now, having accomplished writing the thesis – the most difficult task I can 
imagine! – I am able to see the importance of Ricoeur’s philosophy also to my 
personal growth. Ricoeur’s ideas about mutual recognition as social esteem 
have helped me to understand that, indeed, the ability to move between worlds 
is worth cherishing. Even if it sometimes takes time and drives one to 
madness, it is not a waste of resources, quite the contrary. It is a particularly 
valuable ability for someone who is at the same time interested in promoting 
ethical aims, and in studying and promoting change in business organizations. 
I have now grown to a new idea of what it means to be me both as a researcher 
and a practitioner of business ethics: je me suis reconnu comme une 
éthicienne.   

 

 
2 “…la capacité d’éveiller par la critique chaque acteur d’un monde aux valeurs d’un autre monde, 

quitte à changer de monde. Une nouvele dimension de la personne est ainsi révélée, celle de comprendre 
un autre monde que le sien…”. Ricoeur 2004, 306.  

3 Greisch 2006, 171.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING – THE ODD BIRD OF 
CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY 

Corporate volunteering4 is the odd bird of corporate social responsibility in 
the 2020s. The dominant narrative of corporate social responsibility (also, 
CSR)5 is that the focus has shifted from how the money is spent to how the 
money is made.6 Put differently, donating time and money to social causes 
belongs to the past of corporate social responsibility. The present and future 
are marked by strategic orientation towards responsibility and re-
consideration of core business operations. Despite this narrative, corporate 
volunteering thrives. While the amount of time spent in more traditional 
volunteer work is decreasing, corporate volunteering is gaining popularity.7 In 
the UK, 11 million people are given paid time off to volunteer8, and in the US 
an individual employee may in some cases use from 40 to an unlimited 
number of hours for volunteering per year9. The investments to corporate 
volunteering are far from insignificant.  

As the figures above depict, corporate volunteering is particularly 
prevalent in the Anglo-American world. Consequently, the odd bird appears 
even odder in the context of this study, away from its original habitat, in the 
Nordic countries. It is characteristic of the Nordic welfare model that the 
public sector takes a substantial role in guaranteeing basic welfare for all 
citizens. The role of businesses in addressing societal causes has traditionally 
been limited in the Nordic social contract10. Interestingly, corporate 
volunteering is now becoming more visible also in the Nordic countries. It is 
no longer only the multinationals – such as Nokia11 – that initiate corporate 
volunteering programs. In addition to them, Nordic companies have started to 

 
4 In this study I define corporate volunteering as volunteer work performed for a societal cause by 
the employees of a company wherein the company supports volunteering by allowing its employees 

volunteer during paid working hours.  
5 There is no widely shared consensus on the exact definition of CSR but I share the view suggested 

by Renouard (2011) and Osuji and Obibuaku (2016) that the definition CSR should not be limited only 
to the responsibility over direct impacts of business pursuit (‘do no harm’) but can be extended to cover 
companies’ voluntary activities to proactively further societal goods (‘do good’). I will address the 
definitions of CSR in more detail in chapter 2.  

6 Wickert & Risi 2019.   
7 Rodell et al. 2017. 
8 Benefacto 2015.  
9 Fortune 2015. 
10 Kuhnle & Kildal 2005. 
11 Scheubel 2003.  
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develop extensive corporate volunteering programs and to communicate more 
actively on them to a wider public.12 Corporate volunteering can be seen as a 
response to a current discourse of new value expectations: customers and 
other stakeholders expect an active societal role from companies and 
employees are increasingly searching for experiences of meaningfulness from 
work13. This discourse has also taken root in the Nordic countries.14 Moreover, 
in the Nordic countries the public sector is facing increasing difficulties in 
financing welfare services, which has created an opening for individuals, the 
third sector and the business sector to address social issues that had earlier 
been considered to be public responsibilities.15 Exhaustive statistics are still 
lacking but it seems that corporate volunteering in Nordic countries is more 
prevalent than before. 

In this study about corporate volunteering16 I refer to the volunteer work 
performed for a societal cause by the employees of a company wherein the 
company supports volunteering by allowing its employees volunteer during 
paid working hours. The definition implies that corporate volunteering 
activities are different from the normal work tasks, they are carried out often 
in a different environment than the standard daily work, and they serve 
different purposes than the normal work assignments. Moreover, the 
definition implies that taking part in corporate volunteering activities is 
voluntary, and the employees have an option to not take part in corporate 
volunteering. Some researchers17 also include in the definition volunteer work 
that is performed outside working hours but is supported or encouraged by the 
employer by some other means, such as advertising volunteering 
opportunities. The limits of the definition do not drastically affect The Course 
or findings of this study. Nevertheless, I limited the definition of corporate 
volunteering to volunteering during working hours. In the wider definition, 
the institutional link of the volunteering activity with business is weak and 
corporate volunteering would in fact not differ that much from other, more 
traditional forms of volunteering. 

Notwithstanding the definition, corporate volunteering may indeed be a 
significant phenomenon with the potential to affect society as a whole by 
channelling resources to alleviating societal challenges. Furthermore, it 
involves an element of individual engagement that is absent from other forms 
of corporate responsibility: corporate volunteering usually involves 
interaction between volunteers and recipients. Corporate volunteering creates 
relations. Recipients of corporate volunteering rarely have a financial stake in 

 
12 E.g., Danske Bank 2020; Nordea 2021; Telia 2018; Vasquez Graah-Hagelbäck 2019. 
13 Examples of the discourse concerning new value expectations in business: Haque 2011; Hurst 

2014.  
14 Tikka & Gävert 2014.  
15 Grönlund 2019, 241–245; Saari & Pessi 2011, 15–17.  
16 Also, employer-supported volunteering or employee volunteering.  
17 E.g., Rodell et al. 2016: 55–56. 
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the company, and they are often in underprivileged societal positions. When 
that is the case, there is a potential imbalance between the power position of 
the volunteer and the recipient. These factors – the increasing volume of 
corporate volunteering and the scale of its potential societal implications, as 
well as the elements of individual involvement and asymmetrical power 
relations – call for a clarification of the ethical questions related to corporate 
volunteering. That is the task of this doctoral dissertation.  

 

1.2 PREVIOUS RESEARCH: EMPHASIS ON BUSINESS 
BENEFITS   

Previous research on corporate volunteering exhibits three18 prominent 
themes. Firstly, scholars have pointed out that through affecting employees’ 
work-related attitudes and behavioural patterns, corporate volunteering may 
have a positive effect on the competitiveness of companies. Such approaches 
include suggestions that corporate volunteering is positively associated with 
greater belief in company’s mission, engagement to employer, organisational 
pride19, higher compliance20, increased knowledge creation21, enhanced job 
satisfaction and work-related skills22.  

For instance, a study by Veleva and colleagues23 suggests a wide range of 
business-related impacts of corporate volunteers: job satisfaction, morale, 
organisational pride and belief in company’s mission and engagement to 
employer. Their findings suggest that belief in a company’s mission and 
engagement with the employer are higher among volunteers than non-
volunteers.  They also suggest that corporate volunteering has favourable 
implications not only to corporate volunteers’ work-related attitudes, but also 
to those of non-volunteers: those non-volunteering employees that were aware 
of the corporate volunteering activities of the company scored higher in morale 
and organisational pride than those non-volunteers who were unaware of their 
employer’s corporate volunteering engagements.  

Besides the effects on employees’ work-related attitudes, research 
presents several other channels through which the business benefits may be 
reached. For instance, Lysova and Saduikyte24 conducted a qualitative study 
on the opportunity for knowledge creation through corporate volunteering. 
They argue that in the post-industrial economy, knowledge is one of the key 

 
18 For a different kind of classification see Rodell et al. 2016.  
19 Veleva et al. 2012. 
20 Houghton et al. 2008. 
21 Lysova & Saduikyte 2015. 
22 Glinska-Newes et al. 2021; Peterson 2004. 
23 Veleva et al. 2012. 
24 Lysova & Saduikyte 2015. 
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assets of successful business and that corporate volunteering is a way to 
facilitate knowledge creation, especially if corporate volunteering projects are 
strategically managed. Houghton and colleagues25, in turn, examined the 
linkage between corporate volunteering and compliance. They found initial 
support to their hypothesis that corporate volunteering is vaguely linked to 
uncompromised compliance choices. Their overall conclusion still is that the 
interconnection between corporate volunteering and positive organisational 
identity is strong, but the organisational identity is not associated with strong 
uncompromised compliance behaviour.  

A fairly common limitation in the studies addressing the work-related 
attitudes of corporate volunteers is that only the co-existence of positive work-
related attitudes and volunteering is indicated, not the causality between 
them. It might be that those employees who are already more committed to 
the employer and experience more organisational pride, also take part in 
corporate volunteering projects. Jones26 argues that in some cases the 
organisational benefits of corporate volunteering are widely assumed but 
thinly tested. Even if there is a large body of research to suggest that corporate 
volunteering yields organisational benefits, the mechanisms and causalities 
regarding the impacts may turn out to be complex and need more scrutiny. 
Some recent studies have problematised the positive organisational 
implications of corporate volunteering, and called for a future studied with a 
more rigorous approach to the causal relations concerning corporate 
volunteering and its antecedents and effects.27 

What seems to be lacking almost entirely from the research is an 
examination of how the organisational outcomes are influenced by what 
factually occurs in the corporate volunteering activity. Corporate volunteering 
is often perceived as a unified phenomenon, as a sort of a standardised process 
which yields measurable organisational benefits. This approach omits the 
distinctive nature of corporate volunteering. It is a corporate social 
responsibility practice which is implemented in dynamic, multifaceted, 
unpredictable encounters between corporate volunteers and recipients.  

Secondly, besides the perspective of organisational benefits, research has 
adopted the perspective of the corporate volunteers. The scope of this research 
theme is in the motivation of corporate volunteers and the effects of corporate 
volunteering on a volunteer’s attitudes and behaviours beyond the work-
related effects. This line of research has suggested that pride and calling are 
associated with higher experienced meaningfulness in voluntary work28, that 
employees are more likely to volunteer in their older age29 and that corporate 

 
25 Houghton et al. 2008.  
26 Jones 2016.  
27 Howard & Serviss 2022; Zhang et al. 2021.  
28 Yim & Fock 2013. 
29 Ariza-Montes et al. 2015.  
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volunteering might boost civic engagement outside work30, and the social 
capital of corporate volunteers31. Grant32 has studied not only what motivates 
employees to participate in corporate volunteering in the first place, but also 
what makes them participate again: internalisation of volunteering identity 
and appropriate organisational support, such as recognition from supervisors, 
proved to be important antecedents of sustained participation.  

The motives of volunteers are a prominent theme in the research on 
regular volunteering33 and therefore it is not surprising that motivation has 
been a topic of interest also to the corporate volunteering researchers. A 
comparative study by Nave and do Paco34 on the motivation of non-profit 
volunteers and corporate volunteers indicated that values, opportunities for 
learning through experience and prospects of personal growth and self-esteem 
are among the more important sources of motivation for volunteers in both 
corporate volunteering and in non-profit volunteering. Interestingly, 
increasing one’s career opportunities seems to be a fairly unimportant source 
of motivation for non-profit volunteers but also for corporate volunteers. 
Nevertheless, Nave and do Paco35 found that the main difference regarding 
motivation is that in comparison with corporate volunteers, non-profit 
volunteers scored higher in all aspects of motivation. The finding indicates that 
the motivation of corporate volunteers is composed of similar elements to 
those of regular volunteers, but there are also differences. Studies on 
motivation, both in non-profit and corporate volunteering research, are 
motivated by the idea of their practical relevance: in practice, understanding 
motivations helps to attract volunteers and sustain volunteer participation.36 

What is characteristic of this second research theme, the perspective of 
corporate volunteers, is that methodologically, the emphasis is on quantitative 
studies. There has been a lack of in-depth, holistic qualitative approaches that 
would allow us to understand how corporate volunteering is intertwined with 
the identities of the volunteers or of their self-reflections or self-relations.37 
These kinds of approaches would provide valuable insights because corporate 
volunteering yields an expectation of personal change: the business-related 
benefits in research are hypothesised to occur through changes in volunteers’ 
thoughts, feelings and attitudes. 

 
30 Krasnopolskaya et al. 2016; Rodell et al. 2017. 
31 Glinska-Neves & Gorka 2020.  
32 Grant 2012.  
33 Grönlund 2012, 23.  
34 Nave & do Paco 2013. 
35 Nave & do Paco 2013. 
36 E.g., Nave & do Paco 2013, 229; Grant 2012, 609–610.  
37 There is also a scarcity of such approaches in research on non-profit volunteering, cf. Grönlund 

2012, 23–29.  
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Thirdly, research has looked at how corporate volunteering affects and 
shapes the relations with external stakeholders, for instance customers38, non-
profit organisations39, the representatives of governmental institutions40 or 
more loosely defined communities41. Surprisingly, despite the fact that 
corporate volunteering nearly always entails the involvement of recipients – 
recipients understood here as human persons, not as institutions – their own 
experience of corporate volunteering has hardly been studied at all. This same 
limitation applies to the research on non-profit volunteering as well.42 An 
explanation is that, in practice, it is easier to collect data from volunteers and 
representatives of non-profit organisations than from recipients. Recipients 
are often in marginalised positions and in burdened conditions which makes 
the data acquisition more delicate and tangibly more difficult to organise. In 
corporate volunteering research Barkay43 and Samuel and colleagues44 are 
among the very few who have crossed these barriers and studied the 
perceptions of the individual recipients of corporate volunteering. They 
highlight that company’s intention to make a positive social impact does not 
inevitably lead to outcomes that the recipients would consider positive.  

Certain variables, Samuel and colleagues suggest45, in the relationship 
between a volunteer and a recipient – duration, frequency, quality of 
interaction – may have an effect on the recipient’s subjective perception of the 
value of corporate volunteering. Their data comprised interviews with 22 
recipients of corporate volunteering. The findings suggest that corporate 
volunteering does not necessarily provide a win-win situation for the 
employees and recipients involved. For example, a longer duration of the 
encounters with volunteers and an opportunity to be involved in developing 
the projects made recipients more pleased with corporate volunteering 
projects. A noteworthy finding is that the recipients were critical about the lack 
of reciprocity in corporate volunteering. The relations of corporate 
volunteering seem to matter. Despite addressing the immediate effects of 
corporate volunteering from the recipients’ perspective, Samuel and 
colleagues46 do not provide a proper ethical analysis of the phenomenon in the 
sense that the practice would be evaluated against the backdrop of an 
explicated normative moral conception. The same observation applies also to 

 
38 Mattila & Hanks 2013; Plewa et al. 2015. 
39 Blahová 2015; Brzustewicz et al. 2020; Glinska-Neves et al. 2021; Roza 2016; Samuel et al. 2013. 
40 Barkay 2011. 
41 Muthuri et al. 2007.  
42 Grönlund & Falk 2019.  
43 Barkay 2011. 
44 Samuel et al. 2016. 
45 Samuel et al. 2016. 
46 Samuel et al. 2016.  
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a recent, valuable study by Brzustewicz and colleagues47, who discussed the 
social impact of corporate volunteering.     

An ethnographic study by Barkay48 addresses the power imbalance 
between a huge multinational and a local community by examining a 
community involvement project by the Coca-Cola Company in Israel. The 
project was partially implemented through corporate volunteering activities. 
Barkey’s findings are critical about the ethical sustainability of Coca-Cola’s 
initiatives: he suggests that though there were negotiations with the 
governmental officers, Coca-Cola seldom took them seriously. As a result, the 
community involvement project was used as a means to expand Coca-Cola’s 
commercial interests. The key recipient of the Coca-Cola Company’s actions is 
characterised by Barkay as “the community”, with which he seems to refer to 
a rather abstract entity, a group of people living in the location where Coca-
Cola’s community involvement project operates. “Community needs”49 are 
presented in the article as a unanimous opinion of the community. Barkay 
does not consider that there may be varying, even conflictual needs in the 
community. It is the governmental officers or single activists, whom Coca-Cola 
has engaged in the project, who get to voice the “community needs”. Barkay 
omits those representatives of the “community” who are not active in the 
implementation of the project but are anyhow affected by it and even in 
interaction with Coca-Cola’s volunteers.  

Barkay’s implicit assumption seems to be that in order to state 
normatively that a corporate volunteering project leads to good outcomes, the 
needs of the community should be met. To make this implicit assumption a 
proper argument, the article should be complemented with additional 
considerations on how the needs of community are formed and defined, and 
through which processes the information of those needs could be acquired. 
Barkay’s ethnographic study provides rare and thus important empirical 
knowledge on what happens when corporate volunteering is turned from 
intentions to actions. However, I wonder whether the impact of corporate 
volunteering is best captured and assessed through describing the conflicts of 
interest between the company representatives and the community 
representatives in deciding on the practicalities of the project. Barkay reduces 
the impact of corporate volunteering to the fluency of the process and the 
ability to meet the needs of the community.  

The insights from the studies of Samuel and colleagues50 and Barkay51 are 
valuable in this rather new field of research. They direct attention towards 
those aspects of corporate volunteering that might present ethical hazards, 
such as the lack of reciprocity between corporate volunteers and recipients, the 

 
47 Brzustewicz et al. 2022.  
48 Barkay 2011. 
49 Barkay 2011, 284.  
50 Samuel et al. 2016.   
51 Barkay 2011.  
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brief duration of the encounters of volunteers and recipients, or vague 
commitment of companies to addressing the true needs of the recipients. 
However, these studies do not yet constitute an ethical analysis of corporate 
volunteering in the sense that they would explicitly discuss which moral norms 
or vocabularies are relevant regarding corporate volunteering. They do not 
assess corporate volunteering with an explicated normative moral conception.  

To summarise, I have identified some gaps in earlier research on corporate 
volunteering. In previous research, the organisational benefits of corporate 
volunteering have been analysed without taking into consideration that the 
benefits might be affected by how the actual volunteering activities unfold in 
practice. The perspective of corporate volunteers has mainly been studied with 
quantitative methods. As a consequence, more nuanced accounts of how 
corporate volunteering is connected to identity or self-relation are absent from 
the research. The voices of individual recipients of corporate volunteering are 
hardly heard in research, and also the perspective of the collaborating non-
governmental organizations (NGOs) has been rare. I suggest that there might 
be a common denominator which explains these research gaps: earlier 
research has omitted the distinctively relational character of corporate 
volunteering.  

Corporate volunteering is implemented in networks of different actors – 
companies, NGOs, public institutions, local communities – whose 
interrelations are not mandated by legislation but are created freely. 
Moreover, a relation between a volunteer and a recipient is often the very 
condition of the implementation of corporate volunteering itself. It would be 
impossible to provide social support, encouragement, healthcare, education or 
such without some kind of relation between volunteers and recipients. This 
relational reality of corporate volunteering has been present in the earlier 
research only in a sporadic manner. It is as if the bulk of corporate 
volunteering research would perceive the phenomenon as a process to be 
analysed and optimised rather than as a deeply relational human activity in 
which all the participants have the potential to affect each other. In this study 
I have addressed this research gap by taking a relational perspective to 
corporate volunteering.   

Moreover, ethical analyses proper do not exist in corporate volunteering 
research. However, there are certain aspects that highlight the importance of 
ethical analysis of corporate volunteering. The current scale of corporate 
volunteering in the Anglo-American world and the increase of corporate 
volunteering in the Nordic countries suggest that the potential societal 
implications may be considerable. This provokes questions on the normative 
ideals that corporate volunteering projects promote. As Barkay’s study52 
makes visible, corporate volunteering projects always promote some ideals, 
and they may not always be aligned with the ideals of communities or 
governmental institutions. Sometimes companies may masquerade 

 
52 Barkay 2011. 
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commercial ends as benevolent societal ends. There would have to be a 
normative conception with which to assess whether the targets of corporate 
volunteering projects are ethically acceptable or not. Such a normative 
approach is missing from current research.  

If the prevalence of corporate volunteering concerns the question of what 
is good for society, it also raises the question of what is good for individuals. 
Following on from the relational nature of corporate volunteering, there is an 
element of individual engagement in corporate volunteering that is largely 
absent from other forms of corporate social responsibility. By definition, the 
implementation of corporate volunteering requires individual employees who 
are willing to volunteer. Moreover, corporate volunteering most often involves 
interaction between the individual volunteers and the intended recipients. The 
latter rarely have a financial stake in the company and they are often in 
underprivileged societal positions which makes the ethical analysis of 
corporate volunteering even more urgent. The ethical analysis of corporate 
volunteering would have to have conceptual means to grasp the moral 
responsibilities that the element of individual involvement and the particular 
vulnerability of recipients bring about.  

Despite the apparent need, research has not yet analysed corporate 
volunteering from an ethical perspective. The lack of ethical analysis of 
corporate volunteering may reflect a more widespread tendency in business 
ethics research. According to Greenwood and Freeman53 certain business 
practices, such as sustainability projects or social entrepreneurship, are 
sometimes mistakenly taken as being per se ‘ethical’ phenomena in the sense 
that they would always be good for everyone involved. This category mistake 
is followed by an assumption that merely studying those assumably ethical 
phenomena would constitute an ethical analysis. The same diagnosis applies 
to the field of corporate volunteering research.54 There has been little research 
that would examine critically the underlying assumption that a company’s 
intention of doing good through corporate volunteering would always lead to 
good outcomes when assessed from the perspective of an individual volunteer, 
recipient, community or larger societal structures. Thus, there is a need to 
elaborate on what the virtues of corporate volunteering truly are.  

The need for a more nuanced ethical approach is exemplified in the study 
by Rodell and colleagues.55 They address the “societal influence of corporate 
volunteering” by formulating a hypothesis that “employees at companies with 
higher levels of corporate volunteering climate are likely to want to engage in 

 
53 Greenwood and Freeman 2017. 
54 Also, empirical research indicates that the everyday discourse tends to emphasise the virtuous 

and compassionate nature of volunteering – even if from the definitional perspective, volunteering for 
the Ku Klux Klan and volunteering for a homeless shelter are both considered to be forms of volunteering 
(Hustinx et al. 2010).  

55 In a similar vein, Saz-Gil et al. (2020) linked corporate volunteering to sustainability through the 
impact that corporate volunteering has on the well-being of volunteers, not to the societal implications.  
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additional actions that will help others”.56 The societal implications are thus 
approached through studying how corporate volunteering affects the 
intentions of volunteers. The implicit assumption is that volunteer’s intention 
to help leads to actual helping behaviour which in turn leads to someone being 
helped. 57 Previous research has shown that this is not necessarily the case: 
under some conditions, and despite the intention of helping, corporate 
volunteering can lead to unfavourable outcomes, for example by undermining 
the agency of recipients.58 Scrutinising volunteers’ intentions is not enough to 
assess the ethical implications of corporate volunteering. We need a richer set 
of analytical tools.  

 Considering the gaps in the earlier research, I suggest that in the ethical 
analysis of corporate volunteering it is crucial to consider the relational nature 
of the practice. The earlier research, its key findings, gaps and potential for 
relational analysis are summarised in Table 1. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
56 Rodell et al. 2017.  
57 Rodell et al. (2017) refer to such societal challenges as hunger, poverty, lack of education and 

financial instability. It is intuitively difficult to deny that it is a positive thing that private sector provides 
additional resources to addressing these issues and thus my critical questions would be inadequate. 
However, research has critically examined for example humanitarian aid. L’Anson and Pfeifer (2013) 
suggest that western NGOs working in third countries in some cases contribute to the continuance of 
suffering instead of alleviating it. According to the researchers, this is due to de-politicising and over-
simplifying social problems and ignoring the actual needs of the intended recipients. Same kind of 
problems may well exist in corporate volunteering projects, though research is still lacking. The 
definition of societal effects of corporate volunteering and the justification behind them remains to be 
theorised.   

58 Barkay 2011; Samuel et al. 2016. 
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Table 1. Summary: research themes, key findings and gaps that encourage the 
approach of this study  

 
Theme in 
research:  

Some key 
findings:  

Research gaps 
encouraging the 
approach of this 
study: 

Potential for a 
relational 
perspective   

The 
organisational, 
business-related 
effects of 
corporate 
volunteering  

Corporate 
volunteering 
yields several 
organisational 
benefits, such as 
commitment to 
employer, 
compliance and 
increase of work-
related skills  

The business 
benefits are 
studied in isolation 
from what occurs 
in the practice of 
corporate 
volunteering  

Introducing 
conceptual means to 
grasp how corporate 
volunteering 
unfolds in the 
encounters of 
volunteers and 
recipients  

The perspective 
of corporate 
volunteers  

Corporate 
volunteers’ 
sources of 
motivation are 
similar to non-
profit volunteers; 
corporate 
volunteering may 
create 
experiences of 
meaningfulness     

The emphasis on 
quantitative 
methods has led to 
lack of in-depth 
approaches to the 
ways in which 
corporate 
volunteering may 
affect the 
volunteers  

Qualitative 
approaches to create 
understanding on 
how the relational 
nature of corporate 
volunteering affects 
identities and self-
relations of 
volunteers and 
recipients alike  

The effects of 
corporate 
volunteering on 
external 
stakeholders  

Corporate 
volunteering may 
moderately 
change consumer 
perceptions; 
corporate 
volunteering is 
not always 
beneficial to the 
recipients  

The experiences of 
individual 
recipients have 
hardly been 
studied; 
relationality of 
corporate 
volunteering is 
pointed out but not 
theorised; ethical 
analysis proper is 
lacking  

Giving voice also to 
the recipients; 
introducing a 
normative ethical 
framework that 
allows to grasp the 
relationality of 
corporate 
volunteering; 
normative ethical 
assessment of 
corporate 
volunteering     
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Being attentive to the distinct relational nature of corporate volunteering 
means that the normative ethical approach needs to have conceptual means to 
grasp the relationality of corporate volunteering. From the relationality 
follows the element of personal engagement and potential for identity-
formation which both have potential ethical weight. Finally, the relations of 
corporate volunteering are not equal regarding social status or material 
resources. These elements are missing from the existing body of research, but 
will be addressed in this study.  

To conclude the summary of earlier research, I wish to point out one 
further tendency: earlier research seldom analyses corporate volunteering in 
contexts. This observation, I think, applies to various kinds of potential 
contextualisation. In the opening chapter I pointed out the peculiarity of 
booming corporate volunteering in the context of the current emphasis on 
strategic corporate social responsibility. Another contextual question is the 
position of corporate volunteering as a practice that at the same time seems to 
be a special case of non-profit volunteering and a corporate responsibility 
practice. This betweenness of corporate volunteering has not been addressed 
in existing research. Moreover, many practices and processes of corporate 
volunteering originate particularly from the US but are now implemented in 
Europe and Asia. Earlier research, to my knowledge, has not scrutinised in-
depth the different cultural contexts and different welfare regimes as contexts 
of corporate volunteering.59 For instance, conducting a sociological analysis of 
corporate volunteering in the Nordic context is not the task of my study either. 
Nevertheless, my aim is to discuss the contextualisation of corporate 
volunteering to the extent that I think it is necessary for a relationally sensitive 
ethical analysis of corporate volunteering.  

 

1.3 RESEARCH QUESTIONS AND THE PURPOSE OF 
THE STUDY  

The tasks of this dissertation are twofold. Firstly, my task is to study the ethical 
questions associated with corporate volunteering with a particular sensitivity 
to the distinctively relational nature of corporate volunteering. Clarifying the 
ethical questions requires contextualising corporate volunteering in its hybrid 
position between volunteering and corporate responsibility. The relationally 
attentive conceptual and ethical analysis of corporate volunteering allows me 
to address the second element of the research task, that is, to develop 
analytical tools for ethical evaluation of corporate volunteering. This facilitates 
establishing the normative conditions under which corporate volunteering is 

 
59 Example of a context-sensitive approach in non-profit volunteering research in Grönlund & Pessi 

2015.  
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not only part of corporate responsibility agenda in organizational, 
administrative sense, but also responsible in a deeper ethical sense.  

To accomplish the twofold research task, my study will answer the 
following questions:   

 
1. Should corporate volunteering be contextualised as a special case of 

non-profit volunteering or as a corporate social responsibility practice, 
and what are the ethically relevant consequences of the 
contextualisation?  

2. What conceptual apparatus is needed for an ethical analysis that grasps 
the distinctively relational nature of corporate volunteering?  

3. Which ethically relevant elements, events and experiences surface 
when corporate volunteering is scrutinised from relational 
perspective?  

4. Which ethical principles apply when the relational nature of corporate 
volunteering is considered, and how do these principles translate into 
analytical tools for ethical evaluation of corporate volunteering?  

 
The research questions operate on several analytical levels. The first question 
concerns contextualising corporate volunteering in relation to non-profit 
volunteering on one hand, and in relation to corporate social responsibility on 
the other hand. The second question targets conceptual apparatus and, 
therefore operates on the level of conceptual prerequisites.60 The third 
question operates on the heuristic level: it allows to unravel the relational 
elements of corporate volunteering, and thus pave the way for the ethical 
analysis proper. The new, relationally aware perspective allows for problems 
related to the phenomenon to be formulated, and thus facilitate solving them. 
These problems are relevant to the analytical level of the fourth question which 
is morally normative by nature. It targets addressing the ethical questions 
that arise from the relational character of corporate volunteering.   

By answering these questions my study attempts to fill some of the focal 
gaps in the previous research, the more important ones being the theorisation 
of relationality in corporate volunteering and the ethical analysis of corporate 
volunteering. I approached the ethical analysis of corporate volunteering by 
focusing in particular on the interrelation of recipients and volunteers. The 
relational perspective could and should be extended to the scrutiny of the 
whole web of relations that corporate volunteering entails, such as the 
interrelations between leaders and employees, or corporate volunteers and 
employees of partnering NGOs. In this study, I begin the theorisation by 
looking at the relationality in the encounters of volunteers and recipients. 

 
60 I use the expression ‘conceptual prerequisites’ in a relatively loose sense, similarly as Hallamaa 

(2022, 170–171). Conceptual prerequisites refer to concepts which allow to bring a certain phenomenon 
or an aspect of it into scrutiny, and thus, facilitate making sense of and discussing the matter.   
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Those are the encounters in which the ethical quality of corporate volunteering 
materialises most clearly. As a consequence of this framing, the emphasis is 
especially on the forms of corporate volunteering that address social issues. 
This is not to say that corporate volunteering should not be used as a means to 
address environmental issues, but such corporate volunteering projects seem 
to date be quite rare.   

My study has yielded methodological and theoretical originality that may 
allow for a more general contribution to business ethics to be made. I suggest 
that in order to provide a thorough answer to my research questions, both 
empirical analysis of corporate volunteering and moral-philosophical 
conceptual analysis of corporate volunteering are needed (1.6). Thus, I have 
brought empirical and normative conceptual perspectives to dialogue to 
enrich and clarify each other. I applied the contemporary philosophical 
recognition theory as the focal moral-philosophical framework. The analytical 
tools were derived in particular from Paul Ricœur’s version of recognition 
theory.61 Ricœur’s philosophical work has been applied in business ethics only 
recently and only in few studies62. Through fulfilling its research task with an 
original methodological and theoretical take, my thesis widens the 
philosophically based analytical repertoire of business ethics63.   

 

1.4 GRASPING THE RELATIONALITY: 
CONTEMPORARY RECOGNITION THEORY 

In this study my theoretical choice for grasping corporate volunteering as a 
relational activity is contemporary philosophical theory of recognition 
(henceforth, recognition theory). Recognition can be understood as an 
intersubjective occurrence, in which the recogniser identifies and positively 
acknowledges the recognisee’s personhood. For instance, I might recognise my 
colleague as someone whose efforts are vital to meeting the targets of our team. 
Besides being an intersubjective phenomenon, recognition is also a reciprocal 
occurrence: recognition falls short if the other, the recognisee, assesses that 
the recogniser has identified their personhood faultily or does not deem the 
recogniser as a worthy or relevant recogniser.64 My colleague might think that 
my professional competence is so thin that my recognition is irrelevant to her, 
and not recognise me as a relevant recogniser. Moreover, mutual recognition 
is a moral act: recognition describes the practical attitude of taking something 
or someone as a person, personhood being understood as a morally binding 

 
61 Ricœur 2004.  
62 Rendtorff 2014, 2019.  
63 For examples of other perspectives from contemporary philosophy in business ethics, e.g., Collier 

1998; Gardiner 2018; Gold 2010; Moore 2005; Scherer 2015; Walton 1993. 
64 Ikäheimo & Laitinen 2007.  
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concept.65 There are moral consequences to recognising the other as a person, 
for instance, recognising the other as a person creates a moral imperative to 
respect that other. This condensed understanding of recognition, of course, in 
the literature has been extended with a diversity of more complex 
considerations.  

Several theorists have contributed to the recognition theory but, despite 
the diversity, there are some unifying features in the basic philosophical 
choices of different versions of recognition theory66. Historically recognition 
theory has been harnessed from the German idealism of late 18th and early 19th 
centuries. The most notable philosophical ancestor of contemporary 
recognition theory is G.W. Hegel and in particular his earlier work. Hegel 
argued that the starting point of any social philosophy should be the 
framework of ethical bonds between subjects. Intersubjective structures are 
constitutive to subjectivity. Hegel criticised the Hobbesian idea that the 
original state of humankind is war of all against all, and that all social 
arrangements have to be evaluated against the backdrop of the inherent 
belligerence of humanity. In contrast, according to Hegel, social life is 
governed by a fundamentally moral motivation, a subject’s will to be 
recognised by others as a free and independent person67.  

The focal Hegelian themes – moral motivation of social life and the 
importance of intersubjective relations to the development of subjectivity 
– are central also to all contemporary recognition theories. The contemporary 
theorists have weaved into the fabric of recognition theory strands from more 
recent approaches, such as phenomenological understanding of the ways in 
which experiences of misrecognition and disrespect affect human beings. An 
impactful source of insights has also been the object relations psychoanalysis 
which is a theory that establishes how the intersubjective experiences of early 
childhood in particular mandate the formation of healthy self-relation and 
identity: recognition from others is considered to be essential for the 
formation of a non-distorted personal identity and a practical relation-to-
self.68 

Recognition theory operates on several levels. It is an ontological theory 
about what personhood, self-consciousness, social groups and institutions are. 
Moreover, it is a morally normative theory: it takes a stand on how human 
beings should treat each other and how one ought to live one’s life, both on 
individual and institutional or political levels. The normative core in a very 
reduced form is that as many subjects as possible should be able to receive 
recognition in its various forms, and societal institutions should be organised 
to support this development. A commitment to explaining how social 
circumstances constitute healthy self-relation and good life is characteristic of 

 
65 Ikäheimo 2010, 343–344. 
66 Ikäheimo 2010, 343–344; Zurn 2010, 1–2.  
67 Honneth 1995; Ricœur 2004: 250–251; Siep 2010.  
68 Zurn 2010, 2–7.   
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recognition theory as a morally normative approach. As a consequence, 
formation of identity becomes an integral part of moral life. Also, recognition 
theory integrates affect and emotion with morality: the absence of recognition 
surfaces in the emotional experiences of disrespect and misrecognition. In 
comparison with other predominant paradigms concerning moral 
justification, the aforementioned features make recognition theory the most 
akin with neo-Aristotelianism. Nevertheless, there is a universalist dimension 
in recognition theory too, though not in as rigorous or formalistic sense as can 
be found in Kantian deontology. Recognition theory seeks to formulate 
standards for ethical evaluation that are not socially or culturally contingent. 
Human beings yearn for recognition, in all times and all societies.69 

Recognition theory provides a conceptual repertoire for grasping how 
intersubjectivity enacted in mutual relationships explain the formation of self-
relations and emergence of social struggles.70 As Zurn puts it, a highly active 
area of research within recognition theory is “normatively informed, 
interdisciplinary social philosophy”71. This description applies to my study as 
well. It is in particular Axel Honneth’s thinking which has paved the way for 
such an orientation. Honneth is considered to be the theorist who has provided 
the most differentiated theory of recognition to date.72 The heuristic potential 
of recognition theory becomes apparent in its interdisciplinary applications to 
the analysis of various intersubjective and social phenomena. Honneth’s 
theory of recognition has been applied to research on children’s 
participation73, preventing social exclusion in youth work74 and the 
experiences of personhood in elderly long-term care75, and the de-humanizing 
tendencies of human resources management practices76. From the 
contemporary recognition theorists, Nancy Fraser emphasises that the claims 
for recognition should be analysed in tandem with concerns about just 

 
69 Ikäheimo 2010, 343–344; Zurn 2010, 4–7. Universality of recognition is, in Axel Honneth own 

view, something that remains ambivalent in Struggle for recognition. He mentioned in an interview in 
2010, that his own thought about the universality of recognition have changed after the publication of 
Struggle for recognition. He would now state more clearly that the spheres of recognition are historically 
developed, and that there is no such universalist anthropological core that his earlier writings may seem 
to assume. (Marcelo 2013). Looking at The Course and Ricoeur’s discussion on agency as a unifying 
strand of western thought as well as his formulation of the figure of capable human being, it seems that 
Ricoeur would put more emphasis on the universal anthropological core. However, this is one of the 
intriguing differences of Ricoeur’s and Honneth’s philosophies whose clarification remains as a task for 
future studies.     

70 Zurn 2010, 6–8, 10–11.   
71 Zurn 2010, 7.  
72 Ikäheimo & Laitinen 2007.  
73 Thomas 2012.  
74 Häkli et al. 2015.  
75 Pirhonen & Pietilä 2015.  
76 Islam 2012.  
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distribution.77 Accordingly, her theoretical approach has been applied in the 
analysis of the Nordic welfare model and experiences of poverty within Nordic 
societies.78 All of these studies point out that within the structures of welfare 
provision, intersubjective recognition has a focal importance in building the 
prerequisites of well-being and a good life.  

Despite the prominence of Honneth’s work in recognition theory, in this 
study I explored the relational dimension of corporate volunteering through 
the lens provided by Paul Ricœur’s (1913–2005) approach to recognition. It is 
his last monograph, The Course of Recognition79 (henceforth, The Course) in 
which he presented his idea of recognition. In chapter 3 I will discuss more 
closely Ricœur’s distinct approach. However, to contextualize Ricœur’s work I 
will now briefly summarise some features of his philosophical work. Paul 
Ricœur – one of the key figures of French contemporary philosophy – had a 
particularly long philosophical career, stretching from the end of the 1940s to 
his death in 2005.80 During the first stage of his career Ricœur’s work revolved 
around existentialist and phenomenological themes. He was interested in 
phenomena related to human will and its voluntary and involuntary sides.81 
The second period of his work is characterised by hermeneutics of symbols and 
symbolic linguistic expressions. He applied hermeneutics not only as a method 
for interpretating symbols, but also, and more importantly, as an approach for 
human beings to construct a more nuanced self-understanding: symbols give 
rise to thought.82  

The third period of Ricœur’s work began in the mid-1970s along with his 
interest in linguistic structures that were more extended and complicated than 
just symbols. The third phase focused on texts, action83 and temporality84. 
Accordingly, explicitly ethical themes emerged and the idea of narrative 
ethics85 took its form. This entails an understanding of texts as imaginary 
models of human action, and narrativity as a focal feature of human existence: 
we make sense of our own existence by using the structures derived from 
narratives. The narratively constructed identity has a bearing on moral action 
because it orients one’s thinking about the possible courses of one’s action. The 
Course is part of Ricœur’s third philosophical phase. Nevertheless, The Course 
being the last monograph and published just before his death, it includes 
elements and ideas from all phases of his career.  

 
77 Fraser & Honneth 2003, 7–26.  
78 Dahl 2004; Isola et al. 2019; Nordberg 2015.  
79 French original Parcours de la reconnaissance, published in 2004  
80 For an overview of Ricœur’s career and biography, cf. Reagan 1996.   
81 Ricœur 2009a.  
82 The seminal work of this philosophical period is The Conflict of Interpretations (Ricœur 1969).  
83 E.g., Ricœur 1986.  
84 E.g., Ricœur 1983.  
85 In particular in One-self as Another (Ricœur 1990).  
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Ricœur’s approach to recognition has also been applied in normatively 
informed, interdisciplinary social philosophy86. It has served as an analytical 
lens for studying the questions of identity, agency and recognition in the care 
facilities of dementia patients87, in facing the traumas caused by sexual 
abuse88, in user involvement in mental health rehabilitation89 and in 
addressing racism90. There is also a more general and growing scholarly 
interest in applying Ricœur’s philosophy to the analysis of topical socio-
political and ethical themes91. 

To date both contemporary recognition theory and Ricœur’s philosophy 
have been underutilised in business ethics and corporate responsibility 
research.92 Rendtorff emphasised the potential fruitfulness of Ricœur’s 
philosophical ideas to business ethics, alongside the other fields of applied 
ethics.93 Rendtorff94 was one of the first to address current business 
responsibility issues with the analytical tools from Ricœur’s recognition 
theory. Honneth has engaged in the analysis of labour to point out the de-
humanising tendencies of the current world of work.95 Islam96 has continued 
this line of analysis by applying the conceptual pair of recognition and 
reification to human resources management. Beyond the recognition-
theoretical considerations of labour97, I am not aware of any applications of 
recognition theory in business ethics or corporate responsibility research. 
Thus, this study is one of the first attempts to think corporate responsibility 
practices as an arena of relations of recognition, and also, one of the rare 
attempts to apply Ricœur’s work in business ethics.   

 

 
86 Zurn 2010, 7.  
87 Gjodsbol & Svendsen 2017. 
88 Crowley-Buck 2014.  
89 Petersen et al. 2012.  
90 Purcell 2012.  
91 Examples of applied Ricœur studies can be found in From Ricœur to Action. The Socio-Political 

Significance of Ricœur’s Thinking (Eds. Mei & Levin 2012) and in Ricœur Across the Discliplines (Ed. 
Davidson, 2010).  

92 Previously the normative grounding has been established with the tools provided by neo-kantian 
philosophy (Dubbink & Liederkerke 2009; Dubbink 2015) and the capabilities approach (Renouard 
2011; Osuji & Obibuaku 2016; González-Cantón et al. 2018). 

93 Rendtorff 2014, 200. 
94 Rendtorff 2019, 171–186. 
95 Honneth 2010.  
96 Islam 2012.  
97 Also Kocyba 2011; Voswinkel 2012.  
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1.5 THE EMPIRICAL CASE STUDY: CORPORATE 
VOLUNTEERING IN THE NORDIC CONTEXT  

The summary of earlier research indicated that qualitative studies on the 
recipients’ experiences are next to non-existent and, also, there have been few 
qualitative approaches to volunteers’ motives and experiences. These gaps in 
research make it difficult to explore the ethical issues arising from the 
relationality by basing the analysis merely on earlier research. Thus, to be able 
to fulfil my research task, collecting new empirical data was paramount.  

In order to contextualise the new empirical data and analyse the 
conceptual prerequisites of exploring corporate volunteering from a relational 
perspective, I used two sets of textual data. I mapped the field of corporate 
volunteering by compiling a set of communication material from companies 
who engage in corporate volunteering. This background material consists of 
publicly available communication material from those ten companies who are 
listed by the business magazine Fortune98 as the ten companies who offer 
largest incentives to corporate volunteering.99 The set of material was not an 
object of analysis as such, but it provided background information on what 
societal causes corporate volunteering projects address, and how companies 
communicate publicly on their corporate volunteering efforts. I used the 
material in some places for providing examples of the various forms of 
corporate volunteering. I also approached previous research on corporate 
volunteering as an object of analysis per se, not only as a way to map research 
gaps. In Chapter 3 I have laid out the conceptual prerequisites of analysing 
corporate volunteering from a relational perspective. There I have interpreted 
existing research on corporate volunteering as one body of textual material, 
and I studied it to uncover the implicit philosophical anthropological 
assumptions that the research exhibits.        

The original empirical data of this study consists of a case study100 of a 
corporate volunteering project (henceforth, the Project) which was 
implemented in several Finnish cities. The Project was run by several Nordic 
banking groups. The core of the Project was to bring together bank employees 
and young adults at risk of marginalisation so that the bank employees could 
support the young adults in the financial management of their daily life. The 
bank employees were informed about the opportunity to volunteer through the 
organization’s internal communication channels, and they were encouraged to 
sign up for the project. Participation was not mandatory. I chose this particular 

 
98 Fortune 2015. 
99 I collected all communication material that concerns corporate volunteering, for instance 

sustainability reports, corporate volunteering programme information pages, blog posts, video clips and 
news articles from the companies’ websites. Cf. the list of text materials and sources in Appendix 1.  

100 I understand case study here, as proposed by Simons (2014, 457), to be “an in-depth exploration 
from multiple perspectives of the complexity and uniqueness of a particular project, policy, institution 
or system in a “real-life” context.” Case-study research is not tied to any fixed methodological approach.    
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project as the subject of the case study because it is particularly suitable for 
exploring the relational aspects of corporate volunteering: the targets of the 
Project are wider than mere transfer of economic knowledge, extending from 
financial skills all the way to establishing trust to societal institutions and 
providing social support.101 For meeting these targets, the interaction of 
volunteers and recipients is focal. Moreover, the Project served as a 
paradigmatic example of a corporate volunteering practice which called for 
careful ethical analysis. The recipients were in difficult life situations and 
banks are in a dominating position in relation to them. Banks, despite them 
being commercial organisations, hold a particular societal position: they are 
gatekeepers to electronic banking personal identity codes which are used in 
authentication for many public services. It is hard to be part of the Nordic 
society of 2020s without being a customer of a bank.      

In the Project, bank employees teach basic financial skills to small groups 
of teenagers and young adults between the ages of 16 and 29 (henceforth, 
young adults). The project particularly targets those at high risk of economic 
problems due to unemployment, dropping out of school or the accumulation 
of social, health and mental health problems. They are reached through special 
youth work which is arranged by a public organisation or third sector 
organisations. Typically, the third sector organisations receive public support 
for special youth work. There are 2-3 volunteers per group of approximately 
8-15 young adults. The volunteers and young adults meet about 3–4 times. The 
pedagogical handbook of the Project guides volunteers to cover themes such 
as dreams and life-goals, daily budgeting, financial planning and saving and 
getting help for over-indebtedness. The pedagogical handbook includes a 
variety of reflective, narrative and gamified learning methods. In addition, the 
pedagogical handbook also encourages the bank employees to visit the group 
before the actual group coaching meetings in order to map their wishes and 
get to know them. Right before the data acquisition took place, the Project had 
initiated an additional form of financial counselling in which bank employees 
provide one-on-one mentoring to young adults in addition to group sessions.  

Before I began the research process, I was myself involved in the design 
and implementation of the Project. I managed the design of the working 
methods of the Project and the implementation of first pilots and then 
expanding The Project to new cities. Throughout the research process I aimed 
at being attentive and self-reflective regarding the potential effects of my own 
earlier involvement in the Project to my research. In retrospect, I assess that 
my earlier involvement in the Project did not jeopardize critical approach in 
the research process. As the years passed, my emotional distance to the Project 
grew and I was able to take a distance to it. My research does not represent 
action research per se, but some of the methodological considerations of 
action research apply to my study. Action research emphasizes the socially 

 
101 Pedagogical guide to volunteers.  
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constructed nature of both social scientific and practical, local knowledge. 102 
In distinction to action research proper, I have been myself the possessor of 
both local, contextual knowledge and social scientific and philosophical, 
generalisable knowledge. I was first a practitioner, and then a researcher. In 
my view, possessing both sources of knowledge have allowed to make deeper 
interpretations of the Project that would have been possible had I not had the 
background as a practitioner in the Project. Moreover, my practical knowledge 
on managing a corporate volunteering project has promoted the applicability 
of the ethical analysis tools that I have developed in this study.      

The focal target in the data acquisition regarding the Project was to find 
out what occurs in the interaction between the corporate volunteers (bank 
employees) and the recipients (young adults), and how the encounters unfold 
and how participants experience them. Accordingly, the empirical case study 
is most closely linked to the third research question, which addresses 
elements, events and experiences that surface when corporate volunteering is 
scrutinised as a relation. Thus, the data acquisition did not focus exclusively 
on financial skills. To contextualise the encounters of corporate volunteers and 
recipients and to make sense of the relational aspects I aimed at compiling a 
diverse data set. I sought triangulation103 by including in the data set the 
pedagogical guide of the Project, external communication material, my 
observational notes from group meetings with volunteers and young adults, 
interviews with volunteers and young adults, and an interview with the 
coordinator of the project.104  

To collect interview and observational data, I chose randomly two groups 
of young adults (Group 1 and Group 2) to be included in the data. The meetings 
of these two groups and corporate volunteers took place in two large Finnish 
cities. I interviewed the groups of young adults twice: first before the meetings 
with the volunteers and again after the last meeting. Two rounds of interviews 
were included, in order to discover whether the Project might have triggered 
changes in phenomena like self-esteem or self-respect105 . Three volunteers 
were interviewed after the project had ended. It would also have been ideal to 
have interviewed these volunteers twice, but this was impossible for practical 
reasons. Volunteer 1 was the dedicated volunteer of Group 1, and volunteers 2 
and 3 were the dedicated volunteers of Group 2. Volunteer 1 was interviewed 
individually and volunteers 2 and 3 as a pair.  

The interviews were semi-structured106 and proceeded through loosely 
defined topics. In the interviews with the recipients, the themes were me, me 
and money, me and my social surroundings, and my perception of bank 
employees. I wanted to provide the recipients with an opportunity to share 

 
102 Greenwood & Levin 2007, 103–106.  
103 Tuomi & Sarajärvi 2002, 141–142. 
104 The empirical data are described in Appendix 2.  
105 Ricœur 2004, 288, 315.  
106 Brinkman 2014, 286–289.  
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their own life narratives as they want to tell them. Some of the informants were 
more private, but several young adults shared openly their path to special 
youth work and their past and current struggles. In order to gain information 
on how the specific theme of the Project was experienced, the young adults 
were asked to reflect on their relationship with money. With the themes me 
and my social surroundings and my perception of bank employees I aimed to 
orient the discussion towards relational themes. In addition, in pre-interviews 
I asked the respondents to discuss their expectations for the project and in 
post-interview experiences of the usefulness of the project. 

In the interviews with volunteers, the themes were me, changes in my self-
perception, interaction, my perception of the young people in the target 
group, the change in recipients during the project and me and work. I also 
encouraged the corporate volunteers to discuss their life narratives and their 
general perceptions of work in relation to corporate volunteering. I also 
interviewed the coordinator to put the group interview data to a larger context 
and to learn whether the observations from the two groups of informants 
reflected more general tendencies within the wide, nationwide Project. 

For each of the two groups, I also observed one meeting with the 
volunteers and young adults. I sat in the same circle of chairs with the 
participants, listened and observed, but did not intervene in The Course of 
action. Even if my study was not ethnographic proper107, I wanted to enrich 
the data by including observations that transcend what is explicitly said in the 
interviews. I wanted to study corporate volunteering as a relational event. In 
the separate interviews with recipients and volunteers I could only tap into 
accounts and experiences of the relation, but by participating in the group 
meetings I was able to observe the material embodiments of the relationality 
of corporate volunteering. Certain intersubjective phenomena absent from the 
interviews might surface in the meetings through bodily gestures or 
performative utterances108. In earlier research an ethnographic approach has 
proved fruitful in the application of recognition-theoretical analysis to 
practical ethical questions109 

Two particular challenges arose when collecting the interview data. First, 
most of the young adults interviewed before the project did not participate in 
the interviews after the project. This was because several informants had 
found a job or a place in education. This entails that they were not participants 
of special youth work anymore and were not present when the post-project 
interview occurred. Some young people also dropped out from special youth 
work activities or were sometimes absent. The pre-project interviews 
nevertheless provided valuable insight into the experiences of the target group. 
Second, many of the possible informants were reluctant to participate in the 
interviews. I visited each group to inform the young adults about the research 

 
107 Harrison 2014, 235–236.  
108 Trognon 2001.  
109 Pirhonen & Pietilä 2015.  
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process and to ask for their initial consent. Immediately prior to the interview, 
the young adults were asked to sign a consent form agreeing to their 
participation in the interviews. Nonetheless, in some groups, none of the 
young people were willing to attend the group interview. Furthermore, in 
those groups that were interviewed, some of the informants refused to 
participate, even though they had given their initial consent. One 
interpretation of these difficulties is that the level of mistrust towards other 
people and institutions is higher among the target group than in the overall 
population of the same age cohort.110  

I used Atlas.ti in the analysis of the data. I took the data through two cycles 
of coding. In the first cycle I applied descriptive coding111 in order to grasp the 
diverse data and see which parts of the data and which relational themes were 
apparent. Relational phenomena were discussed both implicitly and explicitly 
in a major part of the data. The first cycle gave rise to the idea that 
contemporary recognition theory in its Ricœurian form would provide the 
conceptual means to explain the ethically relevant questions of corporate 
volunteering and simultaneously grasp the relationality of the practice. As a 
consequence, the second cycle was more structured and theory-driven, as I 
employed analytical categories derived from recognition theory. The coding 
cycles resulted in four primary categories with several sub-categories.   

Using the case study in the analysis adds to the academic novelty of this 
thesis. Case studies are relatively rare in corporate volunteering research. I am 
not aware of other studies which would present a similar case study, compiled 
from different kinds of data from one single corporate volunteering project, 
including interview data from recipients, corporate volunteers and 
representative of the NGO. The case study, moreover, originates from a 
societal context that has hardly been studied in earlier corporate volunteering 
research.112 The Project was a distinctively Nordic initiative: it was 
implemented by Nordic banking groups, and it took place in Finland in the 
societal context of the Nordic welfare regime. The Project was designed for the 
Finnish context, its concept was not imported from US as is the case in many 
corporate volunteering initiatives. To conclude the presentation of the case 
study, I want to highlight some distinctive features of the Finnish societal 
context. 

With Sweden, Norway, Denmark and Iceland, Finland is considered as a 
representative of the Nordic welfare state model. In Nordic countries public 
responsibility for welfare is wide. The state participates broadly in a range of 
economic and social areas of life, whereas the role of private organisations in 
welfare provision has traditionally been smaller113. Values such as equality and 

 
110 Alanen et al. 2014.  
111 Saldana 2014, 593–594.  
112 Two recent studies (Brzustewicz et al. 2021 & 2022) include empirical data from Finnish setting.  
113 Anttonen & Sipilä 2010; Kuhnle & Kildal 6–8, 2005. 
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universalism are fostered in the Nordic countries114. The institutional Nordic 
model contrasts the residual models in which the social institutions are 
secondary and intervene only when neither the family nor the market fulfil 
basic needs115.  

In the Nordic context philanthropy – donating money or time – easily 
gains contested meanings. As Grönlund points out, philanthropy is typically 
considered not as a distinct arena of societal action in its own right but rather 
in relation to the public sector, either as complementing the public sector or 
threatening its legitimacy. Philanthropy is not as visible a part of Nordic social 
contract as it is in the US, in which corporate volunteering is also prevalent.116 
Interestingly, strong support for wide public responsibility has not prevented 
Finns from engaging in volunteering though third sector organisations: in 
European comparison, Finns are active volunteers.117 Even if institutional 
support for volunteering in Finland is much thinner than in US, the Nordic 
model supports volunteering indirectly: basic social security leaves 
psychological and other resources for volunteering.118 This indicates that the 
interrelation of (corporate) philanthropic action and welfare regime is 
complex and needs a careful analysis.   

Even if regular volunteering is common in Finland, corporate volunteering 
has only recently gained momentum. It may be that the rigid distribution of 
duties between societal sectors that has so far kept Finnish companies away 
from corporate volunteering. It has not been considered to be a relevant 
responsibility for businesses to address societal issues with the means of 
volunteering, but this is now changing. The case study in this thesis illustrates 
for the first time how corporate volunteering unfolds in a Finnish setting. A 
distinctively Finnish way of organising corporate volunteering is yet to be 
developed, and for that purpose, a context-sensitive understanding of Finnish 
corporate volunteering is important.  

John Casey119 has suggested that volunteering and philanthropy may serve 
as vehicles of implicit export of American values to other cultural contexts. 
Grönlund120, in turn, has noted that the societal invisibility of philanthropy 
– typical of Nordic countries – may facilitate such implicit import of values 
that are in tension with the moral fabric of the Nordic countries. Similar 
invisibility applies to corporate volunteering. In the Nordic countries it has 
rarely been studied in academia or talked about in public or in the networks of 
corporate responsibility experts. The interchange of values is not harmful as 
such, rather, it is inevitable in the globalised world. Still, if practices that 

 
114 Kuhnle & Kildal 6, 2005.  
115 Anttonen & Sipilä 2010.  
116 Grönlund 2019, 241–245 
117 Grönlund & Pessi 2015. 
118 Grönlund 2019, 246–248; Henriksen et al. 2019, 1–2; Salamon & Sokolowski 2017, 125–127. 
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originate from the American cultural context are copied to the Nordic context 
without sensitivity to the societal context, some challenges may surface, both 
practical and moral-normative.  

If the implementation of corporate volunteering in the Nordic countries is 
heavily inspired by American examples, it may well exhibit such attitudes and 
norms that are discordant with the Nordic welfare state ideal. From a practical 
vantage point, promoting values that are discordant with Nordic value 
foundation might even be counterproductive: if corporate volunteering is 
expected to ameliorate employer brand or commit customers, the practice of 
corporate volunteering has to be perceived as being legitimate. Thus, from the 
perspective of optimal use of resources for maximal utility, Nordic 
corporations who decide to implement corporate volunteering programs 
should pay particular attention to the compatibility of the aims and processes 
of corporate volunteering programs with the values and ideals fostered in the 
societal context.  

In addition to the utilitarian practical perspective, the implicit export of 
foreign values through corporate volunteering may also be dubious from 
ethical perspective. Hypothetically, corporate volunteering might undermine 
the role of trained professionals of public organisations in welfare provision 
and thus weaken the legitimacy of having a strong public sector. At the 
moment it is probable that the practice of corporate volunteering is not so 
wide-spread in the Nordic countries that it would be a considerable dynamic 
regarding the transformation of welfare model. However, as the Nordic 
welfare model and its founding values are undergoing changes121, it is worth 
being vigilant how new practices of corporate responsibility, on the one hand, 
reflect changes in societal values, and on the other hand, shape those values. 
For this purpose, we need more empirical studies as well as ethical analyses of 
corporate volunteering in the Nordic countries.           

 

1.6 METHOD: ETHICAL-EMPIRICAL COLLABORATION 
IN BUSINESS ETHICS  

What is the interrelation of empirical inquiry and morally normative inquiry 
in applied ethics? This is the focal methodological question of my study. It is 
likely that the question can be answered in several justifiable ways. In this 
subchapter I will draft one possible answer which has guided my study. I take 
as my starting point that business ethics indeed benefits from the 
collaboration of methodological approaches that originate from empirical 
social sciences and from normative ethical research approaches.122 In this 

 
121 Grönlund 2019, 238–239.  
122 Robin (2009, 140) and Schleidgen and colleagues (2010, 60) make a strong case for empirical-
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study I refer to this partnership as ethical-empirical collaboration. The 
purpose of this study is not to clarify the ethical questions of corporate 
volunteering for the sake of satisfying intellectual curiosity. Instead, 
clarification of ethical questions is needed so that better thinking would lead 
to morally better action, and to ethically more sustainable practice of corporate 
volunteering.  

My research questions (1.3) build on the proposition that the ethical 
analysis of corporate volunteering should take the distinctive elements of 
corporate volunteering – personal engagement and relationality – into 
account. Without the ethical-empirical approach it would be unconvincing to 
analyse in-depth in which sense corporate volunteering is a relational activity, 
and how the relational setting affects the experiences of volunteers and 
recipients. Both normative and empirical understanding are needed. It would 
not be strictly necessary to construct the empirical part of the study by oneself. 
However, relationally informed empirical studies of corporate volunteering 
did not exist. In addition, knowing both the empirical study and the moral-
philosophical analysis in-depth felt very useful. To clarify my methodological 
approach, I will next discuss, how the interplay of empirical and normative 
inquiries appears in business ethics, how it unfolds in this study, and how the 
central philosophical approach, recognition theory, relates to ethical-
empirical collaboration.  

The task of business ethics is to improve the quality of ethical thinking, 
decision-making and action in business. Regarding this task, normative 
research, arising from moral-philosophical theories, is essential. However, 
business ethics is an applied discipline and it prompts questions about what 
ethical business practice tangibly is in various settings. A variety of empirical 
methodologies are also applied in the field of study to unravel the everyday 
ethics in business: which norms people follow, which values they state as being 
important to them, how they behave in situations which have a particular 
ethical bearing.123 Both normative moral-philosophical and empirical 
approaches are present in business ethics, but the emphases of course vary. 
For instance, business ethics scholars with normative, moral-philosophical 
orientation tend to emphasise the autonomous, rational moral agency of 
businesspeople, whereas scholars with empirical orientation – according to 
the analysis of Green and Donovan124  – seem to describe human behaviour in 
more deterministic terms.  

A business ethics scholar with an interdisciplinary approach takes up a 
methodological puzzle. On the one hand interdisciplinary research approaches 
and ethical-empirical collaboration are called for in business ethics.125 On the 
other hand, it is a matter of dispute, what the character of ethical-empirical 

 
123 Green & Donovan 2009, 22–27.  
124 Green & Donovan 2009, 22–27.  
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collaboration should be.126 There is an ongoing methodological discussion 
about the ethical-empirical collaboration also within other fields of applied 
ethics, such as bioethics127. The distinctions between models may concern the 
hierarchy: normative ethics may be considered subordinate and instrumental 
to empirical study of morally motivated phenomena (values, norms, 
responsibility practices) in business128,  or empirical approach may be 
regarded as being more appropriate than normative theory for solving 
questions of right and wrong129. There are also different opinions on whether 
the normative and the empirical should be kept completely separate or 
whether they should be integrated to some extent.130 The debates boil down to 
the classical question of the relation between is and ought: what should be the 
role of descriptive empirical approaches (is) in the formation of normative 
rules for responsible business practice (ought)? 

I am inclined to think that there may be several legitimate models to 
combine normative ethical and descriptive131 empirical inquiries. In this study, 
regarding ethical-empirical collaboration, I have chosen to follow one possible 
research agenda, proposed by Schleidgen and colleagues.132 They support the 
symbiotic relation of conceptual normative ethics and empirical social 
sciences. Their approach is in between the approaches that advocate total 
separation of normative and empirical inquiries and the approaches that 
would like to see a new kind of amalgam of normative and empirical to take 
shape. The symbiotic approach accepts that there are limitations of normative 
ethics and empirical research in their distinct methodological repertoires. 
Because of these limitations, there are purposes for which the collaboration 
between the normative and the empirical is necessary. However, normative 
and empirical methodologies and approach should maintain their 
independence and not be merged.   

The framework of Schleidgen and colleagues starts from the assertion that 
in order to formulate norms for guiding action in specific settings, we need 
normative, conceptual theory development. The action-guiding norms, which 
are derived from a normative, theoretical ideal, are called basic principles. 

 
126 Green & Donovan 2009, 27; Robin 2009. The integrative social contracts theory of Donaldson 

and Dunfee (1994) is a well-known attempt to bridge normative and empirical inquires in business 
ethics, but it has also attracted criticism: in their theory, the interrelation of relatively universal 
hypernorms (normative perspective) and local, contextual microsocial contracts (empirical perspective) 
is not altogether clear (Green & Donovan 2009, 29–31). 

127 Molewijk et al. 2004; Leget et al. 2009.   
128 Abend 2014.  
129 Molewijk et al. 2004, 57.  
130 Weaver & Trevino 1994.  
131 I use the word descriptive here for the sake of clarity and distinction. I am very well aware that 

empirical social scientific research is not descriptive in the strictest sense of the word, but rather 
constructive or interpretative.  

132 Schleidgen et al. 2010.  
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However, in the theoretical phase of the inquiry the basic principles are 
constructed under idealised conditions for idealised agents. Thus, there is a 
need to translate the basic principles into practice rules to come to terms with 
human limitations. This translation work calls for empirical inquiry. Empirical 
inquiry allows for specification of internal and external limitations of human 
agents and to grasp collective processes and changes. In other words, 
empirical inquiry allows us to clarify whether the action-guiding norms might 
work in the fuzzy reality, and what in that fuzzy reality limits the applicability 
of the norms. This sort of derivation of adequate practice rules is the first mode 
of ethical-empirical collaboration.133  

The second mode is empirical detection of the so-called bridging 
principles. Normatively developed basic principles often include bridging 
principles which may be formulated as follows: “An action A is demanded in 
accordance to a moral norm N iff criterion C is met”. The bridging principle 
(C) should then be grasped empirically. Detection of bridging principles 
enables one to specify the conditions under which it is meaningful to assume 
that the norms are followed. The third mode of ethical-empirical collaboration 
is evaluation of practice. This means assessing a social practice regarding the 
implementation of moral norms. The focal question then is, is the practice in 
accordance with the norms which are either accepted or should be accepted as 
being valuable by the participants of the given social practice.134  

The three forms of ethical-empirical collaboration are all relevant to my 
study, but in particular the first form, derivation of adequate practice rules, is 
important. Derivation of adequate practice rules occurs when I juxtapose the 
normative recognition-theoretical construct with the empirical material from 
the case study in order to see which human limitations or collective processes 
have to be considered in turning normative basic principles derived from 
recognition theory into practice rules. In The Course of Chapters 3-6 I outline 
the key elements of the normative approach – recognition theory – and in 
Subchapters 4.3, 5.2, 5.3 and 6.2. I interpret the case study to assess the 
limitations or processes that affect turning moral-philosophical principles into 
practice rules. Detection of bridging principles occurs when I assess in which 
sense corporate volunteering may be considered to be a relational event in the 
first place. In Chapter 3 I evaluate the conceptual prerequisites for 
approaching the relationality of corporate volunteering, and in chapters 4-6 I 
assess whether corporate volunteering, exemplified by the Project, is such 
practice that exhibits relationality, and can legitimately be expected to follow 
the moral norms of recognition theory. The third mode, evaluation of practice, 
might occur in particular as a consequence of my work. To date, moral norms 
that would guide the practice of corporate volunteering have not been 
explained. 

 
133 Schleidgen et al. 2010, 66–67.  
134 Schleidgen et al. 2010, 67–68.  
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As a result of my analysis, in Chapter 6 I present adequate practice rules 
as three sets of normative tools for ethical assessment of corporate 
volunteering. Future studies may apply these tools to scrutinise whether given 
volunteering practices operate in accordance with the norms that are derived 
from recognition theory, and if not, explore what should be done so that the 
practice rules could be better implemented. Furthermore, based on the 
ethical-empirical analysis, in chapter 7 I propose some implications for the 
practice of corporate volunteering. These propositions are normative 
guidelines which might help practitioners to manage corporate volunteering 
projects so that they virtues of corporate volunteering would materialize.    

The ethos of this study is normative: the ultimate purpose is to advance 
ethically better practice of corporate volunteering as a part of businesses 
corporate social responsibility agenda. The normative and the empirical work 
together in several ways, but empirical appears always in relation to the 
normative. Only the normative ethical analysis has the means to formulate 
guiding rules, the ‘ought’ of corporate volunteering. The normative gives the 
work its distinctive structure. Normative approach helps in conceptual 
clarification (e.g., chapter 3) and allows the prevalent intuitive assumption 
that corporate volunteering is inherently morally good to be challenged. 
Empirical approach has its own inalienable role in testing the relevance, 
opportunities and limitations of moral norms derived from moral-
philosophical theory. An empirical approach, as well, allows intuitions that 
may arise from moral-philosophical theoretical considerations to transcend: 
we might, for instance, hypothesize that corporate volunteering provides a 
fertile ground for reification of recipients, thus subjecting them to mere means 
of business success. This theoretically plausible hypothesis might not reflect 
the experiences of recipients.135 In this way it is precisely the ethical-empirical 
collaboration that paves the way for better thinking and better action. 

To conclude, I wish to point out that the moral-philosophical approach of 
this study is particularly apt for ethical-empirical collaboration. In the 
research community of contemporary recognition theory, empirical case 
studies have been called for136 and normatively informed, interdisciplinary 
social philosophy137 is a legitimate, prevalent approach. Recognition theory is 
open to empirical exemplification and elaboration. Also, in the very formation 
of contemporary recognition theories, empirical humanities have had a role: 
Honneth applies object relations theory, originating from psychoanalytic 
psychology138, as a way to legitimise the fundamental importance of 
recognition in a contemporary philosophical context in which Hegelian 
metaphysical arguments no longer are plausible.  Moreover, Ricœur’s own 
philosophical method is a method of detours and mediation. He promotes the 

 
135 For a similar analysis of empirical-normative collaboration, cf. Leget et al. 2009.  
136 Ikäheimo & Laitinen 2007.  
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importance of detours through interpretation in order to understand oneself 
and the social reality. He seeks to mediate between differing viewpoints to 
form of renew understanding.139 For these reasons Ricœur’s philosophical 
approach is particularly applicable in interdisciplinary contexts140, in the case 
of this study, in the dialogue between moral philosophy and empirical research 
on corporate volunteering.  

 
 

1.7 STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS  

The thesis has been divided into five main chapters, implications for practice 
and conclusions. In the second chapter I addressed the first research question 
that targets the contextualisation of corporate volunteering either as a special 
case of non-profit volunteering or as a practice of corporate social 
responsibility. The chapter includes a summary of the historical developments 
of corporate social responsibility, and the summary is based earlier research. 
The original contribution of the second chapter arises from the 
contextualisation of corporate volunteering in relation to non-profit 
volunteering and corporate responsibility, from the tentative interpretation 
regarding the reasons for the current spread of corporate volunteering, and 
from the evaluation of corporate volunteering in relation to the prevalent 
theories of corporate responsibility. The third chapter responds to the second 
research question by elaborating the conceptual prerequisites of analysing 
corporate volunteering as a relation. There I studied the foundation of 
recognition theory in its Ricœurian form and suggest that the basic idea of 
human being is a focal conceptual factor concerning the ethical analysis of 
corporate volunteering.  

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 form the ethical analysis proper. In these chapters I 
employed ethical-empirical collaboration to assess which ethical principles 
apply when the relational nature of corporate volunteering is considered. I 
used the case study to assess whether they are adequate in the context of 
corporate volunteering. I also used recognition-theoretical approach 
heuristically to grasp the elements, events and experiences that were present 
in the case study as it was perceived from a relational perspective. In Chapter 
6 I enriched the Ricœurian conceptual framework to analyse a broader field of 
recognition failures. All three Chapters, 4-6 together allow me to present three 
sets of analysis tools for the ethical evaluation of corporate volunteering in 
chapter six. Finally, in Chapter 7, based on Chapters 2-6, I have made some 
practical suggestions for a more ethical practice of corporate volunteering. 
Chapter 8 concludes the thesis, and there, in addition to summarising my 

 
139 Kortelainen 2013, 27–28.  
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findings, I evaluated the methodological construct of this study and the 
potential applicability of recognition theory in ethical evaluation of other 
corporate social responsibility practices and the normative foundation of 
corporate responsibility.      
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2 IDENTIFYING THE ODD BIRD AND ITS 
HABITAT: NON-PROFIT VOLUNTEERING 
OR CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY?   

2.1 CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING – APPROACHING 
THE HYBRIDITY     

Corporate volunteering is a phenomenon which is particularly difficult to 
categorise. The diversity and hybridity of corporate volunteering become 
visible by looking at the various outlets through which research on the 
phenomenon has been published. For instance, Houghton and colleagues141 
and Yim and Fock142 have examined corporate volunteering as a phenomenon 
connected with corporate social responsibility and, accordingly, published 
their work in Journal of Business Ethics. Also, Barkay143 and Mattila and 
Hanks144 have applied the CSR lens in their analysis of corporate volunteering, 
though the former in a critical manner in Critical Sociology and the latter in 
the framework of strategic corporate social responsibility, published in 
Journal of Services Marketing. Another conceptualisation of corporate 
volunteering within the corporate social responsibility framework is to 
perceive it as corporate philanthropy, along with other kinds of charitable 
giving for social causes145. However, corporate philanthropy is a contested 
concept with strained connotations: some CSR scholars think that corporate 
philanthropy is an outdated concept and should belong only to the past of 
corporate responsibility146. If corporate volunteering is perceived as corporate 
philanthropy, the contested meanings come along.  

Besides CSR or corporate philanthropy, corporate volunteering has been 
perceived as a part of human resources management’s toolkit to enhance work 
satisfaction or learning at work147. Such approaches have been presented in 
articles published in Employee Relations148, in Development and Learning in 
Organizations149 and in the Journal of Management150. Finally, and in contrast 

 
141 Houghton et al. 2008.  
142 Yim & Fock 2013. 
143 Barkay 2011.  
144 Mattila & Hanks 2013.  
145 Harrow 2013.  
146 Harrow 2013, 235.  
147 On corporate responsibility as a HRM tool, see Zappalà 2004.  
148 Nave & Do Paco 2013.  
149 Lysova & Saduikyte 2015.  
150 Rodell et al. 2016.  
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to the business-related contextualisation, corporate volunteering has also 
been discussed in civic activity related publications, as a special instance of 
volunteering151. It is not irrelevant to ask whether corporate volunteering 
should in research be approached as a form of non-profit volunteering in 
which merely the acquisition of volunteers occurs differently than in more 
traditional volunteering.  

What, then, is corporate volunteering? Is it a part of corporate social 
responsibility or part of volunteering as civic activity? Is it part of both 
contexts? What difference does it make if we in research perceive it either as a 
corporate social responsibility practice or as a relatively new form of 
volunteering? This chapter aims at identifying corporate volunteering – the 
hybrid and odd bird. In particular, I will focus on the fluctuating position of 
corporate volunteering between traditional non-profit volunteering and 
corporate social responsibility. I will first clarify the position of corporate 
volunteering in relation to volunteering research. I will outline some of the 
current trends of volunteering which have been identified in the research and 
discuss how corporate volunteering relates to them (2.2). Then I will explore 
corporate volunteering as a corporate social responsibility practice from two 
perspectives: first, corporate volunteering against the backdrop of the origins 
and developments of corporate responsibility (2.3.) and second, to different 
theories of corporate responsibility (2.4.). Regarding each perspective I will 
pay particular attention to the ethically relevant conceptual consequences that 
each contextualization brings about. This will allow for an exploration of how 
the ethical analysis will be affected by thinking of corporate volunteering 
either as a special case of traditional volunteering or as a corporate social 
responsibility practice.  

The latter examination – corporate volunteering as a corporate 
responsibility practice – is more thorough for two reasons. Firstly, in this 
study, I decided to focus on the corporate side of employer-supported 
volunteering and, consequently, exclude the examination of employer-
supported volunteering in public sector organisations, for instance. Secondly, 
I hypothesised that ignoring the epithet corporate of corporate volunteering, 
may result in ignoring distinctive aspects of the activity. Nevertheless, the 
elements that the commercial context bring about may affect the 
interpretations and experiences of the individuals involved.  

My analysis explores corporate volunteering’s position in relation to the 
research on volunteering, and the research on corporate social responsibility. 
This emphasis does not mean that the exploration would be irrelevant to the 
praxis of corporate volunteering. According to the chosen framing – 
volunteering or corporate social responsibility? – different aspects of 
corporate volunteering become visible. Thus, the framing affects the pool of 
research from which practitioners may harness when designing corporate 
volunteering programs. For instance, the strong emphasis on business 
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profitability has led to a situation in which there is not much research evidence 
on how corporate volunteering affects the recipients. In the design and 
implementation of corporate volunteering programs it is not possible to make 
research-based estimations of how recipients perceive the programs.   

 

2.2 CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING IN THE WIDE 
LANDSCAPE OF VOLUNTEERING   

Studies on corporate volunteering have been published through channels 
dedicated to civic activity and volunteering and the phenomenon is thus 
interpreted in the framework of volunteering. Also, Rochester and 
colleagues152 discuss corporate or employer-supported volunteers as a specific 
group of volunteers. The definitions of volunteering vary to some extent, but a 
widely-followed definition is that volunteering means freely giving one’s time 
to promote a societal cause or to help other people without financial reward 
and do that in an organised manner through an organization such as an 
NGO153. 

If corporate volunteering is a very recent phenomenon, the same nearly 
applies to non-profit volunteering – as long as we understand volunteering in 
the sense of organised voluntary service programs that are dependent on a 
larger organisation: as a phenomenon, they are only a couple of hundred years 
old. However, helping others voluntarily without expectation of 
straightforward reward or compensation has been with us since the dawn of 
humankind.154 Also, there are historical predecessors of modern-day non-
profit organizations: in 2nd century BCE households in China formed an 
association to provide each other with practical help and support; in the 
Ancient Greece of 4th century BCE, men formed social and political clubs and 
in the Middle Ages guilds flourished and for women, béguines provided an 
opportunity to live a life a chastity and engage in charitable action. The 18th 
and 19th centuries witnessed an upsurge in the number of voluntary 
associations for various purposes, such as recreation, education, social 
networking and mutual aid, both in the Western world and globally. In the 
associations, whose history is long, something similar to voluntary work took 
place. Also, in government agencies and churches voluntary work has existed 
for probably several hundred years: volunteers have joined army, local police 
patrols or councils, and volunteers have contributed to charitable work. 
However, it was not until the mid-1800s that the first organised voluntary 
service programs proper emerged.155  

 
152 Rochester et al. 2010, 32. 
153 Grönlund 2012, 14; Hustinx et al. 2010; Rochester et al. 2010, 19.  
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Research on volunteering indicates that now, in the early decades of the 
21st century, there is a proliferation of forms of volunteering. For the purpose 
of research, Rochester and colleagues156 have discerned three paradigms that 
appear in the practice of volunteering. The dominant form is the non-profit 
paradigm. In the non-profit paradigm, volunteers are assumed to take part in 
volunteering activities – mostly aiming at increasing social welfare – out of 
altruistic motivation. The paradigm approaches volunteering as an activity 
that is led and to a large extent defined by formally structured, professionally 
staffed non-profit organizations. Volunteering research has mostly studied 
volunteering practices which represent the non-profit paradigm, even if it is 
only one part of the diverse field of volunteering.157 Volunteering that is 
compliant with the non-profit paradigm has only existed since the mid-1800s. 

From the turn of the 21st century, research has started to recognise that the 
current reality of the praxis of volunteering is more nuanced than the non-
profit paradigm suggests. Rochester and colleagues have labelled another 
paradigm as the civil society paradigm. In the volunteering practices 
representing that paradigm volunteering is organised in associations or loose 
groups of volunteers – this form of volunteering is connected to the long 
history of voluntary associations. In the practices of volunteering representing 
this paradigm, volunteers seek to provide mutual support or to promote 
societal improvements, also beyond social welfare. In the third, serious leisure 
paradigm, different forms of leisure activities are also interpreted as forms of 
volunteering. In this paradigm the motivation of volunteers is intrinsic, and 
the activities are linked to the arts, culture, sports, and recreation. The 
volunteers are not mere hobbyists but active agents who create the contents 
and the context for their leisure.  

These three paradigms are a scholarly attempt to grasp the real-life variety 
of motivations, targets and organisational contexts of volunteering. In 
addition, the forms of volunteering may also vary in terms of duration and 
location. Regarding location, for instance, transnational volunteering and 
virtual volunteering are on the rise158. Thus, there is an ongoing diversification 
of the practice of volunteering. As a response to the diversification research 
has broadened the definition of volunteering beyond volunteering as mere 
unpaid work or service. In this sense, corporate volunteering fits well into the 
wide and versatile landscape of volunteering.  

The volunteering of the 21st century exhibits a range of trends. Among 
them are episodic volunteering, the so-called brain volunteering and 
international volunteering.159 Interestingly, these trends resonate with 
corporate volunteering. For instance, in particular multinationals provide 
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opportunities for their employees to volunteer abroad.160 Episodic 
volunteering means that the scope of and length of involvement in 
volunteering tasks are limited, but volunteering is nevertheless expected to be 
intrinsically rewarding.161 The short-term mode of operation is common also 
to corporate volunteering:162 the duration and scope are limited by the 
company’s decision on how much their employees are allowed to spend time 
on volunteering during working hours.  

The brain or knowledge volunteering163 in turn denotes volunteers who 
expect volunteering to match the challenges and responsibilities which they 
have in their everyday work, instead of choosing volunteering opportunities 
associated with more mundane chores. In some cases, corporate volunteering 
is implemented in mundane projects, such as cleaning or renovating buildings. 
In other cases, and more commonly so, corporate volunteering comes close to 
knowledge volunteering. The volunteers may use their actual professional 
capabilities in the volunteering projects. The Project in the case study comes 
close to brain volunteering: banking employees apply their insights of financial 
products and financial planning as they encounter the young adults.  

One argument for not considering corporate volunteering as a form of 
volunteering is to say that corporate volunteering does not match with the idea 
of volunteering as an activity of giving time freely or without a financial 
reward. However, the boundaries of these ideas are not easy to draw and there 
is no unanimity in volunteering research at the boundaries.164 For instance, 
one could ask how giving one’s time freely relates to the experience of social 
pressure or cultural expectations. Are ‘thank you gifts’ to volunteers from 
volunteering organisations a financial reward?  

In the strictest sense, corporate volunteering is paid work because it takes 
place during paid working hours. However, in practice, refusing to take part in 
corporate volunteering activities would rarely lead to wage reduction or being 
fired. Most companies are willing to delegate the choice of whether or not to 
participate to the employees. This was the case also in the Project. More 
research would be needed to address in-depth the issue of remuneration in 
corporate volunteering. It may be that that in some organisations corporate 
volunteering is informally rewarded, for instance, leaders may perceive those 
employees who participate in corporate volunteering programs as being more 
committed than others, and thus, more suitable candidates for promotions. It 
may also be that the time spent in corporate volunteering programs reduces 
the time that an employee could use to promote their career by engaging in the 
core business activities. It is likely that the relationship between taking part in 
corporate volunteering activities and indirect financial remuneration varies 
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depending on the organization. My data do not provide material for a cost-
benefit analysis of corporate volunteering. I reserve such analysis to 
economists. However, research indicates that besides economists, laypeople 
are also interested in the cost-benefit ratio of volunteering: the higher the net 
cost is thought to be, the more of a volunteer the person is perceived.165 One 
could ask, whether corporate volunteering should be called volunteering at all: 
even in the corporate volunteering activities the employees remain in their 
roles as employees, and get paid for each hour spent in the activities. The term 
corporate volunteering is established in research and in praxis, and for the 
sake of clarity I will use it in this study.   

The ethical perspective to corporate volunteering also invites scrutiny into 
the activity from other perspectives than from the perspective of the 
volunteers. Underlining giving time freely and without a financial reward as 
conditions of volunteering poses a challenge from ethical perspective: these 
two criteria exclusively accentuate the volunteer’s individual motivation. 
Nevertheless, volunteering is usually implemented in collaborative action and 
in many cases, volunteering activities include an element of social support. 
Hence, volunteering is characterised not only by the motivations of the 
volunteer, but also by factors that pertain to social interaction.  

Grönlund and Falk166 have conducted a literature review on the effects of 
volunteering from the recipients’ perspective. The key effects identified in the 
literature are that volunteering increases the recipients’ sense of participation 
and reduces loneliness as well as strengthens a recipient’s sense of self-esteem 
and agency. The factor that explains these effects is that the interaction 
between the volunteer and the recipient is experienced as voluntary. 
Reciprocity, presence and neutrality in the relationship between the volunteer 
and the recipient are aspects that differentiate volunteering from professional 
help. Thus, limiting the discussion concerning whether corporate volunteering 
is a subgenus of volunteering only to the motivation of the corporate volunteer 
is problematic. The distinctive character of volunteering is not created merely 
by the motivations of volunteer – even if they are the grand topic of 
volunteering research167 – but by how volunteering activities are experienced 
in the social setting and in the reciprocal interaction by all involved parties. 
This observation underlines, once more, the importance of research of not only 
the recipients’ experiences of corporate volunteering, but also of the relational 
nature of corporate volunteering.  

There is, an sich, nothing problematic in analysing corporate volunteering 
as a special instance of non-profit volunteering. There is multifariousness in 
the forms of volunteering, and accordingly, the scholarly definitions of 
volunteering vary. Most definitions do take some stance to the free will of 
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volunteers, to the availability of remuneration, and to formal agency, but there 
is fluctuation within all of these aspects.168 

Varieties in cultural and institutional contexts have a considerable effect 
on the meanings connected to volunteering.169 Thus, corporate volunteering 
fits the wide and multifarious landscape of volunteering. Moreover, corporate 
volunteering reflects many current trends of volunteering, and in fact, out of 
the varied forms of volunteering, employee-supported volunteering is also a 
trend in itself, a rising form of volunteering in the 21st century.170 

Nonetheless, what I propose is that treating corporate volunteering 
exclusively as a form of volunteering and placing it only in the context of 
research of the non-profit sector, disregard some crucial aspects of the 
phenomenon. Corporate volunteering transcends the limits of society’s sectors 
as it is often enacted in a collaboration of private companies and non-profit 
organisations or the public sector. It brings together collaborative endeavour 
organizations which exhibit different institutional logics171. The clash of 
differing logics, in turn, is a known antecedent of change in institutional logics 
and, hence, in the way individuals make sense of social reality172.  

Corporate volunteering may create such clashes of different logics: the 
hybridity of corporate volunteering may modify the experiences of 
participants as well as how the activity is organised in practice. As an example 
of a clash of logics, Roza173 points out, that the representatives of the NGOs do 
not always regard corporate volunteering as beneficial. Instead, according to 
her study, corporate volunteering provoked fears in the employees of the 
NGOs. The employees dreaded that corporate volunteers would be favoured at 
the expense of regular volunteers, as corporate volunteers might bring more 
valuable resources from companies to NGOs. Corporate volunteers are 
cheaper than the employees of the organisation, and the employees suspected 
that they might be replaced with corporate volunteers. The employees also felt 
that if they are forced to compensate for the corporate volunteers’ lack of 
appropriate skills, this would impair the quality of service to beneficiaries. The 

 
168 Hustinx et al. 2010, 414.  
169 Grönlund 2012.  
170 Rocherster et al. 2010, 107–110.  
171 Here I used the concept of institutional logics in the sense of Thornton’s and Ocasio’s definition 

of institutional logics as “the socially constructed, historical patterns of material practices, assumptions, 
values, beliefs, and rules by which individuals produce and reproduce their material subsistence, 
organize time and space, and provide meaning to their social reality” (Thornton & Ocasio 1999, 804). In 
this study, I will not go deeper into the analysis of corporate volunteering in the light of institutional 
theory, even if the analysis would most likely be fruitful. Yet, Ricœur (2004) utilises the idea of 
economies of worth by Boltanski and Thévenot (2006) in his recognition theory: through the Ricœurian 
analysis of corporate volunteering, the theme of institutional logics in relation to individual meaning-
making (Thornton & Ocasio 2008, 102–103) is introduced to this study as well in chapter 3.3.  
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employees of NGOs acknowledged that the corporate volunteers may be very 
skilled professionals, but those skills are not valuable for the NGO. 174 This 
example points out the potential clashes of different logics of the not-for-profit 
sector and business sector that may surface in corporate volunteering 
activities. Thus, it is reasonable to stay open to the idea that the commercial 
context might distinguish corporate volunteering as social activity from 
volunteering in a significant way. Corporate volunteering should not be 
considered merely as a form of volunteering which differs from other forms of 
volunteering, only in how the volunteer resource is procured.  

Regarding the ethical analysis of corporate volunteering, it is important to 
recognize the hybridity and originality of the phenomenon in comparison with 
other kinds of volunteering. My argument here is not that the commercial 
context of corporate volunteering would a priori determine whether the 
activity is morally reproachable. What I want to point out is that if the 
distinctive moral challenges originating from the commercial context of the 
activity are not recognised, the ethical analysis of corporate volunteering is at 
risk of remaining superficial. A focal ethical question is the moral status of the 
recipients. Most of the research focuses on the business benefits of corporate 
volunteering. The research emphasis on the business benefits echoes the 
practical need to legitimise corporate volunteering internally in the companies 
with financial arguments. When the business benefit perspective is so 
prevalent, there is an ethical hazard that the practice and research of corporate 
volunteering omits the personhood175 of the recipients. I have used 
personhood here in a morally binding sense: being a person entitles one to be 
respected as an-end-in-itself. With its strong business benefit emphasis, the 
research and practice of corporate volunteering might ignore the moral value 
of recipients qua persons. Instead, the recipients might turn into means in the 
creation of financial value. I analysed this ethical hazard as an occurrence of 
misrecognition more closely.  

Another ethically relevant question is how much the corporate context 
affects the interpretations that involved parties giving to corporate 
volunteering. The effects of traditional non-profit volunteering on the 
recipients hinge on whether the interaction is interpreted as being voluntary, 
neutral and reciprocal: the recipients’ interpretations of the activity play an 
important role in the social impact volunteering has.176 It is possible that the 
commercial framing of corporate volunteering affects the interpretations 
regarding the social interaction. For instance, it might be that recipients will 
not interpret the help provided by corporate volunteers as voluntary or 
neutral.  The meaning-making then affects the consequences of the activity on 
the parties involved, both corporate volunteers and recipients. Even if one 
would not be full-fledge consequentialist, consequences do have an ethical 
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bearing. This ethically relevant question is addressed more closely in the 
subsequent chapters.  

To conclude, the epithet corporate in corporate volunteering must be fully 
considered when we address corporate volunteering, and in particular when 
we address it as a phenomenon that has ethical relevance. Hence, I will next 
explore the other side of the coin: corporate volunteering as a form of 
corporate social responsibility.   

 

2.3 FROM THE PAST OF CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY TO THE PRESENT OF 
CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING  

How should the relation between business and other areas of society be 
grasped? What are the moral obligations of businesses to society? To answer 
these questions scholars have formulated various concepts. Among the 
concepts, corporate social responsibility (also CSR, corporate responsibility, 
CR) is in the most common usage by scholars and practitioners alike177 even if 
there is no unanimity on its exact definition178. The concept is applied broadly 
in reference to the varied range of activities, attitudes, procedures and 
management practices with which companies seek to minimise the negative 
effects of their business pursuits (at the least), or to promote the quality of life 
in society (at the most).  

In this study I have chosen to use the concept of corporate social 
responsibility for two reasons. Firstly, it is a widespread concept and familiar 
to many outside the communities of corporate social responsibility 
professionals and scholars or business ethics scholars. It is a value in a 
transdisciplinary study that the focal concept is widely known. Secondly, 
corporate social responsibility is more neutral than some other concepts when 
it comes to the justification of business’ moral responsibilities. Some other 
prominent conceptualizations of corporate responsibility such as stakeholder 
management179 and corporate citizenship180 already imply a certain stance 
towards the normative ethical grounding. However, the questions of the 
ethical theory underlying corporate responsibility is indirectly under scrutiny 

 
177 Carroll & Shabana 2010, 86.  
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(Waddock 2004, 6) and elaborates their conceptual contents. In her view, corporate citizenship is the 
most promising conceptualization that unites the earlier distinct, sometimes overlapping 
conceptualizations of business’s societal role. This notion, however, represents Waddock’s own 
theoretical commitment more than a wide consensus among business and society scholars.  
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in my study. I did not want to make theoretical commitments through the 
choice of the concept.  

The potential weakness of choosing to use the concept corporate social 
responsibility is that is has been increasingly framed as a means to strengthen 
competitiveness and generate higher profits.181 Accordingly, its link to 
intrinsically ethical aims has weakened. Nevertheless, corporate social 
responsibility’s alienation from ethics does not have to be taken for granted. 
In the light of some recent failures of corporate social responsibility – the 2008 
financial collapse being one of the most emblematic examples182 – there is 
indeed an opening for a renewed discussion on the relation of corporate social 
responsibility and ethics, and moreover, on the fundamental theoretical and 
ontological underpinnings of corporate social responsibility183. In this 
subchapter, in order to contextualize corporate volunteering better, I will 
outline the origins and developments of corporate social responsibility.  

The moral obligations of businesses have been discussed long before the 
emergence of corporate social responsibility as an explicit conceptual 
construct. Gabriel Abend184 has illustrated in his historical research that the 
intersection of business and ethics was already being discussed in the late 18th 
century, but the conversation became more frequent in the period between the 
1850s and 1930s. The late 19th century marked the beginning of an era of rapid 
financial growth. As a consequence, big corporations entered the scene of 
business for the first time. They had unequalled resources and thus great 
power, but they were also distanced from the consumers. The combination of 
companies’ distance to laypeople and the accumulation of power and 
resources provoked public suspicion concerning the status of companies’ 
morality. This, in turn, created the momentum for incorporating ethics into 
business decisions and increased political pressure to regulate business more 
strictly. A typical concern for corporations was the living and working 
conditions of employees. Such social challenges as poverty, slums and child 
and female labour were addressed by providing industrial workers with 
healthcare, recreational facilities and bath houses. The justification for these 
actions was philanthropic on the one hand, and financial on the other. 
Supporting workers’ well-being made them more productive.185  

The emergence of social causes on the agenda of business needed 
justification within the business community. The upsurge of philanthropy 
ignited worries about whether managers as trustees of stockholders could 
legally allocate company money to social causes.186 One justification was to 
frame the issue in economic terms: promoting morality in business is good 
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because it is profitable. It was feared that the outcries against the lack of 
morality of businessmen would lead to pervasive state regulation which was 
considered to be a threat to the free pursuit of profit. To prevent public 
intervention, business owners responded to the accusations by introducing 
new practices of self-regulation. According to Abend’s reading of the historical 
sources, the so-called “ethics pays” argument became more prominent in the 
late 19th century, in parallel with the increased societal interest in business 
ethics.187   

Christian business ethicists, mostly pastors, were critical of justifying 
business ethics with financial arguments. Their argument was that 
businesspeople should act ethically because it is morally right, not because it 
makes economic sense. Instead of focusing on the outcomes – the benefits of 
acting ethically – the Christian line of argument turned the spotlight onto the 
motives of action. A business person should act ethically out of piety, of 
obedience to God. Acting ethically for the sake of profit would be a proof of 
selfishness.188 The contemporary debates around corporate social 
responsibility echoed many themes in these early discussions. Even in the 
early years of corporate responsibility, the different rationales became 
entangled and the same activities were justified with both financial and 
philanthropic arguments.189 A similar entanglement of economic and ethical 
arguments exists in today’s corporate social responsibility debates. 

The big corporations of the turn of the 20th century did not always use their 
power for social betterment. Instead, they created monopolies which defied 
the rules of free market pricing. The corruption of power culminated in the 
Great Depression, which paved the way for corporate social responsibility’s 
evolution. Diversification of stock ownership and society’s increasing 
pluralism in the 1920s and 1930s led to a new management ideology which 
emphasised managers’ role as trustees of stockholders but also of customers, 
employees and the community. By the beginning of World War II, 
corporations were perceived as institutions with particular social 
responsibilities and businesspeople generally thought that they had social 
responsibilities beyond immediate losses and profits.190 

Corporate social responsibility was formulated as a scholarly and a 
managerial concept after World War II.191 The typical framing of corporate 
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responsibilities during the 1950s was the obligation to respond to public 
expectations and contribute to good societal causes. The link between 
corporate responsibility and financial profitability did not yet attract much 
attention and the primary means of implementing corporate responsibility 
was philanthropy192. Only 1960s marked the expansion of the CSR literature 
and more refined elaboration of the concept193. Much of the CSR literature of 
the decade highlighted the importance of CSR to both business and society and 
called for corporate resources to be allocated for broader social ends. Besides 
philanthropy, customer relations, employees’ working conditions and 
stockholder relations were also considered194. Particularly in the US, new 
legislation was introduced to regulate business practices. The era was marked 
by an idea of mutual dependency between business and society, which was in 
line with the general atmosphere of societal awareness in the 1960s. The first 
decades of corporate social responsibility discussion were dominated by the 
ethical justification of corporate moral obligations and macro-social level of 
analysis195.  

Other approaches were beginning to emerge in the scholarly discussion, 
reminiscent of the financial justification given to business ethics in the 19th 
century. By 1960, economist Milton Friedman had argued against the more 
general tendency of 1960s discussions, that corporate social responsibility 
makes sense only to the extent that it makes economic sense: the only social 
responsibility of a business leader is to increase profits. In 1970 Friedman 
elaborated his conception and included free market rules, laws and ethical 
customs to the list of corporate responsibilities. He thought that some social 
demands could be accepted – but only on the condition that they were 
profitable in the long-term.196 In 1971 Keith Davis and Robert Blomstrom 
introduced the “Iron Law of Responsibility”. The principle refers to the need 
to balance corporate social power and responsibilities. The rationale behind 
the argument for balance is that “whoever does not use his social power 
responsibly will lose it”197. The argument refers to the need to maintain the 
operational preconditions of running a successful business. Friedman’s and 
Davis and Blomstrom’s arguments both shifted the emphasis from the ethical 
justification towards economic justification of corporate social 
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responsibility198. As a whole, the decade of the 1970s followed the lead of the 
aforementioned scholars and made a turn from ethical conceptions of 
corporate responsibility to managerial, business-oriented conceptions of 
corporate responsibility.199  

During 1980s, research generated alternative or complementary 
conceptualisations: corporate social responsiveness, stakeholder 
management, corporate citizenship and business ethics, among others. Along 
with the proliferation of theoretical constructs, the practices of corporate 
social responsibility stretched out to cover new areas. Besides concerns related 
to employees’ wellbeing, environmental pollution, the social challenges of 
urban contexts and ethical standards of multinational corporations were 
among the emerging themes of the 1980s.200As for the influential CSR theories 
of the 1980s, Thomas M. Jones201 and L.E. Preston and J.E. Post202 discussed 
the implementation of corporate social responsibility in relation to political 
theory, and were interested in the relationship between corporate 
responsibility and decision-making processes. These considerations gave rise 
to the still ongoing discussion on corporate social responsibility in the light of 
social contract theory and on the distribution of roles and responsibilities 
between different societal institutions203.  

 
198 The difference between the two arguments is that Friedman’s argument is normative and Davis 

and Blomstrom’s argument is analytical. Friedman states what companies ought to do; they ought to 
increase profits within the boundaries of laws and ethical customs. CSR is justifiably only within these 
boundaries. Davis and Blomstrom’s argument, instead, is a descriptive notion of what is likely to happen 
if companies behave irresponsibly. What these scholars have in common is that the aim of CSR is related 
either to the financial profitability or to maintaining the conditions of profitability, not to ethical 
standards originating from outside business operations.  
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process, implying that the process is fair and all relevant stakeholders are integrated in the process. 
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belongs to the realm of corporate governance in the context of public life. According to them, corporate 
social responsibility does not cover all societal problems but companies should participate in alleviating 
those societal challenges that are related to their activities and interests. Companies should be involved 
in the public policy processes in particular when public policy is in transition or not yet established. 

203 Integrative Social Contract Theory was presented by Donaldson and Dunfee (1994). They 
proposed an integrative model of two social contracts of different levels. The authors suggested that this 
integrative model would provide a guiding framework for business ethics, both in practice and in 
academic research. The normative foundation is the macrolevel social contract which expresses universal 
hypernorms. The macrolevel social contract leaves room for microlevel social contracts of particular 
communities. These microlevel contracts are sensitive to contextual differences and express the 
empirical reality of communities who specify the foundational norms according to their particular 
context. Macrolevel contracts are not dependent on or deducible from empirical reality, whereas 
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In the 1980s there were several ethical scandals which drew public 
attention to corporate irresponsibility. As a counter-reaction, approaches 
focusing on the morally normative side of corporate responsibility started to 
emerge, for example Freeman’s pioneering book Strategic Management: A 
Stakeholder Approach204. At the same time with the developments in the 
ethical perspective the profitability of corporate responsibility became 
topical205. The relationship between social and financial performance was not 
yet thoroughly examined but the initial conclusion was that there is a positive 
correlation of financial and social results206. During the 1980s economic and 
social interests came closer to one another in companies and research reflected 
this tendency207. 

From the 1990s until today, corporate social responsibility has become 
almost universally accepted and promoted by not only companies but also 
governments, non-governmental organisations and consumers. There is a 
whole infrastructure around corporate responsibility.208 By the end of the 
1990s almost all large companies had accepted corporate social responsibility 
as one their basic organisational functions.209 The societal shift from industrial 
to post-industrial, digitalized society also played an important role in the 
expansion of corporate social responsibility in the business world. The internet 
created new communication options for other institutions to put pressure on 
companies to foster corporate responsibility more meticulously. The 
important assets of companies turned from tangible to intangible, such as 
human capital and reputation among customers and future employees. For 
managing such intangible resources corporate social responsibility is a focal 
tool210. The 1990s did not bring many original contributions to the concept of 
corporate social responsibility, but the discussion about the profitability of 
responsibility measures intensified.211 As the positive correlation between 
economic and social goals was underlined, corporate social responsibility 
become more tightly coined within the strategy literature212. As corporate 
social responsibility research has evolved, the emphasis has been more and 
more on the link between corporate responsibility and corporate financial 
success.213 The instrumental aspect of corporate responsibility in relation to 

 
microlevel contracts are apt to empirical scrutiny. Hence, the Integrative Social Contract Theory is one 
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financial aims has become predominant, both among researchers and 
practitioners.214  

There have been two major progressions in the research literature on 
corporate social responsibility from 1960 onwards, which Lee215 has pointed 
out. First, the level of analysis has shifted away from macro social effects. Now 
the focal analytical level is organisational and the focal questions concern the 
impact of corporate social responsibility on organisational processes and 
performance. Second, regarding theoretical orientation, explicitly normative 
and ethics-oriented arguments have given way to implicitly normative and 
performance-oriented managerial studies. Alongside these shifts there have 
been considerable developments within the discussion on the business case of 
corporate social responsibility. Even if in this study the focus is on the ethical 
aspects of corporate social responsibility, it would be unfair to depict the 
discussion on the business case of corporate social responsibility as naïvely 
reliant on the profit-generating character of corporate social responsibility 
activities. It is well accepted among corporate social performance scholars216 
that corporate social responsibility does not always lead to financial profit. 
Therefore, the focus of research is now on pinpointing the conditions under 
which there is a positive correlation between social and financial 
performance217.  

The history of corporate social responsibility is well-documented, but that 
is not the case with corporate volunteering, mostly because the phenomenon 
itself is relatively young and rigorous research is still lacking218. Hence, the 
knowledge of the origins and developments of corporate volunteering as an 
established or at least to some extent organised practice is scattered. As a 
consequence, I will outline the developments of corporate volunteering only 
tentatively.  

Sometimes corporate volunteering is conceptualised as a form of 
corporate philanthropy or corporate giving. Philanthropy, in turn, is the oldest 
form of corporate social responsibility, and precedes the emergence of the 
concept of corporate social responsibility. Nevertheless, corporate 
volunteering as such an institutionalized and organized practice as it is 
considered today, is a relatively young phenomenon. Some early forms of 
corporate volunteering did emerge mainly in the US and to some extent also 
in the UK in the 1970s and 1980s. In the 1990s the first institutional structures 
supporting corporate volunteering emerged, such as associations for 
organising corporate volunteering initiatives and company volunteer 
councils.219 In the first decades of 21st century corporate volunteering has 
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established its status as one of the instruments to implement corporate social 
responsibility. In 2008 one of the more renowned scholars of CSR, Archie B. 
Carroll220 saw corporate volunteering as one of the emerging trends of 
corporate social responsibility practices.  

One of the disseminators of corporate volunteering has been the Fortune 
500221 list and the influential example set by the companies on the list. The 
Fortune 500 is a list of US-based companies ranked by total revenues for their 
respective fiscal years. One of the features which Fortune itself tracks in the 
Fortune 500 companies is how actively they donate their employees’ time and 
expertise222. The companies on the Fortune 500 list are seen as the trailblazers 
in the corporate world and because of their considerable economic resources 
they indeed are in a powerful position to shape the practices of business. Thus, 
the fact that 92% of the Fortune 500 companies have an established corporate 
volunteering program223 tells us firstly, that corporate volunteering holds an 
established position in the corporate responsibility scene and secondly, the 
example from the corporate achievers has most likely created a pressure to 
companies outside the US to implement corporate volunteering programs.  

During the last two decades a whole ecosystem of institutions has emerged 
around corporate volunteering. This applies also to countries other than the 
US. Besides companies which engage in corporate volunteering there are 
NGOs that seek partnerships with companies to recruit new volunteers. 
Furthermore, some NGOs have adopted the role of mediators and facilitators 
of corporate volunteering, working at the junction of the private and the third 
sector to create opportunities for corporate volunteering and spread 
knowledge of the phenomenon. For instance, an Australian NGO has 
introduced a refined toolkit to support the development of corporate 
volunteering programs224. In Europe, and with EU funding, several NGOs, a 
research institution and a company have partnered to produce a handbook of 
corporate volunteering225. In Germany, the practice of corporate volunteering 
has been established enough to give impetus to an anthology on the status of 
German corporate volunteering, published in 2017226. In Poland, the first 
guide for corporate volunteering guide was published in 2011227. Besides 
NGOs, some companies have identified a business opportunity in working as 
facilitators for corporate volunteering228. Part of the corporate volunteering 
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ecosystem includes the digital platforms229 which bring together volunteering 
opportunities and corporate volunteers. Corporate volunteering is currently 
establishing its place in Asia: an influential US-based NGO Points of Light 
published in 2017 a guidebook230 for corporate volunteering in Asia. 

In the Nordic countries, corporate volunteering has started to gain a 
foothold only recently, even if the more traditional ways of volunteering, both 
formal and informal, have been very prevalent in the Nordic countries231. Even 
if the statistics on corporate volunteering in the Nordic countries are still 
lacking, the fact that companies with Nordic origins and Nordic ownership are 
increasingly taking on volunteering activities implicates that corporate 
volunteering has taken root in the Nordic corporate responsibility culture. 
Danske Bank calls their corporate volunteering program ‘Time to give’232. A 
Finnish banking group Osuuspankki celebrated Finland’s 100 years of 
independence by donating their employees’ time to volunteering as well as by 
creating a digital platform to support matching volunteers with volunteering 
opportunities233. A representative of a Swedish NGO Volontärbyrå reports of 
a recent increase in diverse companies’ interest in starting new corporate 
volunteering programs234.  

Juxtaposing the current tendencies of corporate social responsibility and 
the boom of corporate volunteering in the early decades of the 21st century 
gives rise to an intriguing observation: these two trends are not completely 
aligned. The sketch of corporate social responsibility’s history already pointed 
out that the so-called economic and ethical justifications of corporate 
responsibility have co-existed, overlapped and entangled since the emergence 
of big companies with considerable societal power. The scholarly interest in 
corporate responsibility since the 1960s has resulted in developed, refined and 
established conceptual apparatuses in support of both financial and ethical 
perspectives of corporate social responsibility. Nevertheless, the focus of 
corporate social responsibility research has shifted from the ethical to the 
economic side of corporate social responsibility and the link between 
profitability and responsibility. This development is aligned with the praxis of 
corporate social responsibility in which the social responsibilities are ever 
more closely linked to the business strategy and, hence, the core operations 
and expertise of the company. 

Interestingly, at the same time companies are increasingly taking on 
corporate volunteering activities. The idea of strategic corporate 
philanthropy235 has gained interest during the last few decades. The concept 
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refers to “strategically motivated giving, where next to the benefits provided to 
society, the benefits of philanthropy to the firm are also considered”236. 
However, it is justified to ask how strategic corporate volunteering actually is. 
The causes of corporate volunteering programs may sometimes be linked with 
the company’s line of business. Such is the case with, for instance, a 
pharmaceutical company which mobilises its volunteers to help people with 
chronic illnesses in the Third World237 or a construction company whose 
corporate volunteers build community gardens238. Nevertheless, even in 
projects of these kinds, the link to the core strategic operations is perhaps 
more symbolic than intrinsic.  

Corporate social responsibility is currently ubiquitous because managing 
intangible resources, such as human resources, is pivotal in post-industrial 
economy239. In this regard, corporate volunteering links to strategy: there are 
indications that volunteering may boost profitability. Nevertheless, in the light 
of current research, these implications are sporadic to some extent240. The 
business case for many other corporate social responsibility practices seems to 
be much more well-grounded and straightforward. It is likely the case with 
most corporate volunteering activities that business benefits are considered, 
but not perhaps measured, reported or verified.  

Moreover, organising volunteering-based projects is not among the core 
competencies of most companies. Implementing corporate volunteering 
projects takes most of the companies away from their core expertise and 
orients them towards something that contrasts with the daily work than it 
integrates with. For most companies it takes a lot to fulfil Maas’s and Liket’s241 
prerequisite of strategic philanthropy: besides the strategic aims and 
outcomes, the processes of strategic philanthropy should also be managed in 
an organised, strategic manner. This requires expertise in managing 
volunteers. There is a discordance of corporate social responsibility’s ever 
more prevalent strategic, business-focused orientation and the recent boom of 
corporate volunteering whose status as a strategically relevant tool is still 
somewhat disputable. Why is corporate volunteering booming now when the 
discussions on corporate social responsibility are dominated by narratives of 
win-win situations, strategic advantages and tighter alignment with core 
operations242?  

Jõao Santos243 aptly points out that within the scope of corporate social 
responsibility, companies seek for solutions that enable “tighter, better 
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integrated and more participative interaction” with the surrounding 
communities. In this regard, corporate volunteering seems to offer a better 
solution than many other corporate social responsibility practices. 
Nevertheless, Jõao Santos does not go on to ask where this need to be more 
closely involved with the surrounding society originates, nor how the 
developments behind the new need explain the rise of corporate volunteering. 
Corporate volunteering research at its current stage seems to lack societal 
contextualisation. In contrast with the industrial era244, the operational 
environment of post-industrial companies is decreasingly local and physical 
and increasingly global and digital.  

My interpretation is that the recent rise in corporate volunteering reflects 
the altered context of globalised, digital economy and the changes it has 
brought with it to the societal status of companies and the requirements to 
organisations. Hence, the rise of corporate volunteering might be reflective of 
a macro-level societal change more than the prevalent trends of corporate 
social responsibility per se. The following three interpretations are my 
attempts to understand corporate volunteering as a phenomenon that 
illustrates some key consequences of post-industrial economy to business 
organizations and to the people working in them.  

Firstly, corporate volunteering can be interpreted as an attempt to 
negotiate the tension of global and local. Companies operate in a global 
business environment245 in which the ownership, the functions, the branches 
and the production chains are dispersed around the world and to digital 
environments. Nevertheless, companies have to operate in local contexts and 
within the boundaries of the legislation, culture and social structures of nation 
states. Multinational companies need to have an understanding of the local 
conditions in order to function effectively and manage risks. Corporate 
volunteering has been linked to organisational learning and knowledge 
creation246 and can provide a channel through which multinational companies 
gain information about the local conditions.  

Companies also need local legitimacy: customers and potential employees 
as well as other stakeholder groups exist in local communities and their 
perceptions of whether a company is trustworthy may have drastic 
implications. Thus, multinationals may use community initiatives 
instrumentally in order to build relationships with important stakeholders.247 
Knowledge of corporate volunteering programs can have a positive impact on 
customers’ perception of the company’s moral status, but the relationship is 
not straightforward. The idea of bridging companies’ global and local 
dimensions with corporate volunteering comes close to the idea of strategic 
corporate social responsibility. Corporate volunteering may allow ways to be 
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found to navigate in the tension created by the contrast of the globalised 
economy and the fact that nation states as well as our corporeal human 
condition mean that companies cannot escape local contextual and material 
factors. Globalisation draws companies further away from the local 
communities; corporate volunteering and other community initiatives could 
be perceived as attempts to re-approach surrounding communities.   

Secondly, corporate volunteering can be interpreted as an attempt to 
balance the diminishing face-to-face interaction in the workforce, caused by 
digitalisation. Digitalisation, hand in hand with globalisation, is a key 
development of the fourth industrial revolution.248 The line of business in the 
case study, banking, is a good example of an industry which is going through 
a transformation from face-to-face, onsite services to digital services.249 The 
forced upsurge of remote work, cause by the global COVID-2019 pandemic, 
has ensured that digital communication platforms are increasingly used in the 
internal communication of workplaces.  

The prevailing narrative from a corporate point of view is that the 
outcomes of digitalisation, in terms of productivity, are positive.250 However, 
research has also drawn attention to the more ambivalent human 
consequences of replacing face-to-face, real-time interaction with digitally 
mediated interaction. The evidence from empirical psychology and empirical 
social sciences has shown that the lack of face-to-face contacts dismisses some 
of the key aspects of human interaction: for instance, the communicative 
aspects of touch251 and subtle facial expressions252 are ruled out in online 
communication. Digitalisation can also have negative effects on job 
satisfaction and well-being at work by leading to information overload, 
multitasking and the hectic pace of work.253 Online communication tends to 
diminish face-to face-interaction254, which potentially weakens social ties and 
sense of belonging255. From the perspective of the philosophical theory of 
recognition, work is an important arena of recognition – especially in the sense 
of social esteem.256 It is not at all obvious that recognition as social esteem 
would materialise in the reduced online communication. 

In contrast to these developments, corporate volunteering is most often 
implemented in social support projects, by taking part in community labour 
or other events organised by NGOs, by working in teams perhaps away from 
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the regular work environment or by other similar means. Corporate 
volunteering entails face-to-face encounters. Face-to-face intercourse matters 
for our well-being and the lack of thereof at work may have negative effects on 
job satisfaction and the sense of self-esteem. Corporate volunteering, for one, 
may fill this gap, which may materialise in increased company-arranged 
opportunities to volunteer during working hours and employees’ increased 
interest in seizing those opportunities. 

Thirdly, corporate volunteering can be interpreted as an attempt to 
mitigate the human consequences of constant intensification of working in 
organisations. Globalisation has diminished the role of nation states and 
expanded the number of organisations that work across national boundaries. 
Globalisation and the proliferation of organisations are linked through the 
following mechanisms. From an economic perspective, the intensified 
competition and increased complexity of the global context calls for efficient 
forms of managing collective activities, and organisation as a form of 
governance is a response to this need. Moreover, globalisation entails rapid 
diffusion of cultural practices, such as organisation257. There is an intensified 
rationalisation of organisational practices, increasing role diversification and 
the emergence of increased authority over those who work in organisations258. 
These developments all point to the underlying norms of efficiency and 
productivity, which have more likeness with ideologies (even religions), 
despite their technical and rational appearance. Attempts to increase 
efficiency do not necessarily result in increased efficiency, but to ever more 
complex organisations in which organisational functions overlap. This has 
been pointed out in the literature253 

The human cost of the intensification of work has now been brought up in 
research. The increasing the use of digital tools at work leads to multiplication 
of incoming streams of information which challenges human cognition259 and 
is linked to impaired mental health260. A pressure to respond quickly to 
digitally transmitted messages is connected with weakened work-life balance 
and recovery from work.261 These research findings are empirical indications 
of the negative human consequences of intensifying life in the workforce. From 
an ethical perspective they point to the fundamental challenges of post-
industrial working life in the digitalised economy: ethicists and critical 
organisational scholars have pointed out that the current practice of human 
resources management approaches employees as though they are material and 
financial resources, that is, as means to organisational ends, thus depriving 
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them of their essential aspects, such as relationality or freedom of 
conscience262.  

As we have moved from the industrial to a post-industrial economy, labour 
is less and less connected to fixed places or schedules. A development which is 
accompanying this transition is that, in the name of flexibility and efficiency, 
work tasks are increasingly perceived as modular tasks: they are grouped into 
bundles of tasks which can be assigned to people who do not necessarily have 
to have a conception of the wider organisational reality nor connection to the 
colleagues and communities within those organisations. In an interpretation 
presented by Kallinikos263, the lot in life for humans of the post-industrial 
economy is to juggle an abundance of roles and to be continuously available to 
adapt our existence to the demands from institutions. As Kallinikos puts it, 
“modern humans are involved in organisations qua roles, rather than qua 
persons”264 which threatens the unity and integrity of personhood. Even if the 
narrative accompanying the trends in organisational development were one of 
empowerment of independent individuals, the developments in fact lead to 
undermining human agency the prerequisite of which is an opportunity to 
perceive oneself as a person, as a unity, not as a cluster of roles that are 
displayed for different purposes. The issue of human agency will be discussed 
in more detail, within the framework of Paul Ricœur’s philosophy, in chapter 
3.4.  

Against the backdrop of the challenges that intensification of work present 
to the prerequisites of a good life, corporate volunteering again can be 
interpreted as an attempt to counterbalance work that is performance-
focused. Corporate volunteering potentially creates contexts in which neither 
the role expectations nor the performance targets burden the employee-
volunteers in a manner that is similar to everyday work. Contrasting the 
“resource-hood”, corporate volunteering might hold a promise of personhood: 
it is encompassed with the notion of voluntariness and often implemented 
through social support; that is, intersubjective encounters which are not 
dictated by performance targets. Of course, it is possible to ask how much and 
how thoroughly those whose task it is within an organisation to manage 
corporate volunteering programs are willing to foster voluntariness, the sense 
of freedom and self-fulfilment and relationality in corporate volunteering – or 
is the voluntariness of volunteering an unfulfilled promise. Does corporate 
volunteering truly create loci of personhood amidst the efficiency-oriented life 
in the workforce? This question remains to be answered in future research.  

Above I sketched out an interpretation of corporate volunteering as a 
counterbalance to the consequences of globalisation, digitalisation and 
intensification of working in the post-industrial economy. Corporate 
volunteering promises to materialise something that is otherwise lacking in 

 
262 Greenwood 2002; Islam 2012; Kallinikos 2003; Nussbaum 2006; Pless & Maak 2004.  
263 Kallinikos 2003.  
264 Kallinikos 2003, 595. 
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corporate world. This is something that might make it appealing to the 
organisation and explain its upsurge. This interpretation is an answer to the 
thought-provoking discrepancy between the current strategic orientation of 
corporate social responsibility and the thinness of the strategic relevance of 
corporate volunteering. Nevertheless, the analysis is tentative and theoretical 
and therefore underlines the importance of future research contributions, 
both theoretical and empirical.  

I believe that the interpretation manages to establish is that corporate 
volunteering research needs to be sensitive to societal contexts. Unfortunately, 
the societal level of analysis in corporate volunteering research is still rare. 
Without such contextualisation, it is difficult to become aware of the potential 
implicit expectations of corporate volunteering. In light of my tentative 
analysis, such expectations could be that corporate volunteering creates a 
sense of meaning to work or balances the hectic work pace. The explicit target, 
helping the recipients of corporate volunteering, might not always be in 
harmony with the implicit ones. For instance, if social interaction between 
corporate volunteers and recipients turns out to be tense or troublesome, the 
implicit expectations of meaningfulness might not be fulfilled.  

The empirical data I used in my study did not allow me to describe what 
the actual interests and expectations to corporate volunteering in companies 
are. If corporate volunteering were to be perceived as an answer to certain 
pressures created by the fourth industrial revolution, it would then be 
important to ask whether it does justice to the real needs of recipients of 
corporate volunteering – or whether they become a resource in the pursuit of 
meaningful, sustainable work in an era of an unsustainable work pace and lack 
of meaning. From the recognition-theoretical viewpoint, the ethical 
imperative is to recognise also the recipients qua persons. I will argue this in 
Chapters 3-6. 

 

2.4 DOMINANT THEORIES OF CORPORATE SOCIAL 
RESPONSIBILITY – CONTEXTUALISING 
CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING   

Seven decades of evolving corporate social responsibility research has 
produced an abundance of concepts, theoretical models and research 
frameworks. To grasp the multiplicity, the approaches can be grouped into 
four overarching theories265. Each theory is characterised by a focus on a 

 
265 I followed Melé’s (2008) fourfold classification, which had earlier been presented in Garriga & 

Melé 2004. Rather than Melé’s (2008) fourfold distinction, Sun et al. (2010) have only three categories 
for prominent corporate social responsibility theories. Sun and colleagues lump together corporate social 
performance theory and corporate citizenship theory under the title business ethics model. It is true that 
there is a continuity between these two theories. The emphasis of both theories is on the 
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different aspect of social reality: Corporate Social Performance Theory is 
centred on social integration, Corporate Citizenship Theory on politics, 
Shareholder Value Theory on economics and Stakeholder Management 
Theory on ethics. In the following section I will sketch out the focal conceptual 
elements of those three of the dominant theories that perceive the corporate 
world as being part of the wider societal context, and accept that certain moral 
responsibilities rise from the societal embeddedness. Thus, I will not discuss 
in detail the Shareholder Value Theory, which finds itself in the same 
continuum as the thoughts of Friedman. The main claim of the Shareholder 
Value Theory is that the sole social responsibility of companies is to maximise 
profits to the stakeholders; engaging in corporate responsibility is justified as 
long as it generates profits.266  

After this exclusion, I am left with three dominant theories of corporate 
social responsibility which I will scrutinise more closely. I will assess the 
theories in relation to corporate volunteering by paying attention to three 
distinct viewpoints. The first viewpoint concerns the compatibility of 
definitions: does corporate volunteering fit the definition of corporate 
responsibility provided by the theory in question? The second viewpoint 
targets the analytical resources: if we were to analyse corporate volunteering 
with the conceptual apparatus of a given theory of corporate responsibility, 
which aspects would seem relevant, which aspects might be downplayed or 
ignored? The third viewpoint focuses at the moral-normative underpinnings 
and implications of the given theory of corporate responsibility in relation to 
corporate volunteering: which background assumptions do the theoretical 
framing have that are of importance regarding the ethical analysis of corporate 
volunteering? I will use the The Project in the case study as an illustrative 
example of different theoretical approaches and their consequences. This 
analysis allowed me to elaborate the answer to my first research question 
regarding the ethically relevant conceptual consequences of placing corporate 
volunteering in the context of corporate social responsibility.    

Corporate Social Performance theory (CSP) has its roots in sociology and 
focuses in particular on the social integration of business.267 Donna J. Wood’s 

 
interconnectedness of business and society. Donna J. Wood (Wood 1991, Logsdon & Wood 2005) has 
contributed to the development of both theories, earlier to corporate social performance theory and later 
to corporate citizenship theory. However, Sun and colleagues’ choice of concept – business ethics model 
– is not the most successful. Stakeholder theory contains normative stakeholder theory that focuses on 
ethical underpinnings of corporate responsibility, as well a research stream. A key difference in the 
content of corporate social performance theory and corporate citizenship theory is that corporate 
citizenship theories often have a more elaborated conception of what the citizenship of a corporation 
means. For corporate citizenship theorists, business and society are not intertwined but instead, 
companies are among the constituents of society, along with individual citizens. For these reasons I 
prefer Melé’s (2008) categorisation to Sun and colleagues’ (2010) categorisation.   

266 Melé 2008.  
267 Melé 2008.  
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defines corporate social performance as “a business organisation's 
configuration of principles of social responsibility, processes of social 
responsiveness, and policies, programs, and observable outcomes as they 
relate to the firm's societal relationships.”268 For each of the three aspects – 
principles, processes and outcomes – Wood269 provides a threefold 
specification. For instance, the outcomes can be divided into social impacts 
which occur despite the motivation of the behaviour; social programs that 
allocate resources to address social causes that are deemed important in the 
company; and social policies that serve as guidelines for decision making in 
areas where problems seem to occur or which are of great importance to the 
company.270  

Corporate social performance theory emphasises the interdependence of 
business and society and considers this connection as the key normative 
justification to the social responsibility of business organizations. The 
economic justification plays an auxiliary role. Despite the attempt to provide a 
normative foundation for corporate responsibility, the weakness of the 
corporate social performance theory is that is lacks a nuanced discussion of 
ethical normativity. Authors such as Preston and Post refer to “public opinion” 
or to what is “expected by the public” as key sources of normativity regarding 
corporate social performance271. This is somewhat problematic. The public 
opinion may or may not reflect such universal ethical principles which when 
seen from another angle, might be regarded as being inalienable. An example 
of such a case could be company’s responsibility for treating the workforce in 
accordance with basic labour rights which in turn, can be defended with 
human rights principles. If we regard consumer behaviour as one 
manifestation of public opinion about companies, consumers are willing to 
negotiate the inalienability of labour rights in relation to price (for instance)272.  

Public opinion as a source of normativity is also challenging from a 
practical viewpoint. During the first decades of academic CSR discussions, the 
societal context was rather different than from today. Contextual factors such 
as a more unified religious climate as well as less a fragmented media 
environment might have given rise to generalisable “public opinions”. Now, at 
the beginning of the 2020s, the societal context is imbued with pluralism in 
terms of values, religious views, worldviews, political orientations, and so 
forth. In this societal context, tracking down something that could be called 
public opinion is hardly possible. Hence, to manage corporate social 

 
268 Wood 1991, 693.  
269 Wood 1991.  
270 A summary of the model can be found in Wood 1991, 694.  
271 Preston & Post 1981.  
272 Cf. e.g., a review of research articles on Fair Trade consumption (Andorfer & Liebe 2012). In a 

similar vein Jones (1980, 63) pointed out that public policy fails to give appropriate guidelines for 
corporate responsibility. There are many areas of social concern in which such consensus has not been 
reached that it would lead to formal statutes. 
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responsibility in accordance with “public opinion” is likely to fail, or at least to 
lead to a plethora of CSR practices if the target is to meet all expectations of 
“the public”. Hence, corporate social performance theory falls short both in 
providing a nuanced ethical grounding to corporate responsibility, and in 
accounting for the practical challenges that pluralistic, globalised business 
environments bring to managing business-society relations.  

From the viewpoint of definition, corporate volunteering can be assessed 
as a corporate responsibility practice in the framework of corporate social 
performance. Corporate volunteering is a process through which an 
organisation’s principles of social responsibility are enacted and implemented. 
Wood273 also explicitly pointed out discretionary principles to which she 
includes “investing company’s charitable resources”, hence, fitting well with 
corporate volunteering. Even if some researchers think that corporate social 
performance theory is an outdated CSR approach274, Wood’s integrative work 
in particular would offer rich analytical resources to scrutinise corporate 
volunteering. The tripartite distinction of principles, processes and outcomes 
would allow us to analyse and lay out several aspects of corporate 
volunteering: the conceptual apparatus includes the viewpoints of how the 
targets of corporate volunteering programs should be chosen (principle of 
public responsibility), how corporate volunteering relates to stakeholder 
relations (process of stakeholder management) and how well the principles 
translate to the actual practice of corporate volunteering (outcomes as social 
programs).  

Corporate social performance theory proposes that the areas of focus 
should be chosen according to what is “related to the firm's activities and 
interests, without specifying a too-narrow domain of possible action.”275 To my 
knowledge, how close a connection there should be in the targets and themes 
of a corporate volunteering project and the company’s business area has not 
been thoroughly analysed in research. There is great variation in the praxis of 
corporate volunteering as well. In The Project used for the case study there is 
a link between the business area and the aims of The Project: financial literacy 
of the public is related to the interests of any banking group as it affects credit 
risks and customers’ opportunities to save money, take out loans and invest276. 
Nevertheless, there are corporate volunteering programs in which the topic is 
not even remotely linked to the core business. Sometimes the corporate 
volunteers may choose where they want to volunteer. From the perspective of 
corporate social performance theory, it is unclear whether these forms of 
corporate volunteering would constitute corporate responsibility.  

To summarise, corporate social performance theory gives tools to stretch 
the analysis from the preconditions of sustained business success (i.e., the 
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principle of legitimacy) to perceived societal implications (i.e., social impacts). 
Corporate volunteering research has thus far omitted the viewpoint of 
recipient and social impact as a level of analysis. In this regard, the conceptual 
apparatus of corporate social performance theory would allow the filling of a 
relevant gap in the previous research. However, the normative grounding of 
corporate social performance is not solid. Its principle normative source is 
public opinion, the problematic nature of which in pluralistic societal contexts, 
globalised economy and amidst increasing complexity of governance of the 
corporate world277 has already been illustrated. 

The Corporate Citizenship Theory has a similar emphasis on the 
interconnectedness of business and society as does the corporate social 
performance theory. Nevertheless, corporate citizenship theory is a newer 
approach and has gained momentum in research since the end of the 1990s. 
Before the academic discussion took off, the corporate citizenship approach 
was promoted in the 1980s by practitioners who promoted strategic corporate 
philanthropy.278 The concept of corporate citizenship expanded later from 
philanthropy to denote the entire corporate social responsibility function.  

The theorists of corporate citizenship have differing views about the exact 
definition of the concept. Sometimes corporate citizenship is considered to be 
a completely new, systemic and holistic alternative to corporate social 
responsibility concept.279 Sometimes corporate citizenship is used only in 
reference to corporate philanthropy.280 Matten and Crane criticised the former 
conception as being too vague and the latter as too limited. Instead, they 
suggested an extended conceptualization of corporate citizenship281 which 

 
277 Delautre, Echeverría & Fenwick 2021, 17–18.  
278 Melè 2008.  
279 Birch 2001, 54. Birch even sees corporate citizenship as an offshoot of a larger systemic change, 

“metamorphosis of capitalism” (Birch 2001, 53–54). Globally, capitalism has become the dominant 
economic system and consequently, it faces public pressure for social and environmental sustainability. 
Corporate citizenship theory, in Birch’s view, provides a framework which cultivates “sustainable 
capitalism”. I am inclined to think that before reserving such a transformative role to corporate 
citizenship, the normative ethical and political foundation of CC should be addressed. One of the issues, 
pointed out by Matten and Crane (2005), is that corporations are not accountable for their actions 
similarly as democratically elected public institutions.  

280 Matten & Crane 2005, 168–169.  
281 Other elaborated conceptions of corporate citizenship have been presented by Wood & Logsdon 

(2002) and Logsdon & Wood (2005). Following the integrative social contracts theory of Donaldson and 
Dunfee (1994) they argue that corporate citizenship should entail accepting a limited set of universal 
norms as the guiding principles (hypernorms in the terminology of Donaldson & Dunfee) and respecting 
those local traditions that are in accordance with hypernorms. In the cases of discordance of local norms 
and universal norms, corporations should search for ways to reconcile the tensions. This approach is 
called global business citizenship. For the critique of the approach, see Moon & al. 2005. In their critique 
Moon and colleagues call for a more solid ethical foundation for global business citizenship and argue 
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builds on the idea of liberal citizenship282 in political science. They argue that 
companies cannot be considered o be citizens per se, but instead, corporate 
citizenship describes the role of the corporation in administering citizenship 
rights for individuals. This shift in the terminology of corporate citizenship is 
motivated by a societal shift that has already occurred, according to the 
authors’ analysis As a consequence of globalisation, nation-states have failed 
to provide citizenship rights. When traditional governmental actors fail to 
guarantee citizenship rights, corporate citizenship emerges. In developed 
countries, many of the corporate citizenship initiatives are targeted at 
replacing functions that have traditionally been assigned to the welfare 
state.283.  

Matten and Crane explicitly emphasised that their conceptualisation is 
descriptive: it seeks to grasp a development which has already occurred. They 
refrained from elaborating the political or ethical justification of the extended 
citizenship. However, they do point out the ethical and political vulnerabilities 
that follow from the discretionary nature of corporate citizenship. For 
instance, what happens when corporations withdraw from the corporate 
citizenship projects they have undertaken? Even more importantly, 
corporations are not susceptible to democratic processes and hence they lack 
similar accountability as public institutions. The theoretical boundaries that 
Matten and Crane have chosen, do not allow them to address these issues, 
because as they point out, a normative political theory is needed to link 
accountability with corporate citizenship.284  

The choice of concept, corporate citizenship, can be considered to be a 
strength of corporate citizenship theory. It goes beyond the dichotomy of 
business versus society which is implicit in the corporate social responsibility 
concept or even corporate social performance and business ethics. Their 
implicit undertone is that corporations operate according to the rules of 
business in a separate reality and their existence in society and contribution to 
it is somewhat secondary. Instead, the concept of citizenship expresses not 
only the mutual dependence of “business and society”, but also the assertion 
that corporations operate in the same arena of citizenship as citizens and 
public institutions with whom they form a community.285 This theoretical shift 

 
that Logsdon and Wood should provide a more elaborated discussion on the conditions under which 
corporations can be considered citizens. 

282 Citizenship comprises social, civil and political rights. Social rights refer to the freedom to 
participate in society through access to education, healthcare and other aspects of welfare. Civil rights 
protect citizens from abuses and interferences of personal property, freedom of speech and physical 
integrity. Political rights guarantee the possibility to participate in the public will formation such as by 
voting in elections. This categorisation is originally presented by T.H. Marshall (1965).  

283 Matten & Crane 2005, 169–174.  
284 Matten & Crane 2005, 174–177.  
285 Melé (2008, 73) and Matten, Crane & Chapple (2003, 111) point out the choice of concept as 

one of the main strengths in corporate citizenship theory.   
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promotes overcoming the narrow vision of business as a vehicle of exclusively 
economic purposes and opens a discussion on the embeddedness of social and 
ethical dimension in business.  

Corporate citizenship theory is global in its scope and, thus, it emphasises 
minimal universal ethical principles – such as UN Human Right Principles – 
as the core normative foundation of corporate responsibility initiatives. 
However, the universality combined with minimality leads to some yet 
unresolved questions. The practical and political challenge is who is to define 
the standards for global citizenship?286 Which collaborative institution could 
take this role? From the viewpoint of this study, an even more interesting 
question is raised by Melé, who questions whether universal human rights are 
too minimalist an approach to corporate citizenship which based on the 
relational networks of stakeholders: “A sound relationship with stakeholders 
should require solidarity with them, which is more than respect for other 
people's rights.”287 The key assertion of recognition theory is that respect for 
rights, that is, recognition as justice, does not suffice to guarantee a deeply 
satisfying, good life for individuals or communities. As I will propose later, a 
recognition-theoretical approach could be a means to grasp normative 
requirements in stakeholder relations beyond minimal respect for human 
rights.  

Does corporate volunteering fit in with the scheme of corporate 
citizenship? As mentioned, the starting point of corporate citizenship as an 
extended concept is that corporate citizenship should be understood as “the 
social role of the corporation in administering citizenship rights”.288 The 
Project in the case study is an example of a corporate volunteering practice 
with which a banking group administers social rights, and even political rights. 
The lack of economic skills and accumulated financial problems, such as a poor 
credit history, considerably impede participating in society and achieving full 
social rights. Financial hardships have a more drastic effect on the well-being 
of those young adults whose financial capabilities are weak in comparison to 
those with stronger skills.289  

Furthermore, one of the explicit targets of the Project is to “show to the 
young people that in this society there are institutions that care”290. This target 
connects the Project to political rights, though indirectly. Social 
marginalisation is connected with lower trust in institutions291 which, in turn, 
is connected to decreased political participation like low electoral 
participation292. As a consequence, in Western democracies the lower income 

 
286 Munshi 2004.  
287 Melé 2008, 75. 
288 Matten & Crane 2005.  
289 Ranta et al. 2020.  
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291 Kouvo 2010.  
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groups and their preferences are underrepresented in the decision-making 
processes. The socioeconomic background293 is a known, strong predictor of 
political participation and political attitudes. However, in their empirical 
study Lahtinen and colleagues have proposed that “social and economic 
resources received later in life can compensate for uneven pre-adult 
prerequisites for political participation” 294. Hence, if taking part in an activity 
such as the Project can contribute acquiring social resources, such as trust for 
institutions, it can also indirectly contribute to political rights: a higher level 
of institutional trust increases voter turnout.295 

The mechanisms described above depict how corporate volunteering can 
“administer citizenship rights”. However, my target is not to argue that 
corporate volunteering would be the most efficient, sustainable or morally 
flawless way to promote citizenship rights. In fact, in the case of marginalised 
young adults, research has identified a particular tendence of finding 
explanations for the young adults’ marginalised position not from structural, 
social-political but from individual underlying factors. Hence, the suggested 
solutions are detached from social politics and instead centred around each 
individual’s own responsibility to acquire such skills, knowledge and other 
resources through which it is possible to be more integrated in society.296   

Corporate citizenship theory highlights the questions which emerge from 
the interrelatedness of different societal sectors and shifts in distribution of 
responsibilities between them. Here the Project is a case in point. 
Nevertheless, the development in the case of economic skills is perhaps not as 
linear or one-directional as Matten and Crane imply297. The banking group has 
adopted the responsibility to advance financial literacy of vulnerable groups, 
but not necessarily because of the public sector’s failure to take the 
responsibility or public sector’s withdrawal from it. The societal importance of 
financial education has increased only from the beginning of 2000s, because 
of developments such as an increase in the number of financial products, 
increase in household wealth and changes in pension arrangements.298 Hence, 
in this case, it is not so much about corporations taking over responsibilities 
that have previously been covered by the public sector. It is more about an 
emergent societal need to which the corporate world and public sector have 
responded simultaneously.  

 
293 Lahtinen et al. 2019.  
294 Lahtinen et al. 2017.  
295 Cox 2003.  
296 Mertanen, Pashby & Brunila 2020.  
297 Matten & Crane 2005.  
298 OECD 2005. From a critical perspective, the so called increased societal importance of financial 

education can be interpreted as a part of a neo-liberal agenda of individualisation of economic risk in 
post credit crisis context. Cf. Arthur 2012, 1–12. Arthur’s critique is reminiscent of the critique to the 
implicit paternalism and neoliberalism in the youth support systems by Mertanen, Mäkelä & Brunila 
(2020).   
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From the normative perspective, the question is which sector or which 
institution should take responsibility for promoting financial literacy. Matten 
and Crane do not make normative judgements, even though they point out the 
potential problems of corporate citizenship for democracy. Melé299, in turn, 
critiques corporate citizenship theory in general for referring to universal 
principles which are too minimalistic to guide the various forms which 
business and society relations take. Hence, again a more solid normative 
theory is needed to analyse whether it is desirable or not that companies enter 
the scene of educating citizens by contributing to financial education.    

The theory of corporate social responsibility is the stakeholder theory or 
stakeholder management theory. Stakeholder theory is managerial: it 
suggests tangible practices and processes to take various stakeholder interests 
into account in managing the firm. By the semantic juxtaposition – 
shareholders and stakeholders – the stakeholder theory rejects the idea that 
shareholders would be the only constituency of a company to whom managers 
are accountable for300. Consequently, a focal conversation within stakeholder 
theory is what is the fundamental nature and purpose of a company. Freeman 
and Liedtka301 argue that companies should not be seen as nexuses of contracts 
as shareholder value theory suggests, but as organisations whose purpose is to 
manage varied stakeholder interests. With such a shift in conceptualisation the 
interests of suppliers, employees and customers, among others, become 
legitimate concerns in daily management decisions. Instead of existing to 
create profits for shareholders, organisations can also be considered to be 
vehicles to enact human beings’ visions concerning themselves and their 
community.302  

Another focal conversation within stakeholder theory is what constitutes 
a stakeholder303. The concept has been given a range of definitions, some 
narrower and more exclusive than others. A typical distinction is made 
between primary and secondary stakeholders. The primary stakeholders are 
those groups who have a contract-based, direct relation to the company. The 
secondary stakeholders may be influenced by the actions of the firm but the 
contractual connection is lacking304. A focal notion is that the interests of 
stakeholders have intrinsic value and therefore they should always be 
considered in managerial decision making.305  

 
299 Melé 2008.  
300 Fassin 2012; Freeman 1999. 
301 Freeman & Liedtka 1991.  
302 Similarly, Donaldson and Preston (1995) contrast the stakeholder model of a firm and the input-

output model: according to the latter a firm coordinates inputs to create outputs to customers, whereas 
the stakeholder model sees a firm as a composition of multiple reciprocal stakeholder relations. 
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Stakeholder theory has taken many forms since R. Edward Freeman’s 
landmark book in 1984306. In their seminal article Donaldson and Preston307 
address the multifariousness of the theory by distinguishing three distinct 
aspects of stakeholder theory. Firstly, stakeholder theory provides a 
descriptive model which depicts corporation as a constellation of intrinsically 
valuable stakeholder interests. Secondly, stakeholder theory sets up a 
framework for exploring the possible link between stakeholder management 
and business performance. This is the instrumental use of stakeholder theory. 
Thirdly, stakeholder theory has a normative basis. It entails accepting as a 
company’s stakeholders all those people or groups who have a legitimate 
interest in the company and granting intrinsic value to those interests. 
Donaldson and Preston argue that despite the existence of multiple aspects, 
normativity is at the core of stakeholder theory.308  

Consequently, of the four dominant corporate social responsibility 
theories, Melé considers stakeholder theory as the one that centres around 
ethics – even if the normative questions are to some extent present in every 
theory309. Nevertheless, there are several divergent suggestions on the 
normative basis of stakeholder theory beyond the quite reduced notion of 
stakeholder interests’ intrinsic value. Donaldson and Preston proposed that 
the modern pluralistic theories of property could provide a suitable normative 
basis for stakeholder theory. This means that principles from utilitarian, 
libertarian and social contractual theories of property can all be integrated in 
explaining the normative elements in stakeholder relations310. Evan and 
Freeman promote a Kantian view with respect to persons as the underlying 

 
306 Freeman 1999. 
307 Donaldson & Preston 1995.  
308 Donaldson & Preston 1995, 66–67. 
309 Melé 2008, 62. Some of the stakeholder theorists, such as Freeman and Liedtka (1991) would 

like to renounce the CSR concept. Their focal argument is that the concept of CSR is so closely linked to 
the history of economics that consequently, it posits the corporation as a mere vehicle of profit 
maximising. Social issues can then be seen as being in addition to economic operations. When the 
business operations neglect the community, a separate CSR operation is needed to address the so-called 
social issues. Moreover, the idea of corporation behind the concept of CSR entails employees being 
obedient and controllable human resources, so a separate operation has to be implemented to allow 
employees to express their humane side. Despite this, Melé wants to consider stakeholder theory as one 
of the CSR theories because it presents a model to grasp the business and society relation. Melé 2008, 
62. 

310 Donaldson & Preston 1995, 84. Interestingly, Donaldson & Preston use a vocabulary of 
recognition – though without clarifying what it is to recognise. Embedded in their text are phrasings of 
question which are apt for addressing with recognition-theoretical vocabulary: “In practice, and in 
addition to legal requirements, appraisal of the legitimacy of such expectations is an important function 
of management, often in concert with other already recognized stakeholders.” Donaldson & Preston 
1995, 85–86. 
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norm311. Later Freeman, this time with Liedtka, suggested that stakeholder 
theory could resort to the ethics of care which posits corporations as places of 
caring activities: “This proposition pushes us beyond the language of rights 
and responsibilities to a focus on the ethic of care, which recognises needs and 
affirms the self and its linkage with others.”312 Here Freeman and Liedtka 
promote the relational ethical viewpoint. 

As the juxtaposition of Freeman’s texts makes visible, Freeman has argued 
for a pluralistic normative viewpoint. According to him stakeholder theory can 
encompass divergent normative theories313. Also, as mentioned above, 
Donaldson and Preston propose a mildly pluralistic normative basis for 
stakeholder theory by suggesting that elements from the various theories of 
property should be integrated into the ethical analysis of stakeholder 
relations314. However, Melé sees this ethical plurality more as an ethical 
discrepancy and considers it to be one of the more serious weaknesses of 
stakeholder management theory315. The discrepancy may be mirrored in 
practical difficulties to implement stakeholder representation in decision-
making. If there is no solid normative foundation it may be difficult to justify 
why certain stakeholder demands should be considered and others not, 
especially if some demands are economically harmful. The conversation about 
the normative basis is pivotal to stakeholder theory –the intrinsic value of 
stakeholder interests being the core axiom of the theory. One of the key tasks 
of stakeholder theory is to explain how certain stakeholder interests become 
legitimate.316 The challenge seems to be to find an ethical theory that is able to 

 
311 Evan & Freeman 1988. They distinguish two principles. Firstly, with the Principle of Corporate 

Rights they refer to the prohibition of corporations to violate legitimate rights of others to determine 
their future. Secondly, the Principle of Corporate Effects implies that corporations are responsible for 
the effects of their actions on others. 

312 Freeman & Liedtka 1991.  
313 Freeman 1999.  
314 Donaldson & Preston 1995, 84. 
315 Melé 2008, 64. Argandona (1998) similarly states that the vagueness in moral grounding is the 

key challenge of stakeholder theory.  
316 Jeurissen & Keijzers 2004; Laplume et al. 2008, 1161.  Besides these points of criticism, 

stakeholder theory has encountered criticism from shareholder value theorists. Marcoux (2003) accuses 
stakeholder management theory of ignoring fiduciary duties. Shareholders, he argues, are not just a 
group among other stakeholder groups. Their demands should legitimately be regarded more important 
than those of other stakeholder groups. It seems to me, though, that the solution to the problem that 
Marcoux presents lies not so much in deprecating stakeholder interests but in finding a more nuanced 
criteria to explicate what makes a stakeholder interests legitimate. Furthermore, stakeholder theory has 
been criticised for making room for managerial self-interest. The rationale behind this claim is that 
managers would use stakeholder demands as a disguise for promoting their own interests instead of 
shareholders’ interests (Jensen 2002). Interestingly, Phillips et al. (2003) criticised shareholder value 
theory for the same reason. It also allows managerial opportunism, though in the sense of using 
shareholder interests as a disguise for own interests (Phillips 2003, 20). Using managerial self-interest 
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encompass the diversity of real-life stakeholder relations and the abundance 
of different stakeholder demands, and has enough consistency to provide 
unified criteria to meet the needs of everyday stakeholder management; that 
is, to provide a yardstick for assessing which stakeholder interests are 
legitimate and which are not.   

Can corporate volunteering then be interpreted as a form of stakeholder 
management? The focal question is whether the recipients of corporate 
volunteering are stakeholders – be they either institutions such as NGOs or 
individuals. According to the narrow definition of stakeholders317, recipients 
can rarely be considered to be stakeholders. Beneficiaries rarely yield power 
over the firm, nor are vital to the firm’s success or have a contractual 
relationship with the firm. The recipients may be in marginalized societal 
positions and have scarce material resources and as a consequence, are not 
vitally important customers. In some cases, recipients of corporate 
volunteering projects can also be stakeholders in the narrow sense: this could 
be the case when a company that has adopted a “bottom-of-the-pyramid” 
strategy directs resources through corporate volunteering to the same group 
of people that are its key customer group.  

In the wider sense of the concept318, recipients of corporate volunteering 
may be considered to be stakeholders. Jeurissen and Keijzers even include 
future generations to the definition of stakeholder319. Moreover, even if the 
recipients would not be connected to the company in the first place, they 
become stakeholders through corporate volunteering projects. They de facto 
are affected by the company as recipients of corporate volunteering projects. 
As a result, given the normative grounding of stakeholder theory, the 
recipients do have a moral right to expect fair treatment from the company – 
at least inasmuch as the concerns of the recipients are related to the corporate 
volunteering activity. In the Project, the young adults were not necessarily 
customers of the banking group, it was not a precondition to participate in the 
project. However, they were affected by the company through the Project. The 
influence may well be reciprocal, echoing the idea of reciprocal stakeholder 
relationships brought up Fassin320. Taking part in a corporate volunteering 
project may affect corporate-volunteers, and through them, the banking 
company itself.       

The analytical resources of stakeholders direct the attention to, for 
instance, following viewpoints. Firstly, the framework of stakeholder theory in 

 
as an argument is problematic. The empirical evidence of such behaviour is lacking,which points out that 
self-interest as a key impetus of human beings is an axiomatic, theoretical part of economics’ implicit 
anthropology but it can and has been convincingly contested. For a longer discussion on the 
anthropological underpinnings of corporate volunteering, see chapter 3. 

317 Laplume et al. 2008, 1161.  
318 E.g., Argandona 1998.  
319 Jeurissen & Keijzers 2004. 
320 Fassin 2012.  
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the interpretation of corporate volunteering puts the focus on the interrelation 
of recipients and corporate volunteers as representatives of the company. We 
could extend the idea of reciprocity in stakeholder relations321 to the analysis 
of corporate volunteering: the relationship between the company and the 
recipients would not be perceived as a relationship between an active giver and 
the passive receivers but rather as a mutual, reciprocal relationship. Secondly, 
stakeholder theory is managerial and seeks to inform the praxis of 
management. Regarding corporate volunteering, the stakeholder 
management viewpoint could shed light on whether corporate volunteering is 
a reasonable way to manage stakeholder relations, either directly in relation to 
beneficiaries as stakeholders or indirectly in relation to other stakeholders, 
such as potential investors, as a means to communicate company values.  

Using corporate volunteering to convince or engage other stakeholders 
would be an example of the instrumental face of stakeholder management 
theory. The theory’s core is nevertheless normative: stakeholders are not 
merely a means of economic gains but should be treated as possessing intrinsic 
value. Hence, regarding the normative aspect of stakeholder theory in the 
analysis of corporate volunteering, stakeholder theory highlights the morally 
binding personhood of the beneficiaries322 – much more so than other theories 
of corporate social responsibility. Despite the ethical orientation, the plurality 
in normative theories is a potential weakness of stakeholder theory. It is 
reflected in the unclarity of what constitutes a stakeholder or a legitimate 
stake. In the chapters below, I will discuss the normative ethical theory 
regarding the interrelations of corporate volunteers and recipient.   

The preceding tentative analysis points out that all prevalent corporate 
social responsibility theories allow corporate volunteering as a corporate 
social responsibility practice to be addressed even though each theory provides 
a different set of analytical tools and thus, orients the scrutiny to divergent 
directions. The core elements of the analysis are summarized in Table 2.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

 
321 Fassin 2012.  
322 Argandona 1998.  
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Table 2. Summary: corporate volunteering and dominant theories of CSR 
 Corporate Social 

Performance theory  
Corporate Citizenship 
theory 

Stakeholder 
Management theory  

Definition of 
corporate 
responsibility   

Principles of social 
responsibility, processes of 
social responsiveness, and 
policies, programs, and 
observable outcomes that 
relate to the firm's societal 
relationships 

Extended 
conceptualisation: the role 
and responsibility of 
corporation in 
administering citizenship 
rights for individuals  

Re-definition of 
companies as 
organisations the 
purpose of which is to 
manage varied 
stakeholder interests 
which have intrinsic and 
morally binding value  

Compatibility 
of the 
definition and 
corporate 
volunteering 

Corporate volunteering is a 
process with which a 
company may implement 
social responsibility 
principles   

Corporate volunteering may 
in some cases work as a 
means to administer the 
citizenship rights of the 
recipients  

Corporate volunteering is 
relevant if the 
stakeholder is 
understood in a wide 
sense   

Conceptual 
resources for 
the analysis of 
corporate 
volunteering  

Wood’s integrative 
framework as an analytical 
tool: principles, processes 
and outcomes of corporate 
volunteering  

Tools to analyse how social, 
civil and political rights 
surface in and are affected 
by corporate volunteering; 
tools to assess how societal 
sectors intersect in 
corporate volunteering     

Reciprocal relations of 
corporate volunteers and 
recipients; corporate 
volunteering as a way to 
manage stakeholder 
relations  

Suggested 
normative 
criteria to 
assess the 
moral status of 
CSR 

Public opinion as the key 
source of normativity 

Emphasis on minimal 
universal ethical principles  

Pluralistic approach: 
elements of theories of 
property, Kantian ethics, 
ethics of care 

Limitations of 
the normative 
approach 

Insufficient from the 
perspective of universal 
principles, practically 
challenging in the 
pluralistic world 

Respect too minimal 
principle for stakeholder 
relations, no unanimity on 
who defines the standards 
for global corporate 
citizenship 

Pluralism turns into 
discrepancy, no shared 
grounds to argue which 
stakeholder interests are 
legitimate 

Questions for 
the analysis of 
corporate 
volunteering  

How to assess perceived 
societal implications of 
corporate volunteering? 
How close a link should 
there be between the targets 
of corporate volunteering 
program and the business 
area?    

Does minimal respect for 
human rights constitute a 
sufficient ethical aim for 
corporate volunteering, or 
should e.g., solidarity be the 
target?  

In which sense may 
recipients of corporate 
volunteering be regarded 
as being stakeholders?  
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Corporate volunteering is something of an odd bird in the current context of 
strategically oriented corporate social responsibility. Still, from the 
perspective of corporate social responsibility theories, corporate volunteering 
is a corporate responsibility practice. I argued earlier that amidst corporate 
social responsibility practices corporate volunteering is a particularly ethically 
sensitive form of activity. This notion points to the need to integrate normative 
ethical analysis into every research approach on corporate volunteering. All 
theories of corporate responsibility have encountered criticism for their 
vagueness in normative grounding. This is particularly challenging in relation 
to corporate volunteering: the normative considerations are not integrated in 
the theories to an extent that would allow the addressing of such nuanced 
ethical questions which corporate volunteering raises. Thus, in the next few 
chapters. I will turn to contemporary theory of recognition and explore 
whether it provides suitable analytical tools for identifying the relevant ethical 
questions of corporate volunteering and build norms for the practice of 
corporate volunteering.   

In this chapter I have engaged myself in contextualising corporate 
volunteering by placing it on two landscapes, that of non-profit volunteering 
and of corporate social responsibility. Corporate volunteering fits into the 
versatile and proliferating context of volunteering, reflects many of the current 
trends of volunteering and is also one of those trends. Still, I argued that if 
corporate volunteering is approached exclusively as a special case of 
volunteering, the particular ethically relevant consequences of the commercial 
context remain ignored. I also assessed corporate volunteering against the 
backdrop of the history and current status of corporate social responsibility. 
The juxtaposition indicated that corporate volunteering is in tension with the 
current strategic emphasis of corporate social responsibility. Finally, I 
explored three dominant ethically oriented corporate responsibility theories 
to see how they relate to corporate volunteering. Corporate volunteering fits 
within the definitions of corporate social responsibility provided by those 
theories, and theories help to formulate some ethically intriguing questions 
regarding the virtuousness of corporate volunteering. Nevertheless, the 
shortcoming of those theories is that they do not provide adequate conceptual 
tools for grasping the relational character of corporate volunteering.  
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3 CONCEPTUAL PREREQUISITES FOR THE 
RELATIONAL ANALYSIS OF CORPORATE 
VOLUNTEERING  

3.1 RECOGNITION AS A FRAGILE BRIDGE BETWEEN 
ONESELF AND ANOTHER   

I have illustrated in earlier chapters that research on corporate volunteering 
has not yet discussed what constitutes an ethically sustainable praxis of 
corporate volunteering. The virtuousness of corporate volunteering is implied, 
but not explained, let alone justified. However, merely stating that a practice 
is responsible or ethical does not suffice as a condition of ethical sustainability. 
In contrast, my enquiry is driven by the assumption that corporate 
volunteering, similar to other social practices, in some cases, under some 
conditions, stands a critical ethical scrutiny. Under some conditions it may 
even be harmful for its participants and could work against its intended 
targets.  

The different theories of corporate responsibility did not provide adequate 
analytical tools to clarify the conditions under which corporate volunteering 
might be ethical. Instead, theories of corporate responsibility have 
encountered criticism on the vagueness of their normative grounding. 
Moreover, as I have pointed out, corporate volunteering is something of an 
odd bird of corporate responsibility; it invites practices and operational logics 
of the non-profit sector to the context of business. Most importantly, corporate 
volunteering invites its participants, both volunteers and recipients, into 
situations in which there is much more at stake emotionally and socially than 
in many other forms of corporate responsibility. Grasping these relational 
aspects in a thorough and nuanced manner with the help of analytical tools 
offered by existing theories does not seem plausible.  

The task of Chapter 3 is to clarify the conceptual prerequisites for the 
ethical analysis of corporate volunteering as an arena of recognition-
relationships. The chapter, thus, is a response to my second research question, 
and it precedes and prepares the ethical-empirical dialogue proper in Chapters 
4, 5 and 6. I use the expression conceptual prerequisites in a relatively loose 
sense.323 With conceptual prerequisites I refer to concepts and aggregates of 
concepts which allow to bring a certain phenomenon or an aspect of it into 
scrutiny, and thus, facilitate making sense of it. I suggest that the ethical 
analysis with a relational perspective requires two conceptual clarifications. 
Most probably many other conceptual prerequisites would also merit scrutiny. 
However, in my study I have decided to focus on the following two approaches. 
Firstly, we need to have a theoretical approach that allows us to grasp, through 

 
323 Similarly as Hallamaa (2022, 170–171).  
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its conceptual apparatus, carefully the events and experiences that occurred 
between the recipients and corporate volunteers. In particular, we need an 
approach that will allow us to elaborate the morally normative contours and 
consequences of relationships. For this purpose, the contemporary 
philosophical theory of recognition is particularly well-suited. 

Secondly, we need to clarify the distinctive meaning of relationality. 
Without further clarification it is too broad a concept: if we take relational to 
refer to anything that occurs in relationships or is somehow linked to 
relationships, pretty much all corporate volunteering research is indeed 
relational. My suggestion is that the more exact meaning of relationality 
becomes visible when we assess it from the philosophical anthropological 
perspective, that is, in relation to the image of the human being. In this 
subchapter (3.1) I will explore recognition theory, and in subchapters 3.2. and 
3.3., I will move on to the ideas and ideals of humanity fostered in corporate 
volunteering research and to specifying the meaning of relationality with the 
help of anthropology that emphasises intersubjectivity and agency.    

In this study, I construct the tools for ethical analysis by building mainly 
on Paul Ricœur’s last monography, The Course of Recognition (Parcours de 
la reconnaissance, henceforth, The Course. Ricœur’s Course differs 
significantly from Honneth’s and from other philosophers’ recognition 
theories. Laitinen underlines this distinctiveness by calling Ricœur’s approach 
to recognition “surprising”.324 During the research process, as I have presented 
my work to the academic community, my choice of Ricœur’s idea of 
recognition over other theorists of recognition has been questioned. I defend, 
tentatively, here my choice by noting that Ricœur’s treatment of recognition 
indeed covers a wider semantic field.325 In a more detailed manner, I will 
pinpoint the reasons for choosing to apply Ricœur’s conception of recognition 
in the end of this subchapter.  

As a sidenote, I want to point out some technical challenges in using 
Ricœur’s work as a springboard for the ethical analysis of corporate 
volunteering. Firstly, The Course is the last monograph produced by Ricœur. 
As Greisch326 and Laitinen327 point out in their commentaries of The Course, 
Ricœur’s references to his earlier works are not very explicit. Ricœur seems to 
assume that his readers know his earlier works.  Considering that before The 
Course, Ricœur’s career had lasted for over 60 years, in this study, it would be 
too laborious to make all the references clear or to systematically analyse 
which theme had originally been developed in which of Ricœur’s multiple 
works. Regarding those themes of The Course that are particularly relevant to 
my study, I have tried to provide the reader with as much information from 
Ricœur’s earlier works as is necessary in terms of understanding my analysis.  

 
324 Laitinen 2011.  
325 Laitinen 2011, 37; Purcell 2012.  
326 Greisch 2006, 150–151. 
327 Laitinen 2011, 44–45.  
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The other challenge is that it is characteristic of Ricœur’s philosophical 
style that in, he discusses with a number of other thinkers – and again assumes 
that his readers are as familiar with his interlocutors as he is. This applies to 
The Course as well. Again, for this study, it would have been too laborious to 
analyse how Ricœur’s interpretations of his interlocutors’ text related to the 
original ones. Hence, I contented myself mainly with what Ricœur says and 
did not dig deeper into the interlocutors’ original texts. Despite these technical 
sidenotes, my honest attempt was to write on Ricœur in a manner 
understandable to readers not familiar with Ricœur. 

Why, then, is Ricœur’s theory of recognition original? What explains the 
exceptionally wide semantic field? Ricœur starts from his observation that 
there is a certain perplexity surrounding the concept of recognition; there are 
no distinguished philosophical works which would have the title Recognition, 
even if there are several great philosophical volumes on the theory of 
cognition. The word recognition, Ricœur writes, keeps surfacing in his own 
work too. It seems to concern the relationship between what is familiar to me 
and what is strange to me, my own identity and that of the other, and accepting 
and acknowledging the other. The exact sense of recognition, though, escapes. 
Moreover, the philosophical perplexity finds its real-life counterpart: there is 
perplexity and multifariousness in the significations of the word recognition 
in everyday speech as well. This is the enigma of recognition that motivated 
Ricœur’s study. Ricœur chose the title of his book to reflect the perplexity: even 
if, for the sake of clarity, I sometimes refer to Ricœur’s work as the “Ricœurian 
version of recognition theory”, in the strictest sense his book is not a theory of 
recognition. It is a course of recognition328, an attempt to make sense of a 
multifaceted phenomenon by passing through the semantic fields of 
recognition.  

I think that there is also an enigma of recognition present in corporate 
volunteering. In The Project, people from vastly different backgrounds came 
together for a relatively short period, and the ethical hazards of paternalism 
and reification loomed in the background, and the topic of the meetings was 
something as strained and delicate as using money. Despite all, sometimes this 
was my observation from the data concerning The Project. However, almost 
miraculously the strangeness between corporate volunteers and young adults 
was transcended, the gap of familiar and strange was bridged, and something 
mutual stepped in. The miracle of mutuality which I observed in The Project 
motivated my analysis of recognition in corporate volunteering. 

In the composition of The Course, the starting point was an extended 
introduction which consisted of enumerating329 the multiple significations of 
la reconnaissance in French. The key sources of Ricœur’s lexicographic 
investigation330 of recognition are two influential dictionaries of the French 

 
328 Ricœur 2004, 11; Sohn 2014, 84.  
329 “épeler”, Ricœur 2004, 13. 
330 “l’enquête lexicographique”, Ricœur 2004, 14.  
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language from two centuries, the first from the late 1800s and the other from 
the late 1900s. In those dictionaries, which Ricœur deemed as the best 
available sources for investigating the significations in ordinary language, he 
found a multitude of significations of la reconnaissance, more than 20 in sum. 
There are differences between European languages: the French word la 
reconnaissance is used in more senses and thus gives rise to more varied 
considerations than the German word die Anerkennung, or even the English 
word recognition.331 

The observation that perplexed Ricœur was that among the different 
significations of la reconnaissance there is a discordance that transcends the 
mundane fact that we use words in varying senses. The significations are truly 
different. Moreover, the connections of different significations are not 
obvious. According to Ricœur, in each signification there is something 
implicit, something that is silently anticipated but not explained: there is the 
unsaid (fr. le non-dit) of each signification that requires clarification in the 
subsequent signification. The focal question for Ricœur’s Course then is: what 
is the unifying principle in this multitude of significations? Which principle 
might structure the multitude and render it an “arranged polysemy”332, rather 
than an arbitrary collection of significations? Despite all perplexity and 
variety, Ricœur’s volume on recognition builds on a gamble that there is an 
organising principle in the polysemy that allows to transcend the discordance 
of different meanings. The gamble is that recognition is not a mere homonym, 
and there is a reason for binding all the significations to the same word.333         

Ricœur’s lengthy introduction embodies some of the fundamental 
commitments of his philosophy. For Ricœur, studying language is the focal 
pathway towards solving philosophical problems. The interpretation of 
different linguistic wholes – symbols, metaphors, poems, novels, religious 
texts – is his method of approaching philosophical topics: in the case of The 
Course, the opportunity for recognition vis-à-vis one’s own identity and in the 
case of mutual recognition, the identity of other subjects. Ricœur’s particular 
interest is in what he calls the fullness of language334: philosophy must take 
language as its object of study in all its polysemic, manifold, unequivocal, 
paradoxical dimensions – not study it as a closed system of signs. Even if 
Ricœur in The Course starts from enumerating the significations of a single 
word, the central unit of analysis for him is discourse. He defines it as a 
combination of “phrases composed in wholes through which someone says 
something about something to someone”335. Also, The Course includes 
interpretative detours through narratives, such as a section from Marcel 

 
331 Laitinen 2011, 37–38; Ricœur 2004, 21. 
332 “une polysémie réglée”, Ricœur 2004, 10.  
333 Ricœur 2004, 13–17. 
334 Fr. “plein du langage”, e.g., Ricœur 1969, 283.  
335 “un ensamble de phrases où quelqu’un dit quelque chose à qualqu’un à propos de quelque 

chose”, Ricœur 1986, 123–124. 
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Proust’s In Search of Lost Time336 and the part of Homer’s Odyssey when 
Odyssey returns to Ithaca337.  

The approach of the introduction of The Course is inspired by British 
ordinary language philosophy. The starting point of that school of thought is 
that the only possible object of analysis of philosophy is language as it is used 
in real life by the language community.338 For ordinary language philosophy 
language is thoroughly an arena of social and psychological – of doing things 
with words, such as apologising, warning, testifying, promising and so forth.339 
Ricœur integrated this idea – performativity of language – to his own thinking. 
For Ricœur, language ascribes meaning to action or assigns the action to an 
agent rather than predicates a property to a logical subject.340 Language, 
action and identity are deeply intertwined. This is also evident in The 
Course.341 One way of materialising recognition is speech acts.             

Even if the philosophical method of ordinary language philosophy342 has 
clearly inspired Ricœur’s analysis of the multiple utterances of la 
reconnaissance, he also distances himself from it.343 For Ricœur, the linguistic 
inspection provides only a starting point, after which proper philosophical 
questions start taking shape. The task after the lexicographic inspection is not 
to ameliorate or clarify the lexicography by adding new significations to the 
list. Instead, Ricœur argues that the proper philosophic questions emerge 
from the enumeration of significations but are not bound by it. In the 
philosophical questioning of what recognition is, there is always an element 
of unforseeability in relation to all analysis of natural language.344    

 
336 Ricœur 2004, 101–105.  
337 Ricœur 2004, 115–127.  
338 Ricœur 2004, 32. More about Ricœur’s appropriation of ordinary language philosophy in e.g., 

Ricœur 1986a, 115–120. 
339 Green 2020; Austin 1962.  
340 Ricœur 198a, 116–117.  
341 Pellauer 2014, 118. 
342 To some extent, and especially in The Course, Ricœur adopts the philosophical method of 

ordinary language philosophy, the so-called connective analysis. Its target is to analyse natural language 
by describing a linguistic expression and its relations to other expressions, to clarify the paradoxical, 
unclear, confusing and polysemic utterances of language. (Kortelainen 2013, 74–78; 148–154) In the 
methodology section of this study (1.6.) I referred to Ricœur’s idea of hermeneutics as a philosophy of 
detours. In The Course the connective analysis of recognition – the lexicography of la reconnaissance – 
serves as a detour (Ricœur 1990, 28) which enriches the wider philosophical project.  

343 This points back to Ricœur’s and ordinary language philosophers’ divergent ideas on whether 
language denotes external referents. If ordinary language philosophy is sceptical or ignorant regarding 
the referentiality of language, for Ricœur language indeed points to something. For him language indeed 
has other meanings than its use. The metaphoric reference arises from the impossibility of literal, direct 
reference. Metaphoric language prompts imagination and reveals worlds that are inaccessible to direct 
description, and thus, has its own unique referential capability. Cf. Ricœur 1983, 12–13. 

344 Ricœur 2004, 32–33.  
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There seem to be two points in Ricœur’s lexicographic analysis of the older 
dictionary, Littré345, that are of particular importance to his philosophical 
work proper. Firstly, regarding the verb to recognise (fr. reconnaître), the 
dictionary gives more options for significations in the active form of the verb 
– 23 in sum – but fewer, only five, for the passive form, to be recognised (fr. 
reconnu). However, for Ricœur, this does not suggest that the passive form 
would be less important. His observation is that the transition from the active 
to the passive form seems to alter the signification of reconnaître in a 
noteworthy manner.346 Precisely the interplay between active and passive is 
important for how Ricœur organises his philosophical analysis of recognition. 

Secondly, Ricœur notes that in Littré the different significations of la 
reconnaissance are organised as a chain of words. The aspect that remains 
uncovered in a particular signification receives clarification in the subsequent 
signification. For instance, the first signification only refers to grasping the 
idea of someone or something that one knows. The first signification does not 
answer the question, what the difference is between knowing and recognising. 
The second signification points out that it is also possible to recognise 
someone or something that one has never encountered before, based on a sign, 
mark, or trait. Recognition based on a certain mark is unique to the 
significations of reconnaître in comparison to connaître.  

Ricœur interprets this chain-like organisation of signification by 
describing that something remains hidden “in the pleats”347 of the anterior 
meaning, which the next meaning takes on and clarifies. In this way there is “a 
gliding”348 of signification which allows all the meanings to cohabit in the same 
word, and hints that there is something that binds the polysemy together. The 
gliding, and hence, the question of the possible unifying theme of the polysemy 
of recognition, is what Ricœur explores when he moves to his proper 
philosophical inspection.349 In the newer dictionary, le Robert350, the 
significations are organised hierarchically. For each word, there is a reduced 
number of root significations, and the other significations are organised 
according to their affiliation to the root significations. Regarding the verb 
reconnaître the basic significations are reduced to three bundles: (1) knowing 
something specifically, based on a memory or a known sign, (2) accepting it as 
right, and (3) testifying one’s indebtedness to someone with gratitude.351  

 
345 “Dictionnaire de la langue française”, composed and published by Émile Littré between 1859-

1872. Ricœur 2004, 15.  
346 Ricœur 2004, 22–23.  
347 “dans le plis”, Ricœur 2004, 24. 
348 “glissement”, Ricœur 2004, 24.  
349 Ricœur 2004, 24.  
350 “Grand Robert de la langue française”, 2nd edition, directed by Alain Rey and published in 1985. 

Ricœur 2004, 15.   
351 Ricœur 2004, 26–27.  
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The first basic bundle ties together notions of a difference such as to 
identify, to distinguish and to connect. The common theme seems to be 
thinking of an object as if it were already known to thought, such as through 
memory352. The perplexity of the first bundle of significations inspires 
Ricouer’s first proper philosophical section of the book regarding recognition 
as identification. The second theme, accepting as right, points to the idea of 
confession or admission regarding an authority, such as God, institution or 
lawful right.353  

The third bundle of significations, recognition-gratitude, is original to the 
French language.354 This, for its part, explains why Ricœur’s linguistic starting 
point leads to a different kind of idea of recognition than that of the German 
theorists. In other European languages recognition is not used to express 
gratitude355. Later in The Course, the notion of recognition as gratitude, proves 
to be the key for deciphering what it is to be recognised.356  

What, then, are the proper philosophical questions that emerge from 
Ricœur’s interpretation of dictionaries regarding recognition? There are three 
approaches from the earlier philosophy of recognition, which Ricœur takes up: 
firstly, Immanuel Kant’s writing on recognition (gr. Recoknition) in The 
Critique of Pure Reason, secondly, Henri Bergson’s thoughts about 
recognition and memory in the Matter and Memory, and thirdly, G.W.Hegel’s 
vocabulary of recognition (gr. Anerkennung). If the lexicographic study 
illustrated the complexity of recognition, the history of philosophy regarding 
recognition points to the same direction. Kant’s approach to recognition 
touches upon the possibility and conditions of objective knowledge. Bergson 
discusses recognition of memories alongside his project of reformulating the 
relation of body and soul. Hegel’s project is not at all about reason or 
understanding, but about the full realisation of freedom through the 
intersubjective struggles for recognition. Kant, Bergson and Hegel theorise on 
recognition but do not share the same ground.357  

When Ricœur formulates a hypothesis on how the multifariousness of 
recognition might be organised in philosophical analysis, he applies his 
observation of the tension between the passive and active utterances of 
reconnaître. He suggests that the potential philosophical utterances of the 
verb reconnaître can be organised as a trajectory reaching from utterances in 
active form to utterances in passive form.358 To recognise, in active form, 

 
352 “l’idée de penser (un objet présent) comme ayant déjà été saisi par la pensée”, Ricœur 2004, 29.  
353 Ricœur 2004, 30–31.  
354 The meaning is already mentioned in Littré. Ricœur 2004, 21. 
355 Ricœur 2004, 28. 
356 Ricœur 2004, 327–326. 
357 Ricœur 2004, 32–34.  
358 “Mon hypothèse est que les usages philosophiques potentiels du verbe “reconnaître” peuvent 

être ordonnés selon une trajectoire partant de l’usage à la voix active à l’usage à la voix passive”, Ricœur 
2004, 35.  
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refers to an activity of intellectual control. This is what Kant’s Rekognition is 
about. The opposite pole, to be recognised, in passive form, signifies an 
expectation, which can be fulfilled in reciprocal relations or institutions, as in 
Hegel’s Anerkennung. In the middle ground is Bergson’s recognition in the 
context of memory: in the act of reminiscence there is at the same time active, 
creative recognition of one’s own identity and history, but there is also the 
passivity that arises from the fact that memory operates with objective cortical 
traces, physical traces and traces that are conserved in documents and 
archives. Along with the trajectory from active to passive runs another 
trajectory, from connection of cognition and recognition to separation of 
cognition and recognition: recognition in the active sense, to recognise, is 
close to cognition, whereas recognition as the passive expectation of being 
recognised is already far from cognition.359  

Building both on his observations from natural language and from earlier 
philosophy, three themes regarding recognition start taking shape in Ricœur’s 
analysis. Firstly, recognising the signification of an object that appears, in 
other words, identifying something, whilst distinguishing something from 
other things. This is the active pole of recognition. The second theme is 
recognising one’s own personal identity, self-recognition. Here activity and 
passivity alternate: I have power to define my own identity, but at the same 
time I am bound, for instance, by my corporeal existence. The third theme is 
recognition between subjects, mutual recognition. Here recognition appears 
in the passive sense, as the expectation of being recognised. Mutual 
recognition is connected to the second theme through the topic of identity: 
“isn’t it our most authentic identity, that which makes us who we are, that asks 
to be recognised”360 Ricœur writes about mutual recognition. In The Course 
each of the three themes is covered in one “étude”.361  

In constructing the analytical tools from Ricœur’s Course for the ethical 
analysis of corporate analysis, I have decided to leave out Ricœur’s first study 
on recognition-identification. The first reason is a philosophical controversy 
pointed out by Laitinen362. He thinks that Ricœur conflates too many topics 
under same theme of recognition-identification without adequate distinctions: 
for instance, recognition as “taking as true” and identification of something as 
something are fundamentally so different issues that Ricœur should have been 
more meticulous in developing his idea on recognition-identification.363 The 

 
359 Ricœur 2004, 35–36.  
360 “...c’est bien notre identité la plus authentique, celle qui nous fait être ce que nous sommes, qui 

demande à être reconnue.” Ricœur 2004, 38. 
361 Ricœur 2004, 37–38.  
362 Laitinen 2011.  
363 Laitinen 2011, 43–44. Laitinen initially suggests breaking Ricœur’s first study of recognition 

into three topics: first, recognition-identification of something as this particular thing or belonging to a 
generic category of this sort, second, recognition-adhesion referring to taking a proposition to be true, 
and third, recognition-adhesion referring to accepting a norm as valid. Despite his criticism, Laitinen 
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second reason is that Ricœur’s analysis on recognition-identification adds 
more to the topic of the originality of recognition in relation to cognition, than 
to the ethically more relevant questions. With the ethically relevant questions 
I refer to themes of recognition of personhood either in the context of self-
recognition or mutual recognition, and recognition as gift-giving – topics 
which Ricœur covers in the second and third studies on recognition. These 
themes and studies are the most important for my study on ethical analysis of 
corporate volunteering.  

Ricœur’s target in The Course is to solve the enigma of recognition. He 
chooses to rely on his initial gamble that the philosophical inquiry is able to 
carve out an organising principle in the multitude of different significations of 
recognition. After exploring recognition as identification, then self-
recognition, and finally mutual recognition Ricœur looks back at his course 
and ponders, whether the three “études” truly form a unified whole.364 He 
contends that there are organising principles: at the same time, The Course of 
recognition is for a course of two pairs of contrasting phenomena, identity and 
alterity365, and recognition and misrecognition366.  

Ricœur’s conclusion is that there is a deep-rooted gap between me and the 
other: I am never able to fully grasp the identity of the other and take their 
perspective. In this sense the other always remains an enigma to me. However, 
The Course of recognition reveals the conditions under which the gap may be 
bridged momentarily. It is precisely the fleeting moments of mutual 
recognition that transcend the gap of me and other, and the other’s 
personhood is recognised, not misrecognised.367 Ricœur borrows Karl Jasper’s 
words to summarise what his book is about: it is “an illumination of 
existence”368. I observed these fleeting moments of mutual recognition in The 
Project, and will discuss them in more detail in chapters 5 and 6.  

Themes from Ricœur’s earlier work that are also present in The Course are 
precisely those themes that makes Ricœur’s approach stand out from the other 
contemporary approaches. First distinctive feature is Ricœur’s 
phenomenological method, the core of which is phenomenological reduction 
in Ricœur’s work: empirical considerations are postponed for later analysis in 
order to get the deepest possible understanding of the issue at hand.369 In The 
Course Ricœur explores the phenomenology of human agency before 
advancing to agency in actual social settings and onwards to mutual 
recognition. This kind of consideration of the interlink of human agency and 

 
acknowledges that there is an original value in taking seriously that the “the semantic field of 
‘recognition’ is broader than ‘intersubjectivity’”. (Laitinen 2011, 43–47) 

364 Ricœur 2004, 357.  
365 Ricœur 2004, 360–368.  
366 Fr. méconnaissance. Ricœur 2004, 368–377.  
367 Ricœur 2004, 350–377.  
368 “éclairement de l’existence”, Ricœur 2004, 368.  
369 Fiasse 2008, 9–11.  
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recognition is a distinctive feature of Ricouer’s recognition theory and renders 
the concept of self-recognition particularly relevant to him. The second 
distinctive element of Ricœur’s recognition theory is the particular focus on 
language, which reflects the hermeneutical undertone of Ricœur’s philosophy. 
His inspection of recognition begins with a lengthy analysis of different 
lexicographical meanings of the French word la reconnaissance.  

The third distinctive element stems from typical Ricœurian dynamics, and 
during my research process turned out to be focal: Ricœur often seeks to bring 
to light the tensions, conflicts and paradoxes of human existence and social 
life. This serves a source for better, deeper understanding. Nevertheless, 
Ricœur typically seeks to go beyond paradoxes, and clarify the inherent 
potential for harmony in social life: there is more to social life than conflicts.370 
This tendency, in the context of The Course, leads to the highly distinctive 
element of Ricœur’s recognition theory: he does not content himself with the 
analysis of social struggles for recognition. He wants to explore what could 
constitute a state of peace in social life. Thus, he integrates the concept of gift 
to the framework of mutual recognition. As I explored the relationality of 
corporate volunteering, the idea of recognition as gift-giving turned out to be 
heuristically valuable: it allowed me to develop my thinking on the conditions 
under which corporate volunteering might become a springboard of mutual 
recognition. As I observed the interaction of corporate volunteers and 
recipients, it was not struggles that I saw but something else. This is the focal 
reason for choosing to apply the Ricœurian recognition framework instead of 
the more obvious Honnethian framework.   

 

3.2 THE IMPLICIT ANTHROPOLOGY OF CORPORATE 
VOLUNTEERING RESEARCH  

Corporate volunteering touches upon identity. In many forms of corporate 
volunteering there is a setting in which volunteers and recipients encounter 
each other and there is an expectation of reciprocity. Not only goods or 
resources – such as medicines371 or aid for constructing homes372 – are 
exchanged, but also intangible social goods, such as support for asylum-
seekers’ integration373 or as in the case study, encouragement and support for 
strengthening the financial capability of marginalised young adults. Thus, 
corporate volunteering creates encounters in which personal identities may 
dialogically negotiated by giving and receiving recognition.374  

 
370 Mei & Lewin 2012, 2–10.  
371 Novo Nordisk 4.  
372 PCL 3.  
373 Samuel et al. 2016, 224.  
374 Laitinen 2010, 322.  
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In the current globalised business context, another example of a topical 
corporate social responsibility issue is responsibility as enacted in supply 
chains.375 Transnational supply chains bring together agents with divergent 
power positions and resources: wealthy buyers and suppliers with scarcer 
financial resources. Also, corporate volunteering brings together people from 
different societal groups: participants may have different social and financial 
resources, and the recipients are in underprivileged societal positions in 
comparison with volunteers. Nevertheless, juxtaposing these two 
responsibility issues – responsibility in corporate volunteering and 
responsibility in supply chains – highlights the originality of corporate 
volunteering. In supply chains, the relations of agents are mandated by legal 
agreements and international legislation, whereas in corporate volunteering 
the relationships between volunteers and beneficiaries and companies and 
NGOs build on a much more informal basis. The encounters in corporate 
volunteering are not regulated, they are more intimate than encounters in 
supply chains, for instance. In such encounters personalised evaluations of 
esteem are delicate. The informality of corporate volunteering creates a 
context in which identities are negotiated freely. Even if the question of 
identity has not yet been discussed explicitly in tandem with corporate 
volunteering, it should be.  

In the Ricœurian vocabulary of recognition self-recognition is precisely an 
issue of identity: do I relate to myself through positive or negative attributes? 
How do I perceive myself in relation to other selves? Do I recognise myself as 
someone who is worthy of being acknowledged? In comparison with other 
contemporary philosophers of recognition the length and amplitude of 
Ricœur’s analysis of self-recognition is exceptional376. Other theorists 
implicitly discuss self-recognition in connection with mutual recognition and 
acknowledge that the recognition we receive from others significantly affects 
our self-relation. However, only Ricœur treats self-recognition as a separate 
form of recognition.377  

To understand the dynamics of self-recognition in corporate volunteering 
it is first important to clarify what the recognised subject is like. What kind of 
normative ideal does Ricœur have in mind? What kind of human being should 
we be recognising when we recognise ourselves? These questions direct us 

 
375 Manners-Bell 2017, 12–14; Steinle et al. 2014; Wiese & Toporowski 2013.   
376 Laitinen 2011, 42, 44–45.  
377 In his commentary, Laitinen (2011) highlights the originality and surprisingness of Ricœur’s 

Course. Surprisingness, he argues, is a particularly apt attribute in the case of self-recognition: 
recognising oneself is not among the significations of reconnaître in the dictionaries which Ricœur 
scrutinised in the introduction. Nevertheless, this is perhaps not as great a source of surprise as Laitinen 
thinks: Ricœur does write that the proper philosophical questions emerge from lexicographic 
investigation but are not bound by it377. Furthermore, an organising principle of Ricœur’s long career 
is to search for an answer to the question “What it is to be a human?”. Thus, it is not a surprise that he 
devotes so much time to building the idea of self-recognition. 
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towards philosophical anthropology. For the sake of clarity, I wish to point 
out, that when I discuss anthropology in this chapter, I have used it exclusively 
in the sense of philosophical anthropology378, that is, in the sense of a 
theoretical inquiry into what defines human existence. Philosophical 
anthropology clarifies the basic assumptions concerning fundamental human 
impetus, our limitations and opportunities regarding individual change, and 
relations between us as individuals and our physical environment, for 
instance. Anthropological assumptions often function as implicit axioms 
orienting theoretical constructs and social practices.379 Thus, when I discuss 
anthropology, I am not referring to anthropology as an empirical research field 
but to anthropology as an inquiry to what it is to be a human.      

Before exploring which kind of anthropology Ricœur builds his idea of 
recognition, I analysed the fundamental anthropological assumptions that 
corporate volunteering research exhibits. To my knowledge, the 
anthropological assumptions have not been discussed in corporate 
volunteering research. It is important to note that research on corporate 
volunteering is not a unified school of thought which would share consistent 
theoretical assumptions; quite the contrary: the field of research is still so 
young that there are no established theories of corporate volunteering in the 
same sense that are theories of corporate responsibility. Still, corporate 
volunteering research can be interpreted as one body of literature which does 
not neutrally report the phenomenon of corporate volunteering but constructs 
the way corporate volunteering is perceived and interpreted.380 The theoretical 
assumptions are not irrelevant regarding the praxis, either: it has been 
illustrated that anthropological ideas fostered in business research translate 
into action, and become enacted as ideals.381 Thus, we may assume that 
research on corporate volunteering indeed affects the way corporate 
volunteering is implemented in practice. Even if there would be practical, 
technical reasons for the anthropological picture of corporate volunteering 
research, the picture may turn into a normative image of how individuals are 
and should be.  

 
378 I use philosophical anthropology, however, in wider sense than merely in reference to German 

historical philosophical school originating from Max Scheler and Helmut Plessner. (Brezina 2013, 73-
76) Instead I follow Brezina’s “philosophy-in-anthropology” model: philosophical anthropology should 
not be considered to be a separate philosophical discipline, but a dialogue between philosophical analysis 
and empirical anthropology. Despite the dialogical relation philosophy maintains its independence vis-
à-vis anthropology and operates on a different level. Philosophical anthropology operates in a more 
fundamental, speculative and integrative level than empirical anthropology. Under which conditions 
philosophy enters into dialogue with empirical anthropology varies depending on philosophical tradition 
or school of thought (Brezina 2013, 76, 80–82). 

379 Brezina 2013, 76, 80–82. 
380 Elder-Vass 2012, 3–14.  
381 Lynnette & Davis 2004; Wang et al. 2011; Racko 2019. 
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Earlier research has not yet fully theorised the relationality of corporate 
volunteering. The relational factors are not absent from corporate 
volunteering research, but in the bulk of research they only serve a limited, 
one-sided role in the analysis. A thorough relational analysis, I suggest, would 
entail relational phenomena like power, emotions, pro-social phenomena, 
communication being considered in explaining both the unfolding of events 
and the outcomes. However, in corporate volunteering research, relational 
phenomena are not explored as factors that explain what occurs in corporate 
volunteering; how the events unfold, how the experiences of volunteers or 
recipients are shaped, how the consequences of corporate volunteering are 
brought about. Instead, relational factors are mostly brought forward when 
discussing the effects of corporate volunteering. For instance, corporate 
volunteering is interpreted as a means for managers to realise that they need 
social competence not only as corporate volunteers but also as leaders.382 Or, 
corporate volunteering is connected with an increase of employees’ 
commitment to the employer after the volunteering experience383. Booth and 
colleagues384 conceptualise corporate volunteering as gift exchange.385 
However, the focus is on what employers may get in return for giving the gift 
of time to volunteer for their employees – not on the relational conditions of 
corporate volunteering. The return gifts from employee-volunteers are social 
competencies: for instance, increased social capital to be used for the benefit 
of the employer or communication and interpersonal skills.  

Relationality is in corporate volunteering research is thus more closely 
linked to the desired effects of the practice, rather than to the very condition 
of the implementation of corporate volunteering or as the level of analysis 
which would explain its consequences. This echoes the change in the demands 
for skills in the era of fourth industrial revolution. In the digitalised economy 
and rapidly changing business environment it is in employers’ interest to have 
employees with good social skills, and to provide opportunities to improve the 
skills.386 Nevertheless, from an ethical perspective it is an impediment that 
corporate volunteering research seems to be more interested in the end results 
of corporate volunteering, not in the modes of operation. A full ethical analysis 
requires also scrutinising the norms that guide the modes of operation. 

 
382 Bartsch 2012.  
383 Brockner et al. 2014. On the approach of corporate volunteering as a means of HR development, 

cf. Tuffrey 1995 & 2003. 
384 Booth et al. 2009.  
385 Booth and colleagues (2009) have theory of gift that is different from Ricœur’s. Their conception 

originates from social exchange theory: they emphasise the binding reciprocity of gift exchange and see 
duty and obligation as the core of all formal and informal gift exchange relationships. This does not 
match Ricœur’s ideas of the abundance of gift or gift as something exceptional. Ricœur emphasises that 
gift should be given with ignorance regarding the return gift. There is more on Ricœur’s gift conception 
in chapter 6.1. 

386 Kim 2019, 186–193.  
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Recognition theory specifically provides the means to describe and assess the 
action-guiding norms.    

The superficiality of relational analysis in corporate volunteering may also 
point to a more fundamental anthropological idea. From the philosophical 
anthropological perspective, corporate volunteering research seems to have a 
tendency to think human beings in individualistic terms and efface the social 
embeddedness of human agency.387 Relational phenomena are not seen as 
constitutive of human experience. Rather, they are sources of utility. Muthuri 
and colleagues388 have highlighted the same issue: the connection of corporate 
volunteering and human resources development strategy has been such a 
dominant perspective in the corporate volunteering literature, that the 
analysis related to issues such as social networks, trust and norms have not 
gained attention. Muthuri and colleagues are among the rare scholars to 
suggest that relational factors are focal for explaining how corporate 
volunteering practices result in aspired outcomes, and under which 
conditions. For instance, reciprocity – also a central concept in recognition 
theory – appears in their study as an important precondition of the ability to 
generate social goods through corporate volunteering.  

Another assumption in corporate volunteering research is that motive is a 
central concept in explaining human behaviour. 389 What is further assumed is 
that motivation can be studied empirically, by asking volunteers about their 
motivation.  Given that corporate volunteering research has to largely been 
practitioner-oriented390, the research emphasis on motives for volunteering is 
understandable: a relevant practical question is how to involve employees in 
corporate volunteering programs. Assumably, understanding volunteers’ 
motivations helps in the design of corporate volunteering practices so that 
volunteers sign up and commit to the projects. However, the centrality of 
motive in understanding human behaviour may also be contested. The 
juxtaposition of self-interested versus altruistic motives, which I will discuss 
later in more detail, may give the impression that motive would be a central 
category not only in the analysis of behaviour, but also in the normative 
analysis of moral behaviour. By contrast, Hallamaa argues that the concept of 
motive should be used in reference to the mental force, that is, wish or need, 
which makes the agent act. Thus, motive lacks the connection to moral good.391  

Furthermore, the options for studying motives empirically with self-
assessment are limited. For instance, a psychoanalytical lens has been applied 

 
387 Similar individualism is exhibited also in non-profit volunteering research (Yeung 2004).   
388 Muthuri et al. 2009.  
389 Pajo & Lee 2011. On the motivation of volunteers cf. also Nave & do Paco 2013, Grant 2012, van 

Schie et al. 2011. 
390 Muthuri et al. 2009.  
391 Hallamaa 2017, 34–39. 
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in business studies392 and also in the study of the motives of CSR393: 
psychoanalytical anthropology pinpoints that our motives of action are often 
subconscious, and thus cannot be studied directly. Our own explanations for 
our actions may arise from illusionary rather than authentic self-images.394 As 
a methodological sidenote, in my study I have chosen an attitude that is more 
respective than psychoanalytical approaches in business ethics suggest: the 
informants shared as much as they wanted to share about their experiences of 
corporate volunteering. Even if their accounts could have arisen from 
illusionary self-conceptions, I am not in any better position to judge what the 
more authentic interpretation might have been. The focal point is that the 
empirical study of motives is always limited in some sense.     

The next anthropological assumption in corporate volunteering is 
something which I would describe as ignorance of the paradoxical and 
complex aspects of human existence. The bulk of research does not consider 
that the changes brought about by corporate volunteering may be surprising 
and unforeseeable, and also, the motives may be multifarious, entangled, even 
conflicting. In research it is assumed, and to some extent also demonstrated, 
that the experience of taking part in corporate volunteering projects may have 
significant effects to volunteers: the experience may bring about changes in 
such fundamental aspects of human life as social skills395, orientation to one’s 
social surroundings at work396, identity397 and personal awareness398. Most 
probably it is the strong ethos of Human Resources (HR) benefits399 that has 
primed the research so that the truly revolutionary potential of corporate 
volunteering is not considered: if the effects are assumed to be so profound, is 
it not probable or even likely that the effects will not always be desirable from 
the employer’s perspective? It is as if research would not take seriously the 
profound freedom of human beings. 

For instance, Grant400 suggests that willingness to participate in a 
corporate volunteering project may arise from the will to compensate for 
depleted job characteristics. Through volunteering employees may experience 
meaningfulness, which is absent from one’s everyday work life. He explores 
how this kind of motivation leads to sustained participation in corporate 
volunteering projects, given that volunteering fulfils the needs that are not met 
in one’s job. Reflecting the general ethos of corporate volunteering research, 

 
392 Carringotn (ed.) 2015; Fairchild 2012; Eshraghi & Taffler 2012; Morante 2010; Tuckett & Taffler 

2008 
393 Driver 2006.  
394 Driver 2006.  
395 Bartsch 2012; Jones 2016.  
396 Veleva 2012.  
397 Brockner et al. 2014; Grant 2012.  
398 Bartsch 2012.  
399 Muthuri et al. 2009.  
400 Grant 2012.  
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Grant does not question that this setting might also lead to the realisation of 
the emptiness of one’s job (rather than sustained participation); a painful 
understanding that basic human needs are not met in one’s everyday work. 
This, in turn, might not lead to heightened organisational commitment, as is 
suggested in corporate volunteering research401, but rather to weakened 
organisational commitment.  

A similar lack of complexity is depicted in Bartsch’s402 account of 
managers’ emotional learning through corporate volunteering. The narratives 
of Bartsch’s case studies are linear stories of understanding through 
volunteering that one has to put more weight into enhancing one’s social 
relationships at work. Bartsch reports that existential questions – such as 
“What is truly important, and what gives my life meaning?”403 – were indeed 
evoked by volunteering. However, the answers to them were found easily and 
were satisfying. The narrative of linear, uncontradicted personal growth 
through corporate volunteering is so strong that development of social skills 
has been assumed but, in closer critical scrutiny, this has not been tested 
empirically.404  

The fourth anthropological assumption considers the moral worth of 
individuals, and to whom moral status of agency is granted. It is symptomatic 
that I have analysed the anthropological assumptions above by building on 
what the research says about corporate volunteers. The reason for this is that 
research says little about recipients. With recipients I here refer to those 
individuals whose welfare is supposed to be promoted through corporate 
volunteering. In the earlier research, the experiences of the recipients were not 
studied, notwithstanding the few exceptions405. It is the NGOs – that is, 
institutions – that are constructed as the beneficiaries of corporate 
volunteering.406 Again, there may well be practical reasons for this limitation: 
it is more challenging to collect data from recipients than from corporate 
volunteers. Nevertheless, this may also reveal an anthropological assumption.  

Evan and Freeman have argued that the Kantian norm of respect for 
persons should be accepted as the key moral norm mandating corporations’ 
stakeholder relations.407 I have suggested earlier (2.4) that recipients of 
corporate volunteering should be considered to be stakeholders. Kant’s idea is 
that each person should be granted respect only by virtue of his/her 
personhood, that is, being a free, rational being. Treating other people as 
people is to acknowledge their right to be respected and never to treat them 

 
401 Brockner et al. 2014  
402 Bartsch 2012.  
403 Bartsch 2012, 259.  
404 Jones 2016.  
405 Barkay 2011; Samuel et al. 2016. 
406 E.g. Muthuri et al. 2009; Samuel et al. 2013. 
407 Evan & Freeman 1988.  
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merely as means to one’s own ends.408 There is evident danger that not letting 
the experiences of the recipients be heard in research, recipients turn into 
means for companies’ ends. This is especially the case if we consider the 
Kantian obligation of respect in the wider sense: Kant understood respect in a 
negative sense: respect means limiting one’s own actions so that one does not 
impair the others’ capacity to autonomy. Other moral theories – including 
recognition theory409 extends the notion of respect to include the obligation to 
promote the good of the other. 410 Respect for people means acknowledging 
the agency of the other, agency being the shared quality of human beings.411 
Not letting the recipients of corporate volunteering say what the good of 
corporate volunteering to them might be is not completely aligned with the 
norm of respecting the agency of each human being. Hence, the lack of 
recipients’ viewpoint is not only a gap in research, it may also pose a moral 
threat.       

As a result of my analysis, I have established that four anthropological 
assumptions (summarised in Table 3) can be traced from the bulk of corporate 
volunteering research: first, the limited role of relationality, second, the 
centrality of motive in explanations of human behaviour, third, the absence of 
paradox and complexity especially in understanding the effects of corporate 
volunteering, and fourth, implicitly excluding the recipients from the scope of 
agency. The anthropology of corporate volunteering research is not 
multifaceted, nuanced or rich.412 I would rather say that current research on 
corporate volunteering builds on a thin anthropology.  

The thin anthropological foundation may not be knowingly chosen by the 
researchers. Rather, to some extent it may be indicative of the young age of the 
research field: more nuanced research approaches are still to emerge. 
Nevertheless, I argue that the thin anthropology of corporate volunteering 
may also be interpreted against the backdrop of some more general critical 
discussions regarding the anthropological foundations of organisational and 
business studies. Through these discussions, I suggest, it is possible to 
illustrate the importance of anthropological foundations to the ethical analysis 
of corporate volunteering. Next, I will explore the issue of self-interest versus 
altruism as fundamental human impetus. Then I will proceed to analyse what 
the original contribution of recognition theory to corporate volunteering 
research could be, and especially, to ethically more sensitive corporate 
volunteering research.   

 
 

 
408 Dillon 2021.  
409 Ricœur 2004, 289–292. 
410 Dillon 2021.  
411 Ricœur 2004, 146–150.  
412 Such rich, multidimensional anthropology is proposed by, for instance, Lauri Rauhala (Rauhala 

2005).  
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Table 3. Summary: the implicit anthropological assumptions in corporate 
volunteering research 

 
 
 

3.3 CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING – OUT OF SELF-
INTEREST OR ALTRUISM? 

A dominant conversation in corporate volunteering research considers the 
altruistic versus egoistic motives for participating in corporate volunteering. 
The empirical evidence is mixed: Peloza413 and colleagues suggest in their 
study that egoistic motives are more prominent than charitable motives in 
corporate volunteering, whereas Pajo and Lee414 contend that humanitarian 
drivers and the opportunity to express altruistic values are the key motivating 
factors in corporate volunteering. Similarly, Nave & do Paco415 suggest that 
expressing altruistic values is the most important source of motivation for 
corporate volunteering, and counter-intuitively developing one’s career 
opportunities is the least important. According to them, their findings indicate 
that motives of non-profit volunteering and of corporate volunteering are very 
similar.  

 
413 Peloza et al. 2009.  
414 On the motivation of volunteers cf. Nave & do Paco 2013, Grant 2012; Pajo & Lee 2011; van Schie 

et al. 2011. 
415 Nave & do Paco 2013.  

The implicit 
ideas of human 
being 

How the idea surfaces in 
research? 

What is problematical from 
ethical vantage point?   

Individualism  Relational factors only referred 
to when discussing the effects 
and end results of corporate 
volunteering 

Relational factors are omitted 
from the discussion on the 
modes of operation 

Motive as a 
central concept 
for explaining 
human behaviour 

Emphasis on the study of motives 
of corporate volunteers  

Motive as a concept lacks the 
connection to moral good  

Ignorance of 
paradox and 
complexity in 
human existence 

The unpredictability and non-
linearity of the effects of 
corporate volunteering are 
ignored  

Profound freedom of human 
existence is ignored 

Selective granting 
of agency 

The voice and perspective of 
individual recipients is absent  

The personhood of individual 
recipients may bacome ignored 
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The discussion on the egoistic versus altruistic impetus to corporate 
volunteering reminds of one of the most frequent discussions of corporate 
responsibility research416. The discussion concerns the justification of 
corporate responsibility: do companies engage in corporate responsibility out 
of economic or ethical reasons? Should they engage in corporate responsibility 
out of economic or ethical reasons? The discussion relates both to companies 
as collective agents and to human beings as individual agents, but sometimes 
the potential differences between group agents and individual agents are not 
communicated clearly, and the same explanatory categories are applied to 
both without further problematisation. In corporate volunteering research the 
egoistic versus altruistic motivation distinction is apparent in discussions on 
the motives of individual corporate volunteers417, on the potentially differing 
motivations of corporate volunteers and their employers418 and on the 
customers’ estimations on whether companies engage in corporate 
volunteering out of altruistic or of egoistic reasons419. Motive indeed seems to 
be the central target of moral examination.  

The background for the focus on motivation in terms of altruism versus 
self-interest is in the anthropological foundation of neo-classical economics420 
which is considered to be the dominant theoretical paradigm in business and 
economics education and research. If classical economists were occupied with 
understanding long historical developments, static macroeconomic structures 

 
416 Driver 2006.  
417 Pajo & Lee 2011; Peloza et al. 2009.  
418 Gatignong-Turnau & Mignonac 2015; Sheel & Vohra 2016.   
419 Mattila & Hanks 2013; Plewa et al. 2015.  
420 Despite the relatively widespread dichotomic discourse of orthodox (neoclassical) versus 

heterodox (e.g., feminist, socialist Marxist or Austrian) economics (Jo et al. 2017, 8–10) there is no 
univocal understanding of what constitutes neoclassicism. According to Lawson, either neoclassicism is 
defined by alluding to its relation to classical economics or by enumerating certain key theoretical 
assumptions shared by representatives of neoclassical paradigm. Among these key theoretical 
assumptions are the conception of economy as a state of equilibrium, the primacy of mathematical 
modeling and the idea of economics as a scientific discipline and – most interestingly to us – the 
conception of human beings as rational, utility-seeking individuals (Lawson 2015, 30–31). Colander and 
colleagues (2004) make a further conceptual distinction between mainstream economics and orthodox 
economics. For Colander et al., orthodox economics is essentially an intellectual concept. It is a static 
representation of the most recent dominant school in economics, which today is neoclassicism. 
Mainstream economics, in turn, is a sociological category. It consists of ideas that the elite of the 
profession of economics find acceptable. By elite Colander et al. mean by and large the leading 
economists of the top graduate schools. These two concepts, mainstream economics and orthodox 
economics, do not coincide. Orthodox economics is a backward-looking term that does not capture the 
current dynamic pluralism of mainstream economics. In the “edges” of mainstream economics there are 
ideas and methodologies that are accepted by the elite but do not fit the orthodox neoclassical scheme. 
However, as Colander et al. point out, it takes time for these new ideas and methodologies to make their 
way to economics textbooks. 
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and distribution of wealth, neo-classicists focus more on the short-term 
functioning of the market, thus, the dynamics of supply and demand. The 
focus is on how individual economic actors – humans, households and 
companies – make choices in the context of scarce resources.421 The 
fundamental anthropological idea is labelled homo economicus. 422 The 
concept refers to an idea that humans operate in economic settings as self-
interested, rational decision-making individuals. Homo economicus uses all 
available information to calculate which choice delivers ultimate amount of 
personal utility.423 Thus, by its very definition, the conception is highly 
individualistic. It reduces all seemingly group-oriented projects to vehicles of 
personal utility. The origins of this anthropological assumption can be traced 
back to classical economists such as Adam Smith424 and John Stuart Mill425. 
However, it was not until the beginning of 21st century and the launching of 
neoclassicism that homo economicus took this highly individualistic form and 
even underwent a metamorphosis from a methodological assumption to an 
image of an ideal man as neoclassical economic paradigm gained 
momentum.426  

It is difficult to trace empirically the mechanisms or chains of events which 
would confirm that the homo economicus conception would indeed have 
influenced corporate volunteering. However, the analysis of anthropological 
assumptions is not empirical but rather a speculative, interpretative and 
integrative endeavour.427 What is established in research is that the financial 
justification of corporate social responsibility has gained more momentum 
during the last few decades428, and thus, the linkage of corporate social 
responsibility and neoclassical economics has tightened429. The discussion on 
the anthropological ideals of neoclassical economics – homo economicus – has 

 
421 Barber 2009, 85-87. 
422 Persky 1995. 
423 Davis 2012, 464–465.  
424 Sedlácek 2011.   
425 Persky 1995.  
426 Persky, however, points out that Mill never mentioned the concept as such, nor did Adam Smith. 

The first ones to use the concept homo economicus were actually late 19th century critics of Mill whom 
the critics accused of perceiving humans as “money-making animals”. As a matter of fact, Mill aimed at 
a methodological abstraction of human nature which would be suitable for the research of his discipline, 
political economy. He thought that it is not only the accumulation of wealth that drives humans in 
economic sphere of life, but also the inclination to luxury, to leisure and to reproduction. According to 
Persky the idea of this methodological abstraction, which is admittedly rather simplistic, was not to be 
an overarching picture of humanity but to serve as an analytical tool with which Mill could scrutinise 
how different institutional contexts shape human behaviour in economy. (Persky 1995)  

427 Brezina 2013, 76, 80–82 
428 E.g., Kurucz et al. 2008; Porter & Kramer 200.   
429 Farias et al. 2020.  
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therefore become relevant to corporate social responsibility.430 To a large 
extent, corporate volunteering is studied in faculties of economics and 
management, in the sphere of influence of neo-classical economics. Corporate 
volunteering is also often implemented by corporate social responsibility units 
of business organisations. Hence, we may assume that the anthropological 
ideals of neo-classical economics may well trickle to the research and practice 
of corporate volunteering and may explain why motivation is such a central 
category in corporate volunteering research.431     

Neoclassicism sees economics as a scientific, value-neutral discipline and 
methodologically relies on mathematical calculations. Hence, it does not 
explicitly consider its presumption of utility-maximising individual as a 
normative statement. On the surface, its idea of human is a methodological 
post hoc abstraction whose purpose is to explain and predict behaviour of large 
groups of people. However, neoclassical economic theory has been applied to 
diverse application areas as a universal theory on how human beings make 
choices.432 The expansion of the application area of neoclassical economics433 
and the hidden normativity of its basic presuppositions434 have contributed to 
the spreading and idealisation of the human as a self-interested, utility-
maximising being, homo economicus.435 

Neoclassical economics and its fundamental assumptions can be criticised 
from several perspectives. One line of criticism points out that neoclassicism 
is prone to lead to ethical failures. For instance, the 2008 credit crunch led to 
extensive human suffering on a global scale. The inability of mainstream 
neoclassical economics to prevent or predict such crisis has evoked 
considerable suspicion.436 In a similar vein, according to Barber’s criticism of 
neoclassicism, the simplistic view of humanity, the short time scope and the 
idea of ideal economic system as a synergetic and harmonious constellation of 
interests has diverted attention from the questions of just distribution and of 

 
430 Driver 2006.  
431 This viewpoint is also implied in the study by Barkay (2011).  
432 Barber 2009, 85-87. This widening of scope was declared in the influential economics textbook 

by Lionel Robbins in 1932. According to him, economics is “the science which studies human behaviour 
as a relationship between ends and scarce means which have alternative uses” (Robbins 1932, 15) The 
quotation depicts how the economic context is downplayed and instead economics is conceptualised as 
a universal science of human behaviour in relation to ends and means, that is, in relation to the impetus 
and act of choosing. 

433 Fernández Pinto 2016.  
434 Similar hidden normativity can be perceived also in the neoclassical concepts of ‘equilibrium’ 

and ‘optimum’. Barber 2009, 113-114. 
435 One mechanism through which the idealisation seems to occur is business education. Several 

empirical studies have suggested that business students learn to perceive homo economicus as the ideal 
characterization of a person and adapt their own behaviour according to that ideal. Lynnette & Davis 
2004; Wang et al. 2011; Racko 2019.  

436 Postell & Watson 2011, 6–7.  
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the real conflicts of interests between various groups of society.437 Lawson, in 
turn, criticises neo-classism’s internal inconsistency: it claims to study social 
reality, which in Lawson’s view has the ontological structure of open systems. 
However, neo-classicism uses mathematical modelling as its method, and 
mathematical methods are only suitable for studying systems with closed 
ontology, that is, systems composed of isolated atoms.438 Davis provides an 
ontological critique of the homo economicus conception: he scrutinises the 
conditions for believing that homo economicus exists.439 By definition, homo 
economicus is represented as existing as a single, distinct thing by virtue of 
having a single, unitary utility function440. Davis argues that it is not valid to 
deduce from the argument that a person has a single, unitary utility function, 
the argument being that the utility function would be unique to that person, 
that is, that no other person would have the same utility function. This allowed 
Davis to conclude that “the standard microeconomic conception of homo 
economicus fails to provide means of individuating persons as distinct 
existents”441. 

These debates illustrate that the fundamental anthropological 
assumptions in economics are in the process of redefinition442, and in this 
study I took part in this conversation by applying the philosophical approach 
of Paul Ricœur in business ethics research. Economics’ theoretical vocabulary 
of explaining human behaviour and existence has already been enriched: 
instead of utility function behaviour is explained in economics with emotions, 

 
437 Barber 2009, 113-114.  
438 Closed systems are characterised by event regularities and correlations, ant through the choice 

of method, hence, in neoclassical economics the world is constructed as ubiquitous systems of isolated 
atoms. Lawson means here by atoms “anything that (if triggered) has the same independent effect 
whatever the context” (Lawson 2015, 35). Open systems, such as social reality, is emergent, processual 
and it is composed of phenomena that are constituted in relation to other things and, accordingly, are 
not isolatable (Lawson 2015, 33–37, 63–64).  

439 Davis 2012, 464–466.  
440 The concept of utility function refers to a unique set of preferences according to which an 

individual chooses from the options so that they gain a maximum amount of personal utility. Even 
though the utility function is one of the key concepts of modern economics, utility is not easy to define. 
In modern utility theory, hence, the criterion of rationality is not utility in the sense of the optimal 
balance of pain and pleasure but instead, it is consistency in decision-making. Consequently, if enough 
data are available on the choices that the individual has made in the past, it is possible to find a utility 
function that describes a rational person’s behaviour. Binmore 2009, 541–547. The pluralism of utility 
function gives rise to the question on how to compare utility function of a different person and is this 
comparison is possible in the first place. For an account of this discussion, see Binmore 2009 and for an 
argument for the possibility of interpersonal comparison of utility see Harsanyi 1977.      

441 Davis 2012, 465.  
442 Cedrini & Fontana 2018; Colander 2000b, 2005a; Coyle 2007; Rodrik 2015; Thornton 2015. An 

overview of a recent dialogue of ethics and economics in Sanderson & Pugliese 2012, 11–12. On the 
current discussion on philosophy and economics see Ross & Kincaid 2009. 
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perception, memory, unconscious motives and so forth.443 For instance 
behavioural economics, drawing from psychology and cognitive science, has 
gained considerable institutional recognition.444 An example of a more 
marginal recent approach is the application of psychoanalytic theory to the 
analysis of economic behaviour. This approach has been applied in attempts 
to explain the unexpected oscillations of financial markets at the turn of the 
21st century.445 Some scholars have indeed pointed out that the artificial 
juxtapositions of self-interest and altruism, business and society, economy and 
ethics gave impetus for the developments that led to the 2008 credit crunch.446 
More nuanced, holistic approaches to morality are needed to prevent tragedies 
such as the 2008 financial crisis.447 There is an opening for fresh theoretical 
contributions to the anthropological assumptions of economics and of 
corporate social responsibility theories. 

 From the vantage point of ethical analysis of corporate 
volunteering, the juxtaposition of self-interested and altruistic motives for 
volunteering does not provide sufficient means. I already pointed out above 
that if we understand motive as the mental force (as Hallamaa suggests), 
which makes the agent act, it lacks the connection to moral good.  Hallamaa 
argues that instead of only focusing on motives of agents we should also 
examine the interests of agents and distinguish these concepts from each 
other. The concept of interest ties action to morality: interest is the state of 
affairs to which the wish or need is directed, and which the agent deems good 
and desirable. Motives and interests are linked, but they do not necessarily 
always coincide.448 For instance, adding some variety to the working day may 
be among one’s motives for participating in corporate volunteering program. 
This motive may keep the volunteer involved even when there are obstacles or 
other difficulties. However, at the same time, the interest of the volunteer may 
be to promote the good of the recipients of the volunteering program.  

Hallamaa suggests that the motives and interests of action and their 
interrelations may be constructed in multiple ways.449 This conceptual 
distinction is absent from corporate volunteering research. The research on 
corporate volunteers’ motives might benefit from making the distinction. It 
might help to clarify the empirical perplexity considering the prevalence of 

 
443 Kotkavirta 2012. For psychoanalytical analysis of economics, cf. Tucker & Taffler 2008.  
444 Postell & Watson 2011, 6–7; Heukelom 2011, 96–98, 109–110. Daniel Kahneman received a 

Nobel Prize in Economic Sciences in 2002 and Richard Thaler in 2017. 
445 Examples of psychoanalytical approaches to economics: Carringotn (ed.) 2015; Fairchild 2012; 

Eshraghi & Taffler 2012; Morante 2010; Tuckett & Taffler 2008 
446 Sun & Bellamy 2010; Sun & Pollard & Stewart 2010.  
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448 Hallamaa 2017, 34–39.  
449 Hallamaa 2017, 36–37.  
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egoistic450 versus altruistic451 motives of corporate volunteers if we were to 
clarify when are we discussing motives, and when interests. Hallamaa argues 
that the juxtaposition of self-interested and altruistic motives is often based 
on a misunderstanding that morally reputable action must be selfless and may 
not promote the agent’s own interest. The misunderstanding arises from a 
narrow and misguided understanding of self-interest. As an example, such a 
misunderstanding might occur in the case of a corporate volunteer who would 
state that they have gained new social skills from their volunteering 
experience. From the perspective of the artificial self-interest versus altruistic 
juxtaposition, the statement of the volunteer might reduce the moral 
reputability of the volunteer work and make it less altruistic. In fact, the 
volunteer might be stating a consequence of the action, but the interest might 
as well have been to promote the good of the recipients. 

Genuinely moral action is a case in which self-interest and interest in 
others’ interests overlap in the following sense: if an agent is deeply committed 
to moral action, their aim is to promote the good of others. At the same time, 
the good of others is also in their own interest, precisely for the reason that 
they are committed to moral action. Furthermore, moral action is in their own 
interest because morality maintains structures, such as reciprocal trust and 
stability, that promote the good of everyone, including the agent herself. 
Finally, commitment to moral action is tied to identity: ignoring the moral 
requirements to gain instant pleasure, wealth, or any other advantages would 
mean that the agent would betray themself and their valued principles – given 
that the agent holds the good of others in value. Ignoring the moral 
requirements would damage one’s own self-respect.452 If a corporate volunteer 
would perceive corporate volunteering exclusively to promote their interest of 
developing better social skills, it would be morally questionable. However, it is 
also questionable, whether the desired organisational outcomes of corporate 
volunteering, such as increased social skills, would ever in reality materialise 
if all parties were not engaged in corporate volunteering as moral action: the 
corporate volunteer aiming at increasing social skills might not get what they 
want.   

Hallamaa’s analysis suffices to make the case that motive may not be so 
central and univocal category of explanation as corporate volunteering 
research and neo-classical paradigm assumes. In particular, exploring 
corporate volunteering as moral action requires a more diverse set of concepts 
than motive or motivation, and thus, a more diverse anthropology. 
Consequently, in my analysis of recognition relations in corporate 
volunteering, the focus is not on the motives of volunteers. The important 
question for the ethical assessment of corporate volunteering is how the 
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interests of the agents of corporate volunteering are in alignment with the 
normative demands of contemporary recognition theory.  

Hallamaa distinguishes motive from interest when analysing the action of 
individual agents. What about collective agents, then? In corporate 
volunteering research, corporations are talked about as collective agents 
whose motives may be assessed as if they were unitary, similar to motives of 
individual agents.453 Analogously as homo economicus is considered to be a 
self-interested agent, companies are also considered to be self-interested 
agents whose utility is defined in economic terms. The stalemate of corporate 
responsibility research concerns the question of whether corporate 
responsibility actions should be justified with ethical or economic 
arguments.454 As indicated in chapter 2.3. the tension of ethical and economic 
arguments has been present as long as the social responsibilities of business 
organisations have been discussed. Economic answers make the case that the 
question of corporate social responsibility’s justification is a question of 
profitability. Because corporate social responsibility pays off, businesses have 
to engage in it.455 This is the argument promoted by Shareholder Value Theory 
of corporate responsibility. Ethical answers argue that there are moral norms 
that should override self-interested profit-seeking in business. The same 
norms and values that are deemed legitimate in other areas of society apply to 
business as well. Among these ethical views are Corporate Social Performance 
theory, Corporate Citizenship theory and Stakeholder theory, whose relation 
to corporate volunteering I discussed in chapter 2.4. The choice of concepts – 
economic and ethical – should not distract one from noticing that both 
approaches are normative: they state what business organisations ought to do 
and this ought rests on more fundamental assumptions on ultimate goods.456  

 
453 Gatignong-Turnau & Mignonac 2015; Mattila & Hanks 2013; Plewa et al. 2015; Sheel & Vohra 

2016.   
454 Driver 2006. Driver traces the beginning of this stalemate to Friedman’s and Carroll’s work but 

as Abend (2014) suggests, the foundations of the ethical versus financial justifications of CSR were laid 
already in the late 19th century.  

455 E.g., McWilliams & Siegel 2001a & 2001b. 
456 It is important to notice that even if the primary justification of CSR is financial or managerial 

and the role of CSR is limited by the boundaries of shareholder value-maximization, the arguments rest 
on normative assumptions on what the key purpose of a company is. It is customary that maximising 
shareholder value is presented – both in research and especially by business practitioners – as an 
unsurmountable legal duty of companies. Smith and Rönnegard (2016) along with scholars of corporate 
law (Heracleous & Lan; Orts 1992; Stout 2012) have pointed out that shareholder primacy as a legal 
norm is vague and not endorsed by statutory law, at least in the USA and the UK. Instead, shareholder 
primacy expressed as an obligation of shareholder value maximisation, is supported and reproduced as 
a social norm. Business schools emphasise the shareholder model of a firm in their teaching which 
enforces and maintains the prevalence of shareholder primacy as a social norm among business 
professional. According to the shareholder model a company’s raison-d’être is to serve shareholder 
interests. Nevertheless, there are other legitimate models. The stakeholder model of a firm sees a 
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Michaela Driver provides a conceptually innovative and influential answer 
to the question on whether corporate social responsibility should be justified 
with ethical or economic arguments. This tension concerns corporate 
volunteering as well. Therefore, I will look at her approach more closely. 
Michaela Driver457 points out that both economic and ethical views present a 
strategy for managing organisational self-interest. Economic views advocate 
letting self-interest govern business freely. Ethical views promote restricting 
self-interest according to a set of norms whose justification lies in more 
fundamental ethical principles. This binary setting has led to the stalemate of 
economics versus ethics. Driver suggests a radical change of analytical 
strategy. Instead of focusing on the dispute over the need to restrict self-
interest, she targets the notion of the self.  

Driver argues for approaching companies as possessing a collective self. 
Her focal point is that economic but also ethical views of corporate social 
responsibility fail to depict organisational self accurately. Use of the concept 
of self in reference to organisations is grounded in the idea of organisation as 
a linguistic phenomenon is analogous to individual self. In reality, 
organisations are amalgams of people who work together for common goals, 
and who are embedded in communities to which they are responsible because 
de facto they owe their existence to them. Economic models of corporate social 
responsibility ignore the societal embeddedness of business organisations and 
instead build on a highly unidimensional conception of the organisational self: 
its self-interest only has one component, interest in financial profit. Driver’s 
analysis connects with Hallamaa’s critique for narrow conceptions of self-
interest.  

In Driver’s view the idea of corporation as a unidimensional actor is 
hindered in grasping corporate social responsibility which is a complex ethical 
issue. Corporate social responsibility of a unidimensional self-interested 
corporate self often leads to impression management which veils the factual 
complexity of stakeholder relations and societal impacts. The ethical models 
of corporate social responsibility reflect more often a nuanced and more 
multifaceted understanding of organisational self than the economic models. 
By focusing on the conception of the organisational self, Driver is able to 
unravel the contrast between economic and ethical models of corporate social 
responsibility. Instead of perceiving them as opposing parties, she interprets 
them as modes of thinking in the same continuum stretching from inauthentic, 
false self-conception to authentic and truthful self-conception. In accordance 

 
company as an instrument to manage stakeholder interests and the social contract theory emphasises a 
company’s contribution to society as the focal source of its legitimacy. Hence, the aim to maximise 
shareholder value over and above any social or environmental responsibility is not a morally or 
ideologically neutral legal constraint but a social norm, laden with normative assumptions. 

457 Driver 2006.  
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with Jacques Lacan’s thinking, she calls these endpoints egoic and post-egoic 
self-images.458  

Driver argues that by virtue of their inescapable embeddedness in the 
wider societal reality companies are in fact ethical – at least in the moderate 
sense that they operate in the complex fabric of stakeholders and always have 
collaborative elements in their basic functions. The question of corporate 
social responsibility should not be whether companies are ethical and 
connected to external stakeholders – because they inescapably are. The 
question is, do the corporations understand it: do they foster a delusional 
conception of organisation as a unidimensional actor or have they moved 
towards the post-egoic understanding of the organisational self as multitude, 
as constructed, changing and complex narrative of a self that exists only in 
relation to others? From this perspective, self-interest understood as an 
interest in autonomous and disconnected self is not unethical. It is delusional. 
Both egoic and post-egoic subjectivities are constructed and enacted in the 
organisational discourse. 

The delusional organisational self-image has practical consequences, 
Driver argues. The imaginary stable ego has the tendency to protect its self-
image by rejecting all threats to its unidimensional self-image. As a 
consequence, egoic corporate social responsibility tends to lead to corporate 
social responsibility practices that ignore long-term effects and mutually 
interrelated multiple stakeholder groups to protect the ego from the challenge 
of fragmentation, inconsistency and complexity. Regarding an organisation’s 
functioning, Driver suggests illusory self-image may lead to dysfunctions: to 
an organisational culture that undermines ethical behaviour, hinders social 
orientation, does not allow human development and culminates in general 
absence of hope. This same kind of erroneous uniformity is present in the 
anthropological assumptions of corporate volunteering research: the sense of 
complexity and the inescapably unforeseeable effects of human freedom are 
ignored.    

More authentic post-egoic self-image would materialise in functionality as 
there would be no need to suppress threats to an illusionary ego. Post-egoic 
self-image facilitates “a discourse in which ambiguity, fragmentation, 
complexity and interconnectedness are the foundation on which CSR has to be 

 
458 Driver refers to Lacan’s influential idea on human tendency, acquired in early childhood, to 

interpret oneself as if the image that appears in the mirror would be the self. The self is therefore falsely 
constructed as stable, unified and permanent. As human beings construct the false stable image in 
discourse with others, they try to escape from all threats to the unified self-image. Nevertheless, it is 
possible to work through the false image towards an authentic self-conception. Lacan’s idea is that 
subjects are embedded in universal order which he calls symbolic. Symbolic order is the structure and 
language of unconscious. All subjects exist embedded in the universal order as fragmented, multi-
dimensional and temporary penetrations. The true subjectivity emerges as discourse concerning oneself 
as part of the symbolic order. Driver 2006, 343.  
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constructed.”459 A practical consequence, Driver suggests, is that post-egoic 
discourse creates space for organisational moral imagination which translates 
to a wide understanding of community and adoption of a wide set of 
responsibilities. Organisations can work through the egoic self-image and 
attain a more authentic subjectivity by adopting discourses that reflect the 
post-egoic corporate social responsibility. Those discourses  

 

…acknowledge the organisational self as de-centred, fragmented, 
relational, dynamic and multi-dimensional expressed, for example in 
organisational cultures – ‘‘as a matrix of corporate ethics’’– that foster 
dialog, dissent, reflection and learning.460  

 
Finally, Driver’s conceptual innovation to reframe the question of corporate 
social responsibility’s fundamental normative justification as a question of the 
organisational self allows a new definition of corporate social responsibility: 
“We may define CSR as the construction and enactment of a narrative of the 
corporate self, vis-à-vis multiple others, such as stakeholders.”461 The social 
responsibilities of companies exist because of what companies are. The 
pressing question is how to make companies understand themselves.  

The discussion on the anthropological foundations of corporate 
volunteering has given important insights to the ethical analysis of corporate 
volunteering. Firstly, the discussion illustrated that – against the general 
assumption – the juxtaposition of narrowly understood self-interest and 
altruism is not the most relevant axis of analysis for the ethical evaluation of 
corporate volunteering. Instead, we should turn our attention to the interests 
in a more nuanced sense, intentions and targets exhibited in the practices of 
corporate volunteering. Secondly, I proposed that corporate volunteering 
research builds on a thin fundamental anthropology. The challenge is that 
such thin anthropology may lead to a thin body of research.  

Thirdly, companies should not be analysed according to a simplistic, 
unitary conception of self. Thus, no simple answer can be provided to the 
questions which I have been asked so many times during this research process: 
do companies engage in corporate volunteering out of self-interest? The 
answer is much more complex, fragmented and inconsistent as simple yes or 
no. Finally, as a more general observation I want to point out an advantage in 
approaching the ethical analysis of corporate volunteering through the theory 
of recognition. It is sensible to study the normative grounding of corporate 
social responsibility practices with the lens of recognition. Recognition-
relationships are not something that would be added to business from outside. 
Business organisations exist because they are in relationships in which 

 
459 Driver 2006, 345.  
460 Driver 2006, 349.  
461 Driver 2006, 344.  
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recognition or the lack of it happens, whether they want it or not, whether they 
are aware of it or not.  

 

3.4 FROM THIN ANTHROPOLOGY TOWARDS 
ANTHROPOLOGY OF AGENCY AND 
INTERSUBJECTIVITY     

I claimed earlier in this chapter that in corporate volunteering research there 
are four anthropological assumptions that together form a thin understanding 
of human existence: individualistic conception of human being, overemphasis 
of motives, ignorance of paradox and complexity and selective granting of 
agency. This thin anthropology of corporate volunteering research I now want 
to alter by bringing in two central philosophical anthropological themes from 
Ricœur’s Course, namely, agency and intersubjectivity.   

Agency462 refers to the exercise of the capacity to act. Ricœur sees agency 
as the unifying anthropological strand of Western thought.463 I will discuss 
agency here especially from the perspective of the paradox of active and 
passive elements of agency, which is one of the distinctive features of Ricœur’s 
own anthropology. In the chapter 4.1. I will further clarify Ricœur’s 
multifaceted idea of agency and its potential value to the ethical analysis of 
corporate volunteering. The second anthropological theme is 
intersubjectivity, through which Ricœur emphasises that subjectivity, self, 
cannot be thought of without reference to the other.   

The theme of agency has been central in Ricœur’s work already before The 
Course464, in a sense, already in The Philosophy of the Will465. In the earlier 
decades of his career, he was interested particularly in the limitations of 
human agency, such as involuntariness, the internal tensions of human 

 
462 The standard conception of agency is tied to the notion of intentionality: I am able to pursue 

ends through choosing means, and thus my action is not arbitrary. In this sense, an agent is the cause of 
the action. Ricœur rejects the idea our capacity to bring about changes in the world would be analogous 
to the causation in the sense applied in natural sciences: that something happens and that something is 
made to happen are distinct phenomena. Hence, the causes of action should not be reduced to mental 
states or events of the agent. The relation of action and agent is not causation. Rather, Ricœur states, we 
should say that owns his action. He is able to designate the action to himself, to him as a self, which is 
something more than a bundle of mental states. The sense of action only arises from the conjunction of 
what? (object), how? (means) and who? (subject). Ricœur highlights that this basic capacity to begin 
chains of events in the world is not yet a moral capacity. For assessing morality, we need the capacity to 
configure fragmentary chains of events that occur over time, and interpretate, which consequences 
belong to which decisions (Ricœur 2004, 146–150).  

463 Ricœur 2004, 215–216.  
464 E.g. Ricœur 1990, 191.  
465 Ricœur 2009a; Ricœur 2009b. 
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existence, our inclination towards evil, limitations of perception and other 
limitations that accompany the inescapable fact that we are bodily creatures. 
In the later decades of his career, from Oneself as Another466 onwards, his 
attention was drawn from the limitations towards human capacities: for 
instance, capacity to take responsibility, to understand oneself, to bring about 
changes in oneself and in the surrounding world. Thus, Ricœur’s the 
anthropological itinerary has led from the focus on fallible man (fr. l’homme 
fallible) to the focus on capable man (fr. l’homme capable) These 
anthropologies are not alternative but complementary.467 The Course belongs 
to the later phase of Ricœur’s work; thus, the anthropology of capability is in 
focus. Nevertheless, in The Course, the passive side of human existence, 
fallibility, remains an important backdrop without which humanity cannot be 
thought of. 

In The Course, Ricœur approaches agency in the context of his research 
task: to find out whether there is some unity in the multifariousness of 
recognition. He begins exploring self-recognition by tracing the origins of 
agency in Greek thought, both from tragedies as well as from philosophy. 
Since antiquity, human beings have been approached as “centres of decision”, 
as agents capable of accomplishments. Ricœur illustrates the origins of agency 
by referring to Greek tragedies in which gods play a significant role. Despite 
that, the protagonists are not presented as mere divine pawns but as 
responsible agents, makers of their own fate.468 The same message, though in 
a more elaborated and explicit form, Ricœur finds in Aristotle’s ethics: human 
beings, not Gods, are responsible for their own happiness through their own 
actions. The ideal of good life is to be pursued by cultivating practical wisdom 
(phronesis)469, and through that, virtuous action. This, Ricœur writes, is the 
focal condition of self-recognition.470 What one recognises in self-recognition 
is one’s agency. Tying self-recognition to the recognition of agency, recognition 
of responsibility471, Ricœur highlights the linkage of self-recognition and 
morality: to know truly who one is, requires recognising that one is a moral 
agent.  

 
466 Ricœur 1990. 
467 Fiasse 2008, 7–10. Man here refers to any human being, regardless of sex or gender.  
468 Ricœur 2004, 112–114.  
469 Ricœur gives an eloquent definition to practical wisdom: “Practical wisdom is the deliberation, 

the blink of an eye in a situation of uncertainty, which is oriented at suitable action” (fr. “La sagesse 
pratique est ce discernement, ce coup d’oeil en situation d’incertitude, braqué sur l’action qui convient”, 
italics by Ricœur) (Ricœur 2004, 135.    

470 Ricœur 2004, 124–136. 
471 Ricœur borrows the phrase “recognition of responsibility” from moral philosopher Bernard 

Williams. Williams used the notion in his book Shame and Necessity (1993) in which he traces the 
continuities of Greek thought and current Western thought. The beginning of The Course’s second study 
is very much inspired by Williams’s reading on the origins of conceptions of ethical life in Greek thought. 
Ricœur 2004, 111–114.    
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The agency Ricœur has in mind differs from the kind of agency that is 
implied in the research on corporate volunteering. I pointed out above that 
corporate volunteering is understood as an opportunity for personal growth 
and development, hence, a chance for an altered sense of agency: new (social) 
skills for new kind of action. However, the idea of growth and change lacks 
complexity and does not take seriously inherent human freedom. Research 
does not consider that experiences gained in corporate volunteering may 
result in agency that is not aligned with the interests of the company. For 
instance, a volunteer might notice the voidness of one’s everyday work, and 
use his/her agency to start looking for jobs with more sense of meaningfulness 
– not to being more committed to the employer. In this sense the anthropology 
of corporate volunteering research is reminiscent of neoliberal472 agency. 
According to neoliberal ideal agency consists of being able to manage one’s 
skills and traits according to the requirements of market.473 For Ricœur, as 
well as for Aristotle, the ultimate orientation of agency is good life. It cannot 
be reduced to maximal economic utility, and thus the pursuits of humans 
become much more diverse than self-interest in the narrow sense of utility.474 

In The Course, with the help of the analysis of Greek thought, Ricœur 
demonstrates that agency is not a triumph of all-encompassing ability to 
manage one’s skills, traits and competencies and develop them in a linear 
manner. Agency is also deeply limited: a human being is both acting and 
capable, but also fallible and suffering.475 Sometimes suffering is inflicted by 
external constraints, sometimes by one’s own human fallibility, that is, by 
one’s own mistakes and wrongdoings.476 The limitations are inherent: despite 
our capacity for self-reflection Ricœur acknowledges that our bodily 

 
472 Neo-liberalism is a particularly difficult concept to define, as it is often used as a term of abuse 

rather than an analytical category. My research task is not to analyse in-depth the potential connections 
of corporate volunteering and neo-liberalism, I merely want to point out that some connections 
potentially exist. For the purpose of my study the very reduced way to define neo-liberalism suffices: 
neo-liberalism refers to the expansion of competitive markets into various arenas of life, such as 
economics, politics, education. The neo-liberal orientation has entailed new political, social and 
economic arrangements in which market relations and individual responsibility are emphasised 
(Springer et al. 2016, 2–3). Neo-liberalism should not be conflated with neo-classical economics: the 
main difference is that neo-classical economics is a school of thought within the discipline of economics, 
whereas neo-liberalism is a political ideology that does harness from neo-classical economics to some 
extent , which aims at reshaping values and social practices. Neo-liberalism has been a considerable 
societal force especially in Anglo-American world from 1980s forward, and corporate volunteering has 
been most prevalent in the USA and the UK.    

473 Gershon 2011, 539–542.  
474 Ricœur 2004, 126–127, 210. 
475 Ricœur 2004, 112.  
476 Ricœur 2004, 121–123.  
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existence477 and the subconscious478 limit us. Our intuitive self-understanding 
is never the full story of who we are. We are prone to fail in our endeavours.479 
In The Course, Ricœur makes his point in a rather fuzzy manner. Reading his 
earlier writings helps to clarify the focal point: in human agency, active and 
passive elements entangle and mix with each other. The voluntary and 
involuntary aspects of action are both parts of human life. They co-exist and 
create tensions. It is part of being a human that we have learn to live with 
tensions and paradoxes.480 As I pointed out earlier, paradoxes and tensions 
seem to be absent from the homo economicus anthropology as well as from 
the anthropological ideas of corporate volunteering research. 

In corporate volunteering research egoistic and altruistic orientations to 
volunteering are often presented as phenomena that can be distinguished from 
each other, as if our morally relevant intentions were clear-cut. Ricœurian 
anthropology, in turn, underscores the complexity of phenomena pertaining 
to morality and our assessment of them. Complexity arises from entanglement 
of active and passive. Complexity becomes particularly visible in the 
assessment of wrongdoings. In The Course, Ricœur gives an example of 
agency’s active-passive paradox, inspired by his reading of Sophocles’ tragedy 
Oedipus at Colonus. Ricœur points out that even if Oedipus had acted in the 
past in a way that caused suffering to others, he still experienced that his bad 
deeds were inflicted on him. They were suffered, not acted. Although Oedipus 
had committed the crimes of incest and patricide, he nevertheless lamented 
that he had suffered his acts and had not willingly committed them.481  

At the level of human experience, the distinction of committed evil and 
inflicted evil is not always relevant.482 Similarly, at the level of human 
experience, self-interest and altruism may not be so easy to distinguish. Thus, 
when the motives of corporate volunteers are studied with social scientific 
empirical methods, what is actually studied is the interpretations, narratives 
of volunteers’ experiences.  

 
477 Ricœur 2009a.  
478 Ricœur 1969, 103–109 
479 Ricœur 1969, 160–176.  
480 Ricœur 2009b, 501–506. The paradoxical activity and passivity of human action is a theme that 

Ricœur developed already in the first part of his series on philosophy of the will, Freedom and Nature: 
The Voluntary and the Involuntary (Le volontaire et l’involontaire, published in 1950). The second part, 
Finitude and culpability, led him to ponder the interpretation of symbols and metaphors, and towards 
hermeneutics as a method of understanding human existence.   

481 Ricœur 2004, 121.    
482 Ricœur 2004c, Ricœur analyses the theme in his essay Evil. A Challenge to Theology and 

Philosophy. There he makes the case that at the level of phenomenological analysis, the inflicted evil and 
suffered evil cannot be separated. The victim of a natural disaster may feel that the misfortune is his own 
fault. The perpetrator may feel that his actions were not his own actions, but that the evil fell onto him 
from some external source. 
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Where, then, is the agency in the entanglement of activity and passivity? 
If passivity is such a constitutive part of human existence, are we truly agents? 
Ricœur argues that the focal element of agency is that one can evaluate one’s 
actions in retrospect. Oedipus, for one, incorporates his evil deeds into his life 
narrative.483 The process of evaluation – active interpretation – incorporates 
suffering, involuntary features of behaviour, and human fallibility into human 
agency. Nevertheless, for true evaluation of one’s morality needs conceptual 
means from more recent philosophy, reflexive philosophy which operates with 
the notion of self. I will clarify this later. Perhaps in The Course Ricœur chose 
Greek sources as his interpretative detour to add force to his argument: even 
in the context in which divine interventions are part of the plot, there is human 
agency – even if it is accompanied with human fragility. Moreover, through 
the dialogue with the Greeks Ricœur demonstrates that the roots of self-
recognition are deep: recognition of responsibility has, Ricœur argues, been 
the “anthropological foundation”484 of Western thought on which the more 
refined ideas of agency have built on.   

If the implicit idea of agency in corporate volunteering research echoes 
neoliberal agency, the similar tendency applies to the relational aspects of 
human existence. Ilana Gershon485 suggests in her interpretation of neoliberal 
agency the following: according to the neoliberal idea, agency is enacted in 
relationships, but relationships are not considered to be constitutive of agency. 
From neoliberal perspective relationships are most importantly alliances for 
promoting the aims of market rationality. The agent’s individual reflection on 
how to enter those relationships precedes the relationships: reflexive self is 
primordial to relationships. Similarly, I proposed earlier, that relationality 
plays a role in corporate volunteering research, but the research has mainly 
been interested in the relational effects of volunteering – such as increased 
social skills – instead of exploring what are the relational conditions of 
corporate volunteering. Relational elements are studied as far as they yield a 
connection to potential business benefits.  

At this point it is necessary to make a distinction between the concepts of 
relationality and intersubjectivity. Relationality can be thought of as merely 
something that occurs in intersubjective relationships or as a consequence of 
relationships. This is the level of relationality that most of corporate 
volunteering research operates on. Or, relationality can be understood in a 
more thoroughly ontological sense as something that exists or occurs only in 
the relationships, not in the individuals who take part in those relationships.486 

 
483 Ricœur 2004, 121–124.  
484 fr. “le socle anthropologique”  
485 Gershon 2011, 539–542.  
486 Cooper 2005, 1689–1693. Cooper understands relationality in the sense that relating is 

“continuous work of connecting and disconnecting in a fluctuating network of existential events” (Cooper 
2005, 1689). Thus, relationality extends from interpersonal relations to relations between human beings 
and things, phenomena, events etc.  
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We could say, for instance, that friendship exists only in-between, in the 
interrelation. It is not a trait of the individual human being. Similarly, we could 
say that corporate volunteers and recipients only exist qua volunteers and 
recipients in relation to each other.487  

The anthropology of Ricœur is intersubjective. The same applies to the 
contemporary recognition theory as a whole. Like relationality, the word can 
be used in reference to something that occurs inter subjects. In this study, I 
gave intersubjectivity a more precise meaning: an intersubjective view of 
humanity emphasises that human identity and action are intertwined with 
other people in a fundamental way. In the social sciences, intersubjectivity can 
indeed be taken to refer merely to the phenomenon of sharing experiential 
content among a plurality of subjects.488 However, in contemporary 
philosophical recognition theory an intersubjective view of humanity stresses 
intersubjectivity’s fundamental importance to our understanding of objective 
reality, to the construction of personal identity and agency, and to our 
perception other people qua persons and the following moral obligations of 
individuals and institutions.489 We need others to become ourselves. The quest 
for intersubjective recognition is so central that the analysis of social 
phenomena remains deficient if we ignore intersubjectivity.   

How to make the case for intersubjectivity – especially given that 
paradigms such as neo-classical economics or neo-liberalism build on 
atomistic anthropologies?490 Even though Ricœur’s philosophy is in principle 
open to detours through empirical humanities, the question of 
intersubjectivity is discussed in phenomenological terms. Empirical time and 
the phase of life (infancy vs. maturity) and actual relations between particular 

 
487 Tony Lawson emphasises relational ontology of the economics’ object of study, social reality 

(Lawson 2015, 33–37, 63–64). 
488 Zlatev et al. 2008, 1–2.  
489 Crossley 1996; Honneth 1995.     
490 Ricœur’s argument for intersubjectivity differs from Axel Honneth’s. For Axel Honneth the 

concept of intersubjectivity is to serve as a grounding notion which ultimately justifies the importance 
of mutual recognition for subject’s self-relation and societal developments. In The Struggle for 
Recognition Honneth justifies the fundamental importance of recognition by providing a post-
metaphysical conception of intersubjectivity. He seeks support – not from metaphysics as Hegel – but 
from empirical developmental psychology and refers to the research findings of object relations theory. 
The theory traces the sources of mental disturbances to the occurrences in close relationships, especially 
the relationship of child and primary caregiver. Without a proper recognition from others, during infancy 
in close relationships and later also in other social contexts, a person is unable to develop a healthy self-
relation. Fundamental intersubjectivity that becomes apparent in the study of infants provides Honneth 
with grounds for the importance of mutual recognition (Honneth 1995, 95–107), Later Honneth has 
developed his idea of intersubjectivity. In On reification he brings up again the justification of 
intersubjectivity with arguments of developmental psychology. However, besides this, he also refers to 
Stanly Cavell’s analysis of the conditions of perception. In this way Honneth seeks not only empirical but 
also conceptual justification for the primacy of intersubjectivity. (Varga & Gallagher 2011) 
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individuals (e.g., between infant and caregiver) are postponed from the 
inspection. In Ricœur’s phenomenological-hermeneutical philosophy the 
question of intersubjectivity takes the form of the question on the relation 
between identity and alterity, myself and another, Same and Other. 491 Ricœur 
summarises intersubjectivity in Oneself as another: “[T]he selfhood of oneself 
implies otherness to such an intimate degree that one cannot be thought of 
without the other.”492 Intersubjectivity is constitutive.  

Ricœur connects the discussion on intersubjectivity to the question of 
whether mutuality and reciprocity in relations is possible: are we able to 
understand each other, and if yes, to what extent? How are the others 
constitutive of me – or am I constitutive of the others? Self-recognition is 
intersubjective, in the sense that alterity affects the self. However, mutual 
recognition is reciprocal: recognition touches both parties. Ricœur calls 
reciprocity “existential simultaneity”493. The challenge for reciprocity is what 
Ricœur calls the original dissymmetry of myself and the other. Ricœur’s 
answer to the dissymmetry unfolds through a discussion with two 
phenomenologists, Edmund Husserl and Emmanuel Lévinas.494 Ricœur 
positions himself in the middle, as is characteristic of him.  

For Husserl the question of intersubjectivity is a question of perception. 
The method of phenomenological reduction renders clear that all forms of 
reality can only be experienced from the position of pure subjectivity. Thus, 
the constituting activity of ego is fundamental. This view evokes a troubling 
question: how can we be sure that there is a “real” world outside our own 
subjective experience? Furthermore, what are we to think about the existence 
of other egos: do they exist in their own right or only as constituted in my 
experience?495 Husserl’s answer is that the other is constituted for my ego as a 
person like me, as someone who is a similar ego as me. I perceive that the body 
of the other is similar as my body.496  

 
491 Ricœur 2004, 360-362.  
492 Ricœur 1992, 3.  
493 “la simultanéité existentielle”, Ricœur 2004, 227.   
494 Similar but lengthier reflection on self and otherness and of Ricœur’s own position between 

Husserl and Levinas can be found in Oneself as Another.  Ricœur 1992, 329–341.  
495 Beyer 2020.   
496 There is an analogy between me and you which is grasped through apperception. Apperception 

means making sense of an idea, in this case an idea of another ego, by assimilating it to the ideas one 
already possesses, in this case to the idea of myself as an ego. There are three processes that facilitate 
apperception. First of them is the experience of pairing (Paarung) which may occur for instance in sexual 
relationships, friendship or exchange of ideas. Ricœur describes this as an “existential inflation” of the 
logical origin of Paarung, i.e., the placing as a pair. Secondly, apperception is facilitated by the perception 
that some stimuli evoke similar expressions, postures and gestures in me as in another person. Thirdly, 
imagination provides a pathway to apperception of the other. I can through imagination grasp the 
perspective of the other (Ricœur 2004, 228-230).  
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According to Ricœur Husserl reduces the true otherness of the other to the 
ego. In whichever way the other is grasped through the analogising 
understanding the point of reference is always ego. The problem of Husserl’s 
conception for Ricœur is that it does not take the otherness of the other 
seriously enough. He ignores the original dissymmetry, the incomparability of 
me and you. Ricœur holds that there must be another direction of grasping the 
dissymmetry. Not only is the direction from me as subject towards another but 
also from the other towards myself. In search of this other direction, he turns 
to Emmanuel Lévinas’s philosophy.497        

If intersubjectivity is an issue of perception for Husserl, for Lévinas it is an 
issue of ethics, of fundamental responsibility for others. According to Lévinas, 
a subject is enclosed in themself until they are exposed to the face of the Other. 
The encounter with the other rends the subject from its self-sufficiency. The 
face of the other cannot be grasped through perception; it presents itself as an 
epiphany. The relation of same and other can never be grasped in its totality. 
The relation is infinite, something which Husserl, according to Lévinas’s 
critique, in his reflection on the analogising understanding of otherness failed 
to recognise. Ontology is fundamentally erroneous as it reduces Other to the 
Same. What happens in the encounter of self and the Other is that the Other 
calls the self to be responsible. For Lévinas, the origin of moral demands is not 
law or any third party: it is always the Other that presents us with the true 
demand for responsibility. The self is nothing without the call for 
responsibility from the Other.498   

Lévinas certainly does emphasise otherness. Lévinas stresses the 
otherness in such a way that, according to Ricœur, he loses the possibility of 
reflexive selfhood (ipse).499 The intersubjectivity of Lévinas is irreconcilable 
with Ricœur’s larger view of the philosophical basis of human existence. For 
Ricœur subject’s capacity to recognise oneself as responsible (self-imputation) 
is important. In contrast, Lévinas thinks that we are called to responsibility 
only by the infinite Other, the requirements of moral responsibility come from 
outside of the self. Ricœur thinks that if we do not hold a place for a subject’s 
internal ethical reflection, we are not able to distinguish which demands for 
responsibility are legitimate, and which arise from maliciousness, or the 
human fragility and fallibility of the other.500 For Ricœur, intersubjectivity has 
to be grounded in the full acceptation of the co-existence of the inestimable 

 
497 Ricœur 1992, 340. Ricœur 2004, 228.  
498 Ricœur 1992, 335-341. Ricœur 2004, 232-237.  
499 By selfhood (ipse) Ricœur refers to reflexive side of identity. There is something that remains 

same throughout the life course, the “I”, or idem, but self, ipse, is constructed and reconstructed. 
Narrative identity is the function which places the two poles of identity to dialogue and configures a 
narrative unity out of the pluralism of human existence. Ricoeur 1990, 167–180. 

500 Ricœur 1990, 387–392; Ricœur 2004, 232–238.  
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value of the other and the inescapable fallibility of the self, who is always 
conflicted with completing values.501 

The focal point for approaching mutual recognition is that Ricœur sees 
Husserl’s and Lévinas’s viewpoints a being dialectically complementary. 502 
Husserl reduces the other to the self, which in itself is not acceptable. Lévinas 
reduces self to the other, so that the kind of subjectivity that Ricœur defends 
risks vanishing. If taken together, Husserl’s intersubjectivity allows us to 
understand how we are able to make sense of our perceptions and 
communicate them to others. Lévinas’s intersubjectivity allows us to 
understand the inescapable ethical imperative that the existence of other-
than-self posits. The dissymmetry of self and other – the troubling question of 
recognition theory – still prevails and cannot be resolved conclusively. 
Ricœur’s study on mutual recognition shows that sometimes the dissymmetry 
of self and other than self can be transcended, though perhaps only in fleeing 
moments.    

I have now introduced two anthropological themes that are central to 
Ricœur’s philosophy but are absent from corporate volunteering research. 
Enriching the current thin anthropology of corporate volunteering with more 
nuanced notions of the paradoxes and tensions of human existence may lead 
to more diverse research settings in which data sets would include data from 
all participants of corporate volunteering. The research questions might 
become more diverse and extend from motives and business-related benefits 
to more nuanced approaches.   

As the reflection above points out, even if the details of the definition of 
intersubjectivity vary, intersubjectivist anthropologies are difficult to reconcile 
with the neoclassical homo economicus ideal. It certainly threatens the 
otherness of the other, if all group-oriented projects are reduced to a means of 
gaining personal utility. Thus, as soon as the atomistic homo economicus 
transforms from a methodological abstraction to an orientation towards 
others or oneself, it becomes unintelligible from the perspective of Ricœur’s 
intersubjective anthropology.503 

Corporate volunteering research does not yet deal with intersubjectivity as 
a level of analysis. It is a serious shortcoming, since in corporate volunteering 
the identities of the participants are at stake. It is relevant to ponder how the 
intersubjective encounters shape the experiences of volunteers and recipients. 
In light of Ricœur’s idea of self-recognition it would be misleading to analyse 
such activity without taking the intersubjective into account. It may well be 

 
501 Sohn 2014, 65–68. 
502 More detailed version of Ricœur’s discussion on intersubjectivity with Husserl and Lévinas in 

The Course can be found in One-self as another. Ricœur 1990, 380–393. Thorough analysis of Ricœur’s 
and Lévinas’s approaches on recognition in Sohn 2014.  

503 If we think homo economicus and rational choice theory as methodological tools with their own 
limited field of application, they might be compatible with Ricœurian idea of using detours through other 
methodological approaches as part of philosophical thinking.  
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true that in some cases, corporate volunteering does not reach the level of 
actual mutuality504, or positive reciprocity. Interaction may be one-sided, or 
the parties may talk past each other. Still, even though actual mutuality would 
be absent from the practice of corporate volunteering, corporate volunteering 
should be analysed as an intersubjective activity. For instance, it is incomplete 
to talk about the social impact of corporate volunteering in isolation to what 
occurs in the interaction between volunteers and recipients. To fully theorise 
corporate volunteering would need data that would allow us to grasp the 
relational elements of the practice. My case study serves this purpose. 

In a similar vein, I have pointed out that the agency of volunteers is 
analysed in a thin manner, and the agency of recipients is largely ignored. 
Incorporating the Ricœurian idea of the entanglement of passivity and activity 
in the heart of agency would open the door to more complex – and probably 
more authentic – narratives on corporate volunteering. As Samuel and 
colleagues505 point out, the narrative of corporate volunteering being a win-
win-case for companies and NGOs506 has obscured the notion that under some 
conditions corporate volunteering may evoke negative reactions and work 
against its explicated targets. If this is not acknowledged it is difficult to 
proceed to an analysis regarding the conditions of ethical corporate 
volunteering. If the research approaches would be more diverse, the 
expectations of companies for corporate volunteering would be more nuanced 
and realistic. For its part, my study diversifies the research field of corporate 
volunteering and brings new nuances to it.  

In the Chapter 3 I have now explored the conceptual prerequisites for 
conducting an ethical analysis of corporate volunteering with particular 
attentiveness to the relationality of the practice. I suggested that there are two 
aspects that need clarification and elaboration in terms of conceptual 
prerequisites. First, we need a conceptual apparatus that allows us to describe 
the relational events and experiences in corporate volunteering and in 
particular grasp the moral normativity of those relational events and 
experiences. For this purpose, I argue that contemporary recognition theory is 
particularly well-suited. Second, to specify the meaning of relationality I 
argued that the implicit idea of a human being embedded in corporate 
volunteering research has to be studied. I argued that the current thin 
anthropology exhibited in corporate volunteering research has to be modified 
by incorporating the aspects of agency and intersubjectivity. With this 
philosophical-anthropological clarification, we would be able to state not only 
that relations are ubiquitous and important, but also that relationality is 

 
504 Here I use mutuality in the sense that Ricœur later discusses in the context of mutual 

recognition: reciprocal activity in which the identities or certain features of the identities are 
acknowledged and recognized in a way that the parties find meaningful. Cf. chapter 5.  

505 Samuel et al. 2016.  
506 E.g., Bartsch 2012.  
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paramount to existing as a human being. Without considering relationality 
thoroughly, ethical analysis of corporate volunteering falls short.  
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4 SELF-RECOGNITION AND SUSTAINABLE 
PRAXIS OF CORPORATE 
VOLUNTEERING  

4.1 THE FIGURE OF CAPABLE HUMAN BEING  

In the previous chapters I have contextualised corporate volunteering within 
the landscape of corporate social responsibility practice and theory, and 
clarified the conceptual prerequisites of analysing the ethical questions of 
corporate volunteering with a particular sensitivity to relationality. In this 
fourth chapter along with chapters 5 and 6 I present the ethical analysis 
proper, and comment on my third and fourth research questions. I will 
construct the conceptual apparatus from the Ricœurian form of contemporary 
recognition theory, and explore which elements, events and experiences of 
corporate volunteering surface as we begin to look more closely at the 
relationships of recognition within it. This analysis allowed me to clarify the 
ethical principles that arise from the recognition-theoretical perspective to 
corporate volunteering, and translate them into ethical analysis tools for the 
evaluation of corporate volunteering.  

It may be counter-intuitive for readers that I am now turning into the 
questions of self-recognition, as I have devoted so much time and energy to 
emphasising the relationality of corporate volunteering. What does it mean to 
recognise oneself? Is there a difference between knowing something of oneself 
and recognising oneself? These questions Ricœur addresses in The Course 
before moving to mutual recognition between subjects. Self-recognition 
touches upon the issue of identity: what gets recognised in the act of self-
recognition? However, building on Ricœur’s intersubjective philosophical 
anthropology, it becomes apparent that self-recognition is also a relational 
concept. It is impossible to become oneself were there not encounters with the 
others.   

In this chapter I will present in more detail Ricœur’s idea of the capable 
human being and the particular epistemic stance of self-recognition, which 
make it stand out from cognition. Then I will proceed to the analysis of the 
case study with the help of the conceptual means of Ricœur’s conception of 
self-recognition: what might self-recognition in corporate volunteering be? As 
self-recognition understood as the attestation of capabilities turns out to be 
the focal normative aim, I will conclude the chapter with a reflection on 
capability-centred approaches in the ethical analysis of corporate 
responsibility practices.      

Ricœur sees agency as a unifying strand of Western thought, but there is 
considerable discontinuity between the Ancients and the Moderns. 507 The 

 
507 Ricœur 2004, 215–216. 
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philosophy of Antiquity did not yet operate with the concept of self. After 
Descartes’ notion of cogito, the subject who can attain certainty about their 
own existence, philosophy entered the era of reflexive philosophy. The idea of 
selfhood emerged in the conceptual repertoire of philosophy; the idea of a 
subject who his able to think about their own thinking. Ricœur distinguishes 
two distinct philosophical approaches regarding the certainty that the self may 
over of its own selfhood. In the tradition of cogito, running from Descartes to 
Fichte and Kant, also to Husserl, the self is considered to be a transparent, 
primary source of truth.508 In contrast, another tradition, that of “shattered 
cogito”509, represented by Nietzsche, states that ego is an illusionary construct, 
and thus it should be dissolved.510  

How reliable is one’s self-image? Ricœur seeks for a solution from between 
the different traditions of cogito. He agrees with the critique of the absolute 
certainty of Cartesian tradition, but nevertheless maintains that there must be 
some certainty about selfhood instead of mere dissolution of the ego. However, 
the certainty about selfhood is qualitatively different than the certainty of 
theoretical knowledge. Ricœur refers to this alternative form of certainty with 
the concept of attestation. Attestation is a particular epistemological 
orientation to selfhood. As a mode of knowing, it differs from the certainty of 
theoretical knowledge. It is more akin to credo, confession of faith, but not in 
the sense of static dogma but of trust. Analogously to credo, attestation is 
susceptible to doubt.511 It is a fragile “assurance of being oneself acting and 
suffering”512. Attestation means believing that despite one’s human limitations 
one has capacities. Even so, throughout The Course of life, the trust in one’s 
capacities may oscillate. Reflection on the capacities, Ricœur thinks, is the way 
to continue the philosophy of action initiated by the Greeks, Aristotle 
especially, and make it intelligible for the philosophy of the self.513  

How are capacities and attestation then connected to exploration of 
recognition? Ricœur points to his lexicographic inquiry: one of the 
significations of recognition is to take something as true, to which are 
connected significations such as admit, confess, approve and so forth. Thus, 
there is a close semantic connection of attestation and recognition. In self-
recognition, recognition of oneself as a capable human being, these two 
notions intersect. Ricœur coins the two notions and talks about recognition-
attestation: to recognise oneself as a capable person and the possessor of 
capacities is essentially to attest to the belief that “I can”.514 Self-recognition is 
then something other than mere knowledge regarding oneself. Even if one 

 
508 Ricœur 1990, 15–22.  
509 Fr.“le cogito brisé” (Ricœur 1990, 22) 
510 Ricœur 1990, 22–27.  
511 Ricœur 1990, 32–35; Ricœur 2004, 140–141.  
512 “l’assurance d’être soi-même agissant et souffrant” (Ricœur 1990, 35)  
513 Ricœur 2004, 138–139.  
514 Ricœur 2004, 137–143. 
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would know of one’s bodily functions down to the smallest detail – perhaps 
with the help of, say, world’s most advanced sports watch – that would not 
amount to self-recognition. 

Ricœur thinks that subjectivity cannot be directly known. It has to be 
interpreted. As a consequence, Ricœur characterises his approach as 
hermeneutic of the self.515 It has three focal components. First, as mentioned, 
there are capacities which are attested in the declaration of “I can” (fr. je peux). 
Then there is the need for interpretative detours to understand oneself better. 
One acquires self-understanding by seeing one’s subjectivity in new light 
provided by pieces of literature, for instance. Finally, these two are 
accompanied with the dialectic of the identity and alterity, self and other, 
which I have already described in more detail in the discussion on 
intersubjectivity.516 From these components arises the limited amount of 
certainty that Ricœur is willing to assign to ego. These components are 
elements of self-recognition, of fragile yet valuable understanding on who one 
truly is.     

What is l’homme capable like? In The Course Ricœur emphasises 
universality. The phenomenology517 of capable human being is intended to lay 
out what is common to all human being’s identity. There are four features in 
the phenomenology of capable human being which I will briefly sketch out. 
The first one, the fundamental one, is the capacity to speak (fr. pouvoir dire). 
Capacity to speak is even more fundamental than capacity to do things. This 
reflects the primacy of language in Ricœur’s philosophy. Capacity to speak is 
firmly connected to the idea of doing things with words, which is retrieved 
from the philosophy of ordinary language. Speech is not just a pursuit of 
referring, but of acting. Ricœur reminds us of the situational and 
intersubjective nature of language, expressed by personal pronouns and other 
indicators (here, now etc.). The pronoun “I” doesn’t have an exclusive 
reference such as proper names do (I am the only Anna Martta Seppänen) but 
it refers reflexively back to a situation of interlocution whereby I address you 
as I speak. Though the personal pronoun “I” doesn’t have a fixed reference, it 
can be anchored in the living utterance of language to mean me as the person 
I am in this historical situation. Nevertheless, in all situations of interlocution 
in which the self-designation is produced, intersubjectivity is always present: 
my speech is always addressed to the other.518   

 
515 The difference of recognition-attestation and the Greek thematisation of action is twofold. 

Firstly, in contemporary philosophy the amplitude and variety of capacities are wider. Secondly, the 
approach to the acting subject is indirect (Ricœur 2004, 137–143). 

516 Ricœur 2004, 141–142.  
517 Ricœur operates on the phenomenological level of analysis, so he conducts phenomenological 

reduction: empirical considerations are postponed for later analysis to get the deepest possible 
understanding of the issue at hand (Fiasse 2008, 9–11). This means that the figure of capable human 
being is not an empirical description of humanity but a philosophical anthropological conception.  

518 Ricœur 2004, 143–146. 
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The second element in the phenomenology of the capable human being is 
capacity to act. It entails the ability to assign action to oneself. Ricœur uses the 
wording to own (fr. possèder) one’s action. He makes a distinction between 
the causation of events and causation of action. Causation of events is a 
regulated series of subsequent instances. Causation of action is original 
because it is regulated by human intention. In intention, the aim of the agent 
and the means to achieve that aim come together. Intentionality of action 
belongs to the realm of phronesis, practical wisdom, because it requires the 
ability to choose appropriate means for different aims. The capacity to act, 
however, is not yet a moral capacity, because it is confined only to beginning 
a series of events. For morality, we would need a way to make sense of the 
fragmentary series of events and assess which actions lead to which 
consequences over time.519 

The third element, capacity to tell a story, adds to the first two elements 
the dimension of temporality and the ability to configure a unity from 
fragmentary, heterogenous events and instances. The reflexive form, the 
capacity to tell a story of oneself (fr. se raconter) points to narrative identity, 
which holds an important place in the transition from the capacity to act 
towards the capacity to assess one’s actions in moral terms. In its full length, 
Ricœur’s theory of narrative identity can be read in Oneself as another. There 
he develops his ideas as a response to the perplexing notion that, on one hand, 
there is some unity or sameness in our identity that persists over time, but on 
the other hand, our aspirations, values and priorities change, sometimes even 
drastically. In the heart of the selfhood inhabits a paradoxical tension of 
remaining the same and changing over time. From this tension emerges the 
focal question of Oneself as Another: what constitutes the unified 
phenomenon that is called identity? How does the selfhood persist over time?  

Ricœur handles this duality by splitting identity into two parts. They are 
separate but dialogical and intertwined. With the Latin word idem he refers to 
the lasting feature of identity, sameness. A Ricœurian analogy of sameness is 
a tool, say a drill, each component of which has been changed over the years. 
One would still say that it is the same drill: the lasting structure is more 
important identifying feature than the individual parts. This applies also to 
personal identity. Most often we are able to recognise someone who we knew 
long ago even if we meet them after a long separation. There is dissemblance, 
divergence and difference that time brings about. They threaten resemblance 
but do not dissolve it.520 Ricœur discusses a similar thematic of identification 
in the first part of The Course.  

Nevertheless, Ricœur also wants to reject all essentialist notions of 
subjectivity. In many ways, humans are not like drills: we have the capacity of 
self-reflection, of speech, of engaging in moral action. We are more than our 
lasting structure. Thus, the other component is identity in the sense of self, 

 
519 Ricœur 2004, 146–150.  
520 Ricœur 1990, 140–143.  
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ipse in Latin. As idem is defined as the sameness that persists, it does not yet 
allow a distinction to be made and to answer the important question of ‘Who 
am I?’, or more specifically, ‘How am I particularly in relation to all others?’. 
Selfhood in the sense of ipse, in turn, is dynamic and reflexive. Idem describes 
persistence over time, but it revolves around numerical identity, such as the 
persistence of the lasting structure of a drill or with us humans, the lasting 
structure brough about by a genetic ancestry. With ipse Ricœur expresses his 
conviction that there is another element of personal identity that also persists 
over time, that is not bound by numerical identity, but is open to change. This 
side of identity is implied in the everyday usage of the expression “keeping 
one’s word”: we know that promises may be broken, because the 
circumstances change, the values and attachments of the maker of the promise 
change. The existence of ipse is implied in the idea of promising: it is precisely 
the idea that promises can be betrayed that gives promises their particular 
meaning. Ipse, as if, has the capacity to diverge from idem, but in the speech-
act of promise a subject gives her word that she will not use that possibility.521 

Thus, personal identity is composed of distinct dialogical elements. Here, 
again is Ricœurian anthropology of tensions in play. What collects 
manifoldness of identity together is called narrative identity. It operates as a 
mediator between same and self, idem and ipse. Narrative identity is 
analogous to the literary structure of emplotment. In some ways, our life 
follows our intentions and plans, and advances in a linear manner. This is 
called concordance. At same time we face involuntary aspects, circumstances 
and disruptions, accidents, which makes the life proceed in an unexpected 
manner. This is called discordance. Narrative identity creates a unity of these 
reverse realities of life and allows them to fit into the same plot. This is called 
configuration. Narrative identity gives meaning to the individual events as a 
part of the life story, “a narrative unity of life” (fr. L’unité narrative d’une vie). 
It creates a fragile unity of idem and ipse.522  

In forming one’s own identity, it is not only idem and ipse which are in 
dialectical relationship. For the topic of The Course another dialectic is as 
focal, the dialectic of my identity and that of the other. Narrative identity has 
an integral intersubjective feature: our identities are entangled. Other people 
direct and facilitate the formation of my identity in encounters and discussions 
in ways that I can’t fully control. In this sense, our identities are not completely 
our own. This also points out the fragility of identity: the fact that other 
identities may shape my identity opens the door to manipulation. Ricœur puts 
it: “The resources of reconfiguration become also resources of 
manipulation”523. This fragility applies both to personal and collective 
identities.524  

 
521 Ricœur 1990, 143–148.  
522 Ricœur 1990, 167–174. 
523 Ricœur 2004, 157.  
524 Ricœur 2004, 154–157.  
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As narrative identity introduced temporality to the figure of capable 
human being, Ricœur is able to move to the fourth element, imputability. By 
imputability Ricœur refers to the capacity to account for the consequences of 
one’s actions. To impute oneself into one’s wrongdoings entails making 
amends for an injustice that one has caused. The discussion on imputability 
brings us back to the reflection on recognition of responsibility in Greek 
thought. Still, Ricœur highlights the difference of imputability and 
responsibility. Responsibility is broader than imputability. Imputability 
focuses on retribution, but retribution does not consider the suffering of the 
victim in its full depth. In some ways suffering cannot be eradicated with 
retribution. Responsibility is vaster than imputability, and it orients our gaze 
towards the other who is vulnerable, and who, thus, calls us to exercise 
responsibility. Imputability connects to the wrongdoings of the past. 
Responsibility extends to the future, to all our future opportunities to cause 
suffering. However, imputability has an important function in relation to 
responsibility: the scope of our responsibilities is so vast that responsibility 
may well turn into indifference. Responsibility may suffer from inflation. 
Imputability balances this infiniteness and provides a manageable scope for 
our morality. It points out the obligation to repair at least those of our 
wrongdoings which are near to us in time and place.525    

In sum, the four elements, capacity to speak, to act, to tell a story and to 
impute, characterise Ricœur’s phenomenological idea of a capable human 
being. These elements are shared by all human beings. Thus, in contrast to 
One-Self as Another, in The Course Ricœur’s focus is not so much on what 
distinguishes each one’s personal identity from that of others. The focus is 
more on what is common to the identity of all human beings, and that is 
identity in the sense of recognising oneself as a capable human being.526  

 

4.2 CAPABLE HUMAN BEING AS THE NORMATIVE 
CRITERION FOR VIRTUOUS CORPORATE 
VOLUNTEERING  

Ricœur’s discussion on self-recognition is crucial to the ethical claims made in 
The Course.527 Thus, it is also focal to my task of applying Ricœur’s conception 
of recognition as a basis for ethical analysis of corporate volunteering. I will 
next clarify how the phenomenological figure of capable human being turns 
into a normative yardstick as Ricœur turns from individual to collective 
capacities. He writes: “In this broader sense, the capacities in question are no 
longer only attested by individuals but claimed by communities and subject to 

 
525 Ricœur 2004, 162–163.  
526 Laitinen 2011, 44–45.  
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public appreciation and approval”528 The discussion on collective capabilities 
and social practices bridges the transition from self-recognition to mutual 
recognition and takes the reflection on recognition from the 
phenomenological sphere to a properly ethical context. 

Identities and capacities do have collective manifestations, Ricœur thinks. 
For collective identities the symbolic representations and their intimate 
relation to social practices are important. Symbolic representations contribute 
to the formation of social bonds: they capture symbolically the collective 
identities that configure social bonds. In The Course Ricœur’s reflection on the 
relation of individual and collective identities and their symbolic mediations 
is rather brief and not immensely relevant. Thus, I will not discuss collective 
identities in more detail here. Moreover, collective identities are not central to 
Ricœur’s Course. Ricœur’s moral philosophy, as Andreea Ritivoi puts it, 
“encourages us to conceptualise social and political interactions with an 
interest in the agents, beyond their group affiliations.”529 By thinking 
recognition on the level of “agents themselves” Ricœur differs from other 
philosophers of recognition, like Nancy Fraser and Axel Honneth, to whom 
recognition is about the struggle of different social groups to gain social 
esteem.530 

For Ricœur the most important approach to collective, social capacities is 
derived from economist Amartya Sen and his conceptualisation of 
capabilities. In French there actually is no direct equivalent of Amartya Sen’s 
concept of capability.531 Despite this deficit Ricœur seeks to make a similar 
distinction as Amartya Sen by writing of “capacités et capabilités”532, though 
the latter is not in the strictest sense a French word. Capacity refers to 
individual abilities – those that are conceptualised in the phenomenology of a 
capable human – and capabilities of the it being possible to use the individual 
capacities in social circumstances. I will follow, when possible, this conceptual 
distinction.          

Following Sen, Ricœur argues that if questions of social justice are 
approached merely as questions of the distribution of material goods, we omit 
important aspects of human life. In addition to distribution, for human beings 
it is deeply meaningful to pursue important aims in life, and decide what 
constitutes an important aim. Sen analyses individual from a twofold 
perspective, firstly from the perspective of action, including such angles as 
values, aims and motivations. Here Sen diverges from the homo economicus 
anthropology: he includes moral sentiments in the group of potential motives 

 
528 “Dans cette acception èlargie, les capacités en question ne sont plus seulement attestées par les 

individus mais revendiquées par des collectivités et soumises à l’appréciation et à l’approbation 
publiques” (Ricœur 2004, 199) 

529 Ritivoi 2010, 131-133.  
530 Ricœur 2004, 205-208.  
531 Dubois & Rousseau 2008, 422. 
532 Ricœur 2004, 208. 
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for economic behaviour, not just narrow self-interest and financial utility. 
Secondly, alongside action, humans are to be analysed as subjects who pursue 
well-being. These two perspectives, Sen points out, do not always overlap. 
Action is not mandated always and entirely by the willingness to increase one’s 
own well-being. The incentives of action are more diverse. For instance, one 
may give up a well-paid career in order to be able to spend time with a dying 
relative even if the choice reduces one’s material well-being. Sen uses the 
concept of agency to refer to such choices that do not promote straightforward 
well-being but are nevertheless expressions of one’s values and life-goals. 
Ricœur hails Sen’s work as a reintroduction of ethical considerations to the 
theory of economics.533  

For Ricœur, Sen’s originality lies focally in his approach to individual 
liberty, and in the way of coining it with collective responsibility. Sen does not 
treat liberty only in the sense of negative liberty, that is, as the absence of 
violations from others. Liberty for Sen is also and most importantly positive 
liberty, liberty to achieve freely chosen important aims.534 Thus, the idea of 
liberty becomes coined on one hand, with the choice of how to live one’s life: 
liberty represents all the things that a subject is capable of achieving. On the 
other hand, liberty is coined with the collective responsibility to ensure that 
the liberty materialises. Ricœur deems the most important notion from Sen, 
that human beings have rights to capabilities. This formulation of social 
obligation pinpoints that ethics is tied to judgement of particular situations. 
Right to capabilities is not a moral norm the meaning of which would remain 
the same throughout different situations. Rather, the liberties may only be 
grasped in conjunction with the actual doings of agents.535 The idea fits well 
with Ricœur’s conviction of ethics as belonging to the realm of phronesis.   

The ability to ensure the liberty to achieve important aims in life becomes 
the yardstick with which to evaluate social practices such as different political 
orders. An individual liberty becomes a social responsibility. Social 
responsibility is to posit individual liberty as the focal objective of theory of 
justice. Negative liberty, Ricœur writes, is vain if there are no measures to 
guarantee even a minimal capacity of action. This is confirmed by Sen’s 
analysis of the reasons behind famines in India. He concluded that there is no 

 
533 Ricœur 2004, 209-210. 
534 The original distinction of negative and positive liberty is derived from I. Berlin’s book Four 

Essays on Liberty, originally published in 1968. (Ricœur 2004, 211).  
535 Ricœur 2004, 210–212. Ricœur points out the similarity of Sen’s “evaluation of situations” and 

Charles Taylor’s “strong evaluation”. The latter refers to the evaluation of motives of action in the light 
of qualitative distinctions concerning the worth of options. All desires are not equal in the moral sense. 
Strong evaluation is closely linked to identity; at the same time, moral action is the pursuit of forming 
one’s identity by expressing deep convictions that persist over time. (Laitinen 2008, 17) Ricœur agrees 
with Taylor that self and good are inherently intertwined. Ricœur’s focal criticism to Taylor is that 
deontic aspect (law, obligation, norms etc.) should be integrated into the ethical analysis more closely 
than Taylor does. For the comparison of Taylor and Ricœur cf. Laitinen 2008, 53–57.  
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straightforward causal connection between the extent of food reserves and 
number of famines. Instead, providing a decent income for vulnerable groups 
appeared as the most efficient way to prevent famines. A sufficient income 
facilitates a minimal capacity of action which, in turn, facilitates broadening 
the sphere of capabilities, that is, of doings and beings which may be achieved 
if people so choose. Agency is a concept that is linked to the individual and 
their liberty, but it is inseparable from liberties that are provided by political 
and juridical instances.536   

Thus, Ricœur has been able to sketch out within his trajectory of 
recognition another trajectory, that of agency. Even if there is considerable 
diversification of the theme in the Western philosophy, Ricœur holds that the 
diverse approaches to agency grow from the shared anthropological 
foundation: recognition of responsibility established already in the Antiquity. 
From the anthropological foundation grows the idea of recognition of oneself 
in and through constitutive capacities. Furthermore, same trajectory of action 
leads to the passage from individual capacities to social capabilities. On the 
collective level, Ricœur points out that there is already a considerable 
diversification of different analytical approaches originating from different 
branches of humanities. Nevertheless, the capacity to act, agency, remains the 
unifying theme. Self-recognition is fundamentally about recognising oneself 
by oneself as an agent.537 As a consequence, self-recognition is tied to the 
ethical aim of living a good life: “it is fine and good to be able to act”538,Ricœur 
writes. 

The reference to Sen and introduction of capabilities as a yardstick of 
social justice paves the way for the third study of The Course, concerning the 
enactment of recognition in intersubjective relations. The trajectory of agency 
is characterised by the epistemic mode of recognition-attestation but here the 
reference to Sen alters the epistemic mode. Individual capacities are to be 
attested, but capabilities are to be demanded: Ricœur and Sen would agree 
that we have a right to claim capabilities and incorporate this claim to our idea 
of social justice. Political regimes may be evaluated according to their ability 
to promote capabilities. Along with this epistemic shift from attestation to 
demand emerges a novel theme, that of conflicts. This opens up a new 
conceptual sphere which connects to notions such as plurality, alterity, 
reciprocal action and mutuality. Ricœur then addresses this conceptual sphere 
in the third study on mutual recognition.539   

In comparison with other contemporary accounts of recognition, Ricœur’s 
way of incorporating capability approach to the recognition framework is 
highly original.540 Other theorists of recognition do not discuss self-

 
536 Ricœur 2004, 211–25.  
537 Ricœur 2004, 215–219.  
538 “Il est bel et bon de pouvoir faire” (Ricœur 2004, 219) 
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recognition in as much detail as Ricœur. Purcell541 describes the difference of 
Ricœur in relation to Axel Honneth’s and Nancy Fraser’s accounts of 
recognition by distinguishing first-order and second-order normative claims 
and I will here follow Purcell’s analysis of Ricœur’s originality in relation to 
Honneth and Fraser. Their debate on the role of recognition versus 
redistribution of resources regarding the fulfilment of social justice is one of 
the more important discussions in contemporary recognition theory.542  

As Purcell puts it, Honneth is a normative monist: his view is that all 
normative claims regarding social justice may and should be formulated in 
recognition-related terms. In contrast, Nancy Fraser’s approach to social 
justice divides into two. For her it is important that the more traditional claims 
of distributive justice maintain a value in their own right. Alongside them she 
is also willing to consider the claims about recognition. Fraser’s and Honneth’s 
debate on recognition is located on the first-order normative level. Ricœur 
differs from the previous authors by virtue of his treatment of self-recognition, 
with which he adds a second-order normative level to the discussion on social 
justice in the framework of recognition. Recognition in the sense of mutual 
recognition (chapter 5), is a route towards recognition of oneself as a capable 
human being and the normative claims that follow. Capabilities can be 
understood as the ethical aim, a task to be achieved and a call to seek solutions. 
Thus, capabilities constitute a second-order normative level. On the first-order 
level Ricœur is close to Nancy Fraser, them both being first-order pluralists: 
for Ricœur mutual recognition is not the only means to pursue capabilities but 
also just distribution sustainability could function as routes towards 
capabilities, as Purcell hypothesises. Still, Ricœur also remains original in 
relation to Fraser by emphasising recognition of capabilities as the normative 
aim mutual recognition.543   

Sketching out the multifarious developments of Ricœur’s thought 
throughout his career lies outside of the scope of this study. Nevertheless, I 
want to note in passing, along with Purcell, the originality of some of Ricœur’s 
claims in The Course. There is originality not only in relation to other theorists 
of recognition but also in relation to Ricœur’s own earlier work. Firstly, in 
Oneself as another Ricœur approaches justice with the emphasis on the angle 
of distribution544 whereas in The Course he adds to the discussion on the 
meaning of justice, Sen’s notion of human beings having rights to capabilities. 
This notion is absent from Ricœur’s earlier work.545 Moreover, in Oneself as 
another Ricœur establishes his idea of the ethical aim of life: living a good life 
with and for others in just institutions.546 In The Course, capabilities enter the 
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discussion on the fundamental ethical aim of life. According to Purcell’s 
analysis, in The Course capabilities occupy the place held in Oneself as 
Another by the formulation of good life.  

The alterations regarding the nature of justice and the ethical aim of life, 
in Purcell’s view, mark a clear shift in Ricœur’s thought.547  I am not convinced, 
though, that there would be such a clear discontinuity as Purcell proposes: 
could it not be so that the discussion on capabilities, building on the work of 
Amartya Sen, rather works as a clarification or complementary specification 
of what pursuing the aim of living a good life with others in just institutions 
means in factual societal contexts? In contrast to Purcell, Greisch548 is willing 
to see more continuity than discontinuity between the ethical approaches of 
Oneself as Another and The Course.  

I have now described the focal elements of Ricœur’s conception of self-
recognition. On the phenomenological level, the object of self-recognition is 
oneself as a capable human being. Ricœur’s anthropological conception on the 
phenomenological level is characterised by capacities of speech, action, self-
narration and imputability. In the transition from the phenomenological level 
to factual social contexts individual capacities take the form of capabilities, 
which in turn, posits a challenge to political regimes and societal institutions 
to ensure capabilities. In this transition between the levels of analysis self-
recognition of one’s capacities turns into self-recognition of oneself as 
someone who has an inalienable right to claim capabilities. This claim 
functions as a joint between self-recognition and mutual recognition.  

Building on this conceptualisation of self-recognition, I suggest that the 
ideal of the capable human being may be used as a normative criterion in the 
ethical analysis of corporate volunteering. This would mean that one 
important approach to assessing the ethical status of a given form of corporate 
volunteering according to its ability to promote self-recognition as a capable 
human being and the capabilities of the involved agents, corporate volunteers 
and recipients alike. Following Purcell’s words, this would constitute the 
second-order level of normative analysis of corporate volunteering. 
Analogously, the first-order level would be mutual recognition in its various 
forms which I discuss in chapter 5. Importantly, increased self-recognition 
should not only be considered as a normative criterion in the academic 
exercise of assessing the ethical status of corporate volunteering. In addition, 
increased self-recognition could also be considered as one of the guiding 
normative aims in the practice of corporate volunteering. I used the case study 
to establish whether the norm of increasing the recognition of oneself as a 
capable human being is adequate in the context of corporate volunteering.  
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4.3 INTERPRETING THE CASE STUDY: AIMING AT 
FINANCIAL CAPABILITY AND BEYOND 

Thinking about my research task of developing ethical analysis tools for the 
assessment of corporate volunteering, the focal question is whether increased 
self-recognition can be used as a normative criterion in the ethical evaluation 
of corporate volunteering practices? Is it irrelevant to corporate volunteering, 
or perhaps ideally relevant but in practice unrealistic? In alignment with the 
ethical-empirical scheme of Schleidgen and colleagues549, the empirical case 
study allowed us to explore what practice rules originating from recognition 
theory are adequate to the practice of corporate volunteering. In this 
subchapter I seek to shed light on these questions by scrutinising The Project. 
Before that it is important to clarify some of the core concepts of the capability 
approach; namely, Ricœur refers to the capability approach quite briefly 
– probably assuming that his readers are familiar with the approach. 
Therefore, he does not bring up the whole conceptual apparatus provided by 
capability approach. Nevertheless, the apparatus proved to be quite 
practicable while analysing tangible social practice such as corporate 
volunteering.  

Sen’s work has given rise to a whole theoretical framework, the capability 
approach. However, the framework is considered to be an approach rather 
than a clear-cut theory. Alongside Sen, another key figure in the capability 
approach is Martha Nussbaum, but their conceptions on capabilities differ to 
some extent. They disagree, for instance, about whether is possible to 
enumerate the capabilities that would be constitutive for a dignified human 
life. Nussbaum has provided a list of ten central human capabilities whereas 
Sen rejects such an approach and is reluctant to accept any list of capabilities 
which has been formed without general social discussion or public reasoning. 
This is only one example of differences in the variety of thought under the 
umbrella of capability approach. Despite the differences there is a common 
core for different viewpoints within capability approach. It is an approach 
which addresses the moral status of social arrangements by underlining 
individual differences between people and by putting an emphasis on 
individual freedom to achieve those ends in life that one deems to be valuable. 
Thus, capability approach maintains a critical distance to utilitarianism, which 
– according to the shared criticism of capability approach – tends to increase 
inequalities in societies by focusing on relative utility rather than distribution 
of wealth and inequalities in well-being. The approach also holds a critical 
position regarding John Rawls’ theory of justice, and Rawls’ emphasis on 
primary goods as equal means to attain a state of well-being. Proponents of 
the capability approach put the focus on the outcomes of well-being rather 
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than on the means because of individual differences regarding the ability to 
turn means into actual well-being.550  

The key normative applications of the capability approach are to assess 
individual well-being, to evaluate social practices and arrangements and to 
design policies for social change. The focal concepts for such normative 
exercises are capabilities and functionings. Capabilities are those doings and 
beings that an individual has a substantive opportunityy to achieve should the 
individual freely choose so. Functionings, in turn, are achieved capabilities. 
For instance, one may have a theoretical right to vote, but if the closest voting 
station is 200km away and the means of transport lacking, participating in 
public will-formation by voting is not a true capability. What Rawls fails to 
thoroughly consider, according to the criticism of capability approach, are the 
individual differences in being able to transform resources into functionings. 
For instance, a person with a driving licence and skills to drive a car and a 
person who has not been taught to drive a car have an unequal chance to turn 
a car into an actual opportunity to reach the faraway voting station and vote. 
In the capability approach, these differences are referred to as conversion 
factors. They are those individual, social and material conditions that 
determine how well each one of us can convert means to capabilities and 
functionings. Both tangible, material resources, such as car, money or food, 
and intangible resources such as social capital are relevant for capabilities.551 

The capability approach in its different versions has been widely adopted 
as a framework for the analysis of developmental practices, social policy and 
education552. Recently it has also started to gain momentum as a framework 
with which to define the targets of corporate social responsibility and to assess 
its moral status.553 To my knowledge, the framework has not been used for the 
ethical analysis of corporate volunteering. As I described earlier, much of the 
previous research discusses corporate volunteering in terms of its 
instrumental value to financial utility554 and ignores the ethical responsibility 
and moral agency of the involved recipients and volunteers. Applying the 
capability approach might allow the ethical responsibility to be grasped by 
positing the right to capabilities as the focal ethical principle and thus the key 
normative aim of corporate volunteering projects.  

Turning to the findings from the case study, it seems that in the Project, 
the normative idea of capabilities does not seem to be solely a theoretical idea 
imposed from outside. Something similar to the ideal is embedded in the 
targets of the Project, which are stated in the Project’s pedagogical guide. For 
instance, the aims of “mak[ing] banks seem more approachable” and 
“promot[ing] reflection on one’s own personal way of using money” fit to the 

 
550 Robeyns & Byskov 2021.  
551 Robeyns & Byskov 2021.  
552 Comim et al. 2008; Frediani 2010. 
553 Renouard 2011; Osuji & Obibuaku; González-Canton et al. 2018. 
554 E.g., Houghton et al. 2008; Lysova & Saduikyte 2015: Veleva et al. 2012. 
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scheme of capability approach. They do not concern actual amounts of money 
but the bundle of subjective attitudes, dispositions and abilities that facilitate 
the reasonable use of money.  

What is important to keep in mind is the distinction between capacities 
and capabilities which originates from Ricœur’s conception of self-
recognition, capacities referring to the more general conditions of agency and 
capabilities to capacities in actual social settings. Which is relevant to the 
evaluation of the Project –neither, or both? The focal target of the Project is to 
enhance the financial skills of the participants. Thus, naturally, in the Project 
documents, what could be considered as being something that relates to 
capabilities is often defined in terms of financial skills, stemming from the 
theme of the Project. In Ricœur’s distinction capacities-capabilities skills 
related to the use of money are closer to capabilities. Financial skills are 
context-specific skills and they are not constitutive in a way such as capacities 
of speech, action and so forth. Using money is very much related to being able 
to turn resources into functionings.  

In fact, capability approach has also been applied to the analysis of 
financial skills.555 According to Johnson and Sherraden556, individuals need 
financial capability, which is comprised of the capacity to make sound 
financial decisions based on relevant knowledge and of the social conditions 
that affect the subject’s access to financial institutions and services. By 
cultivating their financial capability, an individual can direct their monetary 
resources to the achievement of important goals and finally to well-being. 
Johnson and Sherraden point out that the more commonly used concept 
financial literacy is insufficient because it ignores the role of financial 
institutions and services.  

The aim of enhancing financial capability was also expressed in the 
interviews with the young adults, not only in the formal targets of the Project:  

 

[P]erhaps I could figure out my future plans with them [volunteers] so 
that perhaps at some stage I could think about buying a car or 
something like that and how I should save for it and what to think 
about it. (a young adult, pre-project interview)557  

 
This quotation epitomises a more general observation from the data. The 
young adults expressed the connection, established in the theoretical construct 
of financial capabilities: there is a wish to be able to make sound financial 
decisions and get support for decision-making, but there is also a wish to affect 
the ability to utilise financial services. In the interview data many of the 
recipients expressed a wish to learn how to save or invest, even though many 

 
555 Dubois & Rousseau 2008; Johnson & Sherraden 2007. 
556 Johnson & Sherraden 2007.  
557 To protect the privacy of the informants I have not stated their gender but referred to all 
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of them remarked that living on income support made saving money 
practically impossible at the moment. Interestingly, in the interviews the 
young adults talked about other things in life by referring to relational aspects, 
for instance how they have been rejected by their peers at school or in other 
social surroundings. Money and finances were discussed without reference to 
other people: nobody said that they would get support from others, or discuss 
the daily finances with others. One of the volunteers observed that “someone 
[a young adult] actually said to me, that she is, that she lives alone, and I was 
like, oh dear, I felt that she is very, very alone”. The loneliness was particularly 
related to financial issues. A possible interpretation is that firstly, money is 
generally something that is considered to be a private topic in Finland, and 
secondly, many of the young adults in the target group experience poverty, 
which does not encourage talking about money with others.  

The fact is that basically all the recipients live on a very small income which 
is most often comprised mainly of several forms of social allowance. The 
scarcity of material resources is targeted in the Project only in an indirect 
manner. Through the Project, banks participate in special youth work the 
target of which, in turn, is to promote the opportunities for young adults to 
find employment, finish comprehensive school if their studying has been 
interrupted, or to find a place of study from the upper secondary level. These 
would also contribute to the financial situation of the young adults as well as 
to social connections and self-esteem. What the Project was able to contribute 
to is financial capability. Building on the idea of financial capabilities by 
Johnson and Serraden, it is possible to conclude that both sides of financial 
capability are targeted in the Project at least to some extent. The explicit aim 
of the project is to promote the financial skills of young adults but also to 
“make banks seem more approachable”. This can be interpreted as an attempt 
to enhance the young adults’ access to financial services by lowering the 
potential barriers for dealing with banks.  

A potential critical question is whether it is respectful of the recipients’ 
factual difficult economic status to try to promote financial capability – or does 
talking about financial skills and institutions sharpen the pain caused by a 
difficult life situation. In discussing children’s financial education, Johnson 
and Sherraden558 raised a similar question: considering that children might be 
too young to exercise their freedom, is it reasonable to think that the capability 
approach applies to them? In their answer they refer to Sen’s idea: in the case 
of children, it is not only the current freedoms that have to be considered but 
also the future freedoms. Similarly, in the Project some aspects of financial 
capability might be linked with future freedoms.  

However, the recipients’ factual situation regarding freedoms and 
resources is significantly different from that of children. Even if the financial 
resources are scarce, they exist. Many of the recipients live independently and 
have to make ends meet. The recipients are adults or will soon come of age and 
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they do have freedoms. Furthermore, looking at the data on young adults 
outside employment and education559, the phase of life with scarce financial 
resources may not last long. In the interviews, several recipients brought up 
that their experience of the current phase of life was as a temporary situation, 
as a transition from difficult times to an easier situation in life. The special 
youth work to which banks through the Project contribute is a form of support 
that strengthens young adults’ options for finding a place in education or 
employment. In the data, the recipients do not express feelings of disrespect 
or ignorance which would result from the juxtapositions of financial skills 
education and scarce financial resources. This is not to say that those feelings 
could not potentially exist, but the following quotations capture the forward-
looking attitude expressed by several recipients:      

 

I think it is rather good that, even if one would be ok now, or I mean, 
like now when being unemployed one is not able to do that much to 
things, like save money or anything, it is still good that they 
[volunteers] came to tell us about things. Like, how you can start 
saving and like they went through mortgages as well… (a young adult, 
post-project interview) 

 
In fact, might it not undermine the agency and sense of hope of the recipients 
if they were to be approached as a group of people to which financial 
capabilities are irrelevant? It is a matter of respectful pedagogy to construct 
financial skills education so that the real life-situations of the recipients are 
respected.  

What I would like to add to Johnson’s and Sherraden’s discussion on 
financial capability is a brief notion of the instrumental nature of money. 
Money is seldomly pursued for the sake of itself, for the sake of having the 
functioning of being wealthy. Money is an instrument to pursue other valuable 
aims, that might be experienced more fundamentally for well-being, such as 
comfortable housing or meaningful hobbies. However, not all individuals are 
able to turn the same amount of money into equal well-being. Some may use 
money impulsively on things that increase momentary pleasure but not long-
term well-being, and some may fail to save while some others can be paid 
interest on their savings. Thus, another way of formulating the instrumental 
role of money for well-being, in the framework of capability approach, is to say 
that financial capability is a relevant conversion factor in relation to many 
other capabilities. Financial capability significantly affects how well an 
individual is able to turn resources into functionings.  

Conversion factors can be divided into personal conversion factors (e.g. 
intelligence, physical condition, reading skills) and social conversion factors 
(public policies, social norms, power relations).560 The Project, according to 
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the official documentation, aims to address both by increasing financial skills 
(personal conversion factor) and lowering the potential threshold between 
banks or other financial institutions and young adults outside education and 
employment (social conversion factors). The data from recipients’ interviews 
provide support for the view that these results may be achieved in corporate 
volunteering. Regarding financial skills, one of the recipients said that “this, 
like, clarified the big picture, because before, I did not know about financial 
issues and such”. The volunteer-employees probably lowered the 
approachability threshold of financial institutions by being seeming authentic: 
“I felt that they [volunteers] wanted to be here” said one of the recipients. A 
volunteer said in the interview that they wanted to tell the young adults that 
“it is really ok to come to a bank just to have a chat or ask for advice, that is 
what we are there for”.  

These observations provide support for the idea that as a part of the larger 
framework of recognition, capability approach provides conceptual resources 
for the normative analysis of corporate volunteering. The idea of corporate 
volunteering as a promotor of conversion factors might be particularly 
applicable to corporate volunteering. Corporate volunteering usually does not 
contribute to well-being by increasing the material resources of the 
beneficiaries. However, specifying my earlier proposal regarding the 
normative assessment of corporate volunteering projects, the extent to which 
the project is able to contribute to the conversion factors might be one of the 
normative yardsticks against which to assess the ethical sustainability of the 
given project.   

The Project has the potential to promote the normative aim of increasing 
capabilities by contributing to financial capability. However, financial agency 
still does not capture all the nuances of agency that surface in the data. Many 
of the recipients described experiences of identity which emphasise that in 
practice being able to attest to the belief “I can” is not self-evident:   

 

I find it very difficult that society uses a hell of a lot of money on me, 
on my health problems and everything. And I only rest. Though, it is 
not my own choice, but . . . and there is this general 
[negative] atmosphere and discourse, for example on dole scroungers. 
It is quite prejudiced . . . I would like to do other things and would like 
to work. (a young adult, pre-project interview) 

 
The quotation depicts that the young adults do not define the desire to become 
a capable human being in terms of financial capabilities but also as a wish to 
contribute to society. The informant’s difficult life situation and the supposed 
general opinion of their social value reduced this young person’s ability to see 
her as a capable human being. The core attitude of this young adult and several 
other informants alike seemed to be that passivity is not ideal.  
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The earlier quotation in which the young adult expressed her wish to 
“figure out my future plans” also illustrates an aspect that kept surfacing in the 
interview data: to several young adults it was not at all clear what constitutes 
a valuable aim in life for them.561 This observation resonates with Ricœur’s 
thought that the capacity of narration and in particular of configuring one’s 
own narrative identity is focal to recognition-attestation. It is important to 
note that the capacity of narration does not only matter to the past and the 
present, but also to the future. The way in which one configures, that is, 
organises distinct events and instances to a plot of one’s life, affects the process 
of refiguration in which the story told affects the future choices and actions. 
From this perspective, if the Project was able to contribute to figuring out what 
the valuable ends in life are, it contributed at the same time also to the capacity 
of self-narration.  

The examples above from the empirical data illustrate that in addition to 
financial capability, the fundament of capabilities, recognition-attestation 
might also be present in corporate volunteering. In the interviews with the 
recipients, they wished to be a capable human being gained meanings that are 
richer and, so to say, even more constitutive of good life, than financial 
capabilities. Thus, contributing to the recognition of oneself by oneself as a 
capable human being might also be considered to be one of the normative 
goods of corporate volunteering. Recognition-attestation is a fundamental 
prerequisite of meaningful agency and good life and correspondingly the 
rupture or absence of recognition-attestation is a potentially paralysing 
condition. While the official material of The Project emphasised the 
formulation of capacities in terms of financial skills, something similar to 
recognition-attestation was referred to in the formal targets of The Project. 
One of the targets expressed in the pedagogical guide of The Project is to 
“strengthen the recipients’ belief in positive prospects and in their abilities to 
get through difficult life situations”. The wording is reminiscent of Ricœur’s 
analysis of a belief-like certitude in one’s capacities. 

Ricœur’s conception of self-recognition adds a more fundamental layer to 
the capability approach by providing the anthropological model of capable 
human being. Moreover, in Ricœur’s work the notion of capabilities is 
embedded in the wider course of recognition and the idea of capabilities as a 
normative aim is extended with the discussion on mutual recognition as a 
pathway towards recognition-attestation.  

 
561 Martha Nussbaum suggests that the ability to reflect on and make choices between life goals can 

also be conceptualised as a capability: the capability of practical reason. The young adults in the target 
group might have lacked the social opportunities to reflect on their choices with the help other people. 
Though not as explicitly mentioned in the formal targets as the enhancement of financial skills, the 
volunteers’ contribution to the reflection on important life choices might help the young adults to 
recognize themselves as capable human beings through the capability of practical reason (Nussbaum 
2011).  
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Cecile Renouard562 is one of the theorists who have applied the capability 
approach to corporate social responsibility. She argues that utilitarianism as 
an approach to corporate responsibility fails because it evaluates subject’s 
assessment of their pleasure or utility but does not take into account that some 
underprivileged people may adjust to their situation even if it is objectively 
miserable. She thinks that in corporate social responsibility, this may lead to 
hearing only the voice of those stakeholder groups that expresses their 
expectations. Those who have less ability to assess their situation or adjust or 
submit to their poor conditions will be ignored. For this reason, Renouard 
thinks, corporate social responsibility should focus on substantive freedoms, 
that is, on capabilities.  

Renouard also discusses the adjustments that are needed to utilise the 
capability approach in the analysis of corporate social responsibility. She 
argues that one of the hazards of the capability approach is that by focusing 
merely on the individual capabilities and freedoms, it presents an overly 
atomistic conception of human existence.563 The capability approach risks not 
conceptualising thoroughly enough that capabilities are created and exist in 
relationships with others and they may be acquired to value and support 
others’ objectives or to commit oneself to group-oriented projects. Without 
specification, the capability approach of corporate social responsibility fails 
because the focus on individual capabilities prevents seeing how stakeholders 
can improve their capabilities by defending their collective rights. She is 
critical of the liberalist viewpoint, which she thinks Sen also represents, that 
individuals first seek to promote their own capabilities and only afterwards 
enter intersubjective relations. Renouard argues that to take into account the 
fundamental importance of collective action, the capability approach of 
corporate social responsibility should integrate relational freedom to the idea 
of truly human life.564  

Renouard introduces the concept of relational capability which she sees 
as a correction which boils down to the anthropological foundation of 
corporate social responsibility. The individualist anthropology should be 
replaced with relational anthropology which gives the foundation for 
theorising relational capability. Renouard suggests that four components of 
relational capability should be considered: to be integrated into networks, to 
commit oneself to a project within a group to serve common good, specific 
attachments such as love and friendship and the ability to value others’ 
objectives.565 This analytical approach prompts the normative question “if and 

 
562 Renouard 2011.  
563 A similar critique to the capability approach has been proposed by Frediani (2010) and Pereira 

(2012).  
564 Renouard 2011, 86–88.   
565 Interestingly, when discussing valuing others’ objectives Renouard refers to Ricœur’s principle 

of overabundance: of giving something without expecting something in return. Thus, Renouard 
introduces the logics of gift to CSR through the concept of relational capability. (Renouard 2011, 90–91)    
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how the measures taken by the company contribute to improving – or not – 
the relational capability of individuals and groups, the quality of social 
relations in the company, and between the company and its stakeholders”566. 

Renouard presents an argument similar to the one I have: the capability 
approach provides a conceptual means for assessing the ethical status of 
corporate social responsibility practices. She advocates building the capability 
approach of corporate social responsibility according to its relational 
grounding. I think that in The Course, Ricœur provides a model for correcting 
the individualistic tendency of the capability approach. Renouard attempts to 
adjust the capability approach by introducing relational capability, but its 
relation to other capabilities remains unclarified. Ricœur integrates analytical 
tools from capability approach to a wider framework of recognition the 
foundational anthropology of which is intersubjective. In the third study of 
The Course he establishes mutual, intersubjective recognition as the focal 
means to achieve self-recognition. Thus, if the criticism to the individualistic 
undertone of the capability approach is to be taken seriously – and I think it 
should be – The Course provides a conceptual means to do that by embedding 
the right to capabilities within the framework of recognition.  

Renouard, along with other theorists567 has established that the normative 
tools of the capability approach can be used in the evaluation of corporate 
social responsibility. In the preceding analysis of the case study, I have 
suggested in similar vein that the capability approach does provide analytical 
tools for the ethical assessment of corporate volunteering. Renouard’s text 
nevertheless brings forward some suspicions. Corporate volunteering is 
sometimes conceptualised as corporate philanthropy which is a contested 
concept in corporate social responsibility research. Harrow568 suggests that 
the mainstream of CSR researchers sees corporate philanthropy as an 
outdated form of CSR. Renouard’s text illustrates these tensions. She brings 
up that the problem with corporate philanthropy is that the companies may 
use it to escape real reflection of their responsibilities to promote the 
(relational) capabilities of stakeholders. This would be the case if, for instance, 
banks were to legitimise – either internally or externally – their lack of other 
responsibility measures by referring to the work they already do in the Project. 
I do not know whether this is the case, and the data in this study shed no light 
on it.   

Moreover, Renouard also contrasts “philanthropy and real contribution”, 
and implies that corporate philanthropy is not a way to promote capabilities 
and functionings. Interestingly she then declares that “some projects are 
creating hope, as they are based on personal and collective 
empowerment…with the goal of preserving and improving the relational 

 
566 Renouard fortifies her claim with empirical case studies on CSR initiatives in developing 

countries (Renouard 2011, 92).  
567 Osuji & Obibuaku; González-Canton et al. 2018. 
568 Harrow 2013, 235.  
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quality between persons and between groups”569. What is implied in this 
contrasting juxtaposition is that corporate philanthropy is not a means 
through which to create hope or empowerment. The empirical data from The 
Project suggest something opposite:  

 

Well, this has, on the whole, helped me to take a breath. Like when we 
were told that even if you were in a spiral of debt, you can pull 
through… (young adult, post-project interview)  

 
Several young adults said in the post-project interview that in addition to 
financial skills, they had gained belief in the future. Furthermore, the data 
from The Project indicate that it might be possible to contribute to the 
“relational quality between persons and between groups” with corporate 
volunteering:  

  

I have never learned this much about encountering others than in this 
voluntary work and because I had to learn to stay silent and perhaps 
to give space and time t the other because I realised that it is what is 
needed in this situation. (volunteer, post-project interview)  

 
Thus, it might be the case that when CSR researchers write critically about 
corporate philanthropy, they have something else in mind, other than “giving 
money and time to help make life better for other people” which Grönlund570 
employs as a basic definition of philanthropy, something loaded with strained 
connotations. Despite the suspicions of Renouard, I would suggest that it is 
not impossible to see corporate volunteering as one of the means within CSR 
to promote capabilities, and thus make life better for other people.  

To conclude this chapter, I would like to point out some discussions within 
the capability approach which are relevant also to corporate volunteering, but 
which remain to be theorised more in future studies. Firstly, Renouard 
advocates in her analysis on relational capability focusing on capabilities 
(potential substantive freedoms) instead of functionings (achieved freedoms) 
in the ethical assessment of CSR. In her view, the focus should be on making 
sure that people have the potential to enter into relationships as they choose, 
not on dictating modes of socialisation and affiliation. Martha Nussbaum has 
promoted a similar view. 571 The debate over capabilities versus functionings 
as the scope of ethical assessment is a topic that divides proponents of the 
capability approach.572 Whether the evaluation and target-setting of corporate 
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volunteering should be based on capabilities or functionings should be studied 
as well.573  

Secondly, another question concerns the responsibilities of different 
institutions for promoting capabilities. For Ricœur, Sen’s most important 
normative finding is the connection between individual capacities and the 
collective responsibility to guarantee such capacities574. Interpreted from this 
perspective, banks, through the Project’s targets, can be seen to have taken 
responsibility for promoting financial capability of young adults. This 
interpretation raises the socio-political question, of whether banks are the 
right institutions to take responsibility for enhancing individual financial 
capabilities, and what the relationship is between this responsibility, adopted 
by businesses, and the responsibilities of public sector institutions. Generally, 
the discussion on responsibility issues and duties to guarantee capabilities is 
not that prevalent within capability approach.575  

In this chapter, I have explored Ricœur’s conceptual scheme of self-
recognition, to which the ideal of the capable human being is focal. The 
normative-empirical dialogue indicated that the normative ideal of 
recognising oneself as a capable human being is indeed an adequate norm also 
in corporate volunteering. In the case study the ideal took two forms. In 
alignment with the targets of The Project, financial capability is a relevant 
normative concept. In addition, there were elements and experiences 
pertaining to capability that transcended the more restrained topic of financial 
capability, and echoed Ricœur’s idea of recognition-attestation. It is justified 
and adequate to expect from corporate volunteering that it promotes the 
certitude, that one is a capable agent who has the capacity to act and to narrate 
one’s life-story. 

 

 
573 konkretisoiva esimerkki 
574 Ricœur 2004, 211. 
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5 DYNAMICS OF MUTUAL RECOGNITION IN 
CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING  

5.1 MUTUAL RECOGNITION: A PATHWAY TOWARDS 
CAPABILITIES   

In this thesis my task is to explore conceptual means to grasp the relational 
elements of corporate volunteering and to construct analytical tools to 
evaluate the ethical sustainability of corporate volunteering programs. In the 
preceding two chapters I have explored the very fundaments of the new 
approach: firstly, the intersubjective anthropology and then, the subject’s self-
relation in the sense of self-recognition. In the exploration, the core normative 
ideal turned out to be recognition-attestation, which in the social settings takes 
the form of legitimate claims for different capabilities. In this chapter, I will 
further widen the conceptual apparatus by incorporating different levels of 
mutual recognition in the analysis. The adequacy of different forms of mutual 
recognition as action-guiding norms will be elaborated by juxtaposing them 
with the empirical case study, as in Chapter 4.  

Only in the third study of The Course Ricœur did enter that semantic field 
of recognition which is customarily discussed by contemporary philosophers 
of recognition, namely, mutual recognition occurring in intersubjective 
relations. Ricœur’s trajectory of recognition gives the topic a distinct framing. 
In The Course the section on mutual recognition provides answers at least to 
two major questions. Firstly, how exactly can the asymmetry, an abyss, 
between self and other, be bridged. The answer to this Ricœur discusses in 
terms of the theory of gift which I will address in Chapter 6. Secondly, how 
may recognition of oneself by oneself as a capable human being be promoted? 
Mutual, intersubjective recognition, turns out to be an important source of the 
enlargement of a subject’s capacities and the enhancement of the belief that “I 
can”. Nevertheless, mutual recognition is not the only pathway to capabilities. 
Ricœur does not specify what the other sources might be but, based on his 
other writings, interpretative detours through the works of art or texts 
probably are other sources of cultivating understanding of oneself as a capable 
human being.576 Regarding the ethical aim of living a good life, a just 
distribution also matters.577 Even if Ricœur did not contribute to the 
environmental sustainability discussions, Brian Treanor has suggested that 
Ricœur’s philosophy is normatively open to the idea that sustainability should 
also be among of the potential routes to a good life.578 

 
576 Ricœur 1990, 191–193.  
577 Ricœur 1990, 233–236. 
578 Treanor 2012. 
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Before advancing to the three forms of mutual recognition it is important 
to note the tension that lays the groundwork for Ricœur’s discussion on mutual 
recognition. The tension arises with the observation that there is a certain 
incongruity at the heart of mutuality. According to Ricœur, an inescapable 
asymmetry prevails between self and other: the lived experience of the other 
is always inaccessible. In a way, every instance of mutuality is a moment of 
“comparing the incomparable”579. From this asymmetrical intersubjectivity 
the fragility of personal identity also arises. A subject’s self-understanding is 
prone to manipulation as the collective, identity-shaping narratives may be 
biased and misleading. Therefore, Ricœur incorporates in the notion of 
l’homme capable the idea of recognising oneself as a person who can be 
claimed to be morally responsible and continues to develop the idea of our 
fundamental moral responsibility when discussing mutual recognition.580  

Regarding the definition of mutual recognition and the classification of its 
forms, Ricœur follows Honneth’s threefold conception, though he adds some 
original additions. In Ricœur’s own view, he constructs his argument on 
mutual recognition in dialogue with Honneth.581 In Honneth’s view 
intersubjective recognition consists of three levels: recognition as an affective 
relation to a close person (love, friendship), recognition of each person as the 
possessor of universal rights (rights) and recognition as respect for the 
individual value of each person (solidarity). To each level of recognition, 
Honneth connects a specific corresponding form of disrespect. Regarding love, 
the form of disrespect is abuse and rape, recognition in the sense of right is 
threatened by denial of rights and exclusion, and solidarity is at risk from 
denigration and insult. All levels of mutual recognition target different aspects 
of one’s practical relation to oneself: recognition as love contributes to basic 
self-confidence, juridical recognition to self-respect and solidarity to self-
esteem.582 The speculative threefold structure of recognition originates in 
Hegel’s early thinking, but working in a post-metaphysical context, Honneth 
combines empirical insights from developmental psychology to the theoretical 
structure.583 

Honneth sees that the need to be recognised by others is such a 
fundamental human impetus that whatever the form of denial of recognition 
is, lack of recognition potentially sparks a struggle for recognition. Violations 
to recognition are not only violations in the sense that they harm the individual 
or restrict them, but also because they injure the individual’s self-conception 
that thay have acquired in intersubjective relations. Thus, the violations to 
recognition surface as moral experiences such has being hurt, denigrated or 
ashamed. If the cultural-political environment of the subject provides an 

 
579 “il s’agit chaque fois de comparer des incomparables” Ricœur 2004, 238.  
580 Ricœur 2004, 156–157. 
581 Ricœur 2004, 273.  
582 Honneth 1995, 129.  
583 Ricœur 2004, 274.  
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adequate context, the moral experiences arising from denial of recognition 
may turn into collective political battles.584 Ricœur’s criticism to Honneth 
targets particularly the nature of struggles for recognition: Ricœur proposes 
that Honneth has only sketched out the components of the social struggles for 
recognition, and thus he is seeking a complementary viewpoint from the 
opposing idea of peace.585 

 Ricœur describes recognition-as-love, quite similarly as Honneth, as 
being a pre-juridical, affective form of mutual recognition present mainly in 
close relationships such as love and friendship. In affective recognition, the 
subject is recognised as the possessor of needs that are worthy of being 
expressed and fulfilled. The focal tension of recognition as love is that of union 
and separation: in early childhood the infant and the caregiver may experience 
a sense of symbiosis and have a desire to own the other. More mature forms of 
recognition such as love entail recognising the independence of the other and 
the ability to be alone. Mature forms of love survive the test of separation in 
time and place, because the subjects have learned to trust in the permanence 
of the recognitive relation.586  

In Ricœur’s view, the first form of recognition concerns the approbation 
of the subject’s existence. In relationships of love and friendship there is a 
moral expectation, preceding all juridical concerns, that the other 
acknowledges one’s existence. Similar to Honneth, Ricœur points out a 
corresponding form of disregard for each form of mutual recognition. For 
Honneth the focal forms of disregard related to love are threats to physical 
integrity and ignorance of basic needs. Ricœur expands Honneth’s thought an 
emphasises that the lack of recognition as love is experienced not only as a 
physical violation but also as a challenge to one’s right to exist: “The person 
feels as if she were looked down on and considered as worthy of nothing. Being 
denied of approbation it is as if she did not exist at all”587. The individual, 
Ricœur thinks, experiences this lack of approbation as humiliation.588  

Extending his earlier discussion on recognition and capacities, Ricœur 
finds that certain personal capacities are specific to each form of mutual 
recognition. Several forms of mutual recognition thus promote recognition of 
oneself as a capable human being in different ways. In The Course, Ricœur 
mainly discusses recognition as love and its relation to capacities in terms of 
filiation and the institution of family. Thus, recognition as love prompts self-
recognition as a particular someone who exists in the chain of filiation: one’s 
identity is tied to the identities of one’s parents and relatives, and one has the 
potential to transfer the familial identity to one’s children. At the same time – 

 
584 Honneth 1995, 135–139.  
585 Ricœur 2004, 273–275.  
586 Ricœur 2004, 276–280.  
587 “L’individu se sent comme regardé de haut, voire tenu pour rien. Privé d’approbation, il est 

comme n’existant pas.” (Ricœur 2004, 280) 
588 Ricœur 2004, 276–281.  
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here we have again a tension – one recognises that one is the only unique self. 
589 Recognition as love gives rise to the capacity of anchoring one’s existence 
to one’s close social relations. It also gives rise to the capacity of legitimising 
one’s existence in the social networks as being in some ways similar to that of 
others and indebted to others but also at the same time independent and 
unique and capable of being alone. In the context of my study, a focal question 
is, does recognition as love only apply to the utmost closest relationships – or 
is it a form of recognition applicable to other contexts such as corporate 
volunteering. I will address this issue when discussing the case study.   

In Ricœur’s view, mutual recognition in its second form, which occurs on 
a juridical plane, concerns each person as a free and equal individual. The 
mutual element follows from a necessary understanding of the existence of 
other individuals with equal rights who are also entitled to make claims. 
Respect for the independence, freedom and rationality of the other is the focal 
orientation to personhood on this level of recognition. In a way there is a third 
term in juridical recognition: not only me and the other but also the norm with 
which the other may make claims on me and vice versa. The norm has to be 
accepted as valid by both parties – echoing the sense of recognition as “taking 
as true”. Juridical recognition adds to the bundle of capacities the capacity to 
mediate the universal character of norms and singular character of 
personhood and thus extend the sphere of rights. There are two directions: 
juridical recognition adds the number of different subjective rights, and it also 
adds the number of individuals and groups who are entitled to those rights.590  

In modern, developed societies, equal civil and political rights are 
guaranteed to most people. As a result, the greatest challenge, according to 
Ricœur, is injustice regarding social rights, i.e., the positive right to obtain a 
fair share of basic resources. Economic progress is accompanied with “the 
insupportable contrast between the equal attribution of rights and the unequal 
distribution of goods”591. Denial of juridical recognition is a violation of respect 
and a threat to self-respect. Ricœur thinks that the modality of the emotional 
experience of disrespect varies according to the various forms of rights: the 
lack of civil rights leads to humiliation, the lack of political rights to frustration 
and the lack of social rights to exclusion. These feelings, Ricœur notes, may 
lead to a struggle for recognition but also to paralysis. Whether violation leads 
to paralysis or struggle hinges on the capacity of responsibility: to be able to 
speak for oneself and participate in rational will-formation.592  

According to Ricœur – and Honneth alike -, a sphere of moral concerns 
exists that transcends recognitive claims on the affective and juridical plane. 
Human beings also need recognition on the grounds of their particular value 

 
589 Ricœur 2004, 281–286.  
590 Ricœur 2004, 287–290.  
591 “le contraste insupportable ...entre l’attribution égale de droits et de la distribution inégale de 

biens” (Ricœur 2004, 292) 
592 Ricœur 2004, 291–294.  
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to the social contexts surrounding them. Thus, the third form of mutual 
recognition is social esteem593. In his analysis of mutual recognition as social 
esteem, Ricœur highlights the inescapable pluralism of social life: there are 
multiple sets of values in relation to which social esteem is granted or denied. 
Ricœur sees that Honneth has not contributed sufficiently to the 
understanding of how the shared value horizons are formed594. To make sense 
of the pluralism of social life and shared values, Ricœur departs from 
Honneth’s construct and turns to Luc Boltanski’s and Laurent Thévenot’s 
theory of economies of worth (in French, ‘les economies de la grandeur’). In 
this theory, judging the social worth of a person is based on different criteria 
and tested in different ways in different economies; the worth of the conductor 
of an orchestra is defined in different terms from the worth of a CEO, or a stay-
at-home mother595. In Ricœur’s view, the various strategies of justification are 
equivalent to recognition as social esteem, as they represent different sets of 
criteria for justifying one’s relative position in a social context596.  

Ricœur follows Boltanski’s and Thévenot’s theory in positing six 
economies of worth. The first is inspiration, where worth, i.e. social esteem, is 
judged by creativity. The second is home, with authority as the corresponding 
criterion, and the third is reputation, with the criterion of fame. In turn, the 
fourth criterion is citizenship, with equality as the criterion. Finally, the two 
last economies of worth, markets and industry, characterise contemporary 
societies most incisively. For them, the preconditions of worth are purchasing 
power and professional competence597. According to Ricœur, the denial of 
recognition as social esteem within these economies of worth – or social 
worlds, as Ricœur calls them – emerges as the experience of injustice: I was 
judged according to the wrong criteria, I was subjected to inadequate tests of 
worth. These are the struggles within a given social world.598  

However, Ricœur argues that it is insufficient to think about the denial of 
social recognition solely within one particular social world. We must also 
consider conflicts between worlds. These conflicts take the form of a question: 
who contributes the most to the common good, and in which regime? Due to 
the pluralism of social life and our own situatedness, the question is always 
open to negotiation and re-negotiation and is prone to conflict rather than 
consensus599. Despite these conflicts, there exists the possibility of navigating 
between social worlds. Thus, individuals have the capacity to “awaken, 
through criticism, the actors of one world so that they recognise the values of 

 
593 Ricœur 2004, 296. 
594 Ricœur 2004: 296–298. 
595 Boltanski & Thévenot 2006. 
596 Ricœur 2004, 300.  
597 Boltanski & Thévenot 2006; Ricœur 2004, 302–304.  
598 Ricœur 2004, 302.  
599 Ricœur 2004, 305–307. 
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the other world”600. At its best, this criticism gives rise to a new capacity, “a 
new dimension of a person: a capacity to understand other worlds, besides 
one’s own”601. Mutual recognition between different worlds is paradoxically 
the pursuit of comparing the incomparable – a work of translation. 
Nevertheless, it gives us the opportunity to grant social esteem beyond our 
closest social circle. Regarding the conflicts between social worlds Ricœur 
advocates compromise rather than consensus. Compromise requires 
suspending the different. It is a capacity brough about by mutual recognition 
as social esteem to recognise oneself as someone who is able to move between 
social worlds.602      

To summarise, Ricœur’s conception of recognition implies a two-level 
normativity: the ultimate ethical aim is defined in terms of enlargement of a 
subject’s capacities and the following right to capabilities, and recognition in 
mutual relations is posited as an important means to achieve it, although not 
the only means.603 The focal aspects of mutual recognition are summarised in 
Table 4.  

The junction of mutual recognition and normative claims expressed in the 
framework of capabilities is made possible by the intersubjectivist 
anthropology that Ricœur fosters. For him it is impossible to think about 
human existence or the basic human capacities in the phenomenological level 
without including the detour through the other. For instance, Pereira604 has 
argued for the advantage of integrating intersubjectivist anthropology and the 
notion of recognition of the capability approach because it “provides an 
accurate explanation of collective action in the expansion of individual 
freedom”. Renouard605 also called for such relational corrections to the 
capability-centered approaches. For the purpose of this study, the two-level 
normativity provides a wide approach.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
600 “la capacité d’éveiller par la critique chaque acteur d’un monde aux valeurs d’un autre monde”, 

Ricœur 2004, 306.  
601 “Une nouvelle dimension de la personne est ainsi révélée, celle de comprandre un autre monde 

que le sien“, Ricœur 2004, 306.  
602 Ricœur 2004, 305–307.  
603 Purcell 2012.  
604 Pereira 2012.  
605 Renouard 2011.  
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Table 4. Summary: the key elements of mutual recognition in The Course. 
 

 MODE OF MUTUAL RECOGNITION 

 Recognition as 
love 

Juridical 
recognition 

Recognition as 
social esteem 

Relevant 
relations  

Family and 
friendships  

Membership of 
societal 
institutions  

Diverse social 
contexts 
(economies of 
worth)  

Orientation to 
personhood  

Approbation of 
existence, trust   

Respect for the 
other as free and 
rational individual 

Social esteem  

Form of 
disregard 

Denigrating the 
right to exist, 
experienced as 
humiliation 

Disrespect, 
experienced as 
humiliation, 
frustration, 
exclusion 

Assessing and 
granting esteem 
based on 
inadequate 
criteria, 
experienced as 
injustice   

Capacities 
promoted in 
mutual 
recognition  

The capacity to be 
alone, to recognise 
oneself in the 
filiation 

The capacity to be 
free an 
independent  

The capacity to 
move between 
social world and 
make 
compromises 

 
 

5.2 INTERPRETING THE CASE STUDY: IS THERE 
ROOM FOR AFFECTIVE AND JURIDICAL 
RECOGNITION IN CORPORATE VOLUNTEERING?   

Ricœur’s conception of mutual recognition – summarised in the Table 4 – 
opens up many viewpoints to corporate volunteering. For instance, the 
concept of recognition in a juridical sense gives rise to the question of how 
corporate volunteering might reflect “the insupportable contrast between the 
equal attribution of rights and the unequal distribution of goods”606. Through 
corporate volunteering the volunteers, representatives of wealthy institutions, 
encounter the recipients who often are in some sense underprivileged. 
Furthermore, this encounter, besides pointing to the “insupportable contrast”, 

 
606 Ricœur 2004, 292.  
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also might be a setting for the juxtaposition of different social worlds, and thus 
an arena of granting social esteem. But are all forms of mutual recognition 
relevant in the analysis? Are there truly opportunities to enact mutual 
recognition in corporate volunteering programs? Next, I will address these 
questions by applying Ricœur’s conception of mutual recognition to the case 
study. 

The first two levels of recognition, recognition-as-love and recognition in 
a juridical sense, may seem at first glance to be inappropriate analytical lenses 
for scrutinising corporate volunteering. However, I argue that when Ricœur’s 
Course is discussed in relation to the case study, all three modes provide tools 
for describing what occurs in the encounters between volunteers and young 
adults, for interpreting their accounts of these encounters and for suggesting 
normative practice rules. 

Relationships between volunteers and recipients are often quite short, to 
allow affective attachment to develop.607 In The Project, corporate volunteers 
and young adults meet in 3-4 sessions that last 1-2 hours. This raises the 
question of whether affective recognition plays a role in corporate volunteering 
at all. However, the idea of recognition-as-love provides some insightful 
interpretations of the data. First, experiences of being denied affective 
recognition may partly explain why the young adults are not in education or 
employment. One participant stated that “I have a bad relationship with my 
mum. She is a big part of my depression and anxiety. She is against me living 
alone”. Some adults also reflected feelings of exclusion in relation to their 
peers. A young adult mentioned never having had a friend in her life, and 
feeling that others judge her. Another stated that “I am a nonbinary person. It 
is the normal teenage boys that have bullied me… I don’t know how to be with 
them, nearly at all”. Thus, the data suggest that at least some young adults 
indeed view a lack of emotional support from family or from peers as a factor 
that has negatively affected their current situation.      

Second, both the volunteers and young adults described, to some extent, 
experiences of affective recognition. For example, in a news article on one-to-
one-mentoring, a volunteer stated that “we had a really warm feeling, and I 
also shared a lot of my own thoughts with X [recipient]. If it had been an 
official meeting with a client, I would have held back a lot of that.” This 
quotation thus illustrates that being a corporate volunteer does not 
necessarily preclude emotional engagement. By contrast, being a corporate 
volunteer provides the backdrop against which volunteering appears distinct 
from ordinary daily routines, something that allows an affective component to 
be included in the interaction. This illustrates the notion that I suggested 
hypothetically in chapter 2.1.: in corporate volunteering the experiences are at 
least to some extent interpreted in the particular framing of the corporate 
context. The young adults also described their experiences in affective terms: 
“I had really fun time, or like, they were nice people” assessed one of the young 

 
607 Samuel et al. 2016. 
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adults. Several recipients said that they recognised that the volunteers had a 
genuine intention of helping them. At least some aspects of affective 
recognition were experienced reciprocally.  

Regarding affective recognition, the juxtaposition of the young adults’ pre-
project and post-project interviews allows some interesting interpretations. In 
the pre-project interviews, several young adults described variations of the 
experience of being ashamed of their life situation, either in relation to their 
own parents, to supposed public opinion or to societal institutions. In Ricœur’s 
view, the experience of humiliation is the individual-level consequence of the 
denial of affective recognition. Thus, the young adults’ experiences of mutual 
affective recognition with the volunteers can be interpreted as 
counterbalancing their prior experiences of a “lack of approbation”, 
experienced as humiliation. The data support this interpretation. For example, 
one recipient worded her experience as follows: 

 

Well, I feel like, you know, uhm . . . that perhaps the world is not such 
a bad place . . . I feel that those people working in a bank . . . they are 
somehow superior to me. Like I’m the dregs of society, but then those 
people from the bank came to us . . . they were so nice. They didn’t think 
that they were better people. (a young adult, post-project interview) 

 
Here, the wording resembles Ricœur’s description of the denial of 
approbation: the experience of being looked at from above and “considered as 
worthy of nothing”608. This experience, however, is altered through benevolent 
encounters with the volunteers.  

The findings consequently suggest that affective recognition may play a 
role in corporate volunteering.609 Furthermore, affective recognition can be 
seen as a mechanism through which the certitude of oneself as a capable 
human being can be strengthened in corporate volunteering. This is 
particularly the case if recognition-as-love is defined in Ricœurian terms as the 
approbation of existence. This applies at least to those forms of corporate 
volunteering where the recipients’ underprivileged position invokes feelings of 
humiliation.  

However, there is also a danger in perceiving corporate volunteering 
simply as a form of affective recognition which targets psychological needs, for 
what happens if we come to be defined exclusively through our needs? The 
young adults whom I interviewed described their experiences of The Project in 
rather positive terms. However, there were some recipients who criticised the 
project and declined to participate in the group conversations with bank 
employees or the research interviews. The criticism took place before the 
encounters with corporate volunteers: because the critical young adults did 
not participate in The Project, we do not know whether their assessment would 

 
608 Ricœur 2004, 280.  
609 Cf. also Samuel et al. 2016.  
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have changed had they participated in the meetings. One explicit explanation 
provided by the young adults was that discussing financial skills was irrelevant 
to them. Nevertheless, another interpretation could be, arising from the 
recognition-approach, that these recipients felt that they had been recognised 
exclusively as individuals requiring support in their financial skills. Such 
recognition did not fit their self-perception; hence, misrecognition occurred, 
as their claims of personhood were not appropriately acknowledged.610 In this 
interpretation, the recipients’ acts of withdrawal would not necessarily be 
expressions of indifference; rather, they were active demands to be 
appropriately recognised. I will discuss in more detail the variety of forms of 
lack of recognition and their applicability to corporate volunteering in chapter 
6.4.  

Affective recognition thus provides positive possibilities but also sets 
limits. If recipients are defined solely through their needs, corporate 
volunteering may even undermine their recognition of themselves as capable 
individuals. In instances of misplaced or excessive affective recognition, the 
possibility of mutuality collapses.  

Besides recognition as love, justice might also seem irrelevant to corporate 
volunteering, but in light of the case study, this is not true. Three key 
observations emerge from the juxtaposition of the case study and the concept 
of recognition on a juridical plane. First, the young adults’ claims for 
recognition were not targeted at banks. However, critical attitudes were 
expressed about public institutions. For example, one recipient drew a parallel 
between the Social Insurance Institution and banks. She felt she had 
experienced problems with the Social Insurance Institution. By contrast, as a 
client of a bank, she had always been treated well. The coordinator of the 
project verified that this was a more general experience among the members 
of the target group: according to her, the young adults generally do not trust 
that their legal rights would be respected when they dealt with the Social 
Insurance Institution or other public institutions. The targets of the young 
adults’ claims for recognition were public institutions not banks. However, the 
coordinator also pointed out that she had noticed that some young adults do 
not differentiate between institutions, and Social Insurance Institution, 
employment office and banks get lumped together.    

Second, the Project’s recipients were precisely those individuals who are 
subject to the contrast between the equal attribution of rights and the unequal 
distribution of goods highlighted by Ricœur, a contrast that he describes as a 
particularly painful subjective experience.611 The recipients were mainly over 
the age of 18 and thus had full civil and political rights. However, when it 
comes to distribution of goods, their status is challenging. Most were not in 
education or employment, and for that reason their income was comprised of 
several forms of social security. One young adult stated in a pre-project 
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interview that “you think about it all the time, that you have like € 177 in your 
bank account and there are still three weeks to go [until income support is 
paid] . . . if this goes on for a long time, you start to stress out”. Their income 
was meagre in comparison to that of the average population.612 The re-
distributive claims of the young adults were, I think, rather modest: one of 
them considered that having a pay cheque of € 2000 would make them really 
pleased and become one of the well-paid.   

Third, the focal attitude of juridical recognition is respect, which is not 
based on the deservingness of the other, but on the fact that the other is a 
human person. The way the corporate volunteers talked about the young 
adults reflected and attitude of respect: 

 

I think it is about caring and respect, when you go there [to meet the 
young adults], that you have prepared well, and not like, I as a bank 
employee know these things so well that I came here to tell you how 
things should be done… (a volunteer)    

 
The quotation depicts attitudes that are linked both to recognition in the 
affective sense (“caring”), and recognition in the juridical sense (“respect”). 

In Ricœur’s analysis, the denial of juridical recognition translates into a 
range of emotional responses, depending on the right violated. The denial of 
social rights, especially in contrast to full civil and political rights, results in a 
feeling of exclusion.613 This feeling was also expressed by the young adults. 
One group of informants discussed before the project whether there were 
societal groups to which they wanted to belong. One informant exclaimed, “Oh 
yes, I would like to be one of the ordinary people!” One’s identity is thus 
constructed in contrast to the others, to “the ordinary”.  

The corresponding capacity of juridical recognition is self-respect, which 
is connected with the capacity of responsibility.614 Ricœur emphasises that the 
denial of juridical recognition, experienced as violation of self-respect, may 
spark a struggle, but it may also disarm and paralyse. It is the capacity of 
responsibility that determines whether indignation results in paralysis or 
struggle. Responsibility entails both responsibility for oneself and the ability 
to participate in the public discussion on the enlargement of the sphere of 
rights. This capacity, too, is gained through intersubjective relations: an 
individual’s responsibility as the capacity for moral autonomy must be 
reciprocally recognised by society.615  

One may ask whether the Project takes seriously enough “the 
insupportable contrast” described by Ricœur, a contrast that may lead to 
struggle – but also to paralysis. The Project indeed aims to strengthen young 
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adults’ sense of responsibility. However, this responsibility is not defined in 
terms of moral autonomy or the capacity to claim one’s social rights in public 
conversation. Instead, responsibility is mainly understood as responsibility for 
one’s financial skills. The pedagogical material highlights the young adults’ 
responsibility for saving money and managing daily finances wisely. However, 
the material is silent on the fact that the young adults’ difficulties with daily 
finances result only partially from their lack of financial skills. The more 
fundamental reason is that they have a very low income.  

The reasons for the young adults’ inability to participate in education or 
employment are manifold. Although the interviewees accepted responsibility 
for being in their current position, at the same time their reflections – along 
with previous research616 – reveal that this position is also affected by the 
failures of public sector services. Thus, the recipients’ lack of money is a 
problem that is at least to some extent structurally induced. The proposed 
solution, however, is to stress the recipients’ responsibility for their own 
financial skills rather than to address those structural problems. 
Consequently, in the vocabulary of financial capabilities, as described above, 
only individual financial capacities are sought for. Moreover, access to 
financial institutions is only partially covered, to the extent that the Project 
makes it easier for the young adults to organise their financial issues as clients 
of banks. However, banks are only one segment among financial institutions.  

The juxtaposition of normative tools from recognition theory and the 
empirical case study prompts a critical question: is it sufficient to promote the 
financial capabilities of individuals if the underlying problem is conditioned 
by structural inequalities of distribution and society’s failure to ensure social 
rights to all its members? In my study this question remains without a 
thorough answer. Perhaps the organisers of the Project should at least 
encourage volunteers to emphasise that the recipients’ difficult financial 
situation is due not only to their lack of financial skills but also to society’s 
failure to grant social rights to everyone. In the light of Ricœur’s theory, this 
kind of mutual recognition between volunteers and recipients would 
strengthen the capacities of responsibility and self-respect.  

 

5.3 INTERPRETING THE CASE STUDY: MUTUAL 
RECOGNITION AS THE PATH TO SELF-ESTEEM  

Ricœur’s conceptual considerations on social esteem create interesting 
heuristic and morally normative analytical pathways for the case study. One of 
the more notable features of the data is the strength and frequency of 
descriptions of the dissipation of prejudice, both in interviews with the young 
adults and with the volunteers. For instance, the volunteers expected the 
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recipients to be much worse in their knowledge of financial issues or to be 
generally more “lost, without a clue”, as one put it. One of the volunteers talked 
about a discussion which still kept amazing her: she did not at all expect that 
she could have a thorough political conversation on recent election results, but 
that is what happened. In turn, the young adults expressed their surprise when 
the bank employees were more relaxed, humane and approachable than 
expected. Ricœur’s account of social recognition suggests a deeper level to 
what, at first glance, seems like the mere attenuation of prejudice. Thus, in my 
case study, in some respects corporate volunteering can be seen as a work of 
“translation”, an attempt to find mutuality between different social worlds.  

Even though Nordic countries have low income inequality617 and Finland 
is culturally relatively homogenous, the interviews suggested that the young 
adults and the volunteers indeed felt that, in some sense, they belonged to 
different social worlds. The young adults talked about the difference between 
them and “ordinary people”, those who were well-off. In turn, the volunteers 
described their nervousness before the meetings with the young adults, as they 
knew no one from the same target group.  

I interpret the volunteers’ surprise at how ordinary, well-behaved and 
talented the young adults were as a symptom of the pervasiveness of the 
regimes of markets and industry – a point also highlighted by Ricœur. If the 
volunteers’ preconceptions were based on the criterion of social esteem in the 
regimes of markets and industry, then the young adults’ likelihood of gaining 
recognition as social esteem is indeed limited, due to their lack of purchasing 
power and professional expertise. Thus, the young adults’ aforementioned 
experiences of shame and humiliation at their inability to be at work or school 
may be due to the feeling that they have been tested by those regimes and that 
they have failed to prove their value. 

As mentioned, Ricœur observes that despite the plurality of society, we 
have the capacity to understand other worlds. Another possible interpretation 
is that the encounters resulted in the multiplication of what Ricœur terms “the 
strategies of justification”, in new ways to grant social esteem. For example, 
the volunteers highlighted aspects related to the citizenship of the recipients. 
As mentioned, they were “perplexed” at how aware the young adults were of 
the political situation and current societal issues and described them as 
“brave”, “smart” and “talented”. A volunteer contended that “we should 
manage better to bring forward in all possible contexts that the young adults 
even in the target group of special youth [work] are unique”. This echoes the 
very idea of recognition as esteem: it targets the unique value of the recognisee.  

The case study, when interpreted in the light of Ricœur’s recognition 
theory, suggests that one of the positive outcomes of corporate volunteering is 
that it can create moments of mutual recognition, especially in the sense of 
social esteem. Ideally, mutual recognition as social esteem advances the 
capacity of self-esteem, the capacity to trust that one can contribute to social 
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regimes and to the common good. Nevertheless, it is unclear from my data 
whether this materialised in the Project. As a group interview topic, self-
esteem is rather abstract and personal. However, the attitudes of recognition-
as-social-esteem created in the encounters, despite the preconceptions of both 
the volunteers and young adults, imply that it might well have occurred.  

The critical question is whether the promotion of self-esteem was 
sufficient from the perspective of social justice. It is unlikely that the Project 
led to substantial changes in the redistribution of goods. The Project did not 
provide employment or education to the recipients. Moreover, the contrast 
between banks as wealthy institutions with societal power and the young 
adults as underprivileged members of our society remained the same. In 
Ricœur’s view, as I have already emphasised, politico-ethical questions 
concern not only societal institutions and questions of just distribution618. 
Rather, the capacities of individuals may also have a bearing on social justice. 
Self-esteem is an essential precondition for being able to alter one’s own 
societal position. A capacity can be lost by failing to believe that one has that 
capacity, that is, by failing to recognise oneself as a capable human being. 
Many of the comments from the young adults in the present study depict a lack 
of self-esteem, the feeling of being unable to contribute to society. This lack of 
self-esteem may, in turn, hinder their ability to claim their right to recognition 
in social settings. Thus, if corporate volunteering succeeds in promoting 
recipients’ self-esteem, it does advance social justice. 

This chapter has been an elaboration of the heuristic and normative 
potential of recognition-theoretical analytical tools. I have explored how 
various aspects of mutual recognition surface in corporate volunteering and 
how they help to interpretate the research data (research question 3). I have 
also discussed how the levels of mutual recognition might work as norms that 
guide the practice of corporate volunteering (research questions 4). My focal 
finding which was only made possible by the normative-ethical collaboration 
is that against my theoretical intuition all levels of mutual recognition are 
relevant to the ethical analysis of corporate volunteering. The case study 
indicated that there is great potential in corporate volunteering for fostering 
mutual recognition in the sense of social esteem, and thus, for promoting the 
self-esteem of the participants. However, affective and juridical recognition 
may also be present in corporate volunteering, but with some limitations.    

 

 
618 Purcell 2012.  
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6 THE GIFT RELATIONSHIPS AND THEIR 
ABSENCE IN CORPORATE 
VOLUNTEERING  

6.1 WHEN MUTUAL RECOGNITION IS FULFILLED: 
GIFT-GIVING 

In the history of corporate social responsibility, the conceptualisation of acts 
of responsibility as gifts has been natural: the classical figure of a business 
patron providing goods – housing, education, healthcare – to local 
communities is easily seen as someone who is giving gifts without any 
straightforward expectations of getting anything in return. Nevertheless, the 
expectations regarding return gifts may have been more subtle: the workers 
were expected to be committed and obedient and thus show the gratitude. The 
gift thus becomes a subtle vehicle of paternalism and coercion.619 In the 
contemporary corporate social responsibility, the discourses have moved away 
from giving, donating and taking care of the local communities towards 
vocabularies of investment, increasing profitability and gaining competitive 
advantage.  

Does the concept of the gift belong to the dusty history of corporate social 
responsibility and the drastic power imbalances between patrons and 
workers? In her analysis, Rajak620 argues that even if the current corporate 
social responsibility projects may state that empowering and increasing the 
autonomy of the affected stakeholders are their ostensible targets, in fact they 
may reproduce the schemas of earlier forms of corporate social responsibility. 
In her view, current corporate social responsibility practices may turn out to 
be repeats of paternalistic, coercive gifts, merely in the new clothes of 
economic empowerment and market rationality. Rajak’s analysis certainly has 
value. She nevertheless seems to assume that paternalistic, coercive gift is the 
only kind of gift relationship that may exist in the corporate context. This kind 
of gloomy perception of the gift assumes that gift exchange occurring in 
relationships of differing power positions inevitably become distorted. This 
kind of interpretation of gift would mean that a genuine, un-distorted, un-
coercive gifts would be rare since a significant proportion of our relations to 
others do exhibit power imbalances.  

In this chapter I would like to suggest a more nuanced conception of gift 
which is made possible by anchoring the concept of gift to the recognition 
framework of Paul Ricœur. It is still important to take seriously the warning 
from the gift-interpretation that emphasises the dangers of the gift: gift-giving 
in social relations is a fragile good and may become easily distorted. This 

 
619 Rajak 2011, 175–176. 
620 Rajak 2011, 178–180.  
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emphasises that it is focal to clarify which are the moral limits of the gift: when 
exactly does it become distorted? This chapter continues answering my third 
and fourth research questions and extends the ethical-empirical collaboration. 
I will first sketch out the key elements of Ricœur’s conception of the gift as a 
form of fulfilled mutual recognition. Then I will explore the case study with 
conceptual tools provided by Ricœur’s gift-conception to see whether the 
moral normativity of the gift is relevant in the practice of corporate 
volunteering. After that I will advance to drafting conceptual tools with which 
to observe the moral limits of gift in corporate volunteering. Finally, I will 
extend the conceptual tools provided by Ricœur with insights from recent 
recognition-theoretical applications: if the gift is a form of fulfilled mutual 
recognition, what would be the forms of failures of recognition, also beyond 
the concept of misrecognition?  

The most original part of Ricœur’s theory of recognition is his way of 
integrating the concepts of gift and recognition. In his approach he maintains 
a critical distance from Marcel Mauss and post-maussian theories of gift-
giving and their emphasis on providing theoretical formulations of the logical 
principle of reciprocity. Instead, Ricœur focuses on the lived experiences of the 
partners of gift-giving. He builds his argument on Marcel Hénaffs’ theory of 
the gift, but also adds some distinctive features and emphasises some 
alternative aspects of gifts. Before advancing to Ricœur’s original contribution, 
I will outline the key elements of Hénaff’s theory of the gift which he presents 
in his book The Price of the Truth621.  

Despite the name of the book, Hénaff’s key arguments do not concern the 
price of the truth much. The title rather describes the argumentative path – 
Plato’s critique of Sophists who took money for their teaching – through which 
Hénaff approaches the key question of his work, the relation of gift and 
commerce as forms of social action. Hénaff highlights the depth of the theme 
of his book. The nature of the relation of gift and commerce does not relate 
only to the history of the economic system: “It is the anthropological 
foundation of our mode of being together which is at play in these questions of 
profitable exchange and generous gifts.”622 Through the themes of gift and 
commerce Hénaff asks what our existence as social creatures is like.  

The first part of Hénaff’s book is a lengthy treatment of the figure of the 
legitimate philosopher in antiquity and of the suspicious outlook on money 
and commerce in the tradition of Indo-European history of ideas. Here I will 
refer to only those parts of the argumentation that touch on the concept of 
being outside monetary value (fr. hors-de-prix) which is central to Hénaff’s 
conception of the gift. In his dialogues, Plato criticises Sophists for taking 
money for teaching philosophy through the character of Socrates. The 
Sophists’ error concerns the ontological status of truth. Philosophers are 

 
621 Le prix de la vérité. Le don, l’argent, la philosophie. (Hénaff 2002). 
622 “Ce sont les fondements anthropologiques de notre mode d’être ensemble qui sont en jeu dans 

ces questions d’échanges profitables et de dons généreux.” (Hénaff 2002, 34) 
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teachers of truth, but truth is not something that can be sold by humans. It 
belongs to the Realm of Ideas. Aristotle’s conclusion is similar to Plato’s. 
According to Aristotle, there is no common mediating measure with which to 
estimate the equivalence of knowledge and money and this is the reason for 
the incompatibility of monetary pay and teaching philosophy. If philosophers 
are not to be rewarded with money, how then? The answer is, by gifts. A gift 
relation is not about estimated monetary value but about reciprocal 
recognition. A student recognises their teacher’s wisdom and as a token of this 
recognition gives a gift.     

Hence, for Plato and Aristotle, knowledge represents the category of 
outside-of-price. Phenomena belonging to this category escape the evaluation 
by the mechanisms of markets, that is, contracts and price determination. As 
the incursion of markets to ever numerous realms of society keeps accelerating 
Hénaff asks whether there still exists a form of exchange other than 
commercial exchange: is there something that belongs to the outside-of-price 
phenomenon in the contemporary world? Hénaff’s key argument is that the 
gift, a paradigmatic form of outside-of-price phenomena, still exists as a 
distinct form of social action.  

Hénaff’s own conception builds on his critique of Marcel Mauss’s 
theorisation of the gift. As a result of his research on archaic societies Mauss 
concluded that the gift exchange within a community and between 
communities is an archaic form of commercial exchange. In contemporary 
society markets have replaced gift exchange. Hénaff criticises Mauss for 
lumping together all forms of exchange. Against Mauss, Hénaff thinks that the 
gift is an independent form of exchange. According to Hénaff, Mauss’s 
interpretation was too much influenced by his preconception of the 
undeveloped condition of the societies that he studied. This prevented him 
from noticing that a gift is not the predecessor nor an option of commerce. Its 
function is fundamentally different. The aim of commerce is the exchange of 
commodities and services. In gift exchange it is social recognition that matters. 
The different social functions differentiate gifts and commerce. Hénaff argues 
that gift exchange still occurs in the contemporary world, despite the 
expansion of the market. One does not replace the other.    

Hénaff makes another central conceptual distinction: according to him 
there is a difference between ceremonial and moral gift.623 In pre-modern 
societies communities were tied together by mutual, reciprocal social relations 
and inheritance. This is why relationships of the gift were so important. In 
contrast, in specialised, centralist societies the societal importance of 
recognitive relations diminishes. Society’s coherence is guaranteed by political 
life and its institutions instead of clans and families. However, Hénaff 
underlines that this contemporary societal context should not lead us to 
assume that altruistic acts of helping would be contemporary versions of 
ceremonial gifts. In particular in the case of anonymous donations the 

 
623 Hénaff 2002, 156–157.  
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essential feature of ceremonial gifts is missing: there is no public, social 
dimension. No social bonds are created or strengthened which is a criterion of 
ceremonial gift relationship. Ceremonial gift exchange “is not about the 
virtuousness or goodness of a person, nor about spiritual accomplishment or 
pure, anonymous generousness. It is above all about realising a solemn 
recognition of another person according to the rules transmitted by tradition.” 

624 The gift relationship of Hénaff’s interest has to include, firstly, a function of 
establishing or enforcing a social relation and secondly, something ritual, 
exceptional that distinguishes the gift from the flow of everyday occurrences. 
Accordingly, Hénaff states that moral gifts should perhaps not be called gifts 
but sumptuary benefits (fr. prestations somptuaires). 

Even if Hénaff has questioned whether the moral gift should be called a 
gift in the first place, he nevertheless suggests that the gift has an ethical 
dimension. This dimension touches upon freedom as a fundamental 
prerequisite of humanity. Reciprocity, included in the gift exchange, 
presupposes that the giver understands that the beneficiary is a person of free 
will like themself. It is precisely for this reason that a gift cannot be used to 
force a response. It is a matter of “free obligation” (fr. une libre obligation). 
The recognition-element of gift is not about recognition in a neutral sense, that 
is, in the sense of identification. The meaning of identification is also included 
in the lexical meaning of the French word la reconnaissance. Recognition 
through gift-giving entails respect and esteem, not ethical neutrality.  

One of Hénaff’s important points of criticism of Mauss and Mauss’s 
followers and commentators is that their interest has exclusively been on why 
one responds to a gift: what is the feature of the gift that creates the obligation 
for reciprocity? Mauss responded to this question with the concept of hau, 
which was used in the archaic communities of his studies and refers to a 
magical power. Claude Lévi-Straus, in turn, concluded that hau is not a 
magical power but the obligation for reciprocity can be explained with the 
notion of the subconscious. These reflections, in Hénaff’s view, fail to ask the 
important question of why the first gift was given. His answer is that the 
function of the first gift was to create or strengthen a social bond. There is 
nothing supernatural in the gift but instead, the giver gives something of 
themself in the gift.625 The giver recognises that they and the receiver are alike. 
As a result of the nature of the gift relationship and the symbolic character of 
the gift the monetary value or utility is not significant. Furthermore, the gift is 

 
624 “...il ne sagit ...ni d’accomplissement spirituel, ni de générosité pure et anonyme, il s’agit d’abord 

de réaliser une reconnaissance solennelle d’autrui selon des règles transmises par une tradition.” (Hénaff 
2002, 156) 

625 As a contrast to Hénaff’s thought, Hallamaa’s conception of the gift considers the nature of gift 
as something very abundant, such as a divine gift that just pours over. I sense the very existence of every 
human being is an abundant gift: no one has earned her own existence, it is an abundant gift (Hallamaa 
2017, 239–251). 
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a flexible concept: a gift can be something material but also something 
immaterial such as gestures, speeches, dances, feasts or festivities.  

Ricœur follows Hénaff’s main argument in his own conception of a gift as 
a form of recognition. The main difference is that Hénaff approaches the 
question of mutual recognition in gift-giving from the side of the theory of gift 
whereas Ricœur approaches it from the side of recognition theory. More 
precisely, he approaches it from his criticism to Axel Honneth. In Ricœur’s 
view Honneth’s emphasis on the concept of struggle for recognition leaves the 
recognition theory incomplete. Ricœur does not per se criticise Honneth’s 
claim that the denial of recognition, for example not granting full civic rights 
to a certain ethnic group, sparks the struggle for recognition. However, Ricœur 
also reminds us that sometimes the denial of recognition approaches 
humiliation and can thus paralyse the struggle, not activate it.  

Ricœur’s even more important point of criticism is that by highlighting so 
emphatically the struggles, Honneth fails to answer when a person truly deems 
themself as being recognised. To be able to know whether there is a 
fundamental moral interest in our social coexistence, we must have an idea of 
the prerequisites of the experience of mutual recognition. Ricœur’s worry is 
that if we do not know what the fundamental good aim of the struggle is, the 
struggle becomes infinite, endless. He asks what the weight of the argument 
for the fundamental moral motivation is if we fail to explain how mutual 
recognition manifests itself in the subject’s experience.626 

Ricœur complements the earlier theories of recognition with the concept 
of states of peace (les états de paix). With this concept Ricœur refers to 
experiences in which mutual recognition materialises. The prerequisite of a 
state of peace is that the struggle ends or at least pauses. Ricœur argues that 
agape love is a form of the state of peace. Agape is characterised by the logic 
of abundance. It is a state of peace because someone who loves another in the 
sense of agape love is not interested in getting anything back. They are 
ignorant of requited love. The contradiction of agape love is the logic of 
equivalence, represented by institutions of justice. The adjudication of a trial, 
a resolution between adversaries, is not a state of peace in the accurate sense 
of the concept. A legal punishment only guarantees that the insulted party does 
not have to claim their rights through vengeance. On the contrary, the 
ignorance of reciprocity or equality makes agape a state of peace. Nevertheless, 

 
626 Ricœur 2004, 316–318. Honneth has commented on Ricoeur’s criticism and rejects it. He thinks 

that Ricoeur mistakes struggle for war. In contrast, Honneth holds that whereas wars are destructive, 
social struggles are something very productive. Struggles fuel social development. Honneth interpretates 
that Ricoeur’s argument is based on the thought that struggles for recognition are war-like, something 
grand. In turn, Honneth underlines that he is interested in the everyday struggles. I am not sure about 
the adequacy of Honneth’s interpretation of Ricoeur. Ricoeur does not in fact use the word war (la 
guerre) but writes about struggles (la lutte). I think that what motivates Ricoeur’s discussion on states 
of peace and gift-giving is that he emphasises the paralysing power of misrecognition; without the 
existence of states of peace we might become immobilised (Ricoeur 2004, 316–318).    
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agape is not as such a form of mutual recognition: agape exists even without 
mutuality. There are still some important features from which Ricœur later 
draws to his conception of gift as a form of mutual recognition.   

Ricœur agrees with Hénaff’s notion on the ceremonial and festive nature 
of the gift. This feature separates the gift from the everyday flow of events and 
protects it, in Ricœur’s words, from becoming moralising. To safeguard the 
true essence of the gift, it should not become a quasi-generous obligation. 
Ricœur’s warning of a gift becoming moralising is in line with Hénaff’s 
distinction of ceremonial and moral gift even though Ricœur does not use the 
term moral gift. In my opinion Hénaff’s formulation of the term ‘moral gift’ is 
somewhat misleading and perhaps Ricœur has made a similar observation. If 
the gift is considered a paradigmatic form of mutual recognition, there is a 
moral element to it. Hence, following Ricœur, the concept moralising gift 
might be more accurate.  

Implied by the conceptualisation of gift as something ceremonial and 
exceptional, the gift cannot be institutionalised. Its role is to disclose that 
justice, based on the logic of equivalence, has its limits in society. The gift does 
not operate in the realm of justice and politics but opens up a space of hope 
(l’espace d’espérance) to the horizon of politics and justice. Ricœur’s 
conclusion is that the exceptional gestures of the gift “launch a wave of 
radiation and irrigation that, in a veiled manner, make history move towards 
the states of peace”627. To put this differently, according to Ricœur, the gift 
fulfils the same function as Honneth’s struggle for recognition. It furthers 
history’s development towards greater fulfilment of recognition. Ricœur 
highlights that the gift does not replace the concept of struggle: it merely 
suspends the dispute. Perhaps the struggle for recognition always continues. 
Nevertheless, according to Ricœur, amidst the struggles the gift grants us 
certainty that the fundamental motive of the struggle for recognition is not a 
violent urge for power but a truly ethical interest. Still, in the gift there is 
always a tension of generosity and obligation. I argue that it is precisely this 
tension that is at the origin of the particular ethical fragility of the gift which I 
will discuss later in more detail.   

 

6.2 INTERPRETING THE CASE STUDY: ARE THERE 
ELEMENTS OF GIFT IN CORPORATE 
VOLUNTEERING?   

Corporate volunteering, as many other CSR practices, is an activity the 
justification of which in practice and conceptual framing in research oscillates 
between potential business benefits and benevolent, societal purposes. What I 

 
627 “”...ces gestes déclenchent une onde d’irradiation et d’irrigation qui, de facon secrète et 

détournée, contribute à l’avancée de l’histoire vers des états de paix” (Ricoeur 2004)  
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argue is that Ricœur’s idea of recognition is particularly fruitful for the analysis 
of corporate volunteering: Ricœur presents gift-giving as a model of mutual 
recognition and thus allows us to conceptualise social interaction in corporate 
volunteering, not as a financially-oriented practice but in relation to financial 
aims, as a possible gift relationship, distinguishable from commerce. Ricœur 
also points out the ethical fragility of the gift by distinguishing morally bad and 
morally good gifts. This conceptualisation provides means to grasp whether 
the gift relationship in corporate volunteering – if such a relationship exists – 
collapses into quasi-generous philanthropy.  

The conceptualisation of gift-giving as the paradigmatic form of peaceful 
mutual recognition creates an abundance of possible analytical paths for 
corporate volunteering, the most important of which I will highlight below. In 
the case study, it was voluntary participation that created the foundation for 
interpreting the encounters of the volunteers and young adults as possible 
arenas of gift-giving.628 The data suggest that the voluntariness of 
participation was genuine in the sense that the young adults and the volunteers 
had a real choice not to participate. Indeed, some of the young adults took that 
opportunity and did not participate in the group meetings or quit the one-to-
one mentoring process.  

Furthermore, the volunteers raised the aspect of voluntariness and stated 
that they wished to be called volunteers:  

 

I like feel that I am really a volunteer and the professional role wasn’t 
there. Like, when we took a bus to go there [to meet the young adults], 
we left XXXX [name of the banking group], we sort of changed our 
role, we [volunteers] were us; we were humans. (volunteer)  

 
This statement was followed by a reflection on whether the volunteer wanted 
to volunteer again. They felt that the experience of volunteering was positive, 
but wished to preserve the uniqueness of the experiences and for that reason 
would perhaps not participate in future projects. This reflection brings to mind 
Ricœur’s characterisation of a morally good gift as festive and exceptional: true 
gifts cannot be institutionalised. This protects gifts from collapsing into 
morally binding, quasi-generous acts – into a kind of routine-like 
responsibility.629  

As I interpret the encounters between bank employees and recipients 
within the framework of gift-giving, what then was given, was it received with 
gratitude, and what was given in return? In the case study, the gift given by 

 
628 Hénaff 2002, 515–517.  
629 Ricœur 2004, 353–355. If Ricœur’s theory is complemented – as suggested earlier – with 

Hallamaa’s (2017, 239–255) conception of the nature of a gift, we must note that a gift is morally binding 
in a milder sense. The giver must at least not deny the receiver the possibility of returning the gift. If they 
do so, they fail to recognise the receiver as a person to whom moral claims can be assigned. Nevertheless, 
this moral binding is not deontological or causal. 
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volunteers was not only their time but also their professional expertise. The 
volunteers were experts on financial issues whose expertise is normally 
available only to customers of the bank. The exact word gratitude did not arise 
in the interviews with the young adults. Nevertheless, the overall positive 
assessment of bank employees – of their being relaxed, humane and 
approachable – hints that the gift was indeed received with gratitude by at 
least some of the young adults.  

My observations strengthen this interpretation. In my view, what was 
given back, as an immediate return gift, was the recipients’ presence, 
participation and engagement in the conversation. The meetings involved 
much shared laughter and humour, which can be interpreted as a sign of 
mutuality. Furthermore, the recipients responded to the volunteers’ gift of 
time and expertise by sharing their insights into a wide variety of topics 
ranging from where to obtain a reasonable mobile phone subscription to how 
legislation regulates subliminal advertising. It is as though the volunteers’ gift 
invited the recipients to participate in a shared level of agency which created a 
space for mutuality.630   

However, there is an element of imprecision in the process of gift-giving 
concerning the value of the return-gift and the timeframe within which the 
return-gift is given.631 The hope, represented in both the official Project 
material and the volunteers’ interviews, was that the volunteers’ gift would be 
returned in the form of the young adults’ enhanced financial skills, 
strengthened belief in their own prospects and even as alleviated social 
marginalisation. These targets can be conceptualised not only as return-gifts 
but also as constituents of the Project’s social impact.632 Nevertheless, the 
inexact nature of the gift-giving-processes and the complex character of the 
aforementioned phenomenon challenge the discourse of measuring social 
impact, which entails that the effect can be quantified, even monetised, and 
analysed within a timeframe.   

The case study indicates that the spheres of commerce and gift-giving 
come together in corporate volunteering. Corporate volunteering is 
prominently conceptualised as an instrument of human resource management 
and as a tool of corporate social responsibility633, thereby distinguishing it 
from ordinary volunteering. Nonetheless, in the case study, commercial aims 
did not permeate the entire Project. In the pre-project interviews, the 
recipients wondered whether the volunteers’ intention was to market their 
own employer. However, the post-project interviews suggested that this 
suspicion was unfounded. The young adults no longer talked about corporate 
volunteering as a potential form of marketing. Instead, they emphasised the 
positive experiences of good discussions. Moreover, the volunteers explicitly 

 
630 Hallamaa 2017, 239–243.  
631 Ricœur 2004, 338–345.  
632 Gibbon & Day 2011.  
633 Rodell et al. 2016.  
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mentioned taking care not to emphasise their employer’s brand. Furthermore, 
despite the commercial framework, there were moments of mutuality, to some 
extent in the form of affective recognition and more prominently in the form 
of social esteem, and of gift-giving. 

Ricœur argues that while the categories of gift-giving and commerce can 
be treated as being separate at the theoretical level, in practice, they tend to be 
combined. Nevertheless, this occurs without their being reduced to one or the 
other category. This coexistence, even given the contemporary pervasiveness 
of commerce, means that the category of gift-giving will not disappear. 
Moreover, the case study suggests that corporate volunteering can be seen as 
a contemporary example of the coexistence of gift-giving and commerce, 
something which Ricœur only illustrated with historical examples.634 

The findings thus suggest that if we perceive corporate volunteering 
exclusively in terms of its corporate characteristics, as an instrument of profit-
seeking, we may lose sight of some of the productive options it offers as a form 
of social action through which the preconditions for mutual recognition can be 
either created or denied. At the same time, the interplay between gift-giving 
and commerce is also the source of some of the ethical hazards present in 
corporate volunteering. Thus, the commercial setting may transform the gift 
of volunteering into a quasi-generous act the actual purpose of which is to 
polish a brand or create a beneficial effect for human resource management. 
In such a scenario, the recipients would be mere instruments of commercial 
activity, thereby undermining every individual’s need and right to gain 
recognition as a person. However, the case study suggests that this risk was 
avoided in the Project.    

I have now laid out the conceptual repertoire of Ricœur’s theory of 
recognition and assessed it in relation to the case study. The ethical analysis 
tool for the ethical evaluation of corporate volunteering is depicted in Table 5. 
As the dynamics of gift-giving turned out to be an important concern in the 
ethical analysis of corporate volunteering, I will next continue to elaborate the 
conceptual tools pertaining to gift.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
634 Ricœur 2004, 346–349.  
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Table 5. Ethical analysis tool: tools of Ricœur’s course of recognition to the 
ethical evaluation of corporate volunteering (p. 206) 

 

 

 ASPECT OF RECOGNITION 
Self-recognition  
 

Mutual 
recognition 

Mutual 
recognition as 
gift-giving 

TH
E

O
R

Y
 

Position in 
Ricœur’s 
conceptual 
construct 

Primary normative 
ideal in evaluating 
social practices 

Mutual recognition 
in its three forms 
(love, rights, social 
esteem) promotes 
recognition-
attestation 

A paradigmatic 
model of granting 
mutual 
recognition, i.e., 
‘state of peace 

Analytical 
potential for 
the ethical 
analysis of 
corporate 
volunteering  

Ethical evaluation of 
corporate 
volunteering projects 
according to their 
ability to promote 
recognition-
attestation and 
capabilities  

a) Heuristic: 
interpretation of the 
unfolding of social 
interaction in 
corporate 
volunteering  
b) Normative: 
complementary 
normative criterion 
to recognition-
attestation   

Grasping the 
interrelatedness of 
gift and commerce 
in corporate 
volunteering, a 
framework for 
distinguishing 
morally acceptable 
and morally 
dubious gifts   

P
R

A
C

TI
C

E
 

Practice rule  Corporate 
volunteering should 
promote the agency 
of the participants 
and strengthen their 
belief on their own 
capabilities.   

Corporate 
volunteering should 
realise recognitive 
attitudes between the 
participants.   

The gift 
relationships of 
corporate 
volunteering 
should avoid 
paternalism and 
coercion and 
exemplify 
mutuality.  

Questions 
for the 
practitioners 
of corporate 
volunteering   

How can this ideal be 
reflected in the 
design of a corporate 
volunteering 
program and its 
targets?  

Which levels of 
mutual recognition 
should surface in a 
corporate 
volunteering 
program? What is 
the most important 
level of mutual 
recognition?  

How to preserve 
the possible gift-
elements from 
collapsing into 
commerce or 
quasi-generous, 
morally bad gifts? 
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6.3 THE ETHICAL FRAGILITY OF THE GIFT  

Above I laid out the positive options for the gift as a mechanism of mutual 
recognition. However, from the social nature of the gift its ambivalent features 
also arise, which give rise to what I have decided to call the ethical fragility of 
the gift. In Hénaff’s text we find two fragilities which I will point out here. To 
some extent, they are also pointed out in Ricœur’s text but Ricœur also 
develops Hénaff’s reflections further. Ricœur’s original contribution gives rise 
to the third source of ethical fragility pointed out in this subchapter.635 After 
enumerating the three fragilities, I will discuss how they might surface in 
corporate volunteering and how the potential destructive consequences of the 
fragilities might be mitigated.   

Firstly, there is always a tension of happy expectation and the possibility 
of the rejection of the gift. On one hand, giving a gift is accompanied with a 
concern for the adequacy and appropriateness of the gift. There is always a risk 
that the other does not accept the gift. On the other hand, the giver delights in 
the opportunity to create a relationship of recognition with another person. 
The reverse of the opportunity for recognition is the chance to manifest denial 
of recognition through despising or rejecting the gift. Ignoring the gift is also 
very hurtful. 

As Hénaff, Ricœur also criticises Mauss and his followers for focusing 
exclusively on the paradox of the return gift, that is, on the question of the 
obligation to respond. This one-sided emphasis prevented them from 
observing that there is a risk embedded in gift exchange, and more precisely, 
in the first act of giving. In his reflection on the first gift and the manner of 
giving it Ricœur brings up again the concept of agape-love. In the risk of the 
first gift there is a certain similarity with deliberately not caring about whether 
one gets a response to one’s gift or love. Hence, if one wants to initiate a 
relation of mutual recognition by giving a gift, one must deliberately ignore the 
possibility of being rejected by the beneficiary. However, there is always the 
tension of the expectation of mutuality and the fear of being rejected. This 
tension gives rise to the first source of the ethical fragility of the gift. The good 
of recognition may never be reached if the act of first giving is smothered by 
fear of rejection.   

Secondly, a gift is given in relations of unequal power positions but, by its 
definition, should not be an instrument of coercion. Hénaff points out that 
compared to the beneficiary, the giver is in a dominant position. She has taken 
the initiative. However, responding to a gift should not be considered to be a 
return of the gift per se, but, as it were, a second first giving, as one’s own turn 
to give. The gift does not present a demand but a challenge (fr. un défi) that 
incites and invites a response. “The first gift does not create a debt but initiates 

 
635 These ethical fragilities of gift are very close to what Hallamaa (2017) in her analysis calls the 

paradoxes of gift.  
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a call: it evokes in the beneficiary a demand to respond.” 636 Ricœur’s analysis 
is similar: “...the first gift must be considered, as it were, a model of the second 
gift and the second gift a sort of second first gift”. 637 It is not a forced return 
gift but analogous to a response to an offering. On phenomenological level the 
experience of responding to a call is quite different from being obliged to give 
a return gift.    

However, Ricœur is not as explicit as Hénaff about the unequal positions 
of power in gift exchange.638 Pertaining power positions Hénaff argues that the 
return gift “is not to give back but to resume the initiative of the gift. This is 
about taking back the autonomy and liberty [of the beneficiary].”639 In order 
to fulfil the ethical demand, the realisation of a person’s free will, the 
beneficiary has to have a chance to give back. Also, for this reason anonymous 
donations are not to be considered as gifts in the sense proposed by Hénaff. I 
want to highlight that contrary to the analysis by Rajah640, the unequal power 
positions between the parties of gift exchange does not rule out mutual 
recognition in gift-giving. In fact, at least in the very first instance of gift 
exchange there is a moment of inequality. The giver has something to give, 
they have taken the initiative.641 Hence, there is the tension of factual unequal 
power position and the recipient’s possibility to respond to the first gift. 

What Hénaff and Ricoeur both seem to omit in their analysis is that gifts 
can also be approached as more extended, universal relations. Hallamaa642 
proposes a distinction of particular and universal gift relationships. Particular 
gift relationships exist in the process of giving and receiving and giving back, 
they exist between the giver and the receiver. There are also universal gift 
relationships in which the receiver experiences gratitude but is not able 
reciprocate and give something in return to the first giver. This is the case with 
parents and children, or when one receives a gift from a stranger. In universal 
gift relationships reciprocity is directed to third parties. For instance, a child 
grows older and provides care for other members of the community. 
Particularly in gift relationships in which the participants are in differing 
power positions or have unequal resources, reciprocity may take the form of 

 
636 “”Le premier don ne crée pas une dette mais lance un appel; il sucite chez le bénéficiaire 

l’exigence de répondre” (Ricoeur 2004, 187) 
637 “La génerosité du don suscite non pas une restitution, qui, au sens propre, annulerait le premier 

don, mais quelque chose comme la réponse à une offre. À la limite, il faut tenir le premier don pour la 
modèle du second don, et penser, si l’on peut dire, le second don comme une sorte de second premier 
don.” (Ricoeur 2004, 350)   

638 An in-depth reflection on power and recognition lacks from Ricœur’s book.  
639 “...non pas de restituer mais de reprendre l’initiative du don; ce qui est une revendication 

d’autonomie et de liberté.” (p. 186)   
640 Rajah 2011.  
641 What Hénaff, in my view, fails to point out here is that – following his own analysis – the power 

positions soon shift. The beneficiary has the power not to accept the gift. 
642 Hallamaa 2017, 244–245.  
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universal gift relationship. A recipient of corporate volunteering may 
experience authentic gratitude but be unable to reciprocate by providing a gift 
for the volunteer. In the future, however, the same recipient could reciprocate 
by helping someone else that is in a difficult situation. In this way, unequal gift 
relationships may also contribute to the good of society.  

Jaana Hallamaa has a similar argument to Hénaff’s notion of taking back 
one’s autonomy by responding to the gift. However, Hallamaa has formulated 
this argument as an ethical obligation of the giver. If the giver does not expect 
the receiver to respond positively, the giver does not consider the receiver to 
be a competent moral subject. When the giver detaches a gift from the 
expectation of reciprocity, they indirectly prevent the receiver from following 
moral obligations and thus take the other as an incompetent moral subject. 
Were the giver to treat the receiver as an equal moral subject, they would have 
to extend the same moral expectations to the receiver as they take to be valid 
for themself. This does not imply that the expected return gift would have to 
match the value of the first gift. The expectations can be proportioned 
according to the resources of the receiver: an act of recognising the gift as a gift 
may suffice as a return gift.643 From Hallamaa’s argument it follows that gift-
giving can also occur in relations of unequal power positions in ethical manner 
if the receiver only has an opportunity to respond, according to their own 
resources. 

The third source of fragility arises from the close relation and certain 
similarity of gift exchange and commercial exchange, accompanied with the 
highly ambivalent nature of money. However, only Ricœur takes this point to 
a properly ethical level. Hénaff points out that money is simultaneously a tool 
of exchange (fr. la monnaie) and corruptive money (fr. l’argent). Sometimes it 
functions as an instrument of liberty and equality and sometimes as a means 
of distorting the wielding of power. To understand the similarity of gift and 
commerce it is necessary to look at Hénaff’s conception of ceremonial money 
(la monnaie ceremoniélle), pertaining to gift relationships, and money in the 
market (la monnaie marchande), pertaining to commercial relations.  

Again, Hénaff criticises Mauss for his erroneous evolutionary paradigm 
which led him to thinking that “the savage money” (fr. la monnaie sauvage) of 
archaic societies has gradually been replaced by modern markets’ money. 
Mauss failed to see that archaic money should be considered to be money only 
in metaphorical sense. Rather, archaic money is a part of reciprocal gift 
relationship and thus fulfils the function of recognition. What Hénaff argues 
is that the existence of the so-called ceremonial money proves that there are 
“units of reciprocal performances”.644 This means that the gift is not outside 
forms of estimation. However, the units of measurement are not numeric. The 
key features of ceremonial money are that it comprises distinguishable units 
which makes it countable, that it comprises goods that cannot be substituted 

 
643 Hallamaa 2017, 251–252.  
644 “les unités de prestation réciproque” (Hénaff 2002) 
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with something of equal value and that it has a communal, public, 
conventional and stable character. Thus, the measurability of the items given, 
or immaterial benefits does not abolish the gift-element in a relation.     

The computability and measurability make gift exchange and commerce 
misleadingly similar. Their functions, creating social bonds or exchanging 
products and services, are fundamentally different. These distinct functions 
led Hénaff to argue that there no societies are exclusively based on gift 
relationships, nor are there societies exclusively based on commercial 
exchange. The realities of gift and commerce take place side by side, mixed 
with each other. The state of being mixed and separate are true at the same 
time which according to Hénaff, is “a fundamental theoretical necessity”, 
which is essential for understanding that there are forms of gift and forms of 
commerce in all societies, despite the culture and epoch. The emphasis was on 
gift relationships in pre-modern societies as it is now largely based on 
commercial exchange. The social reality of gift exchange still perseveres but in 
less visible forms. Hénaff mentions that in business dinners, presents and 
festivities are important. They are by no means prerequisites of business 
relations, but they guarantee the successfulness and longevity of the relations.  

Ricœur takes Hénaff’s analysis further by distinguishing good and bad 
reciprocity in gift exchange. Ricœur follows Hénaff in his argument about the 
theoretical distinction between the categories of outside-of-price phenomena 
and commercial phenomena which is nevertheless made more complex in 
empirical reality where these categories exist mixed with each other.645 
Whereas Hénaff contents with stating this amalgam of gift and commerce 
Ricœur takes the matter to an ethical level. It is, according to him, precisely in 
the overlap of gift and commerce, obligation and voluntariness where the gift’s 
danger of conflict dwells. The gift can turn into corruption. In a corrupted 
community the inability to respond to a gift fast enough or with a gift precious 
enough leads to loss of honour and social status. Good reciprocity may turn 
into bad reciprocity.  

How do we distinguish between good and bad reciprocity? This is a focal 
question regarding the ethical assessment of corporate volunteering. 
According to Ricœur we must focus particularly on how the gift is received. In 
the act of receiving the distinctive experience is gratitude. Differently from 
English, in French gratitude is one of the lexical meanings of recognition. The 
notion of gratitude is, so to say, the normative kernel of Ricœur’s conception 
of a gift. The giver cannot require gratitude. They can only do their best to give 
the gift in a way that evokes gratitude. According to my reading, Ricœur’s 
normative message here could be summed up as follows: “When you give a 
gift, give it so that the receiver is offered the opportunity to experience 

 
645 Ricœur’s example is Nathalie Zemon-Davis’ historical analysis of the forms of gift in 16th 

century France. The complex coexistence of gift and commerce was explicit in the back-and-forth 
movement of social relations between gift exchange and commercial exchange. Neighbours sold 
agricultural products to each other but at the same time same neighbours exchanged gifts. 
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spontaneous and authentic gratitude.” The third source of the ethical fragility 
of the gift is the similarity and coexistence of the gift and commerce and the 
following proneness to bad reciprocity and corruption. 

According to Ricœur, the process of gift is divided into two parts. The first 
act is the first giving and the receiving of the gift. The second act is receiving 
the gift and giving a return gift. These two moments are divided by the 
experience of gratitude. The interruption, effected by gratitude, creates 
inaccuracy to the process of giving. The inaccuracy is twofold. Firstly, it 
concerns time: in good reciprocity there is no rule, whether explicit or implicit, 
according to which the gift should be replicated within certain timeframe. 
Secondly, the inaccuracy concerns the equivalence of value: the value of return 
gift does not have to be equivalent with the first gift. Accordingly, a gift 
relationship through which bad reciprocity surfaces entails demands for 
responding within a certain timeframe and with a return gift of a certain value.    

I have now distinguished three sources of ethical fragility of the gift: firstly, 
the possible rejection of the gift, secondly, the unequal power positions of the 
giver and receiver, and thirdly, the potential of bad reciprocity. How do these 
fragilities relate to corporate volunteering which, as I suggested above, is a 
social practice in which gift-giving may occur? How to mitigate the potential 
detrimental effects of gift without annihilating the transformational potential 
of gift exchange to create and maintain social bonds, and though them, 
recognition-attestation?  

If in corporate volunteering the time of the volunteer is considered as the 
first gift, there always looms the possibility that the gift is not reciprocated. 
For instance, the case study showed that not all the young adults wanted to 
participate in the meetings organised by bank employees. Also, would the 
recipients come to the meetings of The Project and encounter the volunteers 
with pure ignorance, it might also prompt an experience of an un-reciprocated 
gift. In the data, these expressions of reluctance to communicate with the 
volunteers did not surface, but it is not difficult to imagine that such ignorance 
might occur. In the corporate volunteers’ experience the observation of one’s 
un-reciprocated gift may lead to feelings of frustration and disappointment. 
This, in turn, might lead to a fear that also in the future, one’s gifts will not be 
reciprocated, and participating in corporate volunteering projects in the future 
would be a wasted effort. In practice, corporate volunteering is often not a one-
time thing. For instance, in The Project same corporate volunteers take part 
over and over again and each time gain more knowledge of the target group 
and their particular needs and are better prepared to support the young adults. 
Thus, the fear of un-reciprocated gifts may challenge the long-term 
operational preconditions of corporate volunteering.  

To prevent this from happening, the organisers of corporate volunteering 
projects should carefully consider how the corporate volunteers’ potential 
disappointment arising from an unreciprocated gift would not turn into a 
paralysing fear or into losing one’s interest to participate in corporate 
volunteering projects in the future. Setting the expectations in the internal 
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communication on corporate volunteering and in the training offered to 
volunteers might be of importance. If the horizon of expectation is constructed 
so that a certain reaction from the recipients is posited as a guaranteed 
consequence, it sharpens the disappointment of unreciprocated gifts. The 
communication and training to corporate volunteers should make it clear that 
a risk is always embedded in corporate volunteering: there is always a chance 
that the gift will be ignored, even rejected. If it were not so, would the positive 
reactions of gift relationships be lost?   

The second source of fragility, the close affinity of gifts and unequal power 
positions, might in corporate volunteering lead for instance to the recipients 
experience of having nothing to give back to the volunteers. Experience of this 
kind can be illustrated by an earlier quotation of a young adult who stated her 
uncomfortable feeling arising from the observation that “society uses a hell of 
a lot of money on me - -. And I only rest”. Even though this experience was 
related to receiving social benefits, and not to taking part in The Project, this 
kind of experience might surface in corporate volunteering as well. The 
experience of not being able to reciprocate, even if one would want to do so, 
may sharpen the pain of being in a disadvantaged position. In the interviews I 
conducted with corporate volunteers, it became clear that there were moments 
in which the gift was reciprocated, for instance, the experience of learning 
from the young adults a valuable lesson on how to encounter other people. 
This might hint that one practical way to mitigate the fragility arising from 
unequal power-positions of gift relationships is to incorporate a discourse of 
reciprocity to the meetings of volunteers and recipients. The corporate 
volunteers would also verbalise what they feel that they get from the 
encounters with the recipients.  

The third fragility was the potential of bad reciprocity in gift. There is a 
potential harmful consequence in corporate volunteering of the intermingling 
of gift and commerce: if it is unclear to the participants whether a certain 
action in a certain social relation is to advance social bond or to advance 
commercial ends, it may result in experiences of hurtful confusion. It is a form 
of misrecognition to wish that one would be recognised as a friend or as 
someone who is nice to have a conversation with, and then find out that in fact, 
one was recognised as a potential vehicle for commercial benefit. This might 
even take the form of feeling reified which I will discuss in the next subchapter 
in more detail.  

In corporate volunteering projects it would be important to create 
preconditions for good reciprocity. For instance, this relates to the expectation 
of the social impact of corporate volunteering projects: as mentioned, one of 
the prerequisites of good reciprocity is inaccuracy in time and value. If the 
social impact of a given corporate volunteering project is formulated in a strict 
manner, it might introduce an element of coercion to the project. To use The 
Project as a context for a hypothetical, imaginary example: if the expectation 
of social impact were to be expressed as a target that 60% of the recipients 
open a savings account, the volunteers might ignore the true needs of the 
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recipients and advocate opening a savings account with misplaced force. If the 
inaccuracy and uncontrollability attached to good reciprocity are not accepted, 
it could easily lead to paternalism, even coercion.  

One of the trials of the quality of reciprocity in corporate volunteering is 
how committed to the projects companies actually are: it may be some of the 
HR benefits linked with corporate volunteering may be attained without any 
consideration to the quality of reciprocity. The bank employees might, for 
instance, pop into the special youth work’s facilities for an hour without any 
training, pedagogical plan or knowledge on the needs of the particular group 
of young adults. Still, the volunteers might feel that they have given a gift, and 
they might feel that corporate volunteering brought nice variety to their 
everyday life. As a true gift the encounter would be meaningless. For a 
company which is truly committed to corporate volunteering and good 
reciprocity, the project would not be deemed successful when the HR benefits 
are attained, but when the recipients would spontaneously, willingly and freely 
feel gratitude.     

I have summarised the analytical tools for mapping the fragility of gift in 
Table 6. I argue that the particular value of this analysis to the practice of 
corporate volunteering is that it allows to be attentive of the fragility of the gift 
and avoid the potential pitfalls that originate from the fragility of gift. In my 
opinion the approach that I have developed allows us to avoid the gloomy 
conclusion of Rajak’s646 gift-interpretation in the context of corporate social 
responsibility, and explain the conditions under which a gift does not collapse 
into paternalism, coercion or manipulation. This refinement of the gift 
approach in corporate responsibility context allows for safeguarding what is 
truly valuable in human life: the authentic moments of mutual recognition.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
646 Rajak 2011.  
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Table 6. Ethical analysis tool: mapping and mitigating the fragility of the gift 
in corporate volunteering. 

 
The source of 
fragility:  

How the 
actualisation of 
fragility surfaces 
in corporate 
volunteering: 

Potential 
harmful 
consequences 
for corporate 
volunteering: 

How the harmful 
consequences of 
fragility may be 
mitigated in 
corporate 
volunteering:  

Possibility of 
rejection of gift  

Corporate 
volunteers’ 
disappointment 
because of the 
rejection of the gift 
(e.g., time, social 
connection, 
encouragement) by 
recipients  

Weakens the 
operational 
conditions of 
corporate 
volunteering 
project   

Setting realistic 
expectations in the 
communication to 
corporate 
volunteers and in 
the training 
provided to 
corporate 
volunteers  

Unequal power 
positions of giver 
and receiver  

Recipient’s 
experience that she 
has nothing to give 
as a return-gift  

Aggravates the 
underprivileged 
position of the 
recipient 

Incorporating the 
discourse of 
reciprocity to the 
encounters of 
corporate 
volunteers and 
recipients  

Possibility of bad 
reciprocity   

Recipient’s 
experience of 
confusion, even 
coercion or 
paternalism  

Reification of 
recipients: 
recipients as 
means of profit-
seeking  

Incorporating the 
idea of inaccuracy 
to the expectations 
of social impact, 
commitment to the 
corporate 
volunteering 
projects  
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6.4 WHEN MUTUAL RECOGNITION IS ABSENT: 
DIFFERENT FORMS OF RECOGNITION FAILURES 

Earlier in this study, I noted the varieties of failures of recognition only in 
passing without thoroughly theorising them. Ricœur mostly uses the concept 
misrecognition647, but there are also other forms of recognition failures, such 
as the total absence of recognition surfacing as ignorance and disregard. For 
these reasons, to complete my analysis of corporate volunteering as a 
recognition relation, I will extend Ricœur’s conceptual construct with some 
more recent theorisations on recognition failures. I explore what these 
recognition failures mean for the ethical evaluation of corporate volunteering.  

The case study did not provide that many insights into the potential 
recognition failures in the relations of corporate volunteering: for the most 
part the volunteers and recipients talked about their experiences in very 
positive terms and my own observations from the meetings supported this 
finding. It is not difficult to imagine, though, that corporate volunteering 
projects might exhibit a lack of recognition and misrecognition. However, my 
empirical data indicate experiences of failed recognition or lack of recognition, 
but these experiences are linked with the young adults’ encounters with public 
sector professionals, not with the corporate volunteers. The young adults 
described experiences of misrecognition in public services. In particular, the 
coordinator of The Project commented on the relation of the young adults and 
the public sector. For instance, she said that if a young adult is able to voice 
their claims and make demands to health and social services professional, it is 
more likely that they will help. The needs of the quiet ones may be ignored. 
There is an attitude of mistrust:  

 

[the young adults] have to visit public agencies really often, and they 
don’t, like, have any trust in Social Insurance Institution that they 
would deal with the things duly, like for instance a rule of seven days 
would be valid or anything. (the coordinator of the Project)  

 
The rule refers to time limits within which the Social Insurance Institution has 
to process applications from citizens. The news article of the one-to-one 
mentoring pinpoints the experiences of failed recognition: the article describes 
that the young adults feel that in public services they are mere objects and are 
recognised only through their problems.    

Recognition theory has earlier been used to scrutinise the moral status of 
different societal practices in the Nordic countries, for instance from the 
perspectives of public participation by cultural minorities648, of gender 
equality experienced by publicly employed home-helpers649 and of the 

 
647 Fr. méconnaissance. Ricœur 2004, 368–377.  
648 Nordberg 2015.   
649 Dahl 2004.  
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gendered experiences of poverty650. In the aforementioned studies the 
analytical framework is Nancy Fraser’s approach to recognition. The core of 
her recognition theory is that claims of justice should be reduced to neither 
recognition nor redistribution alone. Rather, both are needed as distinct levels 
of analysis, even though (mis)recognition and (mal)distribution often appear 
intertwined in the experiences of the oppressed or underprivileged groups.651 
From the contemporary philosophical accounts of recognition, Nancy Fraser’s 
emphasis on redistribution is probably the factor that has made her approach 
appealing to Nordic scholars. The political discourse of the Nordic countries 
emphasises socio-economic rights and concerns related to redistribution.652 

Interestingly, even if the studies referred to point out certain concerns 
relating to redistribution, the shared conclusion is that the more problematic 
failures occur in relation to claims for recognition.653 The study by Isola and 
colleagues654 on recognition and poverty suggest that in Finland, the social 
security bureaucracy creates experiences of misrecognition: the informants 
described having experienced that the professionals bypassed their needs and 
did not indicate any empathetic concern even if they would have been in the 
position to do so. The informants were recognised as patients and clients, not 
as peers. Experiences of othering and misrecognition also occurred when the 
needs of the informants did not neatly fit into the schema provided by 
legislation, but the needs transcended customary structures of welfare state. 
These findings are surprising, even alarming, considering that the bureaucracy 
is supposed to guarantee that universalistic and egalitarian values materialise 
in citizens’ lives.  

The current Nordic conception of universalism entails that social and 
health professionals function as gatekeepers for certain benefits. The access to 
benefits hinges very tangibly on whether or not the professional recognises the 
citizen as belonging to a certain entitled category. 655 This echoes the 
observation made by the coordinator of The Project.  Moreover, a recent 
development in all Nordic countries is that work and unemployment benefits 
stress sanctions rather than incentives and duties rather than rights: this kind 
of development seems to lead to paralysing and othering experiences instead 
of strengthening the transformative power of social security.656  

Even if Nordic welfare regimes are able to address redistributive 
injustices, it seems that the institutional embodiments of the Nordic welfare 
model sometimes fall short on recognition. Despite the intentions of 
materialising universalistic and egalitarian values, bureaucracy ends up 

 
650 Isola et al. 2019.  
651 Dahl 2004, 326–327.  
652 Nordberg 2015, 105-106.  
653 Dahl 2004; Nordberg 2015; Isola et al. 2019.  
654 Isola et al. 2019, 157–159.  
655 Anttonen & Sipilä 2010.  
656 Isola et al. 2019, 159.  
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strengthening negative identities and experiences of shame, outsideness and 
frustration arising from social exclusion, unemployment or other struggles in 
life. These tendencies touch the lives of the recipients of the Project as well. In 
contrast, The Project exhibited experiences of mutual recognition. Perhaps 
corporate volunteering may compensate for some of the experiences of 
misrecognition that some public sector services seem to produce. In particular, 
considering what the coordinator of The Project pointed out: for some of the 
young adults of special youth work, all institutions are lumped together, be 
they banks or public agencies.  

Even if the case study did not provide empirical material to map different 
recognition failures that occur in the corporate volunteering project, other 
corporate volunteering projects might exhibit misrecognition. Hence, for the 
purpose of ethical evaluation657 of future corporate volunteering projects it is 
important to elaborate the topic of misrecognition more closely. Jaana 
Hallamaa658 has specified several types of recognition failure in her analysis of 
a different kind of topical societal debate, the discussion prompted by the 
#metoo campaign. She discerns five forms of recognition failure, which I will 
here apply to the analysis of corporate volunteering. The failures vary 
according to their various shortcomings in identifying the other, and in 
providing adequate, positive acknowledgement of the other’s identity or some 
specific feature of it. Recognition may fall short in both a cognitive and a 
normative sense. Next, I will present the five forms of recognition failures and 
use the case study in illustrating how different failures might materialise in 
corporate volunteering projects. Recognition being a reciprocal phenomenon, 
corporate volunteers and recipients may be analysed both as subjects and 
objects of recognition, thus as recognisers and recognisees. It is important to 
note that the examples in the next section are imaginary: these deficient forms 
of recognition did not surface in my empirical data. In the section, the case 
study works as a springboard for exemplification, but only in a hypothetical 
sense.  

The first form of recognition failures in Hallamaa’s taxonomy is 
nonrecognition. By nonrecognition she refers to the absence of recognition 
either in relation to an individual or a group. This kind of recognition failure 
results from the lack of conceptual means to grasp the identity of an individual 
or a group. This leads to complete lack of identification or only partial 
identification. Accordingly, also acknowledgement fails and is replaced by 
ignorance or disregard. The position of the recognisee is marked by invisibility 
and experience of exclusion. In empirical data of the case study, experiences 
of nonrecognition hardly exist. However, certain nonrecognition in relation to 
the recipients may have surfaced even before the encounters between the 
volunteers and the young adults. The studies on Nordic poverty cited above 
indicate that the underprivileged experience a lack of recognition in their 

 
657 Schleidgen et al. 2011.  
658 Hallamaa 2022, 181–182.  
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encounters with public sector professionals. As soon as the situation of an 
individual is too complex to match the categories and concepts arising from 
legislation, the professionals seem to struggle in proper identification and the 
underprivileged experience invisibility and othering. The bureaucracy lacks 
the conceptual means to identify citizens in diverse situations properly. This 
kind of recognition failure is grasped by the concept nonrecognition.659  

Thus, the recipients of the Project, them being outside employment and 
education, already had experiences of nonrecognition prior to participating in 
the meetings with bank employees. In fact, the young adults who participated 
in the Project could easily be defined through their non-belonging. They were 
participating in special youth work because they were not in education or 
employment; they were outside the focal societal categories. Nonrecognition 
may easily lead to experiences of exclusion. Nevertheless, it is difficult to 
imagine that in the Project the recipients would face complete nonrecognition 
from the volunteers. Making the effort to participate in the training provided 
by the Project and to organise the meetings with the young adults is in itself 
an act of identification and acknowledgement. The young adults are identified 
as individuals who are in need of support but also acknowledged as individuals 
who are worthy of support. This kind of minimal recognition from volunteers 
to recipients seems to be a necessary condition of the Project, how limited it 
may be.  

However, the direction of recognition does not only run from volunteers 
to recipients, but also vice versa. Volunteers are not only recognisers, but they 
also are recognisees, to whom recipients either grant recognition or deny it. 
Even if limited recognition from volunteers to recipients seems to be a minimal 
condition of corporate volunteering, it is not as difficult to imagine that 
nonrecognition from recipients to the volunteers might occur. In the case of 
the Project, nonrecognition from recipients to volunteers might occur in the 
situation in which some strange people enter the premises of the special youth 
work. The young adults might lack the conceptual means to identify the new 
strange visitors as corporate volunteers, thus, as someone whose intention is 
to provide support. The concept, corporate volunteering, is after all not a 
familiar one in Finland. This might lead to ignorance from the young adults 
towards the volunteers. Such nonrecognition could be manifested as a 
reluctance to come to the same room with the volunteers or to start a dialogue 
with them.  

From the perspective of the Project, it seems that nonrecognition works as 
a concept with which to explain, firstly, the emergence and existence of those 
societal needs which are addressed in corporate volunteering projects. In this 
way, recognition theory does not only provide tools to analyse the practice of 
corporate volunteering per se but also to embed the distinct corporate 
volunteering project to a wider societal canvas. Secondly, nonrecognition also 
may grasp the potential ignorance and disrespect from the recipients about 

 
659 Hallamaa 2022, 181–183.  
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volunteers, especially in the case in which recipients lack the understanding of 
who corporate volunteers are and what their intentions are.  

The second and third recognition failure in Hallamaa’s taxonomy target 
the other as an individual. Individual misrecognition is based on personal 
prejudice. It results in inaccurate identification and acknowledgement of the 
other and downgrading the other on individual grounds. The recognisee may 
experience partial invisibility and lack of self-esteem. Individual 
surrecognition also arises from inaccuracy due to personal prejudice. In 
contrast to misrecognition, in surrecognition the identification of the other is 
biased and results in overrated acknowledgement: the other is idealised on 
individual grounds and placed on a pedestal. In surrecognition, recognition 
turns into unfounded esteem or uncritical love, and correspondingly, 
strengthens the recognisee’s unrealistic self-esteem or disproportionate 
expectations of love.660    

In the Project individual misrecognition from the volunteer to the 
recipient might take the form of failure to recognise a young adult as a proper 
economic agent – or even as a future economic agent – because that particular 
young adult has not been able to finish comprehensive school. Some of the 
young adults who participated in the Project have not yet obtained a 
graduation certificate from comprehensive school even if they are at the age 
when one is typically in a secondary school or a higher education institution. 
Such a situation might provoke corporate volunteers’ prejudices regarding the 
ability of those young adults to earn money independently or function as 
economic agents proper. In reality, the special youth work has created learning 
paths for young adults to complete comprehensive education. Even after the 
delays in comprehensive education, many young adults get the certificate and 
are able to move on to subsequent educational levels or start working.  

The individual misrecognition from the recipients to the volunteers could 
be such that a young adult would observe the fancy and formal clothing of a 
bank employee, and based on that observation identify the volunteer as an 
arrogant person with materialistic values and total ignorance of the real 
challenges of real people. Misrecognition most likely occurs in corporate 
volunteering but diminishing it is a target worth pursuing. The ethically 
questionable consequence of misrecognition is that it damages the self-
relation of the other and undermines their true agency. Misrecognition from 
volunteers might threaten the self-confidence of the young adult who has not 
yet received their certificate of completion of from comprehensive education 
and in this way impedes getting the certificate. Misrecognition from the 
recipients to volunteers might undermine the sense of self-esteem of the bank 
employees and threaten the emergence of those positive work-related impacts 
that are expected from corporate volunteering.  

What about individual surrecognition then? It might happen that a 
volunteer could learn in the meeting that a particular young adult is a nephew 

 
660 Hallamaa 2022, 181–183.  
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of a famous CEO and angel investor. Based on this finding, the volunteer would 
idealise the particular young adult and treat them as a potential investor and 
provide investment advice to them. Were this to lead to unrealistic self-esteem 
in the nephew, he might for instance lend money to start investing, but in 
reality, lack the necessary knowledge about investment products and end up 
losing all the borrowed money. A young adult, in turn, might surrecognise a 
corporate volunteer and identify the volunteer as a heroic figure of financial 
markets and an embodiment of business success. Such forms of surrecognition 
also lead to distorted self-relation: even if unfounded, disproportionate self-
esteem would be momentarily pleasant, in the long run it may lead to harmful 
consequences and narrowed capabilities.  

Besides individuals qua distinct individuals, recognition failures also 
target individuals qua members of groups. Hallamaa distinguishes collective 
disrecognition and collective pseudorecognition. In both forms ideological 
criteria of acknowledgement are at play. Collective disrecognition is sparked 
by discriminatory identification of the other as a member of an ideologically 
downgraded group. The identity of the other is acknowledged only restrictively 
and the personhood of the other is undervalued. They appear as a mere typical 
representative of a certain belittled socially identified group. Here recognition 
turns into disrespect and disesteem. Hallamaa points out that a typical 
mechanism of disrecognition is that those who deviate from the recogniser’s 
preconception of what a person in a certain group should be like are often 
tainted by mistrust and approached aggressively. This narrows the 
recognisee’s options for participating in social norm-forming. 
Pseudorecognition, the naïvely positive equivalent of disrecognition, identifies 
the other selectively as a member of a valued group: the overrated 
acknowledgement is granted on the basis of the mere membership in the 
idealised group. In this form of misled recognition, the categories of respect 
and esteem are typically structured hierarchically. Accordingly, the 
pseudorecognised individuals have pronounced access to the processes of 
norm-giving. The recognisee’s self-relation is based on unrealistic grounds.661  

Using the Project again as a springboard for exemplification, it is not 
difficult to imagine how group-related recognition failures might occur in 
corporate volunteering. Possible disrecognition is evident in the Project: the 
young adults would easily be disrecognised as members of a socially defined 
group of marginalised young adults, and factually, they are members of a 
group of young adults who currently are outside education and employment. 
However, being identified as a member of such group is not only a neutral 
statistical fact. Young adults outside education and employment as group are 
ideologically coloured. Being in education or employment is a strong societal 
norm and these young adults deviate from it. Prejudices of laziness and social 
ignorance are attached to that group. In the pedagogical material of the Project 
the volunteers are encouraged to start a discussion with the young adults about 

 
661 Hallamaa 2022, 181–183.  
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their dreams. Identifying and crystallising one’s dreams would work as a 
source of motivation for managing one’s finances more wisely. In the case of 
disrecognition would occur, volunteers might conclude that talking about 
dreams with this lot of people is unrealistic fantasising, because marginalised 
young adults are too lazy to realise any lifegoals. Being deprived of the right to 
have dreams, even unrealistic ones, undermines self-esteem. An example of 
pseudorecognition would be that the corporate volunteers would establish a 
false contrast between marginalised young adults and so-called normal young 
adults. The normal young adults would be pseudorecognised as not having 
similar challenges in life as the marginalised young adults, and consequently, 
more suitable for public participation.   

The exploration of the various forms of recognition failures has been the 
final stage of my journey of clarifying the ethical questions of corporate 
volunteering as an inherently relational practice. In alignment with my 
research task, I have discussed how recognition-theoretical normative ideas 
can be translated into norms that help to guide the implementation of 
corporate volunteering projects and eventually help in their ethical evaluation. 
The Table 7 presents the taxonomy of recognition failures. It functions as an 
analytical tool for mapping the potential ethical risks in corporate 
volunteering. 

The value of the taxonomy of recognition failures is threefold. First, 
distinguishing the forms of recognition failures helps to explain why corporate 
volunteering projects in some cases lead to its target and sometimes it does 
not. Second, corporate volunteering projects can be strategically designed to 
minimise the potential forms of recognition failures. Third, the map of 
recognition failures could well work as a framework in corporate volunteers’ 
trainings to increase their awareness of the potential ethical pitfalls, challenge 
their biases and enhance their moral agency.  

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 have exemplified the potential of ethical-empirical 
collaboration in business ethics. I have derived normative conceptual tools 
from a moral philosophical framework and explored the applicability and 
limitations of the tools with the help of an empirical case study. This has 
allowed me to develop norms that should guide the practice of corporate 
volunteering and that can in the future be used as tools to evaluate the ethical 
sustainability of corporate volunteering projects.   
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Table 7. Ethical analysis tool: identifying different forms of recognition 
failures and the risks they posit to corporate volunteering. 

 
The form of 
recognition 
failure   

The source of 
failure 

Recognition 
& conse-
quences to 
the 
recognisee  

Risk for 
corporate 
volunteering, 
e.g.   

Questions 
for 
practitioners 
of corporate 
volun-
teering  

Nonrecognition; 
individual or 
collective 

Failure of 
adequate 
recognition due 
to lack of 
conceptual 
means  

Absence of 
recognition 
à  invisibility 
and 
experience of 
exclusion  

Nonrecognition 
from recipients 
to corporate 
volunteers: 
reluctance to 
start a 
discussion with 
volunteers    

Have the 
recipients 
experienced 
nonrecognition 
in some other 
contexts?  

Individual 
misrecognition 

Misrecognition 
due to personal 
prejudice, 
inaccurate 
identification  

Deficient 
respect, 
inaccurate 
esteem à 
lacking self-
esteem 

Corporate 
volunteers 
misrecognise 
the recipients as 
passive objects 

How to dispel 
the potential 
prejudice of 
corporate 
volunteers in 
their training?  
How to 
provide a 
realistic image 
of the 
challenges that 
the target 
group deals 
with?  

Individual 
surrecognition 

Surrecognition 
due to personal 
prejudice, biased 
identification 

Placing on a 
pedestal à 
unrealistic 
self-esteem  

Corporate 
volunteer places 
the recipient on 
a pedestal and 
ignores her real 
limitations   
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Table 7, continued  
 
 

The form of 
recognition 
failure   

The source of 
failure 

Recognition 
& conse-
quences to 
the 
recognisee  

Risk for 
corporate 
volunteering, 
e.g.   

Questions 
for 
practitioners 
of corporate 
volun-
teering  

Collective dis-
recognition  

Disrecognition on 
the basis of the 
other as a member 
of an ideologically 
denigrated group 

Limited 
category of 
esteem, 
disrespect 
àdistorted 
self-respect  

Recipients take 
the corporate 
volunteers as 
representatives of 
greedy 
capitalism; 
volunteers 
perceive 
recipients only 
through their 
marginalised 
societal position  

How to 
disperse the 
potential 
ideological 
contrasts 
between 
different 
societal groups 
that are 
involved in 
corporate 
volunteering? 
How to 
prevent the 
ideological 
contrast from 
turning into 
destructive 
contrasts, and 
how to 
promote 
dialogue?  

Collective 
pseudo-
recognition 

Pseudorecognition 
on the basis of the 
other as a member 
of an ideologically 
over-esteemed 
group  

Hierarchically 
structured 
categories of 
respect and 
esteem à 
unrealistic 
self-esteem  

Corporate 
volunteers 
constitute a 
contrast between 
the socially 
marginalised 
recipients and the 
pseudorecognised 
“ordinary people”  
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7 IMPLICATIONS FOR PRACTICE: STEPS 
TOWARDS VIRTUOUS CORPORATE 
VOLUNTEERING  

The normative practice rules presented in Tables 5, 6 and 7 function as ethical 
analysis tools in the evaluation of corporate volunteering. However, they do 
need some bridging in order to integrate them properly to the praxis of 
corporate volunteering. Here, I suggest some slightly more practical normative 
rules that arise from the normative conceptualisation of corporate 
volunteering as a relation of recognition and the juxtaposition of the normative 
conceptual construct and an empirical case study. However, these brief 
implications only serve as a starting point for building easy-to-adopt and -
implement guidelines to practitioners. Building such guidelines would need 
methodologies – such as co-creation, visual design, creative digital pedagogy 
– that are not in the repertoire of academic research. Such work would be 
highly valuable as corporate volunteering is becoming more prevalent.  

 
Inclusion of recipients’ perspectives in the design of corporate 
volunteering projects 
A company’s decision to engage in corporate volunteering creates an ethical 
responsibility by engendering a relation with the recipients. Even if the 
recipients are not yet stakeholders, they become stakeholders due to becoming 
beneficiaries of a corporate volunteering program. In the relations of corporate 
volunteering, recognition may be granted or denied. Corporate volunteering 
should be considered as a thoroughly moral activity and thus subjected to 
careful ethical analysis. This also entails assessing its aims and functions from 
the standpoint of the recipients. One approach is to utilise co-creation 
methodology and design corporate volunteering projects with the intended 
recipients and to further develop those projects by acquiring in-depth 
knowledge of the recipients’ experiences.  

 
Qualitative assessment of social impact 
Businesses ordinarily measure their activities monetarily. However, if we 
adopt the Ricœurian ideal of a capable human being as the overarching ethical 
target of corporate volunteering, measuring social impact in terms of money 
becomes complicated, as key capacities such as self-respect or self-esteem are 
difficult to measure numerically. Nevertheless, in terms of social impact, the 
enhancement of capacities can be one of the important functions of corporate 
volunteering. Hence, to capture such crucial aspects of well-being as capacities 
and capabilities, the social impact of corporate volunteering should not be 
measured exclusively by monetary measures like social return on 
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investment.662 Rather, it should be assessed with richer, qualitative 
methodologies.  

 
Longer-term projects to facilitate mutuality  
Mutual recognition is an important source of the enlargement of capacities 
and a potential mechanism through which corporate volunteering can yield 
ethically valuable outcomes. As mutual recognition is more likely to emerge in 
longer relationships, those corporate volunteering projects which aim to 
provide social support or teach new skills should be designed as a sequence of 
encounters rather than just one-off meetings. 

 
Corporate volunteering should be voluntary 
If we wish to nurture the logic of gift-giving, corporate volunteering should 
truly be voluntary for both volunteers and recipients. Hence, in organisations, 
corporate volunteering should not be considered to be a sign of employee 
engagement and therefore a prerequisite for promotion. This does not mean 
that recipients or volunteers should not be encouraged to participate in the 
projects. Nevertheless, as a social process, voluntary gift-giving provides 
unique benefits compared to participation in a professional capacity or due to 
employer pressure. Only voluntary participation creates the opportunity for 
experiencing mutuality, which according to Ricœur, is an important source of 
hope amidst the conflicts of social life.     

 
Recognition-theoretical normative tools for the design, 
implementation and evaluation  
When a corporate volunteering program is designed, implemented, iterated 
and evaluated, the ethical analysis tools presented in Tables 5,6 and 7 can work 
as maps with which to clarify and discuss the ethically relevant aspects of the 
program. All the tools may be utilised as checklists: have we considered all of 
the aspect described in the sets of tools? Human connection is a risky business, 
and sometimes – despite the best intentions – conflicts and recognition 
failures emerge. Table 7 in particular helps in the risk assessment of corporate 
volunteering programs. With the help of the tools in Table 7, organisers of 
corporate volunteering may identify what the ethical hazards are, and how to 
prepare for them.      

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
662 Cf. Gibbon & Day 2011.  
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8 CONCLUSIONS 

I began this study with a twofold research task. I wanted to study the ethical 
questions associated with corporate volunteering and pay particular attention 
to the distinctively relational nature of corporate volunteering. With the 
conceptual and ethical analysis of corporate volunteering as a relation I was 
able to address the second element of the research task: to develop analytical 
tools for ethical evaluation of corporate volunteering. My aim was to establish 
the normative conditions under which the virtues of corporate volunteering 
would come into practice.  

Regarding method, my study has built on the juxtaposition of morally 
normative conceptual inquiry and analysis of empirical case study. The parties 
of ethical-empirical collaboration were Paul Ricœur’s version of contemporary 
philosophical recognition theory and an empirical case study of a corporate 
volunteering project which took place in Finland. In the case study I sought 
triangulation, and included interviews, observational notes and text 
documents in the data. Methodologically I approached the ethical-empirical 
collaboration with the framework of Schleidgen and colleagues663. The focal 
purposes of ethical-empirical collaboration are to derivate from conceptual 
moral-philosophical frameworks adequate practice rules, to detect the 
conditions under which the rules may be applied and to ethically evaluate 
different social practices.  

I organised the inquiry with four research questions. The first of them 
concerned contextualising corporate volunteering either as a special case of 
non-profit volunteering or as a corporate social responsibility practice. The 
second questions targeted the conceptual apparatus required for such ethical 
analysis of corporate volunteering that would acknowledge the relational 
nature of the practice. The last two research questions addressed the ethical 
analysis proper: the third question was focused on the heuristic potential of 
recognition theory in relation to corporate volunteering, and the fourth 
question was focused on the normative application of recognition theory to 
establish ethical principles. What did I find out?       

In the second chapter I contextualised corporate volunteering by placing 
it into two landscapes: to the landscape of non-profit volunteering and to the 
landscape of corporate social responsibility. The definitions of volunteering 
vary, and the forms of volunteering activities are proliferating. I contended 
that corporate volunteering fits the multifarious landscape of volunteering, 
and in fact, corporate volunteering reflects many of the current trends of 
volunteering. Still, I argued that analysing corporate volunteering exclusively 
as a special case of non-profit volunteering may lead to deficient ethical 
analysis, and ignorance of the ethically relevant implications of the 

 
663 Schleidgen et al. 2011.  
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commercial context. The commercial context may shape the experiences of 
corporate volunteers and recipients. In corporate volunteering there is a 
particular challenge of reifying the recipients to mere means of creating 
competitive advantage. 

I also assessed corporate volunteering against the backdrop of the history 
and status of corporate social responsibility. The juxtaposition indicated that 
corporate volunteering is in tension with the current strategic emphasis of 
corporate social responsibility, but paradoxically, corporate volunteering is 
ever more prevalent. This tension gave rise to an analysis of corporate 
volunteering in the wider operational context of present-day businesses. I 
suggested that corporate volunteering can be interpreted as an effort to 
counterbalance certain aspects of post-industrial business context: corporate 
volunteering can be seen as an attempt to create local legitimacy and 
connectedness in globalised world and as an attempt to mitigate the harmful 
human consequences of the intensification of the workforce.  The three 
dominant theoretical paradigms of corporate responsibility helped to point 
out some ethically intriguing questions regarding the virtuousness of 
corporate volunteering. The shortcoming of the paradigms was that they did 
not provide adequate conceptual tools for grasping the relational character of 
corporate volunteering, which indicated the value of my original analytical 
approach.   

In the third chapter I explored the conceptual prerequisites required for 
the relational ethical analysis of corporate volunteering, and thus, elaborated 
my answer to the second research question. It was important to establish such 
conceptual apparatus that allows for the description of the relational events 
and experiences in corporate volunteering, and in particular grasp the moral 
normativity of those relational events and experiences. For this purpose, 
contemporary recognition theory is particularly well-suited. Relationality, in 
its full sense, does not merely signify that relations are ubiquitous and 
important. Rather, relationality is paramount to existing as a human being. 
This underlined the importance of questioning the idea of the human being 
embedded in the research of corporate volunteering. In existing research, 
human beings are perceived in an overly individualistic manner and as 
isolated of social and societal context. The paradox and complexity that is 
characteristic of human existence is not acknowledged. I enriched this thin 
anthropological image by incorporating the aspects of agency and 
intersubjectivity from Ricœur’s theory of recognition. Without taking agency 
and intersubjectivity into account thoroughly, ethical analysis of corporate 
volunteering will fall short.  

Chapters 4, 5 and 6 were devoted to the ethical-empirical collaboration 
proper. In those chapters I developed my findings regarding research 
questions three and four. I described the ethically relevant elements that 
surface when corporate volunteering is scrutinised as a relation with the help 
of analytical tools from recognition theory. This, in turn, helped me to 
formulate ethical principles that follow from conceptualising corporate 
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volunteering as a relation. Using the case study to test the adequacy of the 
principles, I then translated them into tools for ethical evaluation of corporate 
volunteering.  

I explored Ricœur’s conceptual scheme of self-recognition in relation to 
corporate volunteering in Chapter 4. Regarding self-recognition, the ideal of 
the capable human being is focal. The ethical-empirical juxtaposition 
prompted me to conclude that, indeed, the aim of recognising oneself as a 
capable human being is also an adequate normative principle in corporate 
volunteering. In alignment with the targets of The Project, financial capability 
was relevant. I extended Ricœur’s own conceptual tools, and analysed 
financial capability in the more extended conceptual framework of capability 
approach. I suggested that corporate volunteering may contribute to 
conversion factors, that is, the skills and abilities to turn resources into 
actualised freedoms. However, there were also elements and experiences 
pertaining to capability that transcended the more restrained topic of financial 
capability. These elements and experiences echoed Ricœur’s idea of 
recognition-attestation.  

In Chapter 6 I further elaborated the heuristic and normative potential of 
recognition-theoretical conceptual apparatus. I explored how aspects of 
mutual recognition surface in corporate volunteering (research question 3) 
and discussed how the levels of mutual recognition might work as norms that 
guide the practice of corporate volunteering (research questions 4). My focal 
finding challenged my original theoretical anticipation, which pointed out the 
particular value of ethical-empirical collaboration. Against my intuition all 
levels of mutual recognition appeared to be relevant to the ethical analysis of 
corporate volunteering. The case study indicated that there is great potential 
in corporate volunteering for fostering mutual recognition in the sense of 
social esteem, and thus, for promoting the self-esteem of the participants. 
However, affective and juridical recognition may also be present in corporate 
volunteering, but with some limitations. For instance, juridical recognition 
proved to be a useful heuristic tool that allowed for the interpretation of the 
recipients’ recognitive claims to institutions and frame the experiences of 
social marginalisation in the vocabulary of injustice. In the Project, I suggested 
that corporate volunteers should emphasise that the recipients’ difficult 
financial situation is due not only to their lack of financial skills but also to 
society’s failure to grant social rights to everyone.     

In Chapter 6 I focused on the particular added value of Ricœurian 
recognition theory, namely, connecting the concept of the gift to mutual 
recognition. Gift-giving as a social occurrence is a paradigmatic form of 
peaceful mutual recognition which contrasts the struggles for recognition. The 
junction of gift and recognition allows to conceptualise social interaction in 
corporate volunteering not as a financially-oriented practice but in relation to 
financial aims, as a possible gift relationship, distinguishable from commerce. 
I suggested that in The Project gift-like elements appeared, and there was 
genuine mutuality.   
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I also argued that gift exhibits particular ethical fragility. There is always 
a fear that the other rejects the gift. Gifts may collapse into paternalism and 
coercion. From this analysis I developed an ethical analysis tool for mapping 
the fragility of gift in corporate volunteering. The value of my analysis to the 
practice of corporate volunteering is that it allows us to be attentive of the 
fragility of the gift and to avoid the potential pitfalls that originate from the 
fragility of the gift. My nuanced approach to gifts allows us to avoid the 
gloomier interpretations of gift, and explain the conditions under which a gift 
does not collapse into paternalism, coercion or manipulation. The refinement 
of the gift-approach in corporate responsibility context allows to safeguard 
what is truly valuable in human life: the possibility of authentic moments of 
mutual recognition.  

To conclude my course of recognition in the world of corporate 
volunteering, I extended the conceptual apparatus concerning recognition 
failures. I extended Ricœur’s work by utilising Jaana Hallamaa’s taxonomy of 
the forms of recognition failure. I argued that nonrecognition, individual 
misrecognition, individual surrecognition, collective disrecognition and 
collective pseudorecognition are all such forms of recognition failures which 
may also occur in corporate volunteering – even if in the empirical case study 
recognition failures did not play a big role. I concluded that the forms of 
recognition failures help to explain why corporate volunteering projects in 
some cases lead to the anticipated targets and sometimes not. Corporate 
volunteering projects should be strategically designed to minimise the 
potential forms of recognition failures. The taxonomy of recognition failures 
could well work as a framework in corporate volunteers’ trainings to increase 
volunteers’ awareness of the potential ethical pitfalls, to challenge their biases 
and to enhance their moral agency.  

My study, thus, provides a new theoretical approach to corporate 
volunteering. From methodological vantage point my study is particularly 
innovative. To my knowledge this is the first study on corporate volunteering 
which utilises ethical-empirical collaborative analysis. The three purposes of 
ethical-empirical collaboration, proposed by Schleidgen and colleagues664, are 
all present in my research. I used the empirical case study to test whether the 
norms derived from recognition theory would be adequate as action-guiding 
norms in corporate volunteering. Ethical-empirical collaboration shows the 
limits of the applicability of conceptually identified norms. This was precisely 
what occurred in the analysis of affective recognition in corporate 
volunteering. Describing the elements, events and experiences of the empirical 
case study with recognition-theoretical vocabulary served the second purpose 
of ethical-empirical collaboration: detecting the conditions under which the 
rules may be applied. If it would not have been sensible to grasp corporate 
volunteering as a recognition relation, it would be unfounded to try to apply 
recognition-theoretical principles as action-guiding norms.  

 
664 Schleidgen et al. 2011.  
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The third purpose665 of ethical-empirical collaboration is the ethical 
evaluation of different social practices. In a sense this study is an ethical 
evaluation of The Economic Skills Project. However, the ethical analysis tools 
that I developed could also be used in the future to conduct an ethical 
evaluation of other corporate volunteering projects. My study provides three 
conceptual maps, all of which could help practitioners of corporate 
volunteering to evaluate ethically their own work. The first ethical analysis tool 
(Table 4) lays out the heuristic and normative elements of recognition theory. 
This clarification will help to detect and formulate the ethically relevant 
questions in corporate volunteering projects. The second ethical analysis tool 
(Table 5) distinguishes the different sources of the ethical fragility of the gifts. 
It gives ideas to the organisers of corporate volunteering on how the fragilities 
may be mitigated in the practice of corporate volunteering. The third ethical 
analysis tool (Table 6) presents a taxonomy of recognition failures. The 
taxonomy helps in identifying different forms of lack of recognition or 
misguided recognition in corporate volunteering. In sum, the ethical analysis 
tools of this study will help in building more successful corporate volunteering 
projects – at least given that the success of a corporate volunteering project is 
understood as fulfilment of the pro-social aims.  

Besides the original methodological contribution, my study addresses 
several gaps in corporate volunteering research. In the previous research 
business benefits are studied in isolation from what occurs in the practice of 
corporate volunteering. Introducing recognition theory to the research field of 
corporate volunteering gives means to grasp how corporate volunteering 
unfolds in the encounters of volunteers and recipients. It helps to interpretate 
the relationality of the practice. Earlier research exhibited an emphasis on 
quantitative methods. As a consequence, the in-depth approaches to the ways 
in which corporate volunteering may affect the volunteers and recipients are 
lacking in research. My study also contributes in the qualitative approaches. 
Recognition theory provides a means to analyse in-depth the effects of 
corporate volunteering to the individuals, and through that, extend the 
analysis to the social impact of corporate volunteering. From the perspective 
of my study, the most serious research gap is that the experiences of individual 
recipients have hardly been studied, and that the relationality of corporate 
volunteering has been pointed out but not theorised. Ethical analysis proper 
has been lacking in previous research. My study contributes to these research 
lacunae in an original manner.   

My study also enriches the existing literature on relations of recognition 
by applying recognition theory to a new, interesting field. The studies that 
would combine ethical and empirical analysis in the framework of relations of 
recognition, are still relatively rare. Some examples666 exist, but they do not 
discuss the methodology of ethical-empirical-collaboration comprehensively. 

 
665 Schleidgen et al. 2011.  
666 Häkli et al. 2015; Pirhonen & Pietilä 2015; Thomas 2012. 
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My thesis presents one way to construct an ethical-empirical study that adopts 
the focal concepts of contemporary theory of recognition. I believe that a 
similar approach could be beneficial in other applications of recognition 
theory.  

My research also contributes to the wider research field of corporate social 
responsibility. I refer in Chapter 3.3. to Driver’s influential interpretation of 
the stalemate in ethical and economic justifications of corporate 
responsibility. She claims that we should work away from the organisational 
self, understood as static, unidimensional and distinct from social contexts. 
The way to do that is to bring discourses that grasp the multifarious, complex, 
socially embedded, relational nature of organisational self to organisations. I 
argue that the application of recognition theory in the analysis of 
organisational and corporate social responsibility practices will allow more 
authentic discourses of the organisational self. An interesting option for future 
research is to apply recognition-theoretical conceptual apparatus to those 
corporate responsibility practices in which the relational elements are not 
obvious. Such practice would be socially responsible investing. The 
entanglement of gift and commerce would provide an intriguing starting point 
for analysing the highly topical theme of responsible investment. 

Similarly, applying the conceptual apparatus of contemporary recognition 
theory might contribute to the ethical analysis of stakeholder relations and to 
the assessment of the normative grounding and societal implications of 
corporate social responsibility. Rendtorff667 has pointed out that Ricœur’s 
recognition theory responds to the focal challenge in the companies’ pursuit to 
promote sustainability in globalised business-contexts: promoting 
sustainability globally requires recognition of the differences between cultures 
and groups of people. Recognition theory presents a variety of recognitive 
attitudes. These concepts would allow us to grasp the current variety in 
stakeholder relations which companies have to consider, to safeguard their 
social license to operate.668 The capability approach has already been 
established as a possible normative moral-philosophical grounding to 
corporate social responsibility.669 As Ricœur’s Course indicates, the capability 
approach and contemporary recognition theory can be regarded as being 
compatible. This theoretical collaboration helps to balance the individualistic 
tendencies of the capability approach with the intersubjective focus of 
contemporary recognition theories.  

A critical question for my study is whether the corporate backdrop of 
corporate volunteering really matters, or would my results have been similar, 
had I analysed any traditional non-profit volunteering project. In chapter 2, I 
argued theoretically that the corporate context does matter, and ignoring it 
would lead to a deficient ethical analysis. To answer the question on the 

 
667 Rendtorff 2020.  
668 Demuijnck & Fasterling 2016. 
669 Renouard 2011; Osuji & Obibuaku 2016; González-Canton et al. 2018. 
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difference of corporate volunteering and non-profit volunteering thoroughly, 
we would need a different kind of data set: there would have to be data from 
both types of volunteering projects. However, based on my data, I may 
tentatively suggest that my original theoretical argument regarding the 
distinctive character of corporate volunteering holds. The volunteers made 
sense of their experiences as corporate volunteering by juxtaposing their 
volunteer work and their ordinary work. The young adults wondered before 
the encounters whether the bank employees’ true interest would be to market 
bank services. The theme of the Project was financial skills, and the young 
adults assessed that they gained knowledge of relevant concepts and financial 
products, and The Project helped to lower the threshold of banks as 
institutions. These effects would have not occurred without the corporate 
backdrop of corporate volunteering. This is not to say that many of my 
research findings and ethical analysis tools would not be helpful for the ethical 
evaluation of non-profit volunteering. The importance of reciprocity and 
mutuality for creating the impact of volunteering has already been established 
in volunteering research.670  

Finally, I wanted to pinpoint a potential and important approach for future 
research on corporate volunteering. In my study, I only sporadically pointed 
out the differences in the societal context of my case study – the Nordic welfare 
state – and the societal context from which many forms of corporate 
volunteering originate, namely the US. In the US social welfare legislation is 
much thinner than in the Nordic countries. Research on corporate 
volunteering is societally superficial in the sense that it does not discuss 
thoroughly how different cultural values or welfare models affect the practice 
of corporate volunteering. Such analysis would be highly important. 
Recognition theory has already been applied in the analysis of public services 
in the Nordic context671. The insightfulness of those studies indicates that 
recognition theory might provide the means for a more systematic analysis of 
corporate volunteering in different societal contexts. Moreover, I have pointed 
out the particular hybridity of corporate volunteering: it incorporates 
operational logics from different societal sectors, mostly from business and 
non-profit sectors, but sometimes public sector organisations take part in 
corporate volunteering projects. I suggest that precisely this hybridity of 
corporate volunteering would make it an intriguing topic of sociological 
analysis: studying a hybrid phenomenon would allow us to make visible the 
latent developments, such as the shift in the responsibilities and roles of 
societal sector, which is an on-going development in the Nordic countries.672  

I have established that the virtues of corporate volunteering come to life 
in the form of recognition, both self-recognition and mutual recognition. 
Corporate volunteering creates a context for granting and receiving mutual 
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recognition. The great promise of corporate volunteering is that with it the 
recognition of oneself by oneself as a capable human being grows stronger. At 
the same time the great fragility of corporate volunteering is that the relations 
within it may turn into relations of misrecognition. In this study I have made 
an effort to provide ethical analysis tools which help to prevent misrecognition 
and build preconditions for mutual gift relationships in corporate 
volunteering.  

I believe that Ricœur’s theory of recognition has a broader message for us 
all today in 2022, regardless of our interest in corporate volunteering, 
corporate responsibility or moral philosophy. As I am writing these lines, the 
war in Ukraine continues. It is now more important than ever to be reminded 
that, despite the atrocities that are occurring at the moment, states of peace 
are possible.  
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APPENDIXES  

 
APPENDIX 1. Communication material from the US companies who, from 
Fortune 500 companies, have the most extensive inputs to corporate 
volunteering     

 
Company  Industry  Voluntee

ring 
hours/ 
year/ 
emplo-
yee 

Texts included in the background material + 
abbreviation used in this study.  
Texts accessed in January 2017 

Deloitte Professional 
services 

Unlimited • Deloitte Global Report (Deloitte 1) 
https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/about-

deloitte/topics/global-report-2015.html 
• Volunteer Impact Research. 

https://www2.deloitte.com/us/en/pages/about-
deloitte/articles/citizenship-deloitte-volunteer-impact-
research.html. 

Novo 
Nordisk  

Healthcare  80 • Video clip on TakeAction volunteering program (Novo 
Nordisk 1) 
http://video.novonordisk.com/video/11569069/takeactio
n-novo-nordisk-employees 

• Info page on the volunteering program (Novo Nordisk 2) 
http://www.novonordisk.com/sustainability/actions/Em
ployees-Safety/Volunteering.html 

• News article (Novo Nordisk 3) 
http://www.novonordisk.com/about-novo-nordisk/novo-
nordisk-in-brief/stories/citizenship/bosnia-takes-
action.html 

• News article (Novo Nordisk 4) 
http://www.novonordisk.com/about-novo-nordisk/novo-
nordisk-in-brief/stories/citizenship/in-syria-nothing-is-
impossible-in-the-battle-against-diabetes.html 

• “Life changing careers” brochure (Novo Nordisk 5) 
http://www.novonordisk.com/content/dam/Denmark/H
Q/Careers/pdf/NN-life-changing-careers-magazine.pdf 

• Novo Nordisk Company brochure (Novo Nordisk 6) 
http://www.novonordisk.com/content/dam/Denmark/H
Q/aboutus/documents/novo-nordisk-company-
brochure.pdf 
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NuStar 
Energy 

Energy  60 • “United way” responsibility campaign info page (NuStar 
1) http://nustarenergy.com/en-
us/Communities/Pages/United-Way.aspx 

• “Communities” info page (NuStar 2) 
http://nustarenergy.com/en-
us/Communities/Pages/CommunitiesMain.aspx 

• “Volunteering” info page (NuStar 3) 
http://nustarenergy.com/en-
us/Communities/Pages/Volunteering.aspx 

PCL 
Construc-
tion 

Constructio
n 

50 • “PCL in your Community” info page (PCL 1) 
http://www.pcl.com/Culture-and-Community/PCL-in-
Your-Community/Pages/PCL-in-Your-Community-
Canada-International.aspx 

• “Community giving” info page (PCL 2) 
http://www.pcl.com/Culture-and-Community/PCL-in-
Your-Community/Community-
Giving/Pages/Community-Giving-Canada-
International.aspx 

• Blog post on volunteering (PCL 3) 
http://www.pcl.com/Services-that-Deliver/Industry-
Leadership/PCL-Blogs/Pages/Building-Homes-and-
Hope.aspx 

• New employee information guide (PCL 4) 
https://extranet.pclconnects.com/tools/Documents/New
%20Employee%20Information%20Guide.pdf 

• News article on a volunteering project (PCL 5) 
http://www.pcl.com/Culture-and-
Community/Pages/PCL-Employees-Dig-In-to-Support-
Local-Community-Gardens.aspx 
• News article on a volunteering project (PCL 6) 

http://www.pcl.com/Culture-and-
Community/Pages/Building-Bridges-from-Seattle-to-
Panama.aspx 

Autodesk  Technology 48 • “Employee impact” info page (Autodesk 1) 
http://www.autodesk.org/what-we-do/employee-impact 

• Sustainability report FY14-FY15 (Autodesk 2) 
http://damassets.autodesk.net/content/dam/autodesk/w
ww/sustainability/docs/pdf/sustainability_report_2015_
FINAL.pdf 

Salesforce  Technology  48 • Stakeholder impact report FY15-FY16 (Salesforce 1) 
http://www.sfdcstatic.com/assets/pdf/misc/salesforce-
stakeholder-impact-report-fy15-fy16.pdf 

NetApp Technology  40 • “Giving back” program info page (NetApp 1) 
http://www.netapp.com/us/careers/life/giving-back.aspx 
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Stryker Medical 
technologies 

40 • Social responsibility overview (Stryker 1) 
http://www.stryker.com/csr2013/ 

Cadence  Technology  40 • “Global giving” program info page (Cadence 2) 
https://www.cadence.com/content/cadence-
www/global/en_US/home/company/culture/global-
giving.html 

• News article on volunteering (Cadence 2) 
https://community.cadence.com/cadence_blogs_8/b/ins
ights-culture/archive/2016/05/09/cadence-is-
recognized-as-a-best-workplace-for-giving-back 

WMWare Technology 40 • WMWare Foundation year in review 2015 (WMWare 1) 
http://www.vmware.com/content/dam/digitalmarketing
/vmware/en/pdf/vmware-foundation-year-in-review-
2015.pdf 

 
 
 
 

APPENDIX 2. Empirical data regarding the case study  
 

INTERVIEWS   

Description  Duration   Participants  

Group interview with 
the young adults: group 
1, before the Project 
meetings  

54min  Three young adults  

Group interview with 
the young adults: group 
1, after the meetings  

15min Three young adults   

Group interview with 
the young adults: group 
2, before the Project 
meetings  

30min Three young adults  

Group interview with 
the young adults: group 
2, after the meetings  

42min Five young adults.   

Pair interview with the 
volunteers of group 1, 
after the Project 
meetings  

40min Two volunteers  

Individual interview 
with a bank employee 
from group 1, after the 
meetings  

33min One volunteer 
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Interview with the 
coordinator of the 
Project 

42min The coordinator of the project 

OBSERVATIONS 
Description Duration What happened?  Location 

Observation of the 
meeting of group 1  

Ca. 1 h 
30min 

Volunteers provided a tour 
of a small bank museum. 
The volunteers and young 
adults played a learning 
game on everyday 
economic reasoning. 

Bank museum 
(usually the 
meetings were 
held in special 
youth work 
facilities) 

Observation of the 
meeting of group 2  

Ca. 1 h  Volunteers led a group 
discussion on ways to 
economise and gave 
reflection tasks to the 
young adults  

The premises of a 
special youth 
work NGO 

TEXT DOCUMENTS (focus of data acquisition: interaction of volunteers and recipients) 
Description  Length  Source   
Webpage of the Project, 
basic information   

300 words Webpage of the NGO responsible for the project 

News article of a new 
subproject (one-to-one 
mentoring)   

1210 words  as above  

The Project’s final report 
(2013-2014) 

3710 words  In the possession of the researcher, obtained 
from the coordinator of the project  

The pedagogical guide 
for the corporate 
volunteers. 

6900 
words  

as above  
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